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"Says Confucius: 'A man who, while living 
in the present age, reverts to the ways of 
antiquity, is one who will bring calamity 
upon himself.'" 

"What terrible fate must be in store for 
him who, knowing the worth of the CR-8, 
persists in using ancient apparatus—which 
Confucius would have cast into the muddy 
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CR-8 Short Wave Regenerative Receiver 

is one in which perfection in even the minor details has been 
attained. It is indeed a masterpiece. Just look at these new 
features! Exclusive, every one of them:— 

New moulded variometers — that will last a 
century. 
Rubber-tired Verniers — make real tuning a 
pleasure. 
Aluminum shields eliminate troublesome change 
of frequency when receiving C. W . 

Direct reading wave-change and rheostat control 

Battery binding posts in the rear—eliminatin 
unsightly connections. 

Constant calibrated wave-length range- 150 t 
t,000 Meters. 

If it were possible to make a finer short-wave regenerative 
receiver, Grebe would be making it. 

Your dealer will gladly order one of these receivers for your 
inspection. Ask him for bulletins. 

Bunnell & Co., J. H., New York City. 
Central Radio Company, Kansas City. Mo. 
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co., Chicago, Ill. 
Continental Radio & Electric Corp, New York 
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Leo J. Meyberg Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Newman-Stern CO, Cleveland, Ohio. 
F. D. Pitts Co., Inc., Boston, Mass. 
Philadelphia School of Wireless Telegraphy, Philadelphia. Pa. 
Western Radio Electric Co., Loa Angeles, Cal. 
Hickson Electric Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y. 
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Preface 

y the end of 1929, an industry I 

that had barely existed ten years earlier had sold three and 
a half billion dollars' worth of radios, parts, and accesso-
ries. While there have been many books written on the 
technical history of radio and its inventors, and still more 
on the broadcasting stations and personalities, there have 
been none on this billion-dollar segment: the companies 
that built the receivers. 

These volumes are an attempt to fill that gap. Since the 
history of each company is largely a history of the radio 

models it made. 1 have particularly emphasized these, and 
have aimed to describe every advertised model of each 

company, whether common or scarce, collectible or not. 
This is not a complete history of the radio industry. 

Even in three volumes, there is only room to sketch about 
70 of the largest makers. Nor is there much coverage of 
"homebrew" sets, although until 1925 they outnumbered 
factory-made models, and by the end of 1929 accounted 

for one-third of the total made to that time. But almost 
every company in business three years or more is here, as 
well as many of the small companies they acquired. Sev-
eral that dealt only in kits are included, and quite a few 

others who sold components to homebrewers in the early 
period, so this phase has not been entirely neglected 
either. 

The few companies that existed before i920 are treated 
in some detail for that era, but my main emphasis is on the 
twenties, when broadcast radio was evolving so rapidly. A 
clean break at December 1929 includes the entire history 
of most makers, while avoiding the cathedrals and midgets 
that revolutionized radio manufacturing in the thirties. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE SINGLE CONTROL 
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The sheiks are responsible for the original demand for single-
control sets. They could not understand why a man who 
needed only one arm to drive a car needed two to tune a set. 



Organization 

/\ any stories apply to more than 1, 
one company: the Neutrodyne's development, for in-
stance, or the RCA lawsuits leading to industry-wide pat-
ent licensing in 1927. Rather than repeat these stories 
each time, certain details have been scattered among the 
individual chapters; thus while most of the Neutnxlyne's 
history is in the Freed-Eisemann chapter, significant parts 
are also under Fada, Garod, etc. Similarly, references to 
Atwater Kent appear in the Freshman and Splitdorf chap-
ters. For these reasons the index is necessary for retrieval 
of all the bits and pieces. 

The length of each chapter is largely dependent on the 
amount of material available. A few companies left a well-
marked trail, but others managed to avoid all publicity 
at the time and have vanished without a trace, other than 
the radios they made. Fortunately the companies that at-
tracted the most publicity tend to be the important Ones. 

All dates given with each model are the dates of first ad-
vertising, and prices are those at introduction. Prices are 
list, although many sets were openly advertised for less, 
and are generally without tubes or accessories. 
I have tried to avoid footnotes, not because the facts 

have no source, but because the sources are so scattered 
that footnotes would occupy more space than the text. In-
troductory dates and prices of course come from advertis-
ing, a fair sample of which is reproduced throughout these 
volumes. Company history comes largely from contempo-
rary trade publications: Radio Retailer and Jobber, Radio 
Dealer, Radio Retailing and others. Some comes from 
radio magazines in general; some from later historical 
accounts by the men or companies involved. Corporate 
financial data can be found in yearly volumes of Poor's 
Manuals. 
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Near the Voices hi the Mr 
'.':ear every large city there are now one o speech 

r more 

powerful wireless telephone stations 
from anyone of these stations can score or 

be clearly 

heard with the Arread Receiving Set a 
more m iles away. Frequently, dice stations give 

radio " concerts." By means of are miles 

the Amrad Re-

ceiving Set you can easily hear these " conrerts" 

with surprising clearness though you 
distant and in the seclusion of your own room. 

Radio telegraphi messages, press reports, etc., 
from commercal stations and ships eeveral 
hundred miles mvay, as well as the constant in-
tercommunication of the amateur stations in your 
general victy can he heard any hour of the day. 
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Radiophone litusic.--It appears very much as thoug•h 
We are on tlie verge of a new era in radio corm/Jun/ea-
Hon, namely, radiophone music for the nic.. The 
idea, in brief, is to iinre radiophone stations at central 
points sending out concert music as well as speeches 
and lectures via radio, and C01111)act and simple radio 
receiving sets he various homes, clubs and so 011 to 
intercept the wares. Already there are several radio-
phone stations in operation, and at least one wire-
less company has developed a receiving sot made in 
the form of a cabinet phonograph, incorporating a con-

cealed loud-speaking telephone unit, so that the 111usie, 
speech, lecture or other radiophone transmission can 

he imam throughout a P00111. It bi belierVri kV 1'11(ii0 

men that leading numufaetterers of radio ern' ipzueit t 
services for their patrons. trill see lit to maintain radioldione concert ona lecture 

Introduction 

"I can tbien in on all the ' mho coin eats now. Dad. 
Those Baldwin phones you bougut mu for Christmas 
are corkers. Just listen to that famous tenor singing 
over the wireless telephone. Every note records not 
as c:early as though it were a phonowaphic reproduc-
tion right here in our own home.-

Actuolly Baldy Phones reproducc in identically the 
same manner as do the high grade phonographs. In-
stead of a heavy iron diaphragm, as en most phones, 
a selected gratli., of mica is used. 'Phis is much more 
susceptible to distot'ion and as a pesul: rmponds nue-e 
readily to the thousand of overmnes and harmonics 
of tin, human voice tar . amo rauaicnl instrument. 

Itahly's are the moq sens,tbe pàcatio, in the world. 
This is attested to lay the fact that tbe leading radm 
engineers. with every facility at their command for 
testing the audibility and sen.sitiv,ne, of every moka-
of !alone. chnose Baldwin for th:.ir ersonal  

Pitar nen. booklet atilt give you "tune inter-est-
b " t Baldwin M, on addition 

ra 'Lye' ‘ k" rotar dea.ler tos. croc ti hr 

n'n "sorrily you write dirct. mains his 
trneU.Iaddres. 

JOIN FIRTII & CO., 
le Broadway SenSorS 

Sole Digfributera or 

Kellter„ 

name lInCelie-rAtluvable Phone. 

FOR 
LAND 
EA. 

44.4131111-1E PHONES 
Onc of tlic first advertisements to explicitly mention bmadeasting. 
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Broadcasting and KDKA 

Although the human voice had first been transmitted by 
radio in 1900 ( Fessenden, one mile at Cobb 1., Maryland), 
and various experimenters had broadcast in the years fol-
lowing, some quite regularly, broadcasting as we know it 
began in 1920, and with it the radio industry. The popular 
accounts single out KDKA: "The sensation in the public 
press created by this marvelous demonstration of wireless 
telephony set in motion a movement that eventually encir-
cled the globe," (Archer, History Of Radio To 1926) or 
". . . the excitement radiating from KDKA set off a na-
tional mania," ( Barnouw, A Tower In Babel). 

Actually KDKA's November 2 broadcast of the Hard-
ing-Cox election returns created little stir. The major radio 

magazines published at the time (QST, Radio News, Wire-
less Age) didn't even mention KDKA. QST's profile of 
Frank Conrad in February 1921, an issue that included 
amateur news up to January 23, said nothing of broad-
casting; KDKA first appeared in QST in May. Popular 
weeklies were even slower: Scientific American devoted a 
paragraph to "radiophone music" in its May 28, 1921 is-
sue, though it had regularly printed stories on other as.-
pects of radio for two decades, while the Literary Digest, a 
leading newsmagazine which likewise had featured radio 
articles before, first mentioned broadcasting on July 9, 
1921. 

In the Beginning 

Radio in 1920 and 1921, the starting point of this ac-
count, was therefore what it had been for twenty years: 
commercial and amateur point-to-point communications. 
At this time, the commercial ship-to-shore and transoce-
anic business was far more important than the amateur, 
but it approximately only doubled during the decade, and 
very few commercial wireless manufacturers moved suc-
cessfully into broadcast radio. The broadcast industry was 
largely descended from the amateur-equipment makers. 
Indeed, if it hadn't been for the flock of "amateur and ex-
perimental" licensees under Armstrong's regeneration pat-
ent, in the early twenties when the industry was taking 



shape, RCA and its "radio group" allies would have had 
the field entirely to themselves. The group (RCA, GE, 
AT&T, Westinghouse, United Fruit/Wireless Specialty 
Apparatus) spent a great deal of their legal energies fight-
ing off their own licensees, but by 1925 when they had 
succeeded in driving them out of business or into relying 
on some other circuit, a much more dangerous herd had 
their noses into the tent. Atwater Kent, Crosley, Sparton, 
Zenith and others who would soon take most of the market 
from RCA, might never have done so, or existed at all, if 
RCA had been able to take a tougher stance when they 
were smaller. 

Armstrong Regenerative Sets 

In 1920 Howard Armstrong's legal expenses were 
mounting, while he waited for one of the large electrical or 
wireless companies to make an offer for his regeneration 
and superheterodyne patents and applications. His attor-
neys hit on the idea of licensing the myriad makers of re-
generative receivers for the amateur market, under his 
patent 1,113,149 ( 1914), for a royalty of 5% of sales 
price, and were soon signing them up as fast as they could 
spot their magazine ads. Since the ham market was con-
sidered negligibly small, issuing these licenses would not 
endanger the eventual sale of the patents to commercial 
interests. The following companies were licensed, more or 
less in the order listed: 

American Marconi (only for one or two stations) 
International Radio Telegraph Co. 
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc. 
Chicago Radio Laboratory ( 5/15/20) (became Zenith) 
Clapp-Eastham Co. (4/18/20) 
Cutting & Washington, Inc. ( 7/7/20) 
Adams-Morgan Co. 
The Precision Equipment Co. (later bought by Crosley) 
Jones Radio Co. ( affiliated with Kellogg) 
Mignon Mfg. Export Corp. 
Tri-City Electric Mfg. Co. 
Klitzen Radio Mfg. Co. (affiliated with Michigan) 
The Radio Shop (supposedly 9/2 to 9/4/20) 
Oard Radio Laboratories 
Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co. 
The C.D. Tuska Co. 
Radio-Craft Co., Inc. (9/20/20) ( later bought by De For - 

est) 
The Colin B. Kennedy Co. 
Eastern Radio Co. 
Chelsea Radio Co. 
All these companies but the first two were small; in-

deed, some were nothing more than high-school boys 
working in their attics. And the licenses were non-trans-
ferable, so that not all continued in business. But some 
became substantial companies: Chicago Radio Laboratory 
(Zenith), Cutting & Washington (Colonial), Grebe, 
Kennedy, Precision Equipment (Crosley). Others were im-
portant in the early twenties: Adams-Morgan, Clapp-East-
ham, Klitzen (Michigan), Radio Craft (De Forest), Radio 
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Shop (Echophone), Tri-City ( mfr. for M 
Tuska. 
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Detector and Two-Stage 
Audio Frequency Amp)ifier. 

Thie Inetrument is made of the linen material. 
and workmanship. and gives perfect amplification 
without any interfering noises. Binding DO•Lit are 
provided for separate -B“ battery connection., for 
Detector and Amplifier. 

Our Detector and Amplifier line conette of: 
Detector Unit  $15.00 

Detector and One-Stage 
Audio Frequency Amplifier 11415.00 

Detector and Two•Stage 
Aucho Frequency Amplifier $70.00 

Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier $50.00 

RADIO-CRAFT CO., Inc. 
FRANK M SQUIRE, Pres 

413 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

"YOU'D BE URPRISED" 
at the distance 
freedom from 
equipment. Th 
kind you want 
distance work t 
Ace has the rig 
may pay more, 
Type T. T. Reg 
to 2750 meters, 

tgomery Ward), 

strength of signal and 
RM you get with Ace 
type T. T. Tuner is the 
for that extreme long 

the worst QRM. Doc 
dope when he says "You 
ut you can't buy better". 
erative Tuner, range 150 
F. O. B. Cincinnati, $55. 

The Precision Equipment Company 
2431 Gilbert Aye., Dept D, Cincinnati, Obi.. 

_ 

• 
IHTERNATIONAL 

u \\ MI 
VACUUM TUBE 

-J[1 
DETECTOR 

or 

SINGLE STAGE A 
Single tube Detector and Amplifier Units are among t 
of the Interch aaaaa ble panel instruments in the Intern 
mental Apparatu• Line. 

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 

AUDION DETECTOR RTD-102-A ..... .... 
SINGLE STAGE AMPLIFIER RTA-104-A. 

F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY 

Write to Department 23 for our new completely Mu ...... d six p 

International Radio Telegraph 'Company 
326 Broadway New e  

PL1FIER 
e most useful 
tion•I Experi-

5.00 
6.00 

e bulletin Ind«. 

York City 
qt..' 

- _._ 
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RW 4.— SIZE 12 . s 9" a 41 1/4 " 

Mignon 
Undamped 

Receptors 

LOP NO 1.0CSE 
VARIOMETERS 
AMPLIFIERS 

Strongest, most 

"RW4" 
Wave 

COUPLERS 
DING COILS 

distinct signals 

—  IMPORTANT NOTICE — 
The Mien« System Apparatus vItW1,...RW2.. ”IIRV3 .. and “RB13)... ‘yre 

factured and are. slip.erlteded by tthee.impt-.oved:_:J11iVe....UWI" and :11 

Zeno:37 '1Zr tl.'S.''Le"..4 by theCORPS. sole owner 
'le. 'Ir9117e-

INFRiNGERS WILL BE PROSECUTED. 

Mignon Manufacturing Corporation - 

no longer manu-
.. The.« apparatus 

of the MIgnon Sittem 

Newark, N. J. 

Damped and undamped wave apparatus for all 
Endorsed by Radio Dept. of D. L. & W. Ry 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

Mignon Manufacturing Corporation, Dept. "Q", Newark, 
Canadian R ....... tative—Canadian Radio Mfg. Co., Bien•Ille, 

)urposes ,01Wye 
Co. .....—..e... 

..=-•Liii2erf 

¡MIGNON SYSTUf 

N. J. --;.....,1 
Que. l4l» 

— 

THE JONES CABINET LONG WAVE RECEIVING 

For DAMPED or 11 
A cinefully wound Receiving 2 an ag.proWmate Wavy 

'.  0000 Memr. Eqinalnid 
Condensers Rheostat 

re: v- 1 Y  take the l  MARCIDN1 
lite Panel, Silver Pl. 
Mission Oak Cabinet 
within Metal frame 
Model ..D., 1.. ilittrated. 
Net. Model ..E. fi 

,i- r e END- Switch and 11.1. 
-1- y- . mete, Eighty- Five 

New Bulletic 

THE JONES RADIO CO., 384 Monroe Street, BROOKLYN, 
1 

TRANSFORMER 

IAMPED Wave Reception 
Transfornter with 

Leneth of from 200 to 
with Variable and Fixed 

and Grid Leak. Fitted to 
Vacuum Tube. Bake-

ed Switches and Contacts. 
Entire Apparatus built 

to permit easy removal. 
SIXTY DOLLARS. 

ed with Modern I.DEAD 
Grade Hot Wire An.. 

hollers net. 

eent on rpuest. 

N. Y. 



Typical Stock for Radio Merchant 

N. I Merchandise Minimum M.1{.11, 

2-10 ER. 753 G. E. receivers @ $18  $36.00 $180.00 
1-5 AR.- 1300 G. E. receivers @ $50  50.00 250.00 
1-5 A.A.-1400 G.E. amplifiers @ $75  75.00 575.00 
2-6 S--307421 Westinghouse Aeriola, Jr , 

@ $25   50.00 150.00 
2-6 S-3I9564 Westinghouse Aeriola, Sr , 

@ $65   
1 S-307189 Westinghouse tuner, @ $68 
1 S-307190 Westinghouse detector, 2-

stage amplifier   70.00 70.00 
2-10 S-307215 Westinghouse R. C., @ 

$132.50     265.00 1,325.00 
1-2 DT-600 De Forest sets,  25.00 50.00 
1-2 DT-700 De Forest sets, $36  36.00 72.00 
1-2 DL-800 De Forest amplifier, a $35  3500 70.00 
1-2 S Paragon receivers, @  50.00 100.00 
I DA-2 Paragon amplifier, @ $65  65.00 65.00 

2-5 2596 Amrad receivers, @ $45  9600 225.00 
2-5 2634 Amrad amplifier and detector, 

@ $47.50   95.00 237.50 
2-5 2626 Amrad load coils, @ $3.85  7.70 19.25 
2-5 2962 Amrad load coils, at $3.85  7.70 19.25 
1 CR-8 Grebe, $80  80.00 80.00 
1 CR-3 Grebe, $65   65.00 65.00 
1 CR-9 Grebe, $130   130.00 130.00 
1 Rord-Grebe, @ $25   75.00 75.00 
1 Rork-Grebe, @ $65   65.00 65.00 

1-2 224 Tuska popular receiver, @ $35  35.00 70.00 
1 225 Tuska popular receiver and am-

plifier, @ $75  75.00 75.00 
1 H.R. receiver, @ $40   40.00 40.00 
1 H.Z. amplifier, @ $40  40.00 40.00 

2-3 105 Marvel sets, @ $15  30.00 45.00 
2-6 833 DeVeau standard loud speakers, 

@ $35   70.00 210.00 
2-6 Midget speakers, @ $15  30.00 90.00 
1 R-3 Magnavox, @ $45  45.00 45.00 
1 R-1118 Acmefone, @ $80  80.00 80.00 

2-6 837 Victrola attachments, @ $15  15.00 90.00 
1-2 838 Grafonola attachments, @ $15  15.00 30.00 
1 839 Edison attachment, @ $16.50  16.50 16.50 

1-2 R-1131 Amplitone loud speaker, @ 
$12   12.06 24.00 

1-2 70 Paragon V.T. controls, @ $6  6.00 12.00 
1 A-5 G.A. standard detector, @ $5.95 5.95 5.95 

1-2 A-6 G.A. standard amplifier,@ $13.50 13.50 27.00 
2-6 223 Tuska parts set, @ $27.50  27.50 165.00 
2-6 321 Horne variocouplers, @ $7  14.00 42.00 

3-12 Horne variometers, @ $8  24() .96.00 
3-6 R-1012 Baldwin variocouplers, @ $8 24.09 48.00 
3-6 R-1012 Baldwin variometers, @ $7  21.00 42.00 
3 R-1137 Bruno loose couplers, ® $10 30.00. 30.00 
2 7874 tuning coils, @ $3.30  6.60 6.60 

12 829 DeVeau radio plugs. @ $1.25  15.00 15.00 
10-25 843 DeVeau head sets, @ $8  80.00 200.00 
6-12 844 DeVeau head sets, @ $10.50  63.00 126.00 

12 56-2 Murdock head sets, @ $5  60.00 60.00 
12 56-3 Murdock head sets, @ $6  72.00 72.00 
12 102-A Fada crystal detectors, @ $2.25 27.00 27.00 
24 324 Murdock crystal detectors, @ 70e 16.80 16.80 
12 112 Puritche crystal detectors, @ 

$2.25   27.00 27(X 
200 R-1121 unmounted galena crystals, ® 

25e.   50.00 50.00 
200 Mounted galena crystals, @ 40c.... 8600 80.00 
50 Detector tubes, UV-200, $5  250.00 500.00 
50 UV-201 amplifier tubes, $6.50  325.03 1,300.00 

6-12 WD-11 Aerictron tubes, @ $7.50  45.00 90.00 
50 UP-542 sockets, @ $1  50.00 50.00 
25 R-500 DeForest sockets, @ $1  25.09 25.00 
25 30 Paragon sockets, @ $1  25.00 2500 
25 F-500 DeForest rheostats, $1.20  30.1:0 30.00 
6 P.R.-535 filament rheostats, @ $3  18.09 18.00 

25 56-0B Murdock rheostats. @ $1  25.00 25.00 
2 P.R.-536 potentiometers, @ $2  4.00 4.00 
6 C.V.-101 DeForest variable condens-

er, @ $5   30.00 30.00 
6 CV-100 variable condensers, @ 04.75 28.50 28.50 
6 CV-201 DeForest variable condens-

ers, @ $5.50   33.09 33.00 
6 C.V.-200 DeForest variable condens-

ers, @ $5.25   31.50 31.50 
1 Carton Amrad fixed condensers  22.50 22.50 
1 Carton 2972 Amrad grid leaks  40.00 4000 

50 A-2 grid condensers, @ 35c  17.50 17.50 
50 A-3 phone condensers, @ 35c  17.50 17.50 
50 grid leaks and condensers, @ 50c  25.00 25.00 
12 R-29 fixed receiving condensers, @ 

90c.   10.80 10.80 

130.00 390.00 
68.00 68.00 

2 DL-25 DeForest honeycomb coils, (qi 
$1.54   

2 6010 Horne lightning switches, @ 
$6.75   

10 7001 battery switches, 32c  
10 7000 battery switches, @ 20e  
25 15 Paragon switch levers, l 70c  
12 10 Paragon knob and dial, 90c  
12 12 Paragon knob and dial, @ 1.35  
12 14 Paragon knob and dial, @ $1..   

1 12 RA.- 15 Paragon knob anddial, $1.7.5 
12 210-1 Tuska knob and dial, $1.65 
12 212-1 Tuska knob and dial, $1.10 
12 8X1-H Clapp-Eastham knob and dial, 

@ 75c   
2 DL-50 DeForest honeycomb coils, @ 

$1.65   
2 DL-75 DeForest honeycomb coils, @ 

$1.65   
2 DL-100 DeForest honeycomb coils, 

@ $1.71   
12 763-ER. B batteries, @ 98e net  

766 ER. B batteries, $1.65  
12 Tungar rectifier, @ 
1 23I-A amplifying transformers, @ 

$5   
10 226-W. Federal amplifying trans-

formers, @ $7   
10 R-1202 Thordarson transformers, @ 

$4   
10 R-1103 Novice antennae equipment, 

@ $2.50   
10 100-foot coils hard drawn antennae 

wire, @ 25c. lb  
50 Also standard antennae wire, No. 14 
12 6001 Horne lightning arresters, @ 

$2.45   
100 4501 aerial insulators, 25c  
50 4500 aerial insulators, t 40e  
12 G-2 electros switches, @ $1.50  
12 137F G.R. knob and dial, @ $1.85  
12 137D G.R. knob and dial, @ $1  
6 2608 Amrad knob and dial, @ 65c  
6 2069 Amrad knob and dial, CO 65c  

25 DeVeau binding posts, No. 852, ® 
15c.   

25 DeVeau binding posts, No. 854, @ 
17e.   

25 DeVeau binding posts, No. 853. (& 
17e.   

25 DeVeau binding posts, No. 855, @ 
20c   

25 DeVeau binding posts. NO. 856. @ 
20c.   

25 DeVeau binding posts. No. 857, @ 
25c.   

3.08 3.08 

13.50 
3.20 
2.00 
17.50 
10.80 
15.00 
12.00 
21.00 
1920 
13.20 

13.50 
3.20 
2.00 
17.50 
10.80 
15.00 
12.00 
21.00 
19.80 
13.20 

9.00 9.00 

3.30 3.30 

3.30 3.30 

3.42 3.42 
11.76 11.76 
19.80 19.80 
28.00 28.00 

50.00 50.00 

70.00 7000 

40.00 40.00 

25.00 25.00 

50.00 100.00 

29.40 29.40 
25.00 25.00 
20.03 20.00 
18.00 18.00 
21.20 21.20 
12.190 12.00 
3.90 3.90 
3.90 3.90 

3.75 3.75 

425 4.25  

4.25 4.25 

5.00 5.00 

5.00 5.00 

6.25 6.25 

$4,396.81 $9,060.16 

Typical Initial Stock for Radio Merchant 

Assembled Sets Assortment N. II List Prices 
Aeriola Junior Riceiving Set  $25,00 
Aeriola Sr. Receiving Set  65.00 
R. C. Short Wavt.. Regenerative Receiver  132.50 
Aeriola Grande Receiving Set  32500 
C. R. 3 Grebe Special Short Wave Receiver  65.00 
C. R. Grebe Short 'Wave Regenerative Receiver  80.00 
C. R. 5 Grebe Intermediate Wave Receiver  80.00 
C. R. 9 Grebe Intermediate Wave Rceiver  130.00 
C. R. 10 Grebe Receiver ( Radiotone)  315.00 
RORK Two Stage Amplifier  55.00 
RORD Vacuum Tube Detector  75.00 
Kennedy Universal Receiver  250 00 
Kennedy Two Stage Amplifier  85.00 
Kennedy Intermediate Wave Receiver  125.00 
Kennedy Short Wave Receiver  80.00 
Kennedy Two Stage Amplifier  55.00 
De Forest Everyman Receiving Set  2500 
De Forest Radiophone Receiving Set  36.00 
Federal Junior Receiver  25.00 

$2,028.50 
Add Miscellaneous Radio Accessories  1,000.00 

$3.028.50 

Radio Merchandising published this list of recommended stock for new radio dealers on July 1, 1922. 
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For several years, the Armstrong circuit was far and 
away the best performer of all the standard ones, and the 
most efficient in its use of tubes ( which were very expen-
sive, as were the batteries to run them). So any company 
licensed to use this circuit could make radios fully as good 
as RCA's. Regenerative radios became less important af-
ter 1925, partly because of legal pressures, partly because 
they were too tricky for the average fan to handle, and 
caused interference to other sets when misadjusted. Only 
a few companies continued making them, while most 
switched to TRI", tuned radio frequency, in 1924. Cros-
ley, specializing in cheap sets with few tubes, needed 
regeneration for maximum performance from each tube. 
RCA used regeneration in its low- and medium-priced 
models (superheterodyne for the top of the line) and did 

Distributing Problems of Radio Manufacturers. 
By M. B. SLEEPER. 

In the following article Mr. Sleeper describes some of the difficulties which were 
experienced in America in the process of establishing the wireless industry on a sound footing. 

A
LTHOUGH the experiences of radio 
manufacturers in England may differ 
from the series of events which have 

taken place during the first year of broad-
casting here, the general outline will probably 
be the same. Possibly some of the very 
expensive errors made by the majority of our 
manufacturers and dealers that have almost 
paralysed the industry may be worth relating. 

Last Christmas the demands of the public 
upon the dealers were such that they were 
operating on the daily deliveries from the 
manufacturers. The latter, sensing a great 
increase in business, bent all their efforts to 
enlarge their facilities. New companies sprang 
into existence, in the main duplicating the 
products of existing concerns. The new-
comers found plenty of orders, because the 
dealers knew that, of whatever they ordered, 
only a small part would be delivered. We call 
it " pyramiding " orders. 
For example, a dealer who could sell a 

thousand rheostatsia month ordered two thousand 
from each of six companies, with the idea that 
the total of the partial deliveries might make 
up that amount. Because of this phantom of 
demand, manufacturers lost their perspective 
and tried to get on an immediate delivery basis. 
In the meantime business developed so rapidly 
that, when they could deliver a thousand 
rheostats the dealer could sell ten thousand. 
Moreover, new stores opened up by the 
hundred, and a certain amount of goods had 
to be turned out to supply each one. 

Jobbers also jumped into radio, bringing 
with them the question of jobbers' discounts. 

Many of them, instead of selling to the stores, 
took advantage of the jobbers' discounts, but 
sold directly to consumers. Department stores, 
one after another, opened radio departments, 
complicating matters, by asking for jobbers' 
discounts. Moreover, machine shops and 
" cellar factories" made trouble by offering 
jobbers' discounts to the retail stores. Radio 
stores included, by the way, ironmongers, 
chemists, tailors' shops, millinery stores, shoe 
stores, sporting goods and clothing shops, 
stationeiy stores, garden implement houses, 
motor car accessory shops, garages—in fact, 
almost any kind of place selling to the public. 

Before this time we had had no real jobbers, 
and no one could definitely define a radio 
jobber anyway. As a result many manu-
facturers sold in large quantities to stores 
whose purchases on credit were really not 
justified by their normal credit rating. Then 
however, their turnover was so rapid that they 
could easily pay their bills and—here is where 
the trouble came—they were allowed to con-
tinually increase the size of their orders. 

In May the crash came. The production 
of established manufacturers, plus that of the 
newcomers, reached the demand, and the 
consumers' purchases fell off slightly. Imme-
diately orders were cancelled right and left. 
A little later goods were returned to the 
manufacturers. Retailers stopped paying their 
bills. 
The effect was first felt by new manu-

facturers who had ordered materials in huge 
quantities, for theirs were the first orders to be 
cancelled. As a result, they had no accounts 

Radiola Superheterodyne AR-812 Feb. 1924 RCA 

$220 without tubes or accessories. 

not make a Tlif until 1927. 

The Radio Boom 

Since the amateurs were predominantly youn 
boys, with no money for manufactured appar 
built their own; therefore in 1920 the radio ind 
sisted mainly of component makers (excluding c 
and government manufacturers). And at first, 
fans were likely to be the families of amateurs, o 
teurs themselves, who similarly used homema 

ers. It was not until late 1921 that the gene 
began to be drawn in, and significant number 
facture(' receivers sold. M. B. Sleeper gives 
porary description of the resulting boom: 
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receivable to cover their accounts payable. 
They had not had time to establish themselves 
in the minds of the public, nor had they 
advertised extensively. One after another 
closed shop in rapid succession. 

During July and August the strain was felt 
by the older concerns, for both orders and 
collections fell off to almost nothing. Since 
they sold directly to retailers instead of putting 
orders through jobbers of high financial 
standing, they found trade connections, built 
up at great expense, of no further value. 
Many retailers, finding business poor during 
the summer, quickly disposed of their stocks, 
but showed no interest in paying their bills, 
because, having made money during the 
period of great demand, they decided to go 
back to their old business, that of selling 
medicine, clothes, shoes, or whatever it was. 
This autumn, orders have been very slow 

at first where, ordinarily, things are in full 
swing by the middle of September. This 
was due to the fact that many stores were still 
stocked with last spring's purchases and the 
public was waiting for the end of the unreason-
ably warm weather we were experiencing. 
Some retailers could not and others would 
not pay bills dating back to April and May 
until trade resumed. In the meantime many 
manufacturers who kept up production right 
through the summer, in preparation for 
autumn demands, had not been able to finance 
themselves, and had gone under. This has 
put on the market a tremendous amount of 
merchandise at sacrifice prices. In many 
cases goods arc offered at one-fourth their 
advertised prices. 

All this has benefited, in a way, those who 
arc able to stay in business, though the lessons 
learned have been dreadfully costly. Credit 
relations between material supply houses and 

manufacturers, as well as 
been strained, often cr 
fidences in the manufa 
he needs the greatest as 
A word about discoun 
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The boom-and-bust cycle repeated itself thr 
decade (see the chart on p. xx). Radios sold 
the winter (especially at Christmas) when rece 
tions were good and people were confined i 
time to listen. They sold poorly in the summer 
overpowered the relatively weak broadcast st 
outdoor activities lured listeners away. Gene 
manufacturers conformed to this cycle by 
their new models in the spring, introducing t 
mer trade shows, and running their factories 
the fall. If they guessed well, they sold all thei 
by spring; if not, they were left with mountain 
stock to be dumped to cut-price city dealers. 
A different view of the boom, from the fa 

tive, can be seen in an article from Radio Bro 
zine of October 1922, on the situation in 
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Radio Has Gripped Chicago 
Grand opera, news expensively and quickly gathered, the 

words of political and religious leaders, instrumental music 
by great artists—all these are carried by the house-top an-
tennas down into dingy rooms for the comfort of persons for 
whom such things simply did not exist a year ago. 

The alacrity with which antennas have appeared on the 
skyline of the west side is the most dramatic and most hope-
ful phase of the development of radio broadcasting in Chi-
cago. Crude homemade aerials are on one roof in ten along 
all the miles of bleak streets in the city's industrial zones. 
For thousands of families, life has acquired new savor 

through radio. 
Chicago caught the radio fever in earnest last fall, when 

the Westinghouse Company established Station KYW on the 
roof of a downtown skyscraper. Its KDKA station, in East 
Pittsburgh, had then been broadcasting nearly a year, 
and stations had been created or were being built at New-
ark. N.J., and Springfield, Mass. The Chicago staff of the 
company wanted to get abreast of the others. The approach-
ing season of the Chicago Opera Company seemed an op-

portunity. 
Now the Westinghouse people do not pretend to be phi-

lanthropists. Their broadcasting service is business, and 
they admit it. They manufacture radio sets. They want a 

Westinghouse "R. C." Radio Receiving Set 
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market for those radio sets. To create a market they must 
make the sets valuable to purchasers. Hence the broadcast-
ing. Hence, too, the excellence of the broadcasted pro-
gramme.s, for the better the entertainment the larger the au-

dience. 
In arranging for the opening of their Chicago station the 

Westinghouse radio men found a willing ally in Miss Mary 
Garden, then director general of the Chicago Opera Com-
pany. Efforts were then being made to enlist the public gen-
erally in support of opera. Miss Garden and her associates 
in the management of the company were appealing to all 
Chicago to back the enterprise out of civic pride. 

The suggestion that opera be broadcasted by radio was 
welcomed. Grand opera is an exotic dish. Taste for it is not 

instinctive, but acquired. Miss Garden saw in the broad-
casting plan a chance to instill a liking or good music in 
thousands of minds outside the range of any other appeal, 
and so the plan was adopted. 

The consequences were amazing. In Chicago at the open-
ing of the opera season were approximately 1,300 radio 
sets. Announcement of the fact that opera was to be broad-
casted started a clamor for equipment. ,4s the season ad-
vanced and professional critics added their praises qf' radio 
transmission to the ecstatic comments of radio enthusiasts 
the clamor increased. To "listen in" on the opera became 
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Thed two tnstrumend, combined n one canmet. makeup the R.C. net shownon opposite 
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Only a few thousand ay-
tually . will see the gam., but 
millions will sit in grand-
stand seats in their own 
homes, and with their radios 
"tuned in," listen for the 
good word that Ruth or 
Hornsby or Walker has 
"clouted 'em" into the cham-
pionship. 

Last year, for the first 
time in history, fans miles 
from the scene of the battle 
"watched" the game, play 
by play, as it came to them 
over the wireless telephone. 

This year you who own 
radio outfits are in the midst 
of the world of sports no 
matter where you live. Broad. 
casting stations all over the 
country will relay to you the 
news of the games. Not 
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A late 1922 Montgomery Ward catalog shows typical regenerative models ix 



the most fashionable and popular of winter sports. Home, it 
seemed, couldn't be home without a radio set. 

But no radio sets were on the market! 
Manufacturers and dealers had not foreseen such a de-

mand. After the first rush nothing was left for the hundreds 
qffrantic radio customers save "bootleg stuff ' —sets rebuilt 
or manufactured in defiance of patent restrictions. And all 
the while the finest opera in America literally was wasting 
its fragrance on the desert air. 
Came then the small boy to the rescue. He is the hero of 

Chicago's radio drama, the small boy is. 
Just as their grandfathers fiddled with bicycles and their 

fathers with automobiles, the young Chicagoans of 1921 
began fiddling with the radiophone. And presently the num-
ber of radio sets in KYW's field had tripled, although the 
dealers in electrical supplies had only one answer for cus-
tomers: "We haven't a thing; perhaps next month. . ." 

The tremendous enthusiasm of the youngsters threw an 
embarrassing burden on the public schools. Boys who had 
been yawning through their physics and manual training 
classes came suddenly to life as the enthusiasm for radio 
spread. "For a while I was almost ashamed to go to school 
in the morning," one high school instructor confessed, "be-
cause the boys were shooting over my head. I had to do the 
hardest sort of grinding before I could face them. They took 

'dreamed Under Arm-
PAtrel Sn. 1.113,10 

res A‘ '".a use 

71cortrienueniae 

"1"he shove tt h« how. Ow recult of the T 

An merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois 

to the business like ducks, and were speaking the lingo with 
the fluency of experts before the radio fever was a month 
old." 

At the close of the opera season the number of sets in use 
in the city of Chicago had increased from 1,300 to some-
thing like 20,000. And you have the word of eawerts for it 
that boys of high school age were responsible for at least 75 
per cent of the increase. Grown-ups occasionally took flyers 
in the new game, but those who made the hoffl sets work, 
who contrived makeshifts to take the place of I, ruzvailable 
gear, were mechanics in short trousers. 

The departure of the opera company left thc Westing-
house company in a quandary. By broadcasting the music 
of Miss Garden's organization, KYW had establ>shed a ra-
dio audience of thousands. That audience wasr 't going to 
wait ten months for another opera season; it wanted enter-
tainment without delay. Undeniably it was KYIrs move. 
A musical director and a staff of perfornzem were en-

gaged. The newspapers, by now awake to the fat that radio 
was claiming as much public interest as basebnll and di-
vorce, offered cooperation. And when the curtain fell on the 
last operatic performance of the winter, KYW was ready 
with an all-day broadcasting programme. Twehe-hour ser-
vice has been given daily ever since, an"] will be 
maintained. 

Scotland Listens to U. S. with a Paragon 
In the late winter of 1922, 200-meter wavelength mensaged 

transmitted from Atlantic seaboard towns were picked up in 
Scotland. With the aid of the two instruments shown below, 
Paul F. Godley, one of America's leading rollo men, while at 
Ardrossan, Scotland, received inewinges sent from various amas 
tear stations on the Atlantis roast. Of coin, only the very 
best instruments are capable of such remarkable results, and 
t hette tints fled many Other, have proved that Paragon imint. 
mettle ore among ' IS. very hest. 
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Answers to Questions 
(Continued FrOrrt Fifteenth Page.) 

th lio tire escape If you want to eomplY 
strictly with the rules. As you have zi 
transmitting stanon, you will have to 
use a switch. 

Radio Editor:—I have a crystal sel 
and an aerial RIO feet long and 50 
feet high. The set itself consists of a 
tuning coil, crystal detector, variable 
and fixed condenser and 3.000 ohm 
'Phones. Why is it that I do not hear 
the concerts from W ié Y and W cl Z? 

S. L. J.. Mt. Vernon. 
It you are able to hear code mes-

sage& ou moat have the set wired 'up 
Correctly, and the only thing this de-
r:rat:re anutait•oa.n, r,taugesat,. isywfo,r are tee rtV• 

away to get the music from Newark. 

Radio EdItor:—With a Grebe CR O set 

RADIO MAN WANTED 
With practical construct on experience 
and :ability to a:elongate. sompile and 
write data for radio maltusine. Writll 
stating experience. especially as to lit-
erary ability, and glee references. 
Radio Budd, Box M211. The Globe. 

*RADIO MANUFACTURING....., 

Dealers, Experimreaters, Students, 
in Illif c1111111tily. oke ar thomandc. 

00011/1111.0 imitursente r special polir . 
to Samples. Drawing,. tienatistioal 

asterlauntation under Cunoulers Maperdelois 
Teeple". ••Beelanna win' 

Mastetseturere & lanetere fiend. Cu.. 
(Factory) 22 Cold it, ' en Torn. 

- _  

DE FOREST 
RADIOPHONES 
EVERYMAN" _ complete $25 
"RA.1310HOME"  $36 

cl.ms tube, phone, battery , 
?'OVO ..W . BATTERIES 
V. él. L. Distributona. 

115 E. iffeth St., at McKinley Mt. 
Phone IlInglum 4484 

Open Sundays until NOON. 

-TAPPERVI 
ANTENNA WIRE 

The Super-Strength Copper 
Better Iban Solid Copper 

or Strand.. 
Buy It in cartons. 

100-FT. COILS ea-rr. COILS 
At your Dealers. 

COPPER CLAD STEEL CO. 
31.1 ( 11L14C11 ST., NEW YORK 

Installed in Long Beaell, L. I., will t 
It,, able to hear Pittsburgh and ('hicago? 
Can a third step of amplification V: 
added to this set? Is there any broad-
casting station located on Long Island? 
to the Metropolitan Opera liouse going 
to erect a broadcasting station? 

REGGIF: DE VON DAME. 
It is impossible to estimate the dis-

tance any set will work, as stated be-
fore in this column. You IllsN" be able 
to hear Pittsburgh with a suitable aerial. 
Any number of steps of amplification 
may be added, but unless they are wired 
very carefully all sorts of noiseti and 
squeals will be heard lit the head set. 
Two steps are enough few any set. We 
have no knowledge of any broadcasting 
station on Long Inland. While there 
have been rumors that the Metropolitan 
Opera is going to broadcast the operas. 
nothing has been officially given out on 
the subject. 

RadioFans!! 
Bronx Headquarters 
Wholesale and Retail 

for Radio Equipment. We roe,  u 
Nil line of etandard Radio Impel., 
Also complete rereivIng mid tram 
quitting set.. 117.tiniatey furnielted no 
tarts bunt to solo .., is mpeelfleptIou. 

U.%. Mal —VA . 202 
*anglifying Talus ha stock 
Detector... a Stage Amplifier•. 
Finished Sete In Stock. 

43 Plate Condensers. 
Nose .12" Batterie. In Stork. 

NI IED1 aTIC DELI VERN 

Dealers Supplied. 

Bronx Radio Equipment Co. 
687 Gourtlandt Ave. at 154th St. 

Melrose 1613 Radio Call 2-BXA 

Radio Exchange 
SALE—Deforest . ,, ,,natt receiver. 

perfect eanditIon; without phone.. $15. 
I'. W. ltEPPER. :187 Webster Ave.. Jersey 
'1t»'. N. J. 

RADIO SETS—BUILT AND INSTALLED, 
a'omplete instructions for operating. 

Postal brings detalba. EWIt. H. RANSOM. 
all Monroe St.. Brooklyn. 

ItAltIOPHONE RECEIVING SET. Ideal 
for local and long distance music broad-

casting. Rare upportcnity for beginner; 
act quick; will demonstrate. H. SACHS. 
.gitoste Rhinelander 477t, 7 to I P. M. 

At this time, in fact for the entire decade, "homebrew" 
(Prohibition was brand new, too) radios made Up a large 
percentage of the total in use. Statistics compiled by Radio 
Retailing (pp. xx & xxi) show roughly a million homemade 
sets built each year, outnumbering factory production by 
ten to one in 1922 and not surpassed until 1925. 

By mid-decade there were 30 radio periodicals, most of 
which printed plans for building the latest radio circuits. 
Large city newspapers had their radio pages, or often, 
weekly radio supplements, likewise crammed with circuits 
to be built and advertisements for the parts necessary (and 
program listings, from stations coast to coast!). Imagine 
your present Sunday paper's TV supplement devoting two 
pages to program listings, half the remainder to ads, and 

the other half to features on how a TV works or how to 
build one yourself, and then imagine your teen-age son 
building it, and you'll have a fair idea of radio in the early 
twenties. Incidentally, if surviving specimens are any in-
dication, many of these homebrew sets never worked when 

finished, if indeed they ever were finished. 

The Evolution of Tuned-RF Receivers 

At first, all broadcasting was done on the single wave-
length of 360 meters (833 kHz) while stations would 
switch to 485 meters (619 kHz) for market reports or 
weather forecasts. High selectivity was therefore unneces-
sary. For local receptiGn, a simple crystal set was suffi-
cient. For greater distance the Armstrong regenerative cir-
cuit was tops, but for the unlucky manufacturers who had 
not gotten licenses in mid- 1920 before Armstrong sold his 
patent to Westinghouse, RF amplification ahead of the de-
tector stage was the next best thing. Early designs had 
one tuned circuit followed by several stages of RF amplifi-
cation using iron-core transformers, tuned broadly to cover 
360 and 485 meters. Even after the spring of 1922, when 
an additional wavelength of 400 meters (750 kHz) was set 
aside for a few of the better stations, these fixed-tuned-RF 
receivers were still adequate. 

STENING IN  
Ita.11.-c....p. I ices Hermit ii. ' tier 

the best chain , in a eentnry that the 
chord' has had to •• bring religion into 
the liounc.” in this field, at least, 
religion inal :erica', can have liet gos-
add.. quarrel. 

It is Well to renicanher that an in-
door aerial will bid work for any dim-
lance Willi a crystal Oct, st, tha not 
attlelligt it. .1 singly wire about Inn 
real long anti as high :as il is possible 
to get it is the best aerial that can 
be used for revolving, Three- alid 
r0111.-Wire aerials and the cage aerial 
will not help in receiving.. SliVO > our 
money and time by erecting a single 
wire aerial only. 

Not all gaftlitlIts Jital be used as 
ground conneetions. In sonie houses 
an insulating Hitt is pill ill the pipe 
where it ... tours the• how. , and t1111>1(1. 
111311110y 1101, 11.1 11,, f• 4111.11 With 

earth at all. 

Once more titis clepartment is going 
to reneat the unfairest question in 
tile radio game: " I low far will this set 
receise?" This question cannot hi 

RADIO SETS AND WIRELESS 
SUPPLIES 

Of the Highest Grade in Stock. 

E•rEnT TEcliNlem, AD% 11 E. 

Anpar.itas W. Ail, Ice Van to Paramus. 
or * set- table courant...I tn alise 

Mat leaf. to, a Result:a. 

Buy Front a Real Radio Orgoniration. 

HOYT ELECTRIC COMPANY 
686 LEXINGTON AVE. 
lictween 56th , 171 h 

Phone Plume 0865-2. 

, fl on. 

1.1tiiiTNINt; 

Brach Vacuum Arresters 
4)gaerate not It'll 

tia 
,.larrh I I 

L. S_ BRACH MANUF'C CO. 
Neltatrk, N. .1. 

answered by any nne, as ton much 
depends on lia' operator, loeal condi-
tions and the power . if the transmit-
ting station at the other end. Readers 
are requested not to ask this tilleat1011. 
lialenw 1.51111PS ill :la Malty different 

grades as it is possible to imagine. 
Itcginnina Who cannot hear any sig-
nals mill well to purchase several 

pieces of this mineral before complain-
ing to lido department. Sometimes 
its simply changing the mineral a set 
liii lias been a failure will at once be-

wondorfill allcreass. 
. _ . . 

• 
Itave Your Wireless Phone 

Installed By An Expert 
s'eit • a NutrIr Ralik, Experleca 
COMPLETE RAI1111 SETs 

111Tai AND REPAIRS 

JERRY K. CRONIN 
>an/ 

203 W 77th St.. 114..ar B .11114 , 

,one Ft' htivIter 353, 

_ • 
TUBING FOR WIRELESS 

1-..0ARD •ri•FiEs IN 
TUBS! FOIL $1.00 

1..0-mac Prepaid. 
Ruth 'rube In Long with ' k" Wall. 
Rises are 3", 3a.", 4". 4". Po" 
Any 11110 ease 12" 1...ou for 23 rents. 

Rutherford Supply House 
IS I 'washout st.. Rutherford. N. J. 

•  

PRICE $12 
nUCING 71«, -reo-

lqetlst 

THE 1316(lEsT VALUE' 
Talker. 

It Speaks for Itself! 
For Sale by J. It. Bun-
nell, Manhattan Elertrical 
sepalsI ,, , Manley t, 

I tier on. 'maid mama* re to 

PERFECT CONNECTIONS 
Ire alw1,1 vale 

Fahnestock 
STEM' WIRE 

Terminal 
p ile ," 1. rips tile a site. 

DOWN Eliminates Ullman.. 
,Enz cooly amend 

Best of All for Radio Outfits. 
.%t ynor dealer's, or direct from 

FAHNESTOCK ELEC. CO. 
East Ave. & 8th St., bog Island City. 

i 



In May 1923, however, stations began to be spread out 
over the band, rather than share time slots on two frequen-
cies, and receivers needed more selectivity than one tuned 
circuit could provide (Armstrong regenerative sets, or sets 
that could be made to regenerate, could get sufficient 
selectivity from one tuned circuit, so some models using 
iron-core transformers did appear in 1923—the De Forest 
D10 or Federal 61, for instance). Neutrodynes came to the 
fore; about 100,000 were sold in 1923 and 1924, even at 
an average price of $ 150, popularizing the arrangement of 
three tuning dials across the panel. The following compa-

nies were licensed by Hazeltine to make Neutrodynes ( for 
the full story of its development, see the individual chap-
ters): 

American Radio & Research Corp. ( later bought by 
Crosley) 

F. A.D. Andrea, Inc. ( Fada) 
Carloyd Electric & Radio Corp. (Malone-Lemmon) 
Eagle Radio Corp. 
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. 
Garod Corp. 
Radio Service Laboratories, Inc. ( l)ought by GilfiIlan) 
Howard Mfg. Co. 
Broadcast Mfrs, Inc. (acquired by King Quality Prod-

ucts, Inc.) 
Wm. J. Murdock Co. (bought by Phileo) 
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co. 
R.E. Thompson Mfg. Co. 
Ware Radio Corp. 
Workrite Mfg. Co. 

It didn't take Atwater Kent's engineers very long to de-
vise a three-dial Tiff that used wiring capacitance in 
place of physical neutralizing capacitors, a receiver he 
could sell profitably for just $ 100. He made more than 
100,000 such breadboards, and nearly five times that 
many cabinet models, by 1925 eclipsing all the Neutro-
dyne makers and capturing their markets. 

However, there was still plenty of room for cheaper 
models, and Charles Freshman moved in to fill the gap in 

August 1924 with his Masterpiece. By cutting corners 
wherever possible, he built his set to sell for only $60, and 
in his first seven months sold 125,000 of them. Next sea-
son, the fall of 1925, the market was flooded not only by 
Masterpieces, but also by dozens of knock-offs, all sport-
ing the three large tuning dials. 

AC Radios 

The "newly-perfected AC sets" were headlined in 1924 
. . . and 1925, 1926, and 1927. Obviously each year saw 
the arrival, not of perfection, but of a different expedient: 
first it was DC tubes running entirely from a rectifier 
power pack, then crude attempts at AC-heater tubes, 
finally the introduction of practical AC-heater tubes by 
RCA. 

In 1924 came the first entries. While Péricaud in 
France had its Radio-Secteur ("power-line radio") in Feb-
ruary; in the United States, the Dynergy was earliest, an-
nounced in June and advertised in July 1924. It was noth-

ing more than a three-dial TRF with series-wired 01 As, 
running on 110 VDC (common in New York where the set 
was sold) or on DC supplied by a power pack with Tungar 
rectifiers. But unlike many later entries, it tuts actually 
sold. Other 1924 models: Zenith's Super-X in September 
(advertising claims notwithstanding, made only as a bat-
tery set) or Mu-Rad's MA-20 in October. In the same class 
is the World, advertised in Los Angeles in February 1925. 

But the first really practical AC set (one t lat worked 
well and reliably, and sold in quantity) was RCA's Radiola 
30, from September 1925. Expensive and cumbersome, 
yes, but a number are still running today. Of the nine 
other AC sets featured in Radio Retailing in Oc tober, pos-
sibly one or two ever hit the market. 

Frederick McCullough's indirectly-heated AC tube, 
as produced by Kellogg and advertised in January 1926, 
opened the way for a new generation of AC radios, al-
though Kellogg would not use the tube in its mui receivers 
until 1927. Other AC tubes followed, notably the Arcturus 
15-volt series, and Sparton's Cardon tubes, but most of 
these died when in mid- 1927 RCA began been ong the in-
dustry under its patents, because clause nine in the con-
tract required that all radios be equipped initially with 
RCA tubes. Even though the clause was never enforced, 
few manufacturers would risk basing their prod Jet lines on 
a tube type that might vanish at any time, so JRCA types 
continued to be the industry standards (Spart n made its 
own tubes, named Cardon after Capt. Sparks grandsons 
Carter and Donald). 

1927 saw the introduction of truly modern C sets: the 
Radiola 17 in September, closely followed by odds from 
most other manufacturers, all using the RCA 26 and 227 
tubes. 

Here is itaal Htten taking place Hid, In many of He public schools el Atnenta The noting ate ane 'inn a lee• 
H Henn. their Hen invenantenta Lane lilLh School. [Heap', a teat., t. re.. ' ern.... O., 

being tecrivevl from other rehonle Radio World alw ye plea. to receive newt and photographs of rut. 
advancement Iron, public ante 'net. acheele 

Radio at Lane Technical High School 

Superheterodynes 
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As early as 1922 the superheterodyne (from superaud-
ible heterodyne, transforming RF to a superaulible inter-
mediate frequency to be amplified, before tiansforming 
again to audio) was being called the Rolls Royce method 
of reception, but it was far too complex and expensive for 
the average fan. Armstrong made the first Km tical appli-
cation, during the war, and received patent L342,885 in 
1920 which he sold to Westinghouse, though by 1929 had 

xii 



SNELLENBURG ENTIRE BLOCK— AfelPKET filerol2L'STREETS  

STORE OPENS AT 9 A. M.. CLOSES AT 6.00 P. M. 
Si 'ffl11111111MI., 
N EmnEtt 

What to Give the Radio Fan 
for Christmas 

Exceptional Offerings in Our Radio 
Store Tomorrow 

The New Atwater-Kent Radio- $88 
dyne Set Is Here at . . . 

This set is right up to the minute—in fact it is three leaps 
ahead of the crowd. 

The new Atwater Kent Radiodyne Set is thoroughly complete 
in every particular and possestes all the latest improvements that 
mean the utmost in radio satisfaction. In short, it is the final word 
in radio perfection. But come in and see it for yourself—and be 
onvince.l. 

Crosley V Set, Complete, $36.75 
For appearance and service this set cannot be 

equaled for less than twice our price. 
This is the new model V, with 

an enlarged cabinet and up-to-
the-minute improvements. All 
batteries are enclosed in the 
cabinet. 

Complete with 2000-ohm head 
set, WD-12 tube, A battery, 1 i's-
volt—B battery, 22'z-volt, 100 ft. 
aerial wire, 50 ft. lead wire, 2 in-
sulators. 2 nailet kncbs, 1 porce-
lain tube, 1 ground clamp. 

Mail and phone orders filled while they last. 
Plan if desired. 

Sold on the Club 

$65.00 

Westinghouse 

Aeriola, Sr. 

$39.50 
Complete with W1.111 

tube, Brandes Superior 
Phone.. This is the most 
popular single tube radio 
net ever built at any price. 
Receives over 1000 miles 
when properly installed 
and operated. 

"Edison," the World's Greatest Storage 
Battery 

Practically indestructible. Steel jars. 
Nickel plated. 

$50.00 Batteries, $22 50 
Special at   • - 

10-volt, 40-ampere batteries in steel 

cab Batteries, Special, $42.50 
at  

6-volt, 150-ampere. 

The Radio "A" Battery Suorenw 
A Storage Battery Without an Equal! 

$1.00 Per Cell 
To take the pineo of dry cells for Mw voltage tithes 

as well as the 6.volt tubes. 
This is the lightest weight storage battery known. 
The pyraline veils are clear so yon can see the level 

of the solution at nil times, thereby preventing dry 
plates and ruined batteries. 

Each eel] Is 2 volts 20 amperes. 
Any voltage or amperage can be made up to suit 

your individual needs. 

Eastern Type 
Crystal Radio Sets 

Greatly Reduced to 

$10.00 
eueeThese sets are guaranteed to 

receive all local stations within 
a radius of 25 miles. Complete Cods 
with 2000 ohm head set and 
aerial equipment. A most extraordinary value!  

Ski LE" riBuRGS Third 11‘.,, 

lost every claim in it to prior inventors, notably Lucien 
Levy. backed by AT&T ( Aitken, The Coruinuous Ware, 
p.467: 378 O.G. 736). 

While several concerns sold superhet plans, parts, and 
kits from 1922 on, only RCA (('ross-licensed by Westing-
house and AT&T) could legally build them. Its Radiola 
Superheterodynes, designed in part by Armstrong, ap-
peared in early 1924, at which point il sued moso of the kit 
producers and successbilly clamped the lid on them. RCA 
eventually licensed other makers under the superhel pat-
ents in und-1930. 

One-Dial Tuning 

While technically-oriented fans liked nothing better 
than a dozen knobs to twiddle. the public wanted some-
thing less complicaled. The Armstrong regenerative cir-

cuit by its nature required careful manipulation, and little 

could be done to simplify it. bui regens were toning favor 
to Tit Fs. TRF's were a more docile breed, dial only needed 
three tuning dials to be set to the proper pint. mid one or 
two rheostats turned up until the music was loud enotiA. 

In spite of jokes about three-handed operators, these sets 
were easy to use. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 
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11 West 43rd Street—Between 5th and 6th Avenues 

Radio Gift Suggestions 
FROM NEW YORK'S 

LARGEST RADIO STORE 
New York's largest radio store naturally has the largest 
display of reliable radio apparatus. Every dependable radio 
set manufactured is here for Christmas buyers. 

With the purchase of each radio set goes the Haynes-Griffin 
CERTIFICATE OF FREE TRIAL. This means that the 
set may be tried for Seven Days in your own home, and if 
not entirely satisfactory, exchanged or returned for a 
full cash refund. If the set is kept, the Certificate 
guarantees one year's maintenatrze service by us. 

How can you better assure just the right gift than by 
our Seven Days' Free Trial and One Year's Guarantee 
Plan? 

CROSLt Y MODEL Xi 
1 he mod om.oular adio net at the world. 
Both tad,* and audio ansphfieatioo embodied : 
a this net. assuring excellent dig- $66 
Lance cr.. 'pilon and great volume 
Mom-, ltMes and bolo-tics extra 

CROSLEY MODEL XX 
Price SI00. ientailing 
Loud Picaber. An un 
isaually efficient four tube 
set, compieley enclosed 
in a beautiful mahogany 
cabinet with a builbM 
Loud Speaker dad caw 
part:sent for Latierie.. 
In quality of &prod.-
Imo this set ex-
cels h, best e 100 
phonographs •F 

EAGLE Ballecrti Netdrodyne 

.. Extraordinary 
•..nol dlat ethane., 
ewe range great 

$175 . ........... 

KENNEDY 
MODEL V 
Kegenerati,e 

Receiver 

The HAYNES 

SELECTOR 

,roG I rot •• 

Giro Him a 
HAYNES-GRIFFIN 

GIFT CERTIFICATE 
fron, no • Olft (°er.gleare up to 

ere amount toso care to tamed. Then at hie 
convenience he ran ae ,ert from Our n.ido 
•'•ft, V••1:: nr union the none 

- - — - 
A SURPRISE FOR 

THE WHOLE FAMILY 
Why not arrange veith our Installation Depart-

riens to surprise the whole family W.111 • radio set on 
I Faith-nets morning) Talk it over with M, Logan. 
Ile will hase a set working n your home Chrism.. 
rooming. and he rest of the family needn't know about 

until Christmas. 

FOR MOTHER AND DAD 
Nothing will bring so much Christmas joy to theta 

. a radio A radio beings Christmas mad all its 
• plenclor to their home—the beautiful Chriennas Carols 
orid the nesters of the gr-ot-o aiir.,.fers an Christ-
roar, morning. 

A GIFT FOR THE BOY 
THE HAYNES CIRCUIT 
1,000 Miles for $15.00 

A gift that he will apereciate above all others. ond 
will teach hint a lot besides. 
Fifteen dollars buys all the parts to build dais ta-

'n-n,. one- tube set. known he world over for its long 
heron, range and selectivity. 

kto start in radio xith 

DE FOREST D-I0 
The Ideal Set for Christ- 1 

mas Giving. 
No outside wires or con- , 

iteelion3 of ally kind. re-
quired. Completely cell' 
contained. 

Set a:one ....$ 150.00 

onplete math Mackin. Loud 
Speaker and all accessories. 
ready to operate the moment 

rendir. $214.90 
:out herne • 

CHRISTMAS 
SPECIALS 
WESTINGHOUSE 
RADIOLA SR. 

Complete Receiving Set. 
Former lie, price 060.50. 

Complete, ready to operate. 
including WD- I I take, Brau-
de.. phones. A & B Batteries. 

RADAK R 4 
Reg ive Receiver, com. 
plow with accessorica. 

Remarkably efficient. one-
tube receiver. Equipped with 
Vi crin lumng rynlrol. 

$29.50 

?J. While Loud 
Speaker 
$12.50 

I es n d 
•orahren: 
eperial Oho: 
.enneoeit lo n 

a II 

n - 

r tri.,y aurora-, 

BOOKS ON RADIO 
Lela" 11.5.00 
Myer, nutio e, wan,. 
thià It...ratty . nt•taueo 
to the ornfennional or hegira. 
Inn. Come. In loner, loaf 
form. Nrw 'Jae, nIth 
date and develnpagenta mailed 
to osn, month. 
...see Telephone. for Ama-
teur." Mallantior, fla 
An nu,bollgelve und In•I>tut 
,o.kuno. 

RADIOLA GRAND 
The highest achievement tot 

Rados reentries Apparstuys The 
entire set-.balterim. tube atol 

loud speaker- is enclosed in a 
beautiful case of mahogany. 
Complete and installed. 
ready operme. quay 

RADIOLA IV. 
Ile most heaatiful cadra set riii• - 
apparatus eneked n solid mahogany 
net; unsurpas.cd for quality of to, 
reproduction. Very easy to op- S9 7 5 
era& 

GA ROI) 

Neutrodine 

ono ni 'he ronn 
✓eieeta . noe 
tion. both I 
tan,   

$135 

OTHER 
POPULAR MODELS 

Freed-Eisenunn Neutrodyne. . $ 150.00 

Crosley Ace, 3C 125.00 
Radiole II. complete .... 97.50 
Fada "One Sixty" Neatrodyee... 120.00 
Michigan Midget •   27.00 
Radrola V.00mplete 'yids toad speaker 142.50 
Crodey 113. 50.00 

HAYNES-GRIFFIN RADIO SERVICE, INC. 

Every eveairm 
Until Christmas 

ee:eemen 
. - 

euA rvIC.. Ex. 
leptional 

tin f.r In,.. deb-tone:ro-
t'', r‘oho 

41 West 43rd Street, Between 5th and 6th Avenue> Telephone hit, r... tall 5650 

entitiablertgraRYARMORiarlinSrrairwarkealableIMIN , 4 o, F e l eqnt, iiiMBIRWWW,W -afiea 4 
  dri/NIFC 
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YNER 
i rmyrNi r ri7rV 

Plugs n Len Ilia: 

Your Light RADIO RECEIVER 
Socket (Needs clfo .(Batteriet./ 

:1-

'rile NEW 
Radio Sensation! 

Dynergy—revolutionizes radio—no more cum-
bersome À, B or C Batteries— no more re-
charging or replacing Batteries! 

»sutras io a complete à tube radio eet..imple to tune 
—estretnelt mensitite, clear toned and a good distance 
getter,  that takes lto rower from any light nocket. 
Jt.ttergynnnet Cr near out and miste only 't to 't 
cent per hour to operate—either I). C. or A. C. current. 
EXPERTS hate called it The Marvel of the Age.' 
Oa demonstration al nil leading Mlle.-CI and radii. 

Mores. Send for di...Haller literat,rt. 

DYNAMOTIVE RADIO CORP. 
47 Ninth Ave.. New York City 

irL Chekea 5953 

N.Y. Herald-Tribune ( July 13, 1924) 

Dynergy RC250 July 1924 $ 185 (DC) $235 ( AC) 

Invented by Samuel P. Levenberg of New York, who ap-
plied for a patent on Dec. 8, 1923 ( 1,670,893, May 22, 

1928). The basic set ran from 110VDC, with a separate 
power pack to convert 110VAC to DC. Dynamotive failed 
in February 1925. 

But they could be made easier. Since the second and 
third tuners generally tracked together, they could be 
combined, allowing a two-dial radio. And, with varying 
degrees of compromise, all three (or four) tuners could 
similarly be tied together. The first manufacturer to do this 
was Thermiodyne, in July 1924, although trimmer controls 
had to be provided on the panel since the four stages did 
not track perfectly. Magnavox did the same thing in Sep-
tember, hiding its trimmers inside the cabinet. Only the 
Mohawk, advertised in November 1924, had no trimmers, 
so was the first "one-dial" radio. 

There was no great rush to jump on the bandwagon. The 
one-dial set was a compromise. And buyers expected to 
see three large tuning dials spread across the panel— it 
was that year's style. A year later, the 1926-27 season, 

when open dials were old hat, window dials or pointers 
came into vogue. For 1927-28, nearly everyone used one 
dial, behind a large ornate escutcheon. This advance was 
made possible partly by mechanical and electrical im-
provements, partly by cheaper tubes: each amplifier stage 
could be tuned less critically and run at a lower gain, with 
an additional tube making up the loss; or the extra tube 

could be used as an untuned antenna-coupling device with 
no gain, allowing all tuned stages to track closely together. 

Naturally not everyone followed the trends: Zenith for 
instance was two years ahead in using pointers, while At-
water Kent clung to open dials ("full-vision") well into 

1929! 
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Radiola 30 Sept. 1925 

$575 with tubes 

AC TUBES 

In the 1924-27 peril. before AC sets were fully estab-
lished, B-battery eliminators rang up more than $30 mil-

lion in sales, the most popular model being the Majestic 
Super-B. 
A-battery eliminators were less successful, as no really 
good rectifier was available for the high currents needed 
(1 1/2 amperes for a six-tube ra(lio). 

e Lamp Socket" Radio to Have Important Place 
Many Efficient Receivers Designed Especially to Operate frons 

A.C. or D.C. House Current Have Been Announced 

On this page is a review of 
the leading "batteryless" radio 
receivers which were on exhi-
bition at New York's radio 
shows last month. It is the 
concensus of the radio trade 
that battery elimination will 
rapidly grow in popularity as 
the degree of perfection in 
this field is reached and that 
radio dealers should give it 
serious attention this season. 

C...t.efre.r.e.17:0 Y..*. Andre.. Raihofin1,1:n. C, cogo, 

Radiola 60 Sept. 1928 
The first modern AC superhet, using chassis coni 
much like the TRI" Radiola 17 of a year earlier. 

$175 
(ruction 

xvi 
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New York, 

A.... Radio CT 

',eerie.; lead. Cer,rotion, Chico., ill 
A.C.1.4135 

rent whieh. whttn hood with a Itathola 2, or 28, r Ware» all Lat. 
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Thermiodync 'fF6 July 1924 $ 140 

RA.0 Err N c. A IfeGroo-Hill Publicarion 

l'hoto by 
Itich Wolven 

Mohawk 100 Nov. 1924 $ 100 

What's New in Radio and Where to Buy It 
TIM editorial section is pre par. d 
purely at a news service. W keep 
readers of "Radio Retailinrinformed 
of new product, on the market 

Five-Tube Rev elver 
Ito1 Retad.42. Jule. 10,5 

Radio Rile:ding I July 19251. pp. ---)6-57 

It shou,d be noted that all announce-
ments appearing on Mew Ikeea vni 
published without advertising con-
siderations of any hind whatsoever. 

Three-tube Reflex Connote 
Type Receiver 

Juts. 

comps, Water., lone, 1. • three-
tu. r,Arz receiver Iola( en.r dry 

Ulrinirra.eg " : 7•''',17. 

r:re.:.•,;i2;ze "t 
boll', • attar ' or tre antic, w•Inut 

••'. 

ee. cll. for Inning are 
'ell •• • rheostat n-n1 'Knew-

to'Ve 

tot into tot 010,1 t,tn 
n enahor 

Combined Lamp and 
Reproducer 

Five-Tube Receiver 

Spring Bumper for 
Radio Cabinet 

en. Fem./. 1015 
A eel( 

A. B, and C Batteries 

Radio Table 
Re. NI &Me, 1025 

The Ina•rnutn.tlendeleh 
',TU. Int. has ',net.. planed on 0.. 

ren 
hane.111.1 vandal, 1101.. Sr115 t. 

„, 

J1117. 1.3 

530 ›I'roarlo•ni new Vora. whinh 

n;irerPrattle'retrIr.Crfueer' 4`1% 
. came+ In a numner cola . hullo,. 

""^ • 
--"ver:m•44,r. 

;f.r.4-'.erte 
canon's,. 11; 32 50. 

Typical designs of the 1925-26 season 
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Radio Receiving Sets Mann acturersAre Marketing for the .Season 1926-27 

Crosby 0715.1 Coot, UR 

50 

MIR 
660 

Table Type, $38 to $83 

8.1 

0..anound T . ¡D 

• 

Vr• 

etandurà Ca.. W. J.. $65 

Voinole.l.orre ,,,,,, Products Corp.. 

,,,,. 290 

tab W/o. $100 

813j.50 

Table T?pe. $91/ lo $450 

MIS 
.41.tar 1.1e, trir g,, .(100 

.410 

11...h.D.orr...111.. to.. $100 

A. 1. Irk 11 to. 7535 

!le..hro Wit & 11i.tribut.00 
3180 

eolden.14. 

Reeuiewa, . 1 II 

Radio Receiving Seis, 1926-27 (continued ) 
fotoole Ttpe. $89.50 to $190 

. Rodin o oo-d to.. $ 100 Dor, foe., 3110 

NM..., Mt«. 5136 

151 

Radio Receiving Si-is,1926-27 (continued ) 
5103 so $610 

1,re I Holio Corp 7400 

01, to. 310 

Yoe., p,. IL See 
,r.ornbe.1,1 rd... $.161 

Go.ve.Lemea, tor $610 
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A NEW OF.Peelgitr . POVM-H 

„ 
- 7.-;:.•.•=•••'• • • 

RADIO BROADCAST OCTOBER, SERVANTS OF YOUR LIGHT SOCKET 

1928 Rid° 
t.. 

eceiverr efReattiy ant/if/tidy 
On EN it is said ..hat a radio receiver. lo be fully appreciated 

ho the feminine na If of the domestic republic. moot he encased 
in hemming, w; wh are esthetically ao well as ley hnbally sam-
ba,. It .1 natural and nght that. ao radio has become 

more an accepted pan of the quipment of es, home. 
women haor had increasing voice in the selection 

of ihe rad. recener. What. Corn. J u In, rodo, 
mime,. noes olTer to the prospect,, pew-
awe- r, be brief, the rad. recewer toi 

' io a thing of beauty as well ao 
nuloy. On thew two pages. and on 

others LA IM1ss mule. are grouped illuu 
tranom ol the .to whit', have 
come from the manufacturer,' 

lt„.rzu designing laboratories. 
.. make, hate grappled 

with the important pro-

«re‘e Film of appearancE 
and. ao these illus-

net. 
Italgoll, 311o, 

haoe me it 
M A, mod Ilma 
tr•nefin,sreelmplecl in widely 
amlou As. different 

avant( egOlffellf0e44 
The Radio Receiver Powered Directly from 
the Light Socket is like the Automobile with 
a Self-Starter Pushirg the Button Starts the 
Machine Models on This Page are Repre-
sentative of the Season's A. C. Set Offerings. 

III I 

aavo Women( throe nuclell.Ahie‘r their dronatne Met through 
the dim,. ° ire oroplkio or tors arr nr.lahre (or Oar ror ol 
IMIJ r•IfIll In hr reo t men t el. ...nee. element% The meal 
tuning and yen,. torTarahno a, oupplie. with some 
deem,. alerly remenewent of Mae semi/Ikon to he 
found in the grouping of instruments on prnent day 
automobile daohbroardo Illumination of the owned 
eueitsfreon n al. a feature ...A has mute en 
common with the monument panel on the 
modern motor car From the repreentatise 
models shown, throe page. the hew.-
vein can gain an ...lent ed the 
appearance of moderate prose., ra-
deco ro.en era so his h are offered tu 
um her tame as well as that 
of her husband Flee ideasof 
t norasary Imoralons 
or herdonoTta,rorar 
tor arheme sheiutd 
blend with 
her husband's -ter' O 
teohnnal 
opinues. 

• 
tidewater f 1.1(1 . 

1927 

B010.11111 
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u Statistical Survey of the RADIO 
C. Estimated figures pertaining to the radio industry from 1922 to date, compiled by 

Radio Retailing from sources as authentic and accurate as it is possible to obtai 
C•1 

e 

u 

Number of Homes With Sets 
(As of Jan. 1) 

Including both factory-built and home-made 
after accounting for obsolescence 

1922.  60,000 
1923  1,500,000 
1924.  3,000,000 
1925.  4,000,000 
1926.  5,000,000 
1927  6,500,000 
1928.  7,500,000 

Radio Audience 
(As of Jan. 1) 

Number of people listening 

to sets in use 

1922  75,000 
1923.  3,000,000 
1924.  10,000,000 
1925.  15,000,000 
1926  20,000,000 
1927  26,000,000 
1928.  35,000,000 

Total Radio Sales 
(At retail, in numbers and dollars, during the year) 

1922 

Radio Sets, factory-built No. 
(including furniture) $  

Speakers No. 

100,000 
$5,000,000 

25,000 
$750,000 

B-Power Units No. 
$  

{Storage Batteries and A-
Power Units No. 

6  
A and AB Power Units No. 

6  
Dry Batteries, B and C $  

Receiving Tubes No. 
$  

Rectifying Tubes No. 
6 

/
Other Accessories (including 

headsets, separate cabi-
nets, aerial equipment, 
etc.)  $  

Other Accessories (not in-
cluding furniture) $  

Radio Furniture (separate)  
Parts $  

No. Home Made Sets No.  

Totals 

$4,500,000 

1,000,000 
$6,000,000 

$3,750,000 

$40,000,000 

1,000,000 

Sets 
Parts 
Accessories 

$5,000,000 
$ $40,000,000 
$ $15,000,000 

$ - $60,000,000 

20 

LLI 18 
-J 

4( 16 

...i 14 
4 
/- 12 
o 
1- 10 

o 8 

z 6 

u 4 
tz n 
0. 0 

JUNE JULY AUG. 

1923 

250,000 
$15,000,000 

500,000 
$12,000,000 

.. 

650,000 
$7,000,000 

1924  

1,500,000 
$100,000,000 

1,500,000 
$30,000,000 

10,000 
$400,000 

1925  

2,000,000 
$165,000,000 

2,000,000 
$32,000,000 

100,000 
$4,000,000 

2,000,000 
$25,000,000 

1,700,000 
$26,000,000 

1926 

1,750,000 
$200,000,000 

2,000,000 
$30,000,000 

500,000 
$18,000,000 

2,100,000 
$37,000,000 

1927 

1,350,000 
$168,750,000 

1,400,000 
$28,000,000 

400,000 
$12,000,000 

Total to D te 
6,950, 

$653,750,c$10 

7,425,10 
$132,750,0o 

1,010, 
$34,400, 

o 
o 

6,450,00 
$95,000,00 

550,000 
$22,000,000 

$68,000,000 

39,000,000 
658,500,000 

$6,000,000 

4,500,000 
$17,000,000 

$4,000,000 

$75,000,000 
1,500,000 

$55,000,000 

12,000,000 
$36,000,000 

$11,600,000 

$100,000,000 

1,750,000 

$66,000,000 

20,000,000 
$48,000,000 

$80,000,000 

30,000,000 
$58,000,000 

$24,000,000 $33,000,000 

550,0x10 
$22,000,0 0 

$279,500,010 

106,500 0 0 
$223,500,0 o 

2,200,000 
$8,800,000 

2,200,000 
$8,800,000 

$65,000,000 

1,000,000 

$50,000,000 

750,000 

$7,500,000 

$52,000,000 

$21,000,000 

300,000 

$83,850,000 

$52,000,010 

$351,000,000 
6,300,060 

$15,000,000 
$75,000,000 
$46,000,000 

$136,000,000 

$100,000,000 
$100,000,000 
$158,000,000 
$358,000,000 

$165,000,000 
665,000,000 

$200,000,000 

6430,000,000 

$200,000,000 
$50,000,000 

$256,000,000 

$506,000,000 

$168,750,000 
$21,000,000 

$256,800,000 

$446,550,000 

$653,750,060 
$351,000,060 
$931,800,060 

$1,936,550,060 

653,750,060 
$351,000,060 
$931,800,060 

$1,936,550,060 

0 0 

0 

N.-.--.---

MI\ t 

»MIA» 

I 
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BUSINESS, as of J anuary 1 1928 
Figures appearing on these pages are fully protected by copyright. Per-
mission to reproduce is granted if credit is given this publication 

Number of Dwellings Wired 
and Unwired by States 

States 

Estimated 
Number 
of Homes 

United States . 27,850,000 

Alabama  600,000 

Arizona  106,000 

Arkansas  454,000 

California.... 1,030.000 

Colorado  250.000 

Connecticut  380,000 

Delaware  58,000 

District of Columbia. 126.000 

Florida  312,000 

Georgia  746,000 

Idaho  124,000 

Illinois  1,710,000 

Indiana  744,000 

Iowa  576,000 

Kansas  434,000 

Kentucky  600,000 

Louisiana  455,000 

Maine  188,000 

Maryland  376,000 

Massachusetts  995,000 

Michigan  1.040,000 

Minnesota  632,000 

Mississippi  426,000 

Missouri  830,000 

Montana  165,000 

Nebraska  330,000 

Nevada  19,000 

New Hampshire. . 108,000 

New Jersey  877,000 

New Mexico  92,000 

New York  2,690,000 

North Carolina  676,000 

North Dakota  153,000 

Ohio  1,570,000 

Oklahoma  557,000 

Oregon  209,000 

Pennsylvania  2,290,000 

Rhode Island  165.000 

South Carolina  434,000 

South Dakota  164,000 

Tennessee  586,000 

Texas  1,270,000 

Utah  122,000 

Vermont  84,000 

Virginia  596,000 

Washington  364,000 

West Virginia  396,000 

Wisconsin  685,000 

Wyoming 

Number 
Wired for 
Electricity 
Service 

17,596,390 

133.900 

35,700 

107,100 

1,335,900 

169.000 

325,800 

26,430 

97,700 

133,700 

135,600 

63,500 

1,470,740 

515,600 

328,200 

274,600 

181,300 

104,300 

129,500 

236,400 

851,200 

856,800 

384,750 

51,150 

541,500 

67,120 

169,000 

13,730 

89,700 

777,300 

22,540 

7,549,900 

161,100 

46,400 

1,228,000 

176,950 

180,600 

1,437,500 

130,100 

89,700 

53,900 

164,100 

491,900 

104,600 

59,500 

167,200 

330,080 

121,000 

443,900 

Number 
Unwired 

*10,559,510 

466,100 

70,300 

346,900 

81.000 

54 200 

31,570 

28,300 

178,300 

610,400 

60,500 

239,260 

228,400 

247,800 

159,400 

418,700 

350,700 

58,500 

139,600 

143,800 

183,200 

247,250 

374,850 

288,500 

97,880 

161,000 

5.270 

18,300 

99,700 

69,460 

140,100 

514,900 

106,600 

342,000 

380,050 

28,400 

852,500 

34,900 

344,300 

110,100 

421,900 

778,100 

17,400 

24,500 

428.800 

33,920 

275,000 

241,100 

56,000 30,200 25,800 

* The discrepancy between totals for the U. S. is due to California 
where the total reported for residential customers exceeds the 

estimated number of families. 

Number of Sets Sold 
Total number radio sets, home-

made and factory built, sold to 

date  13,250,000 

Homes with sets  7,500,000 

Scrapped, or more than one set in 

a home  5,750,000 

TOTAL SALES IN SIX YEARS 

Total radio sales at retail, 1922 to 

1927, inclusive    $1,936,550,000 

Industry Census 
(To date) 

Manufacturers  1,200 

Wholesalers and distributors.  1,100 

*Retailers  28,000 

*Carrying full stock of sets and accessories 

Saturation Comparison 
(To date) 

No. Homes in U. S.  27,850,000 

No. Phonographs  12,500,000 

No. Passenger Autos  16,100,000 

No. Telephones    18,250,000 

No. Homes wired for electricity  17,596,000 

No. Farms  6,500,000 

No. Homes without radio sets  20,350,000 

Radio Saturation  27Y 

Radio Exports 
(At end of year) 

1922  

1923  

1924  

1925  

1926  

1927  

$2,800,000 

$3,450,000 

$6,000,000 

$9,900,000 

$9,500,000 

$9,200,000 

xxi 



NewTableType Receivers for Next Season's Market 

Steruart . Warner 
Speedometer 
Corp., 

Chicago, 111, 
$94.50 

Shaw.) 1ffg. 

$95 

Mmerra 
Cc, 

Chirogn, 
$125 

Illustrations of some of the receivers manufacturers are mar keting this fall. Photos on thesï and the following pages are 
not complete presentations of manu facturers' lines and are intended only to give some idea of the new types of products. 

Zenith Radio r'orp., 
Otieago, lit. $150 

New Fork Cit7, $115 

Case Electric Corp., 

Atwate,r New Mfg. Co.. 
Phitadelphia. Pa. $125 

H. Grebe 6. C. 1nc. 
New l'orle City, $227 50 

Fonst&I PrOlitlaS Co.. 
North Chicago. 111. $2.45 

Tyrant» Elec. Corp., 
Chine, Ill. !portable, $8,1.90 

complete 

Day-Fan Electric Cr., 
Marion. Ind.. re Payton. Ohio. $150 

110,0 & tone Piano Co., 
Holland, Stith. $110 

.4sorricatt Pesch %fleet, (-ter.. 
4-132.50 

Strontherg-Codsoa 
Tr!. 211Its: 

Ciorinnati. (Mio, $80 

Kellogg Swdrhboard & Supply 
Ciirago, 10. $199.50 come, 

Freed-Eisciteunn Radio C.a.p., 
Prooklyn. S. Y. $125 

Radio ectoiling..4 McCraw-Hill Radio Raise, 1 0928 

Bremer- Tully Mfg. C 
Chicago, 11L $140 

.4-C Lorton Cc, Steinite Radio Corp., 
11syc'n. Oino, $08 Chitago. 114. $75 

1. .4 11 todrea,' 
Int. 1.org I shmil 

$110 

ter.Radi, 
Corp.,' 

Nertstrk, N. I. 
3135 

Philadelphia 
Storage Failery 

Philadelphia. 
Pa. $125 

Some of the Latest Type ConsoleReceiversfor1929 

.4.D. Andrea. Inc 
1.ong Island City, ?V, Y 

$2,43 

!Sr.-otter- Tally Mfg. Co.. 
Chicago, 10. $190 

E1,4gleal Riscarth 
Labs., 

Chicago, DI. 
(radio-phonograph 
combination) 

(Ists-r) 

.4rgas Radio 
Corp. 
New York. 

Spliid,rt Rod,, Corp.. 

Minerva tddire Co.. 
Chicago ill. $225 

Killogg Switchboard & Supply Co, 
Chicago, III. $775 complet, Day.Fax Electric Co 

Mr..., Old, $290 

hash and Lone Piano Co.. 
Hosiland, Mich. 2215 coot 

Notional Carbon Co., 
Km. York City. 

Steinde Radio cop; 
co:.-,9,, W. $150 

Fanstre1 Produits Co, 
North Chicago, $48:".50 Cs'eb›.-Crs's's Cs ' 

Chicago, IN $107..50 

Marti Electric 
Radio Ca., 
West Orono:. 

.4 fiend 
Corporation, 

Medford 
Hiffside,Mes.s. 

$475 

Philztill.r,d,isth, IplioS„ l tozese $2117asticey 
l  

Zenith Radio Corp., 
Ch,.-ago. 111. 5230 



Table Type Sen. Shown AT THE CHICAGO TRADE SHOW-a/so Magnetic Dynamic Speakers 

Mu,. Re:lei 

Expensive consoles became more and more important toward the end of the decade, luring manufacturers into abandoning 
their cheaper models, just in time for the Depression when nothing but cheap models would sell. Makers who were well-
financed, like Atwater Kent and RCA, or were fast enough on their feet to switch to small table models, like Philco, sur-
vived. Those who based their plans on indefinitely-increasing sales of consoles, like Majestic, did not. 

New Console Set3 AT THE CHICAGO TRADE SHOW For the 1930 Season 

Nuabo McGragg.H.II Pwbhcatio• 

I I.1 TE EXI-111-11TURE DIPECI,t7 ON 1,0E Ill 

Radio Read., h., 2oe 



Our Business Moves 

in Cycles of CAUSE 
Showing the Two-year Relationships of Technical, Economic 

1920 1921 1922 1923 

THE ERA OF PARTS AND 
HOME-MADE RECEIVERS 

Korn and VOZ 
steel broadcawing 

Government lifts 
war-tune ban on 
radio 

UP 

100,000 

Stations on regular program whed-

The era of the llfan" market 

Crystal and ingle.tohe circuits 

Manufactuner. of radioprG<wreale 
from 20 to 

Arceptanjs,inio a. a novelty 

UP 

1924 1925 

NUMBER OF RADIO 
SET MANUFACTURERS 

>, 
430 

1,500,000 ...-'2,000,000 
--140 

UP 

Seienution era front pant io factory, k e 
receiver, and from single to , "...s• att. lo 0..xe 

muhiplwnsbe circuits hmiting faaory 

Broadcasting 'mice tremendously 
onproved 

S... buying lextupled 

Big accessory year 

Sq,ral quality un. 

Brealtedown of 
radio law\ 

thaos\be. 
gm. 

DO 

Radio Retailing (Nov. 1930), pp. 42-43. 

Total Sales of Radio 

Radio Sets, factory-built (in-
cluding consoles and built-
in reproducers)  

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 

100,000 

$5,000,000 

250,000 

$15,000,000 

1,500,000 2,000,000 

$100,000,000 $165,000,000 

1,750,000 

$200,000,000 

Radio-Phonograph Combin-
ations  

Tubes  

Reproducers (excluding those 
in consoles and combin-
ations)  

1,000.000 
$6,000,000 

4,500,000 
$17,000,000 

12,000,000 20,000,000 
$36,000,000 $48,000,000 

30,000,000 
$58,000,000 

25,000 

$750,000 

500,000 

$12,000,000 

1,500,000 

$30,000,000 

2,000,000 

$32,000,000 

2.000,000 

$30,000,000 

A-B-C (Dry) Batteries 

A-B Power Units, Storage 
Batteries and Chargers.. 

$4,500,000 $6,000,000 $55,000,000 $66,000,000 $80,000,000 

$7,000,000 

Other accessories.  

Parts (does not include sales 
to manufacturers)  

$3,750,000 $4,000,000 

$25,400,0001 $30,000,000 

$11,600,00& $24,000,000 

$40,000,000 $75,000,000 $100,000,000 $65,000,000 

Totals 
Sets, plus Combinations.... 
Parts  
Accessories  

$5.000,000 
$40,000,000 
$15,000,000 

$15,000,000 
$75,000,000 
$46,000,000 

$100,000,000 
$100,000,000 
$158,000,000 

$55.000.000 

$165,000,000 
$65,000,000 

$200,000,000 

Total Sales for year $60,000,000 $136,000,000 $358,000,000 

$33,000,000 

$50,000,000 

$200,000,000 
$50,000,000 

$256,000,000 

$430,000,000 $506,000,000 

Includes aerial equipment, mein's, pick-ups, turntables, heacheir, furniture. tic. 

and Social Developments 

nFFECT 
to the Progress of Radio 

and. 

1926 1927 1928 1929 193 1931 

•••****60—.e."--.... 
....- .........., 

..., 
e 

1,750,000 

ILIER 
Separate loud 

»1?...'.....1c,i, 
unite 

T 

' 
Peak of pophlar. 

Z;i rn i"n'i» 

re, 
,../ 

WN 

....., ......-

..... .... 
• 

3,200,000 

4,440,000 

• 

300,00 
(Esti ted) 

SO eed 70 
1,350,000 MAD 0 

\ l. 

UP 

1027 jag ese to scal›sItedresweed kv 

..igt;°!;,r,..z.b,:.;.:,‘„r_bere—t- 
,"« Air confueion largely cleared st> 

June, 1.3', re.allocatione 

Th era of he A.C. ter 
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1922 1 1923 I 1924 1925 1926 l 1927 1929 I 1429 I 1930 

Products 

PERCENTAGE OF YEARLY 

33§% 
200 le, 

I 

4.000,000 
3.000.000 

1.000.000 

at Retail 

INCREASE 

I 
25% 

5,000.000 

50% 

6.500.000750"00 

(1922-1930) 

15% 

r 

I 20% 
116'0000 

. 14% 

1927 1928 1929 1930 Product 

1,350,000 

$168,750,000 

3,200,000 

$350,000,000 

4.200.000 

$525,000,000 

3,672,400 

$298,010,000 

Consoles and 
Midget Receive,. 

 $38.00E000  
81,000 

 $38.00E000  
238,000 

$67,068,000 
155,400 

$34,188,000 
Radio-Phoni' 
Combinatio 

sot. 

41,200,000 
$67,300,000 

50,200,000 
$110.250,000 

69,000,000 
$172,500,000 

52,000,000 
$119,600,000 

Tubes. 

1,400,000 2,460,000 

$28,000,000 $66,400,000 

800,000 

$16,000,000 $3,500,000 

Speakers le 
already in r 

ludiog those 
eiverieL 

$68.000,000 $50,400,000 $30,530,000 $21,514,000 A.B. C i Dry) tteries. 

$34.000.000 $17,500,000 $14,350,000 
$6.920,000 A-B Power 

Batteries an 
nits, Storage 
Chargers. 

$38,550,0001 $46,000,000 $9,600,000 $6,700,000 Other Access Ics•. 

$21,000,00& $12,000,000 $7,500,000 
$6,000,000 
(estimated) 

Parts (not to manufacturers.. 

$168,750,000 $388,000,000 
$21,000,000 $12,000,000 

$235,850,000 $290,550,000 

$592,068,000 
7,500,000 

242,980,000 

4,519,500 
$332,198,000 

6,000,000 
158,234,000 

Automobile-lado, 
Sets and Conenations. 
Parts. 
Accessories ,,' c. tubes. 

$425,600,000 $690,550,000 $842,548,000 $500,951,500 Total Sales f r Year 

Permission to quote dalecs in this issue is granted if credit is given "R 

l 

dio Retailing" 

Radio Retailing (Mar. 931) 

Total radio sales by all companies were estimated by David Sarnoff in Radio World, Jan. 24, 1925, p.21: $2 million in 
1920, $5 million in 1921, $60 million in 1922, $ 120 million in 1923, $350 million in 1924. 
The number of sets sold in 1923 (250,000) was incorrectly given as 550,000 in the 1938 Broadcasting Yearbook; t sis error 

has been widely repeated since. 
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Ault IIDAY1FONI 
A-C Electrical Mfg. 

1 he AC Electrical Manufac-
turing Co. was formed around 1901 to make AC motors, 

and incorporated about June 1919 with $100,000 capital 
stock, financed by C.H. "Chap" Bosler and public-utility 
magnate Albert Emanuel. Bosler was president and the 
company was located on East Fourth St. in Dayton, Ohio. 

In mid- 1922 they were joined by Roy Stanley Copp from 
McCook Field Radio Laboratory, who designed a series of 

radio components, ready by August and advertised in the 
September 1922 QST. In its catalog and in the November 

OST ad, Dayton also offered complete regenerative receiv-
ers under the Ace name, apparently made for Dayton by 
the Precision Equipment Co. of Cincinnati. 

The XL-5 appeared in September 1924, first in a long 
line of TRF models. Allen Apple recalled " In 1924 I 
worked there after school. In 1925 I wired broadcast re-
ceivers and that year I was made a foreman over a flock of 
women who wired sets. I had to stay after work and cali-
brate and test the BC sets." ( 1985 letter). In June 1926 

AC Dayton occupied a new four-story factory. 
By September 1928 Bosler had been replaced as presi-

dent by Conrad Strassner, Emanuel's son-in-law. Most all 

Co. 

large radio companies had long since signed up for an 
RCA patent license by this time, but AC Dayton held out, 
opting instead for a Technidyne license from Lester Jones, 
like Sparton and Slagle (Continental). The Technidyne 
circuit was supposed not to infringe on Alexanderson's 

TRF patent, the cornerstone of RCA's licensing position. 
Instead of cascaded RF amplifier stages, each containing 
a tuned circuit, the Technidyne put all the tuning at the 

beginning, followed by a multi-stage untuned amplifier. 
This circuit was used in the Navigator 1929-1930 mod-
els, designed by the new chief engineer Ford Studebaker. 

Meanwhile Strassner's wife filed for divorce in late 
1929, and her father Emanuel resigned from the board of 
directors, but he still appeared to be in control, as two 

days before petitioning the court for a receiver in January 
or February 1930, he was paid $ 19,000, having lent the 
company $80,000 earlier. Strassner was looking for a job 

in January ( he later became a sales rep for Pilot). The 
creditors immediately dumped Emanuel's receiver and in-
stalled a former Dayton treasurer, and great things were 
forecast, but the last news item on the company appeared 
in May 1930. 

DAYTON RADIO PRODUCTS 
Are the most complete and most accurate of any Radio apparatus made by one 
Company in America. 

Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type C Vario-Coupler Bakelite Tube Type  
Rheostats 
Panel Switches 8 Points  
Phone Jacks   
Genuine Bakelite Knobs and Dials 3"  
Insulating Rubber Tubing 10 ft. Package  
Radio Phone Receiving Sets  

Type B Vario-Coupler 
Dayton Phone Receiving Set Moulded Bakelite Variometer 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS IN 4 SIZES 
9 P. C. S. Square and Round Plate .0003 ME 
17 P. C. S. Square and Round Plate .0005 ME. 
31 P. C. S. Square and Round Plate .001 ME 
45 P. C. S. Square and Round Plate .0015 Mf. 
17 P. C. S. Condensers with Vernier attached 
31 P. C. S. Condensers with Vernier attached 
A Variometer Moulded Bakelite 
A Vario-Coupler Moulded Bakelite 
B Variometer Bakelite Tube Type  
B Vario-Coupler Bakelite Tube Type  

Jobbers and Manufacturers write for Catalog and Discounts. 

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO 
MAKERS OF ELECTRICAL DEVICES FOR OVER 20 YEARS 

List Price 
  •$3.00 
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- Daily News Stale Photos. 

Old photo shows Stank Copp (R) as a hoy in his radio shark with Carl I,inxweiler. Picture ran in The Daily News in 19IE. 

A 
A C E Radio Phone Receiving Set 
E 

Licensed under Armstrong Patent 1,113.149 

This set has just been developed and is placed on the market with the one idea in 

mind—value for your money. 

There is nothing more discouraging than trying to receive over • makeshift set. 
Radio broadcasting would be still more popular today if the pubic did not have to 
contend with inferior apparatus. 

It is a recognized fact that a regenerative set is the only practical set for the reception 
of Telephone broadcasting. Under average conditions we claim a range of 1000 miles 
for this set. With favorable condition, signals have been copied 1725 miles. 

This receiver :a built up to • standard and not down to a price. The highest grade of 
insulation is used throughout—bakelite. 

The cabinet is genuine walnut with satin finish. The pane! is black polished bakelite 
I 6", with beautaful black bakelite knobs and dials for controlling operation of set. 
The tuning condenser is equipped with vernier for precision tuning. The detector tube 
is controlled wth vernier rheostat. assuring finest adjustment possible of the filament. 
All connections are made from reer of cabinet, eliminating unsightly wiring. 

The circuit used in this set is the tuned plate regenerative. giving great signal strength 
and selectivity. Regeneration is accomplished by tuning plate circuit. 

Dayton Radio Amplifier 

Type A-2 

This two•etage amplification unit has been deeigned to meet the specil cations of a real, 

all-round audio-frequency amplifier. In building this amplifier, we hay left out nothing 

but the howls and squeals common to many amplifying units. and tees are giving you 

two real stage. of undistorted amplification. 

This unit is mounted to panel of black polished bakelite. 6"ii 8". a irk back connec-

tions The cabinet, Wu 9r. is of genuine walnut. hand rubbed to a satin fini.h. 

All interaction it eliminated in this amplifier. The transformers are f high- ratio type. 

The filaments are controlled by two of our -Dayton.' Rheostats ocsrated with dials 

instead of knob and pointer. There are three jacks for connection L., either detector, 

first or second stage of amplification. A canopy switch is provided f r turning off the 

filaments. 

This amplifier matches the A C E Receiver in height and appearan=, and when used 

in conjunction with it, broadcasts can be heard throughout the room. 

2 From an undated AC l)ii% ion radio catalog 



Broadcast Receiver— Type R-12 
Employing special Copp VARIO-SELECTOR constructed 

on Copp Circuit No. 5. 
This Receiver combines Tuned Radio Frequency with a 

special selector device which gives to this ser the require-
ments necessary for perfect radio reception: 

Selectivity Volume Clearness Distance Ease of Tuning 

Wave Length Range— 200 to 600 meters 
Distance— up to 2500 miles 

Type R-12 is a 4 tube Set designed for satisfactory use 
at a reasonable price, both for cities where the nearness of 
Broadcasting Stations requires fine selectivity; as well as for 
suburban districts where selectivity is not as essential as 
clearness, volume, distance and ease of tuning. 
The VARIO-SELECTOR makes this see efficient for either 

Sharp or Broad tuning as conditions warrant. 
Broadcast Receiver Type R-12 is built of the highest grade 

materials using Bakelite insulation throughout, all contained 
in a beautiful Brown Mahogany finished Cabinet. 
Copp Circuit No. 5 is the fifth proven circuit developed 

and perfected by our Engineering Deparenent under the 
direction of Mr. R. S. Copp, who built and perfected the first 
single circuit regenerative Receiving Set, known as Copp 
Circuit No. 1. 

Full information, with descriptive liter-
ature, etc., will be mailed on request. 

The Price of Type R-I2 $95  00 
(11'ithout Tubes) 

The A-C Electrical Mfg. Co. - - Dayton, Ohio 
Makers of Electrical Devices for over 20 Years 

R-12 Mar. 1924 $98 

COPP VARIO SELECTOR 
The Copp vario selector is not a 

wave trap. It is an instrument 
designed for use with single circuit 

receivers and converts them into 
double circuit receivers. It consists 
of a tapped antenna or primary coil 
and a rotor coil of a few turns of 
wire inductively coupled to the an-
tenna coil. The rotor coil connects 
to the antenna and ground binding 
posts of the single circuit receiver. 
With its use the single circuit re-
ceiver is made very selective. Man-
ufactured by the A-C Electrical 
Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio. 

Arrived in excellent packing. 
AWARDED THE RADIO 

NEWS LABORATORIES CER-
TIFICATE OF MERIT NO. 490. 

Copp Vario-Selecior 

Apr. 1924 $ 11.50 Ralph Thorn 
3 

Plus 

Priced at $115.00. 
Ia. tube. and ac-
mammies, the XL-S 
rep eeeee ta a won-
derful value in a 
fine receiving C.C. 
(West of the Roch-
ie•--$120.00) 

Reputable radio 
johbem and dealer• 
goal b din 
a detailed da•crip-
tion of the A- C-
Dayton XL-5. Our 
sales plan i• an at-
tractive one. Write 
for complete infor-
mation. 

GUARANTEED 
WITHOUT 

RESERVATION 

HERE is a new receiving set-- designed as 
all fine sets, to give volume, selectivity, 

distance and simplicity of operation •-• But 
PLUS one feature that marks its superiority 
--CLEARNESS OF RECEPTION. 

The AC Dayton POLYDNE XL-5 is a 
super, five tube receiver that will enable you 
to hone,tly enjoy your favorite programs, with-
out the annoyance of interference and distor-
tion. The XL-5 receives the finest orchestral 
and vocal music exactly as played, with perfect 
clarity of modulation. 

True radio enjoyment will be yours with this 
new receiver. Its mechanical refinements have 
resulted in a beautiful set, one that will fit the 
arrangement and decorative scheme of any 
room in the home. 

Your radio or music dealer will gladly demon-
strate the AC Dayton XL-5 for you. Ask to 
see it—to hear its remarkable clearness of recep-
tion. Write for the name of the nearest dealer. 

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY 
DAYTON. OHIO 

Mahar. of Electrical Device., for ever Tuner, Year*. 
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The Standard A-C DAY-
TON Cabinet. type XL-10 
List price less accessories, 
$115, $120 west of Den-
ver. 

The A-C DAYTON Console. Type 
XL-15, for large and small homes. 
List Price, less accessories $ 185, 
$190 west of Denver. 

One-Dial Six-Tube Receiver 
Radio Retailing, July, 1.921 

The A. C. Dayton Company, Dayton, 
O., has placed on the market the Illus-
trated XL-60 Console Grand, 6-tube 
tuned radio frequency receiver. The set 
incorporates three stages of tuned radio 
frequency detector and two stages of 
audio frequency. The entire set is 
inclosed in a heavy aluminum case, the 
coils being individually shielded with 
aluminum cylinders. Provisions are 
made for the use of additional B and C 
batteries. A battery compartment pro-
vides ample room for all sizes of A, B 
and C batteries or power units. Over-
all dimensions are 43 in. wide by 411 
in. high by 20 in. deep. Intended retail 
price $285. Model XL-60 which is a 
table type model of the same electrical 
specifications has an intended retail 
price of $135. Model XL-25 which is 
a five-tube two-dial control receiver has 
an intended retail price of $ 85. Model 
XL-25 Console has an intended retal 

The A-O DAYTON Phono Set: 
fits into record rack of prac-
tically any phonograph. List 
price, less accessories, $95, $100 
west of Denver. 

price of $ 149. Model XL-70 which y 
a seven-tube two-dial control receiver 
has an intended retail price of $165. 
Model XL-70 Console Grand has an in-
tended retail price of $315. 

Scott MacWilliant 
XL-30 

The A.(' DAYTON Glass Set, with 
cabinet of rich. heavy French plate 
glass. List Price, less accessories 
$125; $130 west of Denver. • • • 

C H. Bosler, President of the A. C. 
Electrical Manufacturing Company, of 
Dayton, Ohio, says be not only looks 
forward to a big year. but is right now 
in the midst of as busy a season as his 
company has yet experienced. Mr. Bos-
ler feels that in the new models of the 
A-C Dayton receiving set his company 
has realized the utmost in five-tube 

tuned radio frequency perfection. 

Radio Dealer (Nov. 1925I v. 1:37 
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RADIO R ETAILING, A McGraw-Hill Publication 

The First News of a 
Tremendous Radio Story 

STAGES OF 

TUNING - 

Broad and easy or fine 
and selective— virtu-
ally two seu in one 
cabinet. 

PRICED 
FOR 

EVERY 
PURSE 

A type of set for every 
type of buyer. 

atiortie 
dvirtishg 

A national advertising 
campaign in leading 
periodicals and farm 
papers. Exclusive sales terri. 

for every A -C 
DAYTON dealer. 

ACCEPT these facts from a com-
pany of more than 20 years 
standing— which has been 

prominently identified with radio 
for six years and is noted for square 
dealing and sound management. 

The A-C Dayton story concerns an 
original development in radio tun-
ing, which not only establishes new 
standards of set performance but 
which supplies the direct answer 
to your biggest problem in selling 
radio receivers. 

It concerns a balanced line of six 
models, incomparable in design, 

from $56 to $255 in price— and 
strong national advertising in lead-
ing periodicals and farm papers of 
more than 7,000,000 circulation. 

Lastly, it concerns the building of 
an exclusive and permanent organ-
ization of dealers, each with his own 
protected territory— protected as to 
sales — protected as to price. 

This last is tremendously import-
ant today. Time will not wait. 
Territories are being allotted. Re-
gardless of your present plans or 
connections we urge you—get the 
facts in your hands immediately. 

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. 
DAYTON, OHIO 

Makers of Electrical Devices for More Than Twenty Years 

C  
Use the Coupon 

AYTON 
RADIO 

To aggressive dealers of proven abiliro 
we say: Don't write us next week. 
Write us now—today 

The A-C Electrical Mfg. Co., P.-R-6 
Dayton, Ohio. 

Gentlemen: Send me full informa-
tion about the A-C DAYTON exclu-
sive dealer franchise, prices, advertis-
ing, etc. 

Name 

Addre  

City and State 

Our strength P1041C IS 
your business. Ourpol-
icy protects your price. 

SLY) 

The A-C DAYTON 
line of six handsome 
models. Priced from 
$56 to $255 —prices 
slightly higher Den-
ver and west. 

\ I ' 

\ I :; 1) 
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List Price, $ 175.00. 

A-C Dayton All Electric Receivers (Table Model) 
This ,ix- tube electric receit er has three stages of radio fre-
quency. one untuned and two tuned, one tuned detector stage 
and two stages of audio frequency amplification. We mention 
this as this circuit is particularly adapted to the neat. emi-
tted, and efficiency construction of the XL- 50. The tone 
quality of this set will satiety the most musically trained ami 
critical ear. 
The cabinet and wooden panel are of beautifully grained walnut, 
and all controls are grouped on a beautifully embossed bronzed 
instrument plate. Dimensions are 22-in. lope. 9-1n. high and 
9- in. deep. 
For 110-120 Volt, 50-60 Cycles A.C. Current. 

Our Price, $35.00 

The XL 50 
A.C. Dayton 
receiver in-
stalled in this 
beautiful con-
sole. Large 
orthophonie 
speaker gives 
the low, full 
tones. 

Console built 
of the finest 
grained and 
matched wal-
nut veneers. 

Our Price, $43.00 

CONSOLE GRAND 
The XL-60 six tube AC Dayton receiver installed 

in the fanious Duophonie Console Grand. Has 

two separate reprodueing chambers and especiarlr 

designed units. 

This combina. 
lion make possi• 

ble the true re-

production over 

the entire scale. 

Dimensions 43-

in. wide x 41%• 

in. high x 
jeep. 

Our Price, $49.00 

 The Flewelling Short-
Wave Adapter Opens a Vast 
New Field for Immediate 
Radio Sales   
SIIORT wave reception, heretofore im-possible for individual net owners, is 
now an engaging reality—summer pro-
grams, usually spoiled by static, are picked 
up with amazing clearness—International 
programs become daily entertainment— 
London and other foreign stations are 
heard consistently—all made possible by 
the A-C DAYTON-Flewelling Short-
Wave Adapter. 

*fhis remarktble device, invented by E. T. 
Flewelling, one of radio's foremost engi-
neers, is far and away the most important 
radio development announced in 1928. It 
was the sensation of the R. M. A. Show 
in Chicago, last month, attracting the 
nttention of all who are interested in the 
distribution and sale of radio. 

The A-C DAYTON-Flewelling Short. 
Ware Adapter may be instantly attached 
to any ordinary radio receiver without 
additional wiring, adapting the set for 

Pi. 

short wave reception. The retail price is 
only $22.50, placing it within reach of all 
set owners, and opening up a vast new 
market for immediate sales. ( Already 
twenty-six ET. S. Stations are broadcasting 
on short wave lengths.) 

In step with A-C DAYTON'S progressive 
policy and immediately following Mr. 
Flewelling's announcement that the Short. 
Wave Adapter had been perfected, 
negotiations were consummated whereby 
the A-C DAYTON Company acquired 
exclusive manufacturing rights and Mr. 
Flewelling was retained as Consulting 
Engineer. 

Alert distributors and retailers the country 
over have quickly sensed the significance 
of these announcements — every mail 
brings urgent inquiries for territorial 
rights. The coupon below is for the con-
venience of those who wish to send for 
full particulars. 

THE A-C DAYTON COMPANY 
DAYTON. OHIO. U. S. A. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

er.z. 

A- C DAYTON 
Distributor, 

.11,, rued!"i rerrtioriet are yet to 
br ustigeted ll'ire or the the toy.e 
today. regantin, Parliftllar, 

Relailers 
I f your jabber it not already supplied. 
st rite direct, th hie name and 
adtirest. 

The AT' PAVTON 0ayloe. 

ray 

11•1••••• whether redo, or dealer 

re. reautre—atitaa 
,re 1,2 Se 

Radio Retailing I Aug. I 98l.p. I 19 

Hewelling Short-Wave Adapter 
July 1928 $22.50 ( later $ 15). 

The Radio Products Co. of Dayton was organized in 1928 
to take over production I Flewelling was i resident and 

chief engineer). These were sold into the early 19:30's. 
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XL-61 
AC-63 
AC-65 

AC-66 

June 1928 $65 
June 1928 $98 
June 1928 $ 123 

June 1928 $ 148 (shown in ad) Technical article in Radio Broadcast, Dec. 1928. p.121. 

AFTER ALL Isn't It Radio PROFITS 
. . . That Count ? By C. R. STRASSNER, President and Treasurer 

V"OU can't be eight years in the 
.1. radio manufacturing business 

and not learn something. 

We've learned what the permanent 
kind of radio dealer wants—and 
we've learned to want that kind of 
dealer. Our proposition is plan-
ned for him. 

While we have been making mon-
ey in radio for eight years we have 
also been seeing that our dealers 
made it too. That's why our com-
pany and our dealer organization 
are both strong today. 

Point for point, you'll 
find the A-C DAYTON 
franchise a mutual pro-
fit maker, based on a 

• 

four model line that will go out 
and sell on straight competitive 
demonstration. It starts at $65 list, 
has an up-to-the-minute all electric 
set for $98, offers power amplifier 
performance for $123 and ends 
with a de luxe model that ampli-
fies 3200 times. That's exactly 
six times average efficiency. 

Our distributors cover their terri-

tories closely, see you often and 
fill orders promptly. All our ad-
vertising is concentrated on our 
dealers' immediate markets - news-
papers, sectional farm papers, dis-
plays and literature that go directly 
and specifically to the people you 
can do business with. 

There's no guess-work about this. 
We've proved it out since 1921. 
You'll find it more profitable to sell 
A-CDAYTON than tosellagainst it. 

C DAYTON 
RADIO 

2 \ 
"'THE A-C DAYTON COMPANY, Dayton, Ohio 

Gentlemen: Please send complete details about your 
dealer's franchise. 

Name  

Address 

4‘.  

Let us lay our full propo-
sition before you. Clip the 
coupon to your letterhead 
and send it today. You'll 
get an immediate answer 
to consider and decide on. 

AC-63 SELF CONTAINED ALL-ELECTRIC: a 6-tube receiver com-
plete for light socket operation except for tubes and speaker. May be 
used with any type speaker. Power tube takes full rated voltage. A 
reliable electric set listing $98, except Canada and West. Model XL-61 
listing at $65, is same as 
AC-63, except that it is 
battery operated. 

AC-65, at right, bas same characteristics as AC-63 except that it 
uses 210 power amplifier in last stage, giving electrical power amp-
lifier mutts. $123, except Canada and West. 

7 



Model 
AC-9990 

ListPrice,$188 

Model 
AC9980 

LittPrice,$185 

.0 

Model 
AC-9970 

Litt Price. ;165 

Model 
AC-9960 

List Price, $ 148.50 
Model XL-- 1 
Battery Operated— List 

Navigator models, 1929, using the Technidyne circuit. Technical article in Citizens Callbook, vol. 10 no.4, N 
p.94. 

AlIDAMS1441DILICAN/ 

IIDAILAC 
Adams-Morgan Company 

‘ A Ifred Powell Morgan was 

born in 1889. A prolific writer, he turned out more than a 
dozen books, from Wireless Telegraph Construction for 
Amateurs in 1910 and The Boy Electrician in 1913 ( which 
went through countless editions) to The Pageant of Elec-

tricity in 1943. While still in school, around 1909-1910, 
he formed the partnership of Adams-Morgan, which was 
soon doing a substantial mail-order business in wireless 
components. 

Enter Paul Forman Godley. The same age as Morgan, 
Godley had been installing wireless stations in the Ama-
zon for the Brazilian government in 1913. On his return, 
he met Howard Armstrong at a Radio Club of America 

meeting in 1914 and was amazed to learn that Armstrong 
had been consistently able to hear these Brazilian sta-
tions. The secret of course was the regenerative circuit. 
Armstrong had been unable to make his circuit work on 
short waves, where the amateurs were, and in any case 
was more interested in the commercial applications. (,od-
ley set to work, tuned his grid and plate circuits with self-
resonant variometers, and the Paragon receiver was born. 

Godley bought into Adams-Morgan as a one 
ner toward the end of 1915 to commercialize 

The RA-6 was ready by October 1916, cost 83 
quickly found in many of the better ham stati 
last advertised in May 1917, when Adams-
busy with wartime contracts. Godley joined 
Marconi in Aldene, New Jersey for the durat 
charge of receiver design. 

After the war, Godley went to Adams-Morg 
ing to Wardell Smith, he had not actually 
before that time) where RA-6s were again pro( 
ads also hint at a "Universal Range, RA-2 
signed the RA- 10, announced in October 192 
tributed exclusively by Continental Radio & E 
recently formed by well-placed radio men, whi 
an RCA franchise in New York City. A Janu 
stated " 1000 RA- 10s are now ready." Like th 
RA- 10 was a tuner only; the user had to provi 
uum-tube detector and amplifiers. Adams-
make a small detector or amplifier unit contain 
socket, grid leak and condenser, also availabl 
1921, for 86. 

third part-
is design. 
, and was 
us. It was 
organ was 
American 
n, having 

n ( accord-
een there 
uced; later 
" He de-
, and dis-
ectric Co., 
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y 1921 ad 
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Morgan and Godley had never gotten along too well, but 
the first of several "last straws" came in late 1921, when 
Godley was chosen by the ARRL, as the world's expert in 
short-wave reception, to travel to Scotland for the transat-

lantic tests. While he was gone, Morgan bought out his si-
lent partner Adams and acquired majority control of the 
company, despite an agreement that no partner would sell 
without notifying the others. Paragon's history of technical 
innovation essentially ended at this point. 

In March 1922 the DA-2 was ready, probably at the in-

sistence of Continental, to cater to the hordes of broadcast 
fans who wanted complete receivers, and no doubt they 
sold as many as Adams-Morgan could produce, until May 
when the radio boom collapsed. November brought the 

RD-5 and A-2, nearly the same circuit but with the de-
tector tube in the receiver cabinet as was more conven-
tional by that time. However, the RD-5 and A-2 proved 
not nearly as popular as the earlier models, even when the 
lOR RE amplifier was added six months later ( the lOR 
was also frequently used with the RA- 10). 

Around July 1923 Godley took his case to the New Jer-

sey Chancery Court and as a result, he and Morgan settled 
their differences. He returned to the company long enough 
to design a new series of receivers, the RB2 and RB2A, 

III and IIIA, which appeared at the end of 1923. Clever 
but not especially innovative, these sets were not suc-

cessful; Haynes-Griffin's New York store was offering 
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Forman Costley was born September 25, 1889. at Garden City, Kansas. His in-
tern., in radio began when he entered Defiance College, Ohio. Being interested in corns 
munication. it was quite natural for him to become enthusiastic about radio and he studied 
all the available literature on radio communication published. In 190d, a commercial wire-

station was built in Chicago. to which Mr. Godley was assigned as operator. In 1913. 
he was in the -Antazon-oville-Andes" radio service for the Brazilian government. In 
1914. he returned to his home. I.eonia, N. J , and developed the short-wave regenerative 
receiver. In 1915. he opened a transmitting station, 2 ZE, and made many exceptional 
distance-records During the World War, he served as designing engineer at the Mar-
coni Wireless Company of America's factory lie was chosen by the American Radio Re-
las I winoe to conduct its transoceanic radio tests. journeying to Scritànd for this purpose 

l'AUI. FORMAN GODLEY ( 1889-1973) 

them at a tremendous discount in May 1924. Godley left 
by the summer of 1924, this time for good. 

By October Adams-Morgan had reorganized, acquired 
new capital, and introduced three new models, the Two, 
Three and Four. But even a $75,000 advertising outlay 
couldn't sell them. By the end of 1925, Paragon had es-
sentially disappeared. In January 1926 a new "Model 
One" was shown in the "What's New" section of Radio 

Broadcast, but on January 22, 1926, receivers were ap-
pointed for the Adams-Morgan Co., Inc., liabilities 
$80,000, assets $ 197,751. Gimbels sold off much of the 
inventory in April. The remaining stock of models One, 

Two and Three went to a Brooklyn discounter in January 
1927. 

In October 1926 Adams-Morgan reorganized as the Par-
agon Electric Corp., with the financial backing of C.S. 
Phillips of Montclair and under the direction of Peter A. 
Petroff, formerly factory manager and before that the head 
of Millimeter Machine Works of New York. In June 1927, 
the new " 1928 Paragon" line was announced, but by De-
cember Petroff had decided to abandon receiver produc-
tion to concentrate on components then being supplied to 
Westinghouse, Western Union and others. The following 
June, even that modest plan had gone by the boards, and 

Paragon became a manufacturers' test laboratory at 200 
Varick St., New York City. Nothing further was heard of 
the company. 

ALFRED POWELL MORGAN 
Author, Inventor, Manufacturer 

1889-1972 
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Paragon Instruments Have Set New Standards 
They are in a distinct class by themselves. There are no other instruments which can EQUAL THEM 

IN ANY WAY—regardless of price. WE CAN PROVE THIS ASSERTION TO THE SATISFACTION 
OF ANYONE. 

It was designed especially 
and solely for reception of 
AMATEUR WAVE LENGTHS 
and its development has been 
carried on over a period of two 
years. It was the first and is 
the only worthy adaptation of 
the Armstrong circuit to short 
wave reception. The antenna 
inductance is arranged in steps. 
ASIDE FROM THIS THERE 
ARE NO SWITCHES. Con-
tinuously variable inductances— 
carefully designed variometers— 
are used in the closed circuits. 
HIGH RESISTANCE CON.. 
TACTS, the capacity of switch 
points and leads, end-turn losses 
and the necessity for a variable 
tuning capacity are thus EN-
TIRELY DONE AWAY WITH. 
The antenna and closed cir-

cuits are INDUCTIVELY R. A.-6—PARAGON AMPLIFYING SHORT WAVE RECEIVER, $3 00 
cf-UPLED, and the COUPL- Range 180 to 580 Meters 
1NG IS VARIABLE. The com-

THIS INSTRUMENT IS SUPER-EFFICIENT. SUPER-SELECTIVE AND SUPER-SENSITIVE. 
ponent parts of the instrument are not crowded into a small cabinet. The fact that ALL of th e 
thirgs are of extreme importance has been proven by the here-to-fore unheard of SELECTIVELY nd 
AMPLIFICATION obtained by owners of this instrument. Signals may be read from stations at extr e 
distances or through heavy static and interference with this instrument long after other receivers h ve 
failed and WEAK SIGNALS MAY BE AMPLIFIED UP TO ONE HUNDRED TIMES USING 0 E 
AUDION ONLY. We would be glad to furnish the names of prominent members of the American R,jo 
Relay League who have offered unsolicited testimony as to the operation of the R. A.-6—, the ampli a-
tion obtainable, and the distances covered both day and night. 

UNQUESTIONABLY SUPERIOR TO ANYTHING ELSE ON THE MARKET 
The methods employed in winding the coils eliminate leakage due to coloring matter in the insulat n, 

put an end to the presence of moisture in the varnish, insulation and tube. The coils of the Para on 
"No-End-Loss" transformers are divided into sections and fitted with self cleaning, positive action nd 
turn switches which connect and disconnect the winding as required, entirely cutting off from the cir uit 

unused portions of the in-
ductance and comple ely 
eliminating end turn eff cts 
on all wave lengths. T se 
switches are enclosed nd 
are automatically contro led 
by the primary and sec d-
ary inductance switches re-
spectively. 

Panels, housings. SW ch 
heads, etc., are of poli ed 
black FORMICA, which is 
superior in every way to 
hard rubber and costa m re. 
All metal parts are of old 
lacquered brass. These in-
struments are adapted to 
extremely close tuning nd 

due to the absence losses are are particularly re-
commended as the only re-
ceiving transformers on the 

TYPE "L" $22.50 TYPE "S" $30.00 TYPE "X" $35.00 market suited to the r ep-
tion of amateur ve 

lengths or for use in conjunction with the AUDION DETECTOR. 

SEND STAMP TODAY FOR BULLETIN "0" WHICH DESCRIBES A 
VARIETY OF ENTIRELY NEW TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING 
SPECIALTIES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO THOSE WHO DESIRE 
THE BEST. 

PARAGON RECEIVING TRANSFORMER 

SEND 6c. FOR OUR 232 pp. CATALOG 
Our No. 7 Catalog shows several hundred different parts and also sets 

of materia's for building your own apparatus. We do all the difficult 
work in our factory and give you the benefit m machinery and equipment 

Contains complete description and prices of all the latest Wireless and 
Electrical Goods. 
OUR PRICES WILL SAVE YOU MONEY AND OUR PROMPT DELIVER-

IES WILL SAVE YOU TIME. 

THE BEST CATALOG OF ITS KIND IN AMERICA 

Adams-Morgan Co. Sixteen 

Alvin Place Upper Montclair, N. J. 
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The factory as it appeared in 1981, when it was occupied 
by a theater group ( with a more modern adjoining build-

ing). According to Wilson Norwood, who worked here 
from June 1922 to Aug. 1923, there were between 50 and 
100 employees. On the first floor was a large machine 

S.L1CON-ANTIMONY DETECTOR - 
TYPE CR12.38 

MADE roa NAVY DEPT (au s 
BY 

ADAMS-MORGAN 00 1919 
• AERIAL N.. 1.15 

41110111M4M,V.S ',YAM 

The model model designation "CR" indicates a Wireless Spe-
cialty Apparatus Co. design; apparently Adams-Morgan 

was a second source. A-M is also stated by Wardell Smith 
to have made the 5E143 and one other receiver. Smith, a 
life-long friend of Morgan's, had hung around the factory 
since he was ten, before the war, and worked there as long 
as the company existed. 

shop; upstairs about 20 girls (lid assembly work, while 
wiring was done in a garage across the street ( since torn 
down). Most everything but transformer roils was made on 
the premises. 

\ -6 Oct. 1916 ›“5 

New England Wireless & Steam Museum 

RA- 10 Oct. 1920 $85 
DA-2 Mar. 1922 $65 

A matching transmitter, model 2-5-U, appeared in Nov. 
1921, at $70. 
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RA 10 Interior 

This PARAGON iegenerai•ve ReceIver 
E.ICENSED UNDER 

ànetribue Uti•ed States Patent No. 1.113.149. 

Ootob.Yø. 10,14, far the fr.ffot.fae Paroa*,. 
, rat> .. ilh,tru, foe h '• 

1 V>. 

../ lie tehe 1,1414 11114 r 

•••• .••yr 

I 010 I'Lltei Slates for 
ti, ' i Irrn-renortterefal radio 

I •• , 4tegonm truul tor 1h., 
al eATrers oto' • 

•to,, 1.1 reueWe tenleo.!, 
• ufitnIcr,•••I n'emet+txt,  1'er 

y ti Ad, euttnieh•Pat ?n, 4 
1'4 fote,on . 11,pplieg Ini ,..f.e.te or 
Ouree.Wer for ult. to el-41 

+self. oyuult [ 41' AIX,/ 41 114- . 

h• 1, ' 
"lityloso. but 

S., II h'.‘uo'rleart rorruu 
u..1,nritlenu or reoetTir, 

'eutto 
.1.1i in ...tch en.i• 
‘h.rgal• AMI TI. ,•Sr• 

".• • 
tel - 

Alltuartrauturrre 

ADAM-MORGAN t:O. 
UPPER MONTCLAIR. N. J, 

Menureotur•is of rite Finest Sadie Recelvínv 
Equeornent In the World 

7/IYMENTAL RADIO anz, szEin:alc cr, 

e ; Warren Street New York r.• 

Label glued lo bigtoin of RA 10 cabinet 

RD-5, A-2 Nov. 192'2 $75, $50 

DA 2 Interior 

VT Control Jan. 1921 $6 

Ted Phillips 
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RAS 

Rick Weibezahl 

R132 

u 

RB2, RB2A Dec. 1923 $ 135 

\ew England Wireless & Steam Museum 

III, 111A Mar. 1924 $ 175 
A repackaged version of the R132. 

• 

• o 

R132 

13132A John 

m.krgreis.co 
\ 

The Last Word 
In a Paragon Receiver for the Home 

At last—s radio set that not only bar-
monis ea se.th your furniture but adds to 
the attractiveness of any room in which it 
is placed. Md not an ordinary radio set 
but a PARAGON. 
Paragon Receivers are famous for the 

long thstancr records they hold which in-
clude the reception of the first trans-con-
Mental agrat.ur message and the first trans. 
Atlantic numge. It is a Paragon that keeps 
the world in touch with the MacMillan 
Expedrion frozen in north of Greenland. 

Bob Wallace 

Paragon Rereivers. because of their su-
perionelectivity and sensithrity.areermally 
famous for the ease with which they can be 
operated and the clear results obtainable. 
Now come, the latest Pamir., the 

Model III. pictured above, uith all the ad-
vantages f the other model., but horsed in 
a mahogany os burled walnut cabinet which 
is a work of art. 

In apprarance, the Paragon Maud LII 
Receiver now matches up in every way to 
the perfection of the instrument itsef. 

ADAMS.MORGAN CO. . 18 Alvin Avenue - Upper Muntchar, N. 1. 

PARAGON 
RADIO -140DUCTS 

Popular Science Monthly ( Mar. 11;2 II, p. 125 
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(un ihe Music of ihe Immoriais 

\\ 

inYour Own Home 
People sometimes sit hours in hot, stuffy opera houses 

to hear our famous opera singers. Yet the immortal notes 
of those same stars are broadcasted from radio stations 
and are listened to by thousands in the comfort and se-
clusion of their own homes. 

Perhaps you would rather follow an athletic contest 
play by play, or listen to a speech by some famous man. 
Or perhaps the market, crop and weather reports would 
prove more interesting to you. 

PARAGON 
Reg.USPotOif 

RADIO PRODUCTS 
With the new PARAGON Three-Circuit Receiver Type R 

you can pick out the program you wish to hear and hear it clea 
from beginning to end. For the greatest enjoyment of radio, 
complete satisfaction, you should listen in with a Paragon set. 

In appearance it is an addition to any home. All cabinet work 
of mahogany with a brown mahogany finish. All metal parts sho 
ing, inside as well as outside of the cabinet, are nickel plated. 98 
of the wiring is invisible. The whole outfit is compact, neat, soli 
built, and finely finished. It is the ideal Radio receiver and the id 
holiday gift. 

Illustrated Bulletins on Paragon 
Radio Products Are Yours for the Asking. 

DEALERS: We believe in the proper distribution of Paragon Radio Produ 
Our exclusive Distributors are particularly interested in territorially protec 
dealers, who will concentrate, solicit and serve the consumer in the sale 
Paragon Radio Receivers. If interested, write us for details. 

ADAMS-MORGAN COMPANY 

20 Alvin Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J. 

s. 
cd 
of 

Illustration shows the 
new Paragon RB-2 Re-
generative Receiver wi 
two- stage tone amplifier 

Price $135.00 

(Licensed under 
Armstrong Patent 
No. 1,113,149) 

1'n/whit• 161(IiI, I 1,i . 1'12 I 
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IN ;LI 

John Drew 

Three Oct. 1924 $48.50 

The New Paragon Four $65. 
Range practically unlimited. Capable of clear, strong loudspeaker tone over long distance. Employs 
the new Paradyne circuit—non-radiating. New type SINGLE DIAL control. Will do all that 
sets costing three or four times as much have been able to do. Priced within everyone's means. May 
be used as a 3 or 4 tube set. Handsome solid mahogany cabinet. 203i by 77, by 8 in. 

The New Paragon Two $27.50 
The New Paragon Three $48.50 A two-tube receiver of excellent tone and .volume on loud-

Excepwonalls sensitive, selective, fine-toned. With loud-
speaker from stations within moderate radius. Range almost 

speaker the -volume over long distance range is amazing. unlimited far phone reception. New tile SINGLE DIAL 
Three tubes. New trpe SINGLE DIAL control, very control. Mahogany finished cabinet, ii inches long. 
simple to operate. Solid mahoga , cabinet. 164-' inches long. 

on. 192 1 

o o 

t1, ; 114 Worth 

Four Or4. 1924 $65 Tevhnieal articles in Radio 

Engineering, Apr. 1925, pp. 2(X)-201, and N. Y. Eve-

ning World, Apr. 1, 1925 p. 17. 
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THE PARAGON MODEL THREE 

The Revestioreary Ins p meats el the P.m.'s. 
Lim.--The Double Impedance Circult—the Latest. 
Patented Development — Equal to POWER 
AMPLI FICATION— 
A T. R. F. Reelistance-Coupled Receiver—an 

Average- Priced Product for the Buyer of Average 
Mean.—Nothing Like it at the Cost— 
A T. R. F.-43 LONG-DISTANCE TRANSFORMER-

COUPLED RECEIVER—Especially Designed and 
Recommended for U•e in Rural Districts,. Where 
Sensitivity is So Eimential to Get DX Station.— 
A Set of Si. Tubes— 
A New Feature—A Chassis Department That 

Will Solve Your Problems Your Way—Our 
CHASSIS Offering• Will Lower the Price of 
Quality Radio This Sea.on—With Them You Can 
Select Your Own Cabinet or Let the Consuming 
Buyer Do It--

MODEL ONE OF PARAGON 

The Paramount Paragon Receiver. Are Manufactured. 
Guaranteed, Serviced And Said By That P.  And Yet 

Pre-Eminent C  

THE PARAGON ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
(An original Licensee Under the Patents Covering the Double Impedance Amplification.) 

.160 

The Lincoln 
$175.00 to $ 195.00 

For Battery or A.C. Operati,e, 

Cho.. 

_ . 
THE PARAGON MODEL TWO 

Another Feature—All PARAGON SETS Can Be 
Supplied With Perfectly- Matched R. C. A. Tubes 
and With Other Equipment. 
Dealers: The New Paragon Receivers Will Ap• 

peal to the Discriminating Public as Will No 
Others It Will Pay You to Push the Most 
Popular P ' and YoulL Positively Be 
Protected in your Territory.  

Besides—There is Greater Profit ifl the PARAGON 
—Quick TURN-OVER is Assur d—Prompt De-
liveries Are Guaranteed By PARAGON Pro-
ducers— Duplicated Sales Stimulated By En-
dorsements of Pleased Patrons of Yesterday 
Are Assured to You- - 

Again—P  Receiver. Are Electrically-
Equipped at Your Option—Operating Right 
From the Light Circuit-2'W Battery Current if 
More Practicable or Preferred. 

Upper Montclair, New Jersey, U. S. A. 
Phone Montclair. 4226 

275. Two, $200. Three, $ 175 Nov. 1926 

Radio Retailing. . 1 WeGrazo-Hill Publication 

The Congress 
Metal Cabinet $80.00 
Wahl ut Cabinet, 6115 
For Battery or A.C. Operation 

PARAGON SELLS 

DIRECT-TO -DEALER 
Exclusively 

Sepl. 1927 

Radio Retailer & Ja 

The 
$125.00 t 
For Batte 
Operation. 

ber ( Nov. 1926) 

onroe 
$135.00 
or A.C. 

Radio Retailing ( Sep'. 19271. ia. I ( i1) 
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AU ILI-WAY 

Air-Way Electric Appliance Corp. 

1 he Air-Way Company of 
Toledo, Ohio made vacuum cleaners in 1919, featuring in-
ventor D. Ben Replogle's designs: a paper bag to catch the 
dust, and a valve to divert the suction through the hollow 
handle to accessories. 
The Air-Way Electric Appliance Corp. was formed in 

July 1920, also absorbing the Toledo Screw Products Co., 
which had made shells during the war, and Arrow Manu-
facturing Co., suppliers of Air-Way's motors. Both compa-
nies were owned by the Tracy family, prominent Toledo 
lawyers and industrialists: Thomas fi. Tracy and his sons 
Pratt E. Tracy, Newton A. Tracy, and Thomas H. Tracy, 
Jr. Pratt Tracy was president of Air-Way, Thomas Jr. 
vice-president. 

Besides the "Air-Way Sanitary System," the company 
made fractional-horsepower motors, bell-ringing trans-
formers, and then radios. But when profits disappeared 
from radio, Air-Way dropped out in June 1926 to return to 
its first love, sanitary vacuum cleaners, whose sales were 
steadily growing. 

The Tracys all died in the 1930s. Surviving ten years of 

losses in the Depression, Air-Way made vacuum cleaners 
until 1957, becoming Lamb Industries in 1958. 

ken Slcgct 
Five Tubes: 2 RF, detector, 2 audio. 

Pratt Tracy 

F Nov. 1923 $50 
Four tubes: I RE, detector, 2 audio. Early ads show two 
front-panel rlicostals: after ]Mar. 1924, three. 

Kull Sieger 

Dec. 1923 $ 100 
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Each Instrument Guaranteed 

AIR•WAY MODEL "C" RECEIVING SET 
Hero Is a sound, practical set with detector and two stage 
amplification. It I. remarkable for it long-rango reception 
and its Oneness of timing. 

AIR•WAY MOULDED 
VARIOMETER 

A. combination of the finest known 
insulating mat,-ria with precise 
assembly and accurate winding- - 
careful slit-WAY manufacture 
doubles effortlyoness and refinoo.. 
Interference. 

AiR•WAY GREEN SEAL FILAMENT 
RH EOSTAT 

A compact Rheostat wound with non-cor-
rosive resistance wire over a substantial 
insulating ring. Trim, workmanlike, effec-
tive and durside. 

AIR-WAY genuine molded rub-
ber composition with neat white 
accurate graduations and 
numbers. 

A sturdy frame with molded hard 
rubber endplates; uniformly 
Inounted to •aisure maintained 
accuracy. 

ÍdiP\ 
e• 

M. e. .11 

elliel 4 ,.• 1, 

0 4 de 4 

411, 

a-Zday 
GREEN SEAL 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 

The aim of the Air-Way engineers and the 
policy of the Air-Way Corporation are 
united in the production of Radio equipment 
which bears the unmistakable imprint of 
intelligent design, expert craftsmanship, 
and genuine quality throughout. In the 
Air-Way factory there is no compromise 
between quality and cost. Scientifically or-
ganized production by men skilled in volume 
manufacture of fine electric instruments 
and equipment is entirely responsible for 
the attractive prices at which Air-Way 
Radio parts and complete receiving sets 
are offered to the public. The Air-Way 
Green Seal Guarantee Tag attached to each 
Radio instrument is a symbol of quality 
that is known and preferred by experienced 
Radio buyers. 

Air-Way Electric Appliance Corporation 
TOLEDO, OHIO 

Air-Way instruments appeal most to those deal--
ors who am wisely preparing to merit a successful 
and growing radio business by selling products 
of reputation and genuine quality at fair prices. 
Write for Air-Way Radio Bu:letin. 

air:Walj 

GREEN SEAL 

GUARANTEE 

AIR-WAY new.. 
light - weight. 
Positive contact 
tubo soekets save 
bulbs and main-
tain perfect con-
nections. are 
design. 

OSTMILS 

• 

o 

ofb115 

Nif 

AIR-WAY MODEL II' RE-
CEIVING SET 

This set contains so many scat-
-rustling features that radio 1-
thuslasts have wondered at e 
range and accuracy of reprod 
lion. Detector and one a 
:intender with UnIcal ««Al 
WAY" fineness of workmtuuth 

No professional operator nul 
ask for a more precise and en-
during instrument than the AIR-
WAY Green Real Yarlocieue. 
It Is built right and stays r 

.11R-WAY Tacks anti Plugs 
especially for the finer radio 
t, do away with the loose co 
fot which plugs and jacks are f 
responsible. 

e built 
Pandits 
ections 
quently 

AIR-WAY Amplifying Trans-
formers do more to eliminate 
the whines and shrieks than 
any other similar piece of 
radio equipment. Thep prove 
their own merit by comparison. 
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John Wolkonowicz 

4 I Der. 1924 $65 

The Best in Radio Equipment 

No matter host modest the ideas of the radio beginner, he soon begins to search for distant 
Stal ions. 

Then is when he appreciates ara AIR-WAY Receiver. 
All distant signals come to any set, but they will not fight their way in through unnecessary 

losses and high resistances. 
AIR-WAY Receivers are the last word in LOW LOSS construction and tuned radio- ire-

gurney amplification and build up the weakest signals to pleasing audibility. 
Osdilation is perfectly controlled and all extraneous noises eliminated without neutralizers 

or cwrnplicated adjustments. 

.11111 We daim without reservation that AIR-
WAY Model 41 is superior in every quality of 
radio reception to any other four- tube set ever 
built, and unequaled by any set at less than 
nearly twice the price. 

The selective qualities are unexcelled in 
any set, operating mi an outside aerial. 

The dignified design of the solid walnut 
case and the workmanship and finish of the 
panel equipment give it an outward appearance 

m keeping with the operative quality. 
A set that meets all market conditions and all individual requirements: one that the Dealer 

may sell tu the inometienced user or the most discriminating expert and be sure that either will 
attain results satieactory in every way. Price ;65.00. 

AIR-WAY No. 51 
The latest development in 

tuned raciio frequency with two 
-tiges of radio fresuency amphi. 
ration, detector and two -'toges 
tr.:Wormer coupled audio frequency 
arriplifiation. 

Offered without reservation as 
a set that will give general mat-
faction to all broadma Ma-nits re-
gardleas of previow. radio experience. 

Priee as illustrated, $ 125-00. 
Also furnished in handsome Console type cabinet of solid walnut. Price, $375.00. 
AIR-WAY Apparatus is the result of several years' study and development by skilled radio 

engineers, and is strictly up to the minute in radio design. 
Op-ration is amplified to the limits of the radio novice, and qua:ity throughout is developed 

to meet the demands of the most discriminating of radio experts. 

AIR-WAY 
No. 41, 4- Tube 

AIR-WAY Apparatus is distributed through established Jobbers and Dealers 
only. Write our Sa/as Department for Catalog of the complete line. 

AIR- WAY ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CORP 
TOLEDO OHIO 

Salem Department 
The Zlnke Comodkoa 120 BEroa"eay...ervcrBida. 
tilt S. Nfichleart Blvd New tapis. N. Y. 

i:mow, ill Cable Addreta. Airways... New York 

All apparatus advertised 1st gm magazine has been tested and approved by POPULAR Ro LAnonAlostir 

19251 
51 Nov. 1924 $125 

52 console $375 
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THE AI RWAY RU LES THE AIRWAYS 
CS, 

nOMPLETE satisfaction with Air-Way performance 
in your home under the operating conditions 

that apply in your individual case is provided by 
the Air-Way agreement with the authorized deal-
ers through whom Air-Way radios are sold. The 
sale is not complete without your signature on the 
Air-Way Certificate of satisfaction. 

Air-Way cabinet work has lifted the radio re-
ceiver right up out of the "instrument" class. It 
will beautify any room. And the performance of 
this new six tube Air-Way is such that we un-
hesitatingly invite a parallel test under any condi-
tions anywhere, at any time, with any radio re-
ceiver at any price. Compare Air-Way. 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS 

Circuit (all modelsi—Six tubes. Tuned radio fre-
quency, with four st...ges resistance-coupled audio am. 
plification. Only two tuning controls; straight-line 
condensers eve uniform separation cloaca lengths on 
"selector- Sul. Wave-length range 185 to sso meters. 
Supplied for either storage-battery or dry-cell tubes. 

Model 61 

Illustrated above. Cabi-
net *elected American 
walnut, aio. in. long. 113: 
in, high, is in. deep, pro-
viding ample space fus 
standarddry"B-batteries. 

$93.15 

Model 62 

Cabinet same as Model Si 
except is in. high to ac. 
commadate built-in loud 
speake, of highest quality 
to match true tone of re-
sistance-coupled amplifier. 

S137 so 

Model 63 

Console model of two-tone 
American walnut. "A" 
battery comnartment has 
sliding shelf. Esuilt•in 
loud rpeaker same as 
Model ha. 

Ste.to 

AIR-WAY ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CORPORATION 

roue°, Omo 

Export Department, nao Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Also Manufacturer Air-Way HOMC Cleaner 

RADIO RECEIVER 

61 

62 

63 

July 1925 

with speaker 

console 

$98.50 

Aug. 1925 

Aug. 1925 

laillsoontaim 

$137.50 

8197.50 

61D, 62D, 63D dry-cell models also avail-

able after Nov. 1925, same prices. 



All-American Mohawk Corp. 

‘ A 11-American Mohawk was a 
merger of two Chicago companies, both started in 1920. 
All-American Electrical Manufacturers was formed early 

in that year by E.N. Rauland and a partner. Rauland, who 
had been interested in radio since 1909 and in charge of 

the coil-winding department of a large Chicago wire and 
coil maker, named his company after the 82nd "All-

American" division in which he had served with the Signal 
Corps during the war. The company was incorporated and 
the name changed in May 1922 to All-American Radio 
Corp. when a public stock offering was made. Up to this 

point Rauland had made only components, and two reflex 
kits, the All-Amax Jr. and Sr., but a factory-wired set was 
announced in October 1925 and advertised in November. 

The Mohawk Electric Corporation ( later Mohawk Corp. 
of Illinois) was begun in 1920 as Electrical Dealers Supply 
House by brothers Louis and Gustav Frankel, changing its 

name in September 1924. By November Paul A. Cham-
berlain and Douglas De Mare had created a one-dial 
receiver that in some respects was years ahead of the in-
dustry. Chamberlain patented the idea of placing several 
variable condensers on a common shaft perpendicular to 

the front panel, and although this arrangement was un-
suited to the long, narrow cabinets then in vogue, even-

tually it became universal. However, as Harrison has 
pointed out* this elegance of design did not extend to the 
remainder of the set's layout or wiring. 

Nonetheless the 100 sold well, remaining Mohawk's ba-
sic model for nearly two years. By June 1927 Mohawk had 
tied up with Wurlitzer, a large and prestigious manufac-
turer and retailer of musical instruments. Wurlitzer made 
Mohawk's cabinets, while its mid- 1926 radio catalog 

*Arthur P. Harrison, "Single-Control Tuning, an Analysis of an 
Innovation," Technology and Culture. April 1979, 1)1).296-321. 
Also IEEE Spectrum, Feb. 1983, 1)1).67-71. 
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Income account, All-American: 

year ending Dec. 1923 Dec. 1924 
gross income 
net income 

(loss) 96,000 365,000 

AIL.112•AMIIEILICAN1 
MID11-1AWVIr 

featured several one-dial models probably made Mo-
hawk. In May 1927 ground was broken for a facto addi-
tion of 24,000 sq. ft., giving Mohawk a total of 76, sq. 
ft., and by June, when production started on the 927-

1928 models, the factory capacity was 850 sets per ay. 
Mohawk stopped advertising after December 192 , and 

was acquired in March 1928 by All-American, whic then 
changed its name to All-American Mohawk Corp. 
Wurlitzer's arrangement with Mohawk carried over to the 

combination, resulting in an exclusive sales contr et for 
its 40 retail stores; Wurlitzer also leased the Neut dyne 
license it had bought with Eagle Radio, to All-Am rican 
for $30,000 per year. In October 1928 Wurlitze went 

even further, by acquiring a large interest in the co pany, 

whose products were thereafter sold under the " ,yrie" 
tradename ( registered in 1929, use claimed since J• nuary 
10, 1927. In June 1928 Mohawk lost a patent-offi :e in-
terference over its trademark, to a Mohawk comp ny in 

Newark, New Jersey). 

At the August 1929 board of directors meeting, t was 
decided that Wurlitzer would build All-American's cabi-
nets ( selling price $ 13 to $20) and also the speakers, Wur-
litzer ordering 130 tons of magnet wire. By Nove ber, 
economic pressures forced All-American to move i s en-
tire Chicago plant to Wurlitzer's factory at North ona-
wanda, New York. In April 1931 Wurlitzer took ove radio 

production, in January 1933 marketing also, leavin All-
American little to do but declare bankruptcy in Nov mber 
1934. Tired of losing money on its radios year afte year, 

Wurlitzer made its last Lyric in 1937, to concentrate n its 
rapidly-increasing juke-box business. 

E.N. Rauland, having left All-American Moha k in 
1929, bought out its transformer business and mac inery 
to establish the Rauland Corporation. This was pure ased 

by Zenith in December 1948 and run as a picture ube-
making subsidiary for many years. 

zrri 
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Dec. 1925 Mar. 1927 Mar. 1928 Mar. 1929 

1,265,000 1,474,000 547,000 

47,000 (261,000) ( 170,000) ( 169,000) 
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Solves Every Gift Problem 
If Ile Has a --.5e7: If lie Needs 
Radio Set a High Grade 
Already e---> I Receiver e—> 

It can be made a better one by installing gen-
uine ALL-AMERICAN Audio Transformers. Two 
of these instruments, fitted into any set not al-
ready equipped with them, will give the receiver greater 
loud-speaker volume with remarkable purity of tone. 
ALL-AMERICAN Transformers are so designed that they 
amplify fundamentals and harmonics equally, through-
out practically the entire audible range. Hence, voice 
and tones are reproduced faithful/y. 

Give him ALL-AMERICANS, the Audio Transformers 
which, through sheer merit, have become the largest 
selling transformers in the world. 3 to 1 Ratio, 
$4.50; 5 to 1 Ratio, $4.75; 10 to 1 Ratio, $4.75. 

_ - - 

AME RIcqk 

Give him ALL-AMERICAN Super-Fine Parts, and 
he can build an intermediate-frequency receiver 
embodying all the most advanced features known 

in Radio. His set will be the envy of "distance— fans, 
as well as of his musical friends. 

Super-Fine Parts are easily installed. No critical 
adjustments are necessary. Operation is smooth and 
flawless. And every part is ALL-AMERICAN—ask any 
Fan what that means in Radio! Sets built with 
Super-Fine Parts are unsurpassed for selectivity, range, 
volume, and tone quality. They represent in a very 
real sense the ultimate in radio broadcast reception. 

Price, $26.00 

ALL-AMAX JUNIOR 
An All-American One-Tube Reflex 

This is the ideal gift for the youthful 
beginner in Radio. It comes completely 
mounted on panel and baseboard, and 
can be easily wired in one delightful 
evening with the aid of clear photo-
graphs and a 48-page instruction book. 
Easy to tune— as selective as a multi-
tube set—has "crystal" tone quality— 
volume enough for Speaker operation. 
It brings in far-distant stations, and 
tunes out the locals. 

Price, complete (semi-finished) $22.00 

Largest Sellin.67ransformers in the 'World 

The Radio Key Book 
Will help anyone to hear far-

ther and better. Contains prac-
tical hints for the set builder— 
tested hookups— diagrams of 
All- Amax and other circuits. 
Sent for 10 cents, coin or stamps 

RAULAND MFG. CO. 
2646 Coyne St.. Chicago 

Pioneers in the Industry 

ALL-AMAX SENIOR 
An All-American Three-Tube Reflex 
The set to give if you are looking for 

a complete receiver of the highest type. 
Great range and selectivity are pro-
vided by three stages of tuned and 
SELF-TUNED Radio Frequency 
Amplification. A crystal detector and 
two stages of Standard ALL-AMER-
ICAN-equipped Audio, insure Speaker 
volume on distant stations, with un-
distorted tone quality. Completely as-
sembled—full directions for wiring. 

Price, complete (semi-finished) $42.00 

ite•MilE MAR-EincAN 
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The Manufacture of 
Modern Radio Receivers 
The recent trend in radio set manufacture has been toward 
snaking all the component parts, as well as the receiver itself, 

under one roof. 

s. 
Above we see a big as- • Asr - 
sembly roont, where the 
units of parts from the 
various stamping, wind-
ing, and other machistes 
are brought together, and 
united into complete ap-
paratus by deft operators. 
Long stretches of benches 
can be seen in well-lighted 
rooms, where one opera-
tion follows another in 
quick succession. The 
suitable routing of as-
sembly work is one of the 
greatest factors in high-
quality and low-cost manufacture today. 

Below, a typical punch press department, where stamp-
ings are made of all sizes, up to receiver frames ana 

shields. 

'Above is a "testing lane" in one large Western 
Every coil, condenser, transformer, etc., must un 
series of rigid tests before it is selected as suita 

incorporation in a receiver. 

ctory. 
rgo a 
le for 

At the left is sown a 
testing room for c omplet-
cd receivers. Err-11 set, 
after e is assembled, must 
be tested over the broad-
cast range wave-11/4ngths; 
actual local and distant 
reception is °blasted to 
assure that it has uitable 
sensitivity and voir-nie for 

distance gettis g. 
4-44* 

Every modern manufacturer must maintain an 
mental laboratory with a corps of radio engii 
carry on development work, improve old mode 
light of the latest scientific discoveries, and b 
new ones. Much more effective research can 
now than was the case a few years ago; when, 
cases, the engineering department was able only 
bine commercial parts, which afforded very limit 

Photos by courtesy of All-American Radio Corpora 

expert-
CrS, to 

in tilt' 

'ng out 
e done 
s Wally 
to cons-
choice. 

ion. 
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32 RADIO RETAILING, A McGrato-Hill Publication 
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RA uLn ND "SOVEREIGN" 

(7-tube) RAULAND "Log/tame 
Blended Walnut Finish Base (7.mbe) 

Cabinet—Blended Walnut Brown Crackle Blended Walnut Finish 
Parchment Finish on Gild Background Lis: Price-3335.00 

Embossed Floral Decorations Blended Green Crackle lacquer Finish 
list Price-3435.00 List Price-3335.00 

"Femme. 
.7 tube) 

Blended Walnut Finish 
List Pf.c.—$210.00 

All-American Offers a Real 
Opportunity to Radio Dealers 
You know that the best and soundest way to build a permanent, profitable 
business is to be identified with easy-to-sell goods of known high quality. 

Here is one of the genuine opportunities in radio retailing— the splendid 
new line of Rauland Receivers. The franchise to sell these beautiful sets is 
exactly the kind of asset every substantial merchant likes to control. 

You know All-American. The name is associated by those who know ra-
dio, with fine quality in those parts which really make radio reception. It 
is natural and logical that All-American should bring out as fine a line of 
receivers as engineering talent and manufacturing skill can possibly produce. 

Rauland Receivers are as good as money can buy. We know; because we 
make them complete—using only units of All-American quality. 

Wide-atuake merchants will recognize in this line just the opportunity they hare been 

seeking; to help make their own businesses better, as well at bigger. We'd be glad 
to hear from such concerns— those interested in ••Radio for the years to come: . 

ALL-AMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION 
4223 Belmont Avenue CHICAGO 

Ai ' .ICAN MODEL R fh-Boy 
i5-tubo) 

o-Tone Walnut Finish 
List Price- 3115.00 

Blended Wainer Fi-qsh 
List Price—S730 n0 

Blended Green Crackle Lacquer Finish 
List Price—$85.00 

ALL-AMERICAN MODEL R COMPARTMENT CAMP= 
(5-bdó TED-TORE Walnut Finish 

List Prke—Smoo 

ALL-AMERICAN CONSTANI-B 
Battery Eliminator 

Has Tap for Power Tube 
List Price-337.50 

(Complete with Raytheon Tube.) 

Au.-ANtaa:cAm REPRODUCRk 
COMIMECI Cone and Sounding Chamber 

Walnut Finish 
last Price- 325.00 

RAOLAND "purr-
(6-mhe, 

Blended Wain« Finish 
List Price—$ 1l 1.0D 

Blended Chinese Red Lacquer Finish 
List Price-3120.00 

RAU I SEXTET" 
tube) 

Blended Walnut Finish 
List Price- 3173.00 

R Nov. 1925 $90. R Aug. 1926 $80,$85 Hi-boy Aug. 1926 $115. 
Duet Aug. 1926 $115,8120. Sextet Aug. 1926 $ 175. 

Forte Aug. 1926 $210. Lorraine Aug. 1926 $335. Sovereign Aug. 1926 $435. 

Forte technical article in Radio News, May 1927, p. 1326. By Sept. 1927, several of these models 
had been converted to AC: 

80,90,Hi-boy ('99 tubes) $ 135, $ 145, $ 170 
Duet, Sextet ('99 tubes) $ 160, $220 

Forte, Lorraine, Sovereign (AC tubes) $210, $360, $460 
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Flea Market 
44 

Sept. 1927: 6 models, in 3 cabinet styles, using the 

same chassis: 

battery: 44, $70. 55, $125. 66, $200. 
AC: 77, $ 150. 88, $210. 99, $225. 

E. N. Rauland, president of the All-American Radio Corporation station WENR, 
Chicago, adjusting the controls of the transmitter 
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71,253. RADIO RECEIVER CABINET. EINAR N. 
RAULAND, River Forest, Ill. Filed Aug. 25, 1926. 
Serial No. 18,858. Term of patent 3% yetors. 

P
A
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E
N
T
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F
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The ornamental design for a radio roc iver cabinet 
as shown. 

Rauland also patented five other e binet 
styles and a speaker at the same ti e. 

ALL-AMERICAN ELECTRIC. Model 98. mad 
American Radio Corp., Chicago; 6- tube; car 
console, 48" high, 28" wide. 18" deep. List 
tubes, 8196. Dealer Helps: displays. signs. 
mats and cuts. 

by All - 
walnut 

rice with 
iterature. 
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even a kiddie 
can tune in I 
like a veteran 

5 Tube Receiver 
Even your baby can tune it perfectly! What greater test 
can there be for the greatest radio value ever produced? 

Here is a powerful 5 TUBE SET that can step neatly 
in and out of stations all over the country and all you do 
is turn ONE DIAL! The tuning is remarkably sharp. 
A tiny twist gets you what you want. Why you don't have 
to know a thing about radio. ONE simple DIAL manages 
the whole works. And the same number gives you the 
same station every time. 

Every part in The MOHAWK is carefully built and ad-
justed. The set itself is a charming piece of craftsman-
ship. Note the beauty of its lines. 

Get a MOHAWK for Christmas. 

Distributed by 

THE SUNBEAM RADIO SALES CO., Inc., 

tiroadffltv, N. 1. 

THE SPARTAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION, 
99 Chamber!" St., N. . 

100 (VA) Nov. 1924 $ 100 110 (X) with speaker 
$250 (later $175) and 115 ( XII) console $300 (later 
$225) available in Dee. 1924. 

\ .
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MOHAWK SIX TUBE PORTABLE 
RADIO RECEIVER No. 105. Manufac-
tured by the Mohawk Corp., of Illinois, 
2222 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Ill. Six 
tube receiving set using one stage tuned, 
R. F., two stages untuned R. F., detector 
and two stages, A. F. Designed for use 
with 199 tubes. Installed in California pine 
case covered with Dupont imitation shark 
grain leather. Cowhide leather corners; gun 
metal finish. Silver plated brass trimmings 
with carrying handle. Two 8:1 vernier tun-
ing dials. Bakelite panel. Weighs 35 lbs. 
fully equipped. 11X" high, 101À" wide, 
17%4" long. Self-contained loud speaker 
with wooden tone chamber. List price 
$135.00. 

Inventor of the well-known Mohawk 
one-dial receiving set, Paul A. Cham-
berlain has nevertheless but recently 
allowed the general radio public to hear 
of the great things he has been doing. 
In the obscurity of the laboratory, Mr. 
Chamberlain has been content to carry 
on his experiments, realizing the am-
bitions of his youth, when he first 
manifested the mechanical and electrical 
bent that later was to bring him to his 
well earned fame with the Mohawk 

Electric Corporation of Chicago. 
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A Message to 
Dealers Who Think 

(With apologies to Clarence Darrow) 

Look at this radio. It has 
three dials ... Where is the 
three-handed operator? 

Most people, however, do 
not have three-handed oper-
ators in their homes. So 
they prefer a radio they can 
operate themselves. Here it is 
—the Mohawk. It has five 
tubes—but only one dial to tune. 
What, you ask, will this one-dial radio 
do? Is it selective? Does it give dis-
ance? Volume? Free range of the air? 
Beauty of tone? Undistorted, life-like 
reproduction? 

Our answer is this. The Mohawk 
gives three-dial results with the use of 
only one dial. It has a patented, three-
in-line balanced condenser. That is 
the reason. Compare results. Judge 
for yourself. 

Other things being equal, everyone 
prefers a one-dial radio—a radio made 

Now look again. The secret is 
out. Here is the operator of the 
three-dial radio. He has two 
hands and a useful tail. He is 
the operator. 

for women as well as men. That ex-
plains the tremendous popularity of 
the Mohawk, the pioneer one- dial 
radio. That also explains the many 
announcements of one-dial sets now 
in the papers. Mohawk success has 
awakened the entire industry! 

But only Mohawk has the patented 
balanced condenser. Only Mohawk 
can give three-dial results with just 
one dial. Sell the Mohawk and you 
will increase your radio sales this sea-
son. Write today for literature and 
list of Mohawk Jobbers. 

Manufacturers 

MOHAWK CORPORATION OF ILLINOIS 
Independently organized in 1924 

Chicago, Ill. 

Sales 'Department 

THE ZINKE COMPANY 
1323 So. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago, Ill. 

Manufactured by Mohawk Corporation of Illinois 

Independently Organized in1924 

. e 
- 

Mohawk Model 100, five tubes just 
one dial to tune. Retail price, without 

accessories, $100. 

Mohawk Cc nso-
lette, Model 110. 
retail price withou,. 
accessories, $ 175. 

Mohawk Console, 
Model 115, retail price 
without accessories, 

$225. 

Mohawk No. KU51 Kit coat 
parts, including cabinet, for asse 
a Mohawk Radio. Retail pric 

na all 
bling 
$75, 

The Mohawk was selected from ja,nong 
47 radios as standard equimen on the 
Pan American, crack train on he L4S' 
N Railroad. A test wl1 tell y u why 

5 tubes --just ONE dial to tune 
2 ti 



Look at these prices! 
..C ., OOK at the prices on these pages! Study the console models 

that Mohawk dealers will sell at these prices in 1926-27! Do 
you know of values even remotely approaching these? Have 

you ever seen a line more obviously salable, more certain to bring 
quick, big profits? The Mohawk dealer of all dealers is surest of success 
in the coming season. Who else can sell a one-dial, 6-tube, shielded 
set for $65.00? Who else can sell table and console models of beauty 
comparable to the splendid One-Dial Mohawk line at the prices dis-
played here? There's only one answer — no one! There's only one 
move to make — write, or preferably wire, today, for full details of 
the Mohawk dealer proposition for 1926! 

Mohawk Corporation of Illinois 
Established 1920—Independently Organized in 1924 

2220 Diversey, at Logan Boulevard, Chicago 

CHIPPEWA—Shielded. Rich walnut, 
hand- rubbed, two-toned piano finish. 
Top full piano- hinged. Drop- front. 
Built-in loud speaker and self- con-
tained battery compartment, 40;ee 
inches high, 13 1/2 inches 
deep, 27'4 inches wide. $110 
List price . . . 

To Distributors: A few, very few, job-
bing territories remain open. What is 
said here to the dealer applies to you. 
A wire will bring our representative if 
your territory is one of those still open 

WINONA—Shielded. Rich walnut, 
hand- rubbed piano finish. Full 
piano- hinged. 1034 inches 
high, 13% inches deep, 24 $80 
inches long. List price 

PONTIAC — Shielded. Rich walnut, 
hand-rubbed piano finish, with burl walnut drop 
front with invisible hinges. Built-in loud speaker. 
Self-contained battery compart- ei4 
ment. 46 ins. high 15Vt ins. deep. 
254 ins. wide. List price . o 

•) 7 

Mohawk 
Corporation 

of 
Illinois 



RADIO RETAILING, August, 2926 

CHEROKEE—Shielded. Rich walnut 
hand-rubbed piano finish. Full piano-
hinged. 10 14 inches high, 13 !4 
inches deep, 15 ,/2 inches long. $65 
List price . . . . 

Prices west of the Rockies 
slightly high,. Canosiissn 

>ices 40% higher. 

GENEVA— Shielded. 
Rich walnut, hand. 
rubbed piano finish. 
Front full burl walnut, 
inlaid. Loud speaker 
built into dome. Self-
contained battery com-
partment. 44 inches 
high, 16V2 inches deep, 
32 inches wide. List 
price— 

$185 

POCAHONTAS—Shielded. Colo-
nial design in burl walnut inlaid and 
rich two-toned, hand rubbed piano 
finish walnut. Built-in loud speaker 
with 5-foot horn. Self-contained 
battery compartment. 45;4 inches 
high, 29 inches wide, 
2034 inches deep. List $300 
price . . . 

SENECA — Drawer. 
Mohawk one- dial, six- tube 

shielded radio set in walnut 
drawer, interchangeable in all 

Mohawk console models. 8 3 
inches high, 12 

à 

inches wide, 10 11/16 9° 
3,8 es 750 

inches deep. List price 

Established 
1920, 

Independently 
Organized, 

1924, 
Chicago, Ill. 
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ARMY T11.1B.BIL TBR.T. 11.111.11 14 14" 

Boston Traveler (Der. 16. 1927) 

The Most Complete Radio 

One ial 
A C. 0 P E R.ATÉD-„,, 

NO Batteries— NO Charger— NO Liquids 

_KIVAdO 
rnslse Cll.... • happy o.. long be 

W.- niter immediate deliveries on all types 
of Mohawk A. C. sets. 

DISTRIBUTBD BY 

Lewis Electrical Supply Co. •-1 

8112 

led 

Section in All New England 

o 
1/E?, 

117 FED.= 5:.f....,:0..S.T.,0.,N.,,rr.... ., x...,,,.: 

Navajo Robert Encinark 

Cherokee June 1927 $65 ( later Navajo, $67.50). 5 
console cabinets available. AC model with Kellogg tubes, 
$ 110 extra. After Nov. 1927, AC models used RCA tubes, 

$72 extra. 

EAST BOSTON MAIDEN 

LAWRENCE iMILFORD 
AWRENCE YATICN 

ur_wOLOYORD 
ROCALANO. MAW 

Mohawk Corporation Officials Confer 

Pictured above are the officials of 
the Mohawk Corporation of Illinois in 
executive conference, while formulat-
ing ideas for the merchandising of 
new Mohawk single-dial receivers. 

Above is shown the factory of the Mohawk Electric Corporation, of Chicago, where the famous one-dial set is 
made. The factory is one of the largest and most up to-date buildings of its kind now in use for the manufacture 
of radio sets. Louis Frankel, Secretary of the Mohawk Corporation, says that even with the excellent manu-
facturing facilities at his command, the great demand for Mohawk sets keeps a full force working here all the time. 

Left to right: Louis Frankel, treas-
urer, Otto N. Frankfort, general sales 
manager, Gustave Frankel, president 
and Douglas De Mare, chief engineer 
in charge of production. 

Radio Retailing (Mar. 1927). p. 77 

Radio Dealer (Om. 1925). p. 155 
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A.C. Receivers 
Both console and table type receivers 

are listed among the new products of the 
All-American Mohawk Corporation, 4201 
Belmont Avenue, Chicago. 

The illustrated table model is an 
eight-tube set for either battery or A.C. 
operation, size 20 in. by 13; in. by 9 in. 
The intended retail price for A.C. opera-
tion is $ 127.50, battery operation, $ 95. 
Model 60, a six-tube set, slightly smaller 
in size, is $ 65 for battery operation and 
$92.50 for A.C. 

The console models include model 83, 
an eight-tube set with built-in magnetic 
reproducer for use on 110 volts A.C., 
60 cycle, size 48 in. by 25$ in. by 16; in., 
price, $250 A.C., and $217.50 battery 
operated the illustrated model 86, which 
is also an eight-tube set with built-in 
magnetic reproducer, size 52 in. by 27; 
in. by 16 in.. is $ 235 A.C., and $202.50 

battery: model 85. same specifications as 
above and about the same size, $195 
A.C., and $ 162.50 battery: model 61, 
which has six tube chassis No. 60 and 
built-in magnetic reproducer, slightly 
smaller than model 86, $ 165 A.C., and 
$137.50 battery: model 62, a highboy, 
has the six tube No. 60 chassis and 
built-in magnetic reproducer, $172.50 

A.C. and $ 145 battery: and model 65, 
with six tube No. 60 chassis and built-in 
magnetic reproducer, size 40t in. by 19$ 
in. by 14$ in. is $ 137.50 A.C. and $ 110 
battery operated.—Radio Retailing, July, 
1928. 

All models sold under die "Lyric" name after August, and 
2 radio-phonograph models added: 66, $245 ($280 with 

dynamic speaker); 88, $425. 

New Lyric Line 
Three new seta are now being 

made by the All-American Mo-
hawk Corporation, 4201 Bel-
mont Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Each 
has three stages of R. F. and 
two A.F. stages, utilizing four 
226 type tubes, two 227's, one 
280 and one 250. 
Model 70, a table set, is in-

cased in a cabinet of five-ply 
walnut veneer. The intended re-
tail price, with dynamic speaker 
in a cabinet to match, is $ 150. 
Model 73, a console, with 

dynamic speaker, in a five-ply 
walnut veneer cabinet, is $ 157.50. 
Model 75, a console with 

dynamic speaker, in a walnut 
veneer cabinet, 51 in. by 25t in. 
by 14t in., is $185. — Radio 
Retailing, March, 1929. 

.110-
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Model 93 

New Lyric Models 
The new series recently an-

nounced by the All-American 
Mohawk Corporation, 4201 Bel-
mont Avenue, Chicago, Ill., in-
cludes three console models. 
Model 93, illustrated has ten 

tubes, including rectifier, in a 
Hazeltine neutrodyne circuit. It 
has double push-pull amplifica-
tion and a dynamic speaker. 
The cabinet is made of five-ply 
walnut with matched walnut 
veneer above arch and on the 
apron. The intended retail price 
is $ 169.50, complete with tubes. 
Model 95 has the same chassis 

and is known as the de luxe 
console. Grained walnut is used 
on all exposed surfaces with 
burl overlay on the arch. The 
controls are enclosed by a door 
which acts as an arm rest when 
open. The finish is natural wal-
nut. Price, complete, $ 199.50. 
Model SG-1, illustrated, is a 

seven tube set using three 224's. 
It has five tuned circuits, includ-
ing tuned detector, three stages 
of r.f, and one tuned selector 
circuit. The doors and control 
panel are made of selected 
matched walnut. It has Oriental 
walnut overlays on two vertical 
panels. Price, complete, $ 187.50. 
Radio Retailing, August, 1929. 

Model SG-1 

Model 

New Lyric odels 
The screen-grid o the 10 tube 

I.yric chassis may now be had 
in a choice of t ree Italian 
Renaissance period cabinets, all 
similar as to eery g on front, 
style of doors, etc., he only dif-
ference being in t e length of 
the legs, says the nouncement 
from the All-Amer an Mohawk 
Corporation, 4201 1 elmont Ave., 
Chicago, ill. The al panel and 
inside of the doo panels are 
made of butt wain . A coat of 
fiat lacquer is app led over the 
usual lacquer coat , giving the 
effect of a wax fin sh. 
Model .17 is a lowboy, 41 

inches high. Wit the 10 tube 
chassis, the Intend • retail price 
is $225; with th screen-grid 
chassis, $ 230. 

Model 98 In the ighboy style 
is 48$ in. high. r t retails at 
$235, with the 10- uhe chassis; 
and at $240, wit the screen-
grid chassis. 

Model 99 is the s me as Model 
IS but is one lite higher and 
has matched wa ut hacking 
from the lower pa of the cabi-
net proper to a sh f on the bot-
tom. The intende retail price 
with 10-tube cha sis is $ 245; 
with screen grid c SS'S, $250.— 
Radio Retailing December, 
1929. 



WURariER 

TEL-0-AIR 

CONSOLE 

PERIOD MODEL 

SIX TUBES 

Single Dial Control 

Price $250.00 

Less Accessories 

PRIC ES SLIGHTLY HIGHER 

WEST OF THE 

ROS KY MOUNTAINS 

r>1.------WURCTiER RADIO 

MODEL ONE 

(Open View) 

The Wurlitzer presentation of period models 
bring greater satisfaction to every radio enthusiast. 
Model one is an example of artistry and finished 
craftsmanship that commands unstinted admira-
tion. Handsomely carved and finished in Ameri-
can walnut or mahogany with the grace of line 
and beauty of construction that make it an attrac-
tive addition to any home. 

Its distinguished appearance is enhanced by its 
unfailing performance. Its receiving set is de-
scribed on page 2. There is ample room in com-
partments for the Wurlitzer "A". and .13'. power 
supply or batteries. Loud speaker and unit is 
built in with an artistic grille for covering. 

MODELS NINE AND TEN 

WuRl...71-ZER 

TABLE MODEL— Resistance Coupled 
SIX TUBES, THREE DIALS Price $49.00 Less Accessories 

MODEL TEN-5 TUBES, TRANSFORMER COUPLED—THREE DIALS 

Price $39.00 Less Accessories 

Another Wurlitzer table model so pleasing to look at. an enjoy-
able to hear. This cabinet enables the set to be moved in dif-
ferent rooms with convenience. The cabinet is finished either 
in walnut or mahogany. Handsomely carved and decorated. 
The panel is artistically engraved and highly finished. This 
model is a beautiful piece of work from an artistic as well as a 
perfect radio receiving set. This model has a six-tube, resistance 
coupled, amplifier and three dial control. 

Model ten is identically the same with the exception of having 
only five tubes, and is transformer coupled. 

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST OF ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

MODEL FOUR 

1évurzi:TriER 
TEL-0-AIR TABLE MODEL 

Six Tube Single Dial Control 

Price $100.00 Less Accessories 

This table Cabinet Model is a distinctive and efficient set with 
the standard Tel-O-Air Receiver as described on page 2. 
Attractively made and finished. Top and ends are five ply. 
Face veneers are selected, figured and Matched Stump Genuine 
American Black Walnut. Also furnished in Mahogany. 

The front is solid walnut paneled effect. 

The base is heavily moulded and artistically embossed. 

The panel is 7' x la. with 105f depth behind panel. Groove 
arranged for either panel of metal or W' Bakelite. 

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST OF ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

,\AtuRarz'ER RADIO  

MODEL SIX— (Closed View) 

WU R LITZ E 

DUO-CONTROL TABLE MODEL 
SIX TUBES, TRANSFORMER COUPLED 

Price $85.00 Less Accessories 

There is a class that prefers to have a 
table model radio receiving set. And 
Wurlitzer has designed and built this 
model six to satisfy this demand. It is 
neat and compact. caa easily be placed 
on any living room table adding charm to 
the room as well as pleasure in performance. 
It has a six tube, tuned radio frequency 
with dual control. The cabinet is very 
artistically decorated. 

The interior view gives some idea of the 
construction, note that set is shielded. 
thereby adding to its selectivity. It is 
properly wired to give reception clearly 
and without the hum or distortion. (Open View) 

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER WF.ST OF ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

 4r6 
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American Bosch Magneto Corp. 

£ A menean Bosch Magneto 
Corp. was the outgrowth ol a business established by Rob-
ert Bosch in Stuttgart, Germany in 1885. In 1906, Robert 
Bosch and Otto Heins organized an American sales 
agency under the name of Robert Bosch New York, Inc. 
which in 1912 changed its name to Bosch Magneto Co. 
upon construction of a plant in Springfield, Massachu-
setts. Bosch and Heins, being German subjects, returned 
to Germany at the outbreak of the war; in 1918 the Alien 
Property Custodian seized the company's assets and sold 
them to businessmen who formed the American Bosch 
Magneto Co. in 1919. 

Robert Bosch, having formed Robert Bosch A.G., 

Stuttgart, in 1917 and an American sales agency Robert 
Bosch Magneto Co., Inc. in 1921, fought a series of law-
suits with American Bosch during the twenties for posses-
sion of the "Bosch" trademark, finally winning a decision 
by the Commissioner of Patents in May 1929. The two 
companies combined in December 1930 as United Ameri-
can Bosch Corp., and while the U.S. company was said to 
have acquired the German branch, it is a fact that by 1940 
three-fourths of the company was owned by, or in the name 
of, Swedish interests. 

Bosch announced its entry into the radio field in De-
cember 1924. In keeping with the orderly methods of a 
large company ($ 10.5 million in sales for 1926), Bosch 
designed the set early in 1925, produced a certain number 
in mid- to late- 1925, and began advertising in September 
for the winter selling season. Apparently Bosch forecast 
very well, as it had sold its entire production by January 

Radio Dealer (July 1926), p. 4,1 

16 Ambowla Sept. 1925 $ 150 

Rich Elskamp 

1926, and claimed to have made $ 1.1 million n radio 
sales in 1925. Indulging in a bit of speculation, e could 
estimate that 12,000 Amborolas were made, at whole-
sale price of $90 each (assuming a 40% discou off the 
list price of $ 150) which is a reasonable productio figure. 
Leslie F. Curtis ( b. 1888) was chief engineer fro January 
1924 to at least 1937. 

Since its magneto and auto-accessory busi ss was 
shrinking in the late 1920s, Bosch found it pro table to 
manufacture radios for other companies too. It de sev-
eral models for Sonora in mid- 1927, until Sono a joined 
with Arborphone and got its own manufacturi g plant. 
Sonora's place was filled by the National Carbon Co. who 
wanted to introduce radios under the Eveready name to 
take up the slack in its dwindling battery produc ion, now 
that battery-powered sets were giving way to A models. 
In 1928 and 1929 Bosch made a line of Everead sets, us-
ing chassis almost identical to its own models National 
Carbon also joined with Raytheon in making tub s in June 
1929, an arrangement that lasted until 1933). veready 
dropped out in late- 1929 but Bosch continue making 
radios in the 1930s. A subsidiary, Essex Ra o Co. of 
Springfield, was created around 1934 and di olved in 
January 1939. 

The company was again taken over by the A ien Prop-
erty Custodian during WWII. Later it merged ith Arma 
Corp. and added military equipment to its for er line of 
diesel fuel-injection components and magnetos and other 
electrical engine accessories. American Bum. , still in 
Springfield, is now a division of United Tecluml )gies. 

The Cruiser 5 tubes—$100. 

35 Cruiser July 1926 $ lot 
A technical article and description of the IM•wry assembly 
process is in QST, Jan. 1927, pp. 22-28. 
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BOSCH 
announces 
14i LITTLE SIX 
BOSCH 
RADIO 

MOdei 

CiÓrtyStIC 

Those who have seen it, heard it and operated it 
have named this model Bosch Radio the "Little 
Wonder Six." They have been amazed that a six 
tube, single dial radio receiver with such tonal 
quality and perfect performance could be purchased 
for so little as $68.50. Consider the features which 
make the Bosch Little Six an outstanding radio in-
vestment at its low price of $68.50. It is space-saving 
—but sixteen inches long. It has a Single Station 
Selector, electrically lighted; six tubes, vibration 
proof mounted; aluminum chassis, light and strong; 

the Bosch Clarifier, the Bosch Volume Control and, 
best of all, the famous Bosch tonal accuracy. The cabi-
net is walnut finished and its colonial simplicity of 
design adds to its richness of appearance. Bosch pre-
cision workmanship and Bosch radio engineering 
have been so blended in the Little Six it is a revela-
tion in performance in its class. The Bosch Little Six 
will appeal instantly to those who have waited for 
a space-saving, six tube receiver with power and 
Bosch tonal quality at a low price. A full description 
of the Bosch Little Six will be mailed on request. 

All these Roach Radio Models—ready for Botch Socket Power Units—the Nobanry "A" and Nobattyy "B"—both totaling . . 8100.00 

1(1,i"ltontr 

I 

" 

Mode166—Sig tube. Single Station Selector.Table 
Time. wired for battery or socket power . $99.50. 

Model 57—Seven tube. Single Station Selector, 
Cabinet Type. concealed loop, builr.in reproducer 
wired for battery or sociter power operation 8340. 

114, 

Model 87—Seven rube. Single Station Selector. 
Table Type, loop operated, wired for battery or 
socket power . . . . . $195. 

Model 76—Six rube, Single Station Selector. Cal, 
net Type, wired for battery or sacker Pow•,—n tb 
built-in speaker . . . . $195. 
Without built..in speaker . . . $775. 

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. Branches: NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO 

Bowh BowS rioutiectr...zeirezi,;;:zreuzeào..7,.le,ze..2,:,-ieucei'epe--Atie.....evu:zrze:=OnnipoareetqrsraeiÎ.terrCrlicr. 
first advertising dates: 

57, 66, 76 June 1927 
46, 87 Sept. 1927 :33 

The first digit is a serial 
number, the last digit the 
number of tubes. 



Five-Tube Unified Control 

Receiver 
Radio Retailing, March. 1027 

The American Bosch Magneto Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass., has added to 
its line the "Imperial Cruiser" which is 
a cabinet type receiver. Simplicity of 
design is demonstrated in its colonial 
style which has two full length doors 
opening to the radio controls at arm 
chair height. A removable panel gives 
access to all batteries and power units. 
The cabinet is walnut throughout of 
matched grain and artistically high-
lighted. Complete with the Library 
mbotone renrodocer, the intended re-

tail price is $147.50. 

35 Imperial Cruiser Mar. 1927 $ 147.50 

Five-Tube Table Type Receiver 
Radio Retailing, March, 1027 

The "Royal Cruiser" Is the newest ad-
dition to the line of radio receivers made 
by the American Bosch Magneto Cor-
poration, Springfield, Mass. This model 
is encased in a solid walnut cabinet 
has five tubes and the unified control 
which provides single dial simplicity 
of operation with two dial advantages. 
The intended retail price is $ 110. 

35 Royal Cruiser Mar. 1927 $ 110 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 66 

46 Ho 

•••••, 

.„, 

27 Amborada July 1926 E310 

Technical article in Pop ni  Radio, Oct. 1926, pp. 528, 

570-577. 

WallaCt• 
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Q 
offers we • erfected 

Model 107—Completely self-
contained 7-tube receiver, AC 
tube operated, with reproducer, 
all tubes, loop—nothing else to 
buy $44000 

Just think of a radio receiver, so perfected that it may 
be brought into your home, a single plug inserted in 
the wall socket and a world of music is at your com-
mand. These Bosch Radio models are designed as 
alternating current, socket power operated receivers, 
requiring no batteries, chargers, water or acids. 
Never before has radio been so simple to own and 
operate. There are models requiring no antenna; 
there are models with the reproducer in the cabinet; 

Model 116—Completely self-contained 6-tube table 
type AC tube receiver, including B eliminator tube 
but less AC tubes $170  00 

Model 66AC—Six tube AC operated two mut 
model—Receiver and A & B power—complete with 
B elintinator tube, but less AC tubes. $155.00 

All pricor slightly higher in Canada. 

BOSCH 
RADIO 

Model 96— Completely self-con-
tained 6-tube receiver, AC tube 
operated, with reproducer, all 
tubes—nothing else to buy . 5295.00 

there are table type models—whatever may be your 
fancy, there is a Bosch Radio Model to please it. The 
range of selection in Bosch Radio includes five AC 
tube models and five standard tube models. All are 
well engineered, precision built, beautifully designed 
and perfectly finished. You owe it to yourself to see 
the Bosch Cabinets and hear Bosch Radio before buy-
ing any radio. There is an authorized Bosch dealer 
near you whose name we will supply if you wish. 

Model 126—Six tubes completely self-contained table 
type AC rube receiver with Fs eliminator tube, but 
less AC tubes  $135.00 

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. Branches: NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO 

Bowl, Morfeo Corp. .ini are lk'nwd under patent .t,;dk'otu,no un,! counts of CCVein`re:icnT.atr:zi,r,,==;d,..edellee,,Tevait'in:.°.um.ne. 
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John Bayusik 

28 June 1928 $132.50 (later $ 110) 

This RF chassis went into various console models: the 
28A, $197.50 (later $ 170, or $195 with dynamic 
speaker); finally in Mar. 1929 the 29D, $225. 

Short technical articles in Radio Broadcast, Oct. 1928, 
p.369, and Citizens Callbook, vol. 10 no.4, Nov. 1929, 
p.91. 

Model H Model 16 

48-H 48- I t) 

Two Bosch Receivers 
Models 16 and H have been 

added to the line made by the 
American Bosch Magneto Cor-
poration, Springfield, Mass: The 
chassis in these receivers uses 
three 224s, one 227, two 245's 
and a 280 rectifier. 
Model 16 is highboy, 488 in. 

high and 281 in. wide, with slid-
ing doors. Price, $ 198.50. 
Model H eomes in a Tudor 

design walnut cabinet, with at-
tractive walnut veneer decora-
tions. Price, $198.50.—Radio 
Retailing, October, 1929. 

Radio Retailing 1Jun(' 1 29). p. 172 

The Bosch Radio Combination Receiver and Speaker Console will be in great 
demand because it embodies Screen Grid quality radio in an inesqensive com-
bination of charming individuality. Perfectly chosen woods and veneers com-
bined with rich carving make this console one of beauty. It has the Bosch 
Dynamic type speaker. Liq price, less tubes, $ 168.50 

48 June 1929 $ 119.50 consoles $ 168.50, $ 198.50, $240. Technical articles in Radio Broadcast, Sept. 1929, 
pp.290-292, and Radio, Jan. 1930, pp. 52-53. 
Other unadvertised Bosch models can be found in the service literature or Langley/McMahon's Radio Collectors G'de. 
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Radio Sets 
Built to a Fidelity Curve 

that proves their faithfulness of reproduction 

The Eveready 
Fidelity Curve 

is the standard of Eveready 
Radio Reproduction 

60 100 200 400 800 1600 3200 5000 

Vibrations per second 

Music and speech are vibration, and by 
scientific measurement it has been found that 
the important sounds in voice and music are 
included within a scale of 60 to 5000 vibra-
tions per second. This includes not only the 
fundamental notes but also most of the im-
portant harmonics of these notes. See on the 
Eveready Fidelity Curve (above) that from 
60 to 4000 vibrations per second are repro-
duced with an unusually high degree of fidel-
ity. The weakening of the notes above 4000 
minimizes the disagreeable effects of static and 
other high-pitched noises. Very few notes go 
below 100 vibrations per second, and broad-
cast transmitters themselves do not put on 
the air lower than 60 vibrations per second. 
This curve shows the faithfulness with 

which the Eveready Radio Set delivers speech 
and music to the speaker. It is essential that 
the speaker possess a high degree of faith-
fulness, for to the extent to which it may be 
deficient will the full measure of Eveready 
Fidelity be diminished. The Eveready 
Speaker is recommended. 
Below is a list of all the principal instru-

ments and voices, with their lowest and high-
est notes in vibrations per second. 

Violin - - - 192 le 3856 Saxophones 52 to 1024 
Viola - - - 256 ro 1280 French Horn- 60 to 682 
Cello .. — 64 ro 854 Cornets - - 140 to 960 
Bass - - - 32 ,o 427 Trombone- - 80 to 320 
Harp - - - 30 to 3072 Tuba - - - 42 to 341 
Flute - - 256 ro 2048 Kettle Drums RS to 170 
Piccolo - - - 576 co 4096 Piano - - - 75 to 4096 
Oboe - - - 240 to 1365 Soprano - 256 to 1024 
English Horn- 160 to 960 Contralto - - 12) to 682 
Clarinet - - 144 ro 1920 Tenor - - - 144 to 427 
Bassoon - 60 to 640 Baritone - - 107 to 341 
DoubleBassoon 30 to 320 Bass - - - RO to 288 

20., 21 

2 

(patents 77,513 & 77,514 filed Oct. 18, 1928, issued Jan. 15, 1929) 

The new Eveready AC Set, Model No. 2, in die-
cast aluminum cabinet, lacquered in green with 
striping in natural aluminum. 

This receiver has seven radio tubes and one 
rectifier, eight in all. All power is taken from the 
light socket. Table model without tubes, $155. 

Die-cast aluminum legs, finished to match the 
set, may be had to convert this into an end table, 
as shown above, at $20 extra. 

rhe new Eveready AC Set, Model No. 1, in solid 
gumwood cabinet, antique maple finish. A cabinet 
that will harmonize especially well with Colonial 
and Early American interiors. 

Same radio chassis as in the die-east aluminum set. 
Price, table model without tubes, $145. 

Legs in same wood finish, to convert table model 
into an end table, as shown above, may be had for 
$10 extra. 

Die-Cast Aluminum Cabinets 
The most modern of radio cabinets— Die-Cast 
Aluminum. Cabinet is everlasting, light, strong 
and is lacquered in green in a modern design with 
striping that reveals the aluminum like burnished 

The new Eveready Battery Set, Model No. 20, in 
solid gumwood cabinet, antique maple finish. Six 
tubes. 
Has the lowest " B" battery drain of any 6-tube 

receiver yet produced, as five of its tubes are 

silver; the whole protected by a transparent lac-
quer that prevents discoloration and resists scratch-
ing. This unusually beautiful and entirely modern 
cabinet is exclusive with Eveready. 

"high-Ma," combining great amplifying power with 
minimum current. 

Price, table model without tubes, $85. Eveready 
speaker to match, $30. Pedestal with ample battery 

space, $15 extra. 

It left, the new Eveready Loud Speaker in die-cast 
aluminum housing, decorated ,n green lacquer, with 
natural aluminum striping, to match the Eveready 

AC Set Model No. 2. Price, $35. 

At right, the new Evertor') Loud Speaker in solid 
gumwood cabinet, antique maple finish, to match the 
maple cabinets of either the AC Set No. 1 or the 

Eveready Battery Set Model No. 20. Price, $30. 

Licensed under patents and applications of RCA and RFL 

June 1928 $85 1, 3 June 1928 $145 Same chassis as Bosch 28. 

June 1928 $155 Cabinet design by Walter D. Teague 
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Model 31, table type. Cabinet in rich 
walnut finish with contrasting carved 
grill. Sanie radio chassis as the con-
soles. Will operate either dynamic or 

magnetic speaker. 
LIST $115 without tubes 

Model 32, console, in a 
cabinet of rich walnut 
finish that fits in any 
decorative scheme what-
ever. Dynamic speaker 
built in. Chassis has 
eight tubes, including 

rectifier. 
LIST $ 175 without tubes 

Radio Retailing (June 19291, p. 67 

31 June 1929 $ 115 Consoles: 32, $175. 

33, $210 34, $225. 

By Aug., 42, 43, 44 available (same cab-

inets, '45 audio tubes) at $5 extra; and 52, 
53, 54 ( screen-grid RF') $10 more. 

Technical article on the 50-series chassis in 
Radio, Dec. 1929, pp. 53-54. Model 54 

Model 33, a larger and more lux-
urious console, in walnut finish 
with decorative carvings. Same 
all-electric chassis as Model 32. 
All cabinet designs are exclusive 

with Eveready. 
LIST $210 without tubes 

EVE READY 
RADIO RECEIVERS 

38 



AMILAID 
The American Radio and 

1‘\ hat's in a name? "American 
Radio and Research Corp." was perhaps no more grandi-
ose than "International Radio Telegraph" or "Federal 
Telephone & Telegraph" but, as a venture financed by the 
banking house of J. Pierpoint Morgan which had previ-
ously created U.S. Steel and General Electric, the intent 
was evident. Certainly, putting the word "research" into 
the title was indicative of future plans: if radio was not 
much of a business in 1915, it might become one in time, 
and "Amrad" would be ready. 

However, J.P. Morgan had died in 1913, and it was his 
son and namesake "Jack" who was now running the em-
pire, and lacking his father's aggressive instincts, was 
letting it slowly waste away. He entrusted Amrad to the 
wireless operator on his yacht, a boy just out of Tufts, an 
amateur since 1905 and a ship operator since 1907, with 
plenty of ambition but no business experience: Harold J. 
Power. 

"Jimmy" immediately became "H.J." and began spend-
ing Morgan's money, building a research laboratory on the 
edge of the Tufts campus, and surrounding himself with 
personnel. From a 300-foot tower he first broadcast a few 
phonograph records on March 4, 1916 and on March 18 
he transmitted a three-hour program to J.P. Morgan Jr. on 
the liner Philadelphia off Cape Cod. And added another 
"favorite son" to the endless debate over who was the first 
broadcaster. 

Research might have continued to be Amrad's only ac-
tivity, had not World War I occurred. But in June 1916 
the Signal Corps ordered eight "cart sets," each made of a 
transmitter and receiver and a gasoline-engine-driven gen-
erator, mounted on two field-gun caissons. These sets, be-
ing too large for the basement machine shop, were made in 
New Jersey to Amrad designs. An addition was made to 
the rear of the laboratory, a machine shop on the first floor 
and a woodworking shop on the partial basement floor, but 
before it could be completed, in April 1917 the Navy or-
dered a number of motor boat transmitters, to go on re-
cently-commandeered power boats and launches. Renting 
the Tufts machine shop, Amrad rushed production and 
shipped samples to Washington, where they were tested 
with generators from another company. When the first 
three generators burned out as soon as they were con-
nected, the Navy cancelled the entire order, leaving 
Amrad with a stockroom full of sets. But fortunately other 
orders were received, to keep the plant humming. 

About this time, Frederick W. Sammis was hired away 
from American Marconi, where he had long been chief en-
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Research Corporation 

gineer. He was paid $77 per week, nearly double what 
anyone else was making (the machinists earned $ 15 to 
$20), and his job may have been to pilot Amrad through 
the shoals of government contracting. 

In early 1918 the Signal Corps wanted several thousand 
SCR74A trench transmitters, immediately, and a second 
floor had to be added to the building, while an empty 
pumping station was rented in nearby Somerville for pro-
duction of accessories. Before the Armistice, Amrad had 
completed its half of an order for 100 battleship and 
cruiser transmitters. And 100 submarine detectors de-
signed by consultant Vannevar Bush had been completed, 
with three installed on British subchasers, where they 
were technically successful in locating British subma-
rines, but too late to find any German ones. 

At this point Amrad employed about 75, but with the 
war's end, government contracts vanished and the com-
pany took on any sort of production work ("egg beaters and 
cigar lighters") to keep busy. This should have been a 
warning to Power that total reliance on government work 
was dangerous, but there was little else available, and up 
to now it had been quite lucrative: $700,000 worth by the 
end of 1921. So Amrad waited out the slump, and later in 
1919 secured a Navy contract for 400 5E1420 receivers. 
Once the hams were back on the air in October, Amrad 
began advertising a few components, but its main effort 
there was to unload spark coils and quenched gaps left 
over from wartime contracts. It made no complete receiv-
ers, other than under Navy contract, and therefore when 
Armstrong approached Amrad early in 1920 with an offer 
of a half interest in his regeneration patent for $500, 
Power offhandedly countered with $250 and told the in-
ventor to "sleep on it."* Armstrong at that time was in 
need of an ally to help pay his legal bills, until his attor-
neys hit upon the idea of licensing all the small manufac-
turers of ham gear, to bring in revenue, while waiting for 
one of the large electrical companies to notice the patent 
(Westinghouse bought it in late 1920). 

But Amrad had no need of Armstrong. Government 
business looked good and Morgan was willing to finance a 
gigantic new plant of 200,000 sq. ft., of which 30,000 sq. 
ft. was completed by August 1920 and housed 150 work-
ers. Part of it was devoted to manufacture of "Twin-R" 
fractional horsepower motors. 

For the amateur market, Amrad did design a series of 
"units" that could be assembled in any combination to 
make receivers. Although the drawings were made in Oc-

tober 1919, it was nearly a year before samples went out to 

*Story related in 1980 by Eunice Thompson, who said it could 
not at that time he verified, but had been common knowledge among 
Alma(' executives. 



the dealers, and January 1921 before Radio News carried 
the ads. The crystal set was one of these units, and by 
good fortune was ready at just the time when broadcasting 
began to interest the general public. 1XE had of course 
been broadcasting since 1916, and more or less regularly 
since October 1919, but no one at Amrad seemed to grasp 
the possibilities until KDKA and 8MK (Detroit News, 
later WWJ) had gathered momentum in late 1920. It's not 
quite true that broadcasting took the country by storm dur-
ing the Harding-Cox election—KDKA's work didn't even 
rate a paragraph in Wireless Age, Radio News or QST 
—but someone at Amrad was rudely awakened, as the 
December issue of Radio News carried an ad for the 
Amrad crystal set outfit, aimed at the broadcast fan ( since 
the set was not pictured there, one might logically assume 
that the ad was prepared in too great a rush for a cut to be 
included). Amrad also staged a pre-Christmas demonstra-
tion at Filene's, a large Boston department store, and ex-
panded its broadcasting hours to promote crystal-set sales, 
but did not transmit daily until May 20, 1921. 

The "unit" sets, while fine in theory, did not sell well; 
broadcast fans didn't want to be bothered connecting up 
six or more separate boxes when they could buy a com-
plete receiver, tested and working, for less money from 
someone else. So Amrad engineers ( Howard Tyzzer, actu-
ally) came up with a two-section receiver: a tuner in one 
cabinet and a three-tube detector-amplifier above. This 
was first shown at the September 1921 ARRL Convention 
and advertised in the October QST and November Radio 
News. Incredibly, it was advertised as a regenerative re-
ceiver, although Amrad obviously had no Armstrong li-
cense. When Westinghouse instantly laid down the law, 
the next month's ads were for a "short-wave" receiver 
(same model number). 

This short-wave "double-decker" should have been 
Amrad's salvation, as it was ready just in time for the radio 
boom. Beginning around Christmas 1921, no dealer could 
keep enough stock to satisfy the demand. Dealers placed 
ten times as many orders with manufacturers as they could 
handle, knowing they would receive only a fraction of what 
they ordered, and that they could sell anything they could 
get. Enticed by this phantom demand, manufacturers be-
gan crash programs to increase their output, and this was 
where H.J.'s perfect (on paper) organization fell apart. 
Amrad was slow. It had too many executives, managers 
and directors and its policy was set by committees, all 
controlled by H.J. So by the time it got into production, 
summer had come, and the boom had collapsed back in 
May. Now no one wanted radios at any price, and when 
they finally did, in the fall, Amrad's model was a year out 
of date. 

By late 1922 Amrad was in the hole. Morgan was said to 
have sunk $800,000 and was understandably reluctant to 
throw good money after bad. The slow-moving inventory of 
Twin-R motors was used as collateral for a bank loan. 
Sales Promotion Manager G.K. Thompson stated in 1980 
that the backlog in late 1922 approached half a million 
dollars, none of which could be delivered. Probably these 

orders were for the new RF-amplifier model 33 0. In an 
attempt to make the old double-deckers into R models, 
an add-on RF-amplifier 3071 was offered in Oct ber, and 
by January 1923 the double-deckers themselves ere mod-
ified to make them saleable. Once the Christ s season 
was over, though, the half-million in unfilled o ers were 
cancelled as quickly as they had been placed. xecutive 
dismissals began in February 1923. First to go as G.K. 
Thompson, whose pay, indexed to his sales vo me, was 
higher than Power's. 

Probably because it did a substantial busines in crystal 
sets and felt threatened by Wireless Specialty pparatus 
Co.'s aggressive patent policy, Amrad joined th Indepen-
dent Radio Manufacturers, Inc. in March 1923 This was 
the group of small New York makers who had anded to-
gether to fight WSA, and were encouraging P f. Hazel-
tine to develop his Neutrodyne invention. A ordingly, 
when licenses were issued in April to the orig nal mem-
bers, Amrad got one. 

Amrad might have done well to introduce a eutrodyne 
in 1923, but it did not; instead, Tyzzer designe c an induc-
tively-tuned four-tube set in August 1923, the ductrole. 
It was exhibited at the New York Radio Exposi ion in Oc-
tober 1923, but true to Amrad form, could t be pro-
duced until March 1924. Up to February, mea while, nu-
merous ads in Philadelphia newspapers off ed model 
35-U "double-deckers" made up of six unit anels—a 
holdover from the 1919 design! A Neutrodyne as finally 
produced in December 1924 but was too littl , too late; 
Amrad went into receivership in April 1925. 

By 1925 the Neutrodyne trademark had b ome a bit 
shopworn, but still signified to the public a reF ble, easy-
to-use radio. Armstrong regenerative sets, o the other 
hand, were definitely outmoded and were u der attack 
from many quarters for their oscillating/interfe ng tenden-
cies. Powel Crosley had made a great success f regenera-
tive models but he needed something new, an he wanted 
a Neutrodyne license. So it was natural that he hould pur-
chase the remains of Amrad. He probably co -idered his 
$39,000 well-spent for the Neutrodyne licens alone, but 
he also got the complete Amrad factory in the al, as well 
as Mershon condenser licenses which he used extensively 
later. 
Many of the old personnel returned to n-k in late 

1925. Their first job was the repair of factors - eject or re-
turned Crosley models, probably to keep then busy while 
Powel figured what to do with the place. Soul they were 
busy producing the new Amrad Neutrodynes. with an un-
mistakable Crosley aura about them. In eads 1927 Power 
left to form his own company to make B-el in i tutors; Major 
J.E. Hahn of DeForest-Crosley in Toronto ik over the 
presidency. The plan was to make a higher- pr .ed, quality 
line, while Crosley kept the cheaper models if it hadn't 
been for the stock-market crash and Depres ion, Amrad 
probably would have survived. However, it cl sed down in 
1930, and the factory equipment and mat personnel 
went to Cincinnati, while the Mershon divisio was sold to 
Magnavox and moved to Ft. Wayne. 
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2331 E D. 1920 $25 

Elskiiiiip 

2575 Apr. 1922 $21.50 

1915 laboratory 

Rear view, showing 1916 and 1918 additions. Later used 
by Tufts and known as North Hall, it burned in 1972. 

New England Wireless tit Steam Muse 

This was also advertised with the magnetic. detector (). 46). 
41 
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Machining rotary spark gaps, 1917. 

Building transmitter-receivers, 1917. 

Testing quenched-gap transinitiers, about 1919. 

Two views of the laboratory, about 1919 

42 Photos from Mel Doan-ark 1 BHD 



SCR74 antennas and accessories in the Somerville pump-
ing station, 1918. 

Office, Sept. 1920 

Rear view of newly-completed factory, Sept. 1920. 

Assembly of SCR74 "trench" transmitters, 1918 

Office, Aug. 1919. 

1r 

1920 factory, later a Tufts gymnasium. 
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Eunice Randall, Ken Thompson and Howard Tyzzer at the New York Amateur Show, Mar. 7-11, 1922. 

Jewell Electric 
Instrument Company 

2596 & 2634 Sept. 1921 845 tir 817.50 
Known among collectors as the "double-decker." Originally the "grid load" variometer was murked "plate" unti Westing-
house forced Amrad to stop advertising this as a regenerative set. However, the binding posts remained in the me posi-
tions in back, allowing the dealer or owner to reconnect this variometer into the detector plate circuit with two s oil jump-
ers, making it regenerative once again. Virtually all of them were modified in this way. 
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3071 Oct. 1922 $30 
An add-on to the double-decker, providing RF amplifica-

tion, an attempt to make up for the lack of regeneration. 

'N 
CT, 

THE CHRISTMAS 
GIFT THAT LIVES! 
A Sensational Offering of the 

World's Finest Radio 

Ag • ',get gaiiinere ne 
TOUR MORK the ANIRAld SET id/ roue d 
A. AMRAD ineong the nnegt dctelutendid 
Radio. humid° in °yore,. -.leer and geleri,de 
with beautiful clarity tom andl unequaled) gone-
Tou •nd your (mull» can enjoy concert.. dane• 
mug. new, grit. open, rhugeh goy, Yet •nel 
tore, front all edit- the country. Ma.» AMRAD 
owner,. in Philadelphia et. mg., C.a. anti Cules. 

The ARRAII) ah-u, illugrated segove. hens bun 
deed. of breadeogung 11.ntre 4040 roileg 

VeRZig. in,24",',",,e=g1rorvon:eruti..°'or 
TelopIono our PA ,InArloMa offer. for de dentonetro 
duet in your ern ham. elder, or °Mi.". 

AMIRICANR910j.yLORErIfIRC (bRPORXr1014 

40 South Seventh Street 
..... 1 • mlea• 

...et tog ..... • g gem.. 
gYedgg 

Ask your 
Dealer about 
the Al MRAID 
partial payment 

3380 (3108 (Sz 2634 t (kt. 1922 $ 125 

Hid] Elskamp 

3500-1 (3475 2634) Ja(t. 1923 

Apparently a modification of existing double-deckers, 

since the dial legends are on little plates pinned over the 

on 

New England Wireless & Steam Museum 

3500-2 (3730 & 26:341 
A modification of the 3380. changing the 3108 into a 3730 

with a variocoupler instead of two switch-selected variom-
eters. 
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Amrad Reflex Receiver. $40.0R ( Ac-
cessory equipment.$23.55or$42.50ex-
ye. according to type of installation) 

NEW YORK 

THE SATURDAY 

EVENING POST 
March 10,1923 

THE VOICE OF THE AIR1 
d7 

DADIO can give to your house-
hold the entertainment, 

education and happiness that 
enrich family life. 

In your living room, by your own 
fireside, celebrated artists sing 
and play for you—famous men 
of affairs talk to you—wonderful 
orchestras perform for you—the 
stock market sends you its latest 
news—eminent instructors 
share their knowledge with 
you — sporting events are re-
ported play by play. 

AMRAD Sett, the standard of 
Radio, are extremely simple to 
operate, as untechnical as the 
combination of a safe. The result 
of seven years of development, 
they are ahead of the times. 

If you want to enjoy long distant radio 
broadcasting at the lowest possible 
cost, demand the Amrad REFLEX Re-
ceiver illustrated below. This REFLEX 
has twice the sensitivity of an ordinary 
receiver and will bring in consistently 
distant broadcasting from 50 to 300 
miles Usen frequently report much 
greater distances up to 1000 miles. Be-
ginners obtain astonishing results. 

Ask your Dealer for a Demonstration 
of AMRAD Radio in Your Home and 
see for yourself the pleasure and real en-
joyment the whole family will obtain 
with this up-to-date installation. 

Write us for the interesting 
Booklet "The Voice of the 
Air", free on request. 

AMERICAN RADIO and 
RESEARCH CORPORATION 

MEDFORD HILLSIDE, 
MASS. 

CHICAGO 

3366 Oc t . I 922 $40 

A relatively popular model, this one-tube reflex was de-
signed between June, 1 and Aug. 29, 1922. Eunice Ran-
dall patented the crystal detector, which used a pennant-nt 

magnet to hold the "catwhisker". against the crystal. 

NCR' England V1,- ireli.ss s Swain Mus gun 
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Doug & Jan Furney 

,..gmamac 

3670 Duo Aug. 1923 
Designed in May 1923 but introduced rather late for the 
summer trade. The covers are held in place with a strap. 

Andrew Mooradian 
3500-U 

Neutrodyne Dec. 1924 885 

Amrad Adopts Both Bradleystat and Bradleyleak! 
The Amrad Jewel—Italian Renaissance Period Art Model 

le Nola Equipped With Uhra-Fine Tuning Control 

ALL of the more ageneive Aimed receiving set.. 
I. including the beautiful jewel Console model, 

are now equipped with Bradleystats and Bradley.. 
Icoksl The noisy wire rheceems have given say to 
the noisclem Bffidleystat. The old type of 0idlak is 
reploced bo the eteplehe Bradlaleak. The perfect ala. 
me, control of the Bradlemat mean. greeter Ante 
end louder reception. Thesteplem grid leak adjust. 
mein of the Bradleyleak. horn 
to lO inegokm, means higher tube 
effic,ency. 

The Console model, with wil-con-
rained loud speaker, batte, com-
panment.andhighir PeIf«Issi 0000.0. 
are made more telective with the 
ultra.fine filament and grid control, 

eseentiel for long range maffiffilso. 

Send fire theta. bulletin, 
cet. rasing arid 

grid leaf control 

i,rouR radio receiving we wig. .Sod new pane-
1 Wines and new thrill. if equipped with Bradla. 

mate end Bradleyleaks. Many radio dealers replace 
rhe lam rhenium o/ ready.built ma with Brodleynats. 
and rise, invariably reconimetid them to a« builders 
who eeek the bee in radio. 
The Bradleyleak bathe endorsement of Amraa Flew. 
elling./Cennerly.Croaley,Clarksan.Cockoday, anti other 

radio enginars lo is pronounced 
'the perfect tgrid leak° by . all uses. 

Ca the benefit of the graphite disc 
desigu by avoiding substitutes. 
Carbon or manila powder was 
abandoned. yam Ma.* imProai.wl 
and unrelialcl0 limns that your dealer 
eupply you witb the genuine Bord-
leystat and Bradieylak. 

ggererlIelef CO. 
Electric Controlling Apparent. 

ommeem 

There it • o admit rat /en 
the eriehrificalFe.treseed 

graphite die. 

THE ALLEN.BRATHEY CO. HAS BUILT GRAPHITE DISC RHEOSTATS FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS 

'N 
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NOW 

c/Manp‘cSocakeMei 

 150 

AMRAD 
MUSICONSOLE 

Equipped with 
Model S-522 

$92.00 
‘Vith AC- 5 ( Lamp 
Socket Set) $182 

Model edS 
Set ..... $65.00 
Power Cnii • ...Mt5.no 

THE Amrad power-driven Neutrodyne meets the 
demand for the best possible radio at a price that makes 
luxury economical. 

Hear it demonstrated by your dealer. And for the first 
time hear full, rich symphonic character from bass to 
treble. Enjoy the thrill of perfect tone quality. 

The Amrad Lamp Socket Set represents five years of 
organized research, development and a year of actual 
test in homes. It is selective, simple to operate, has full 
tone range, is cased in a handsome cabinet and has the 
exclusive lamp socket feature which does away with A, 
13 and C Batteries. At $150 it is the most amazing 
Neutrodyne value in the world of radio. 

Send for folder tiring complete descrip-
tion of all .4 mead Nentrodynes and name 
of a near-by dealer totere they ran be 
u.ett and heard. 

Dealers 
For full particulars regarding this new-
est Amrad development—and the Amrad 
line write to your jobber, or direct to us. 

ddress: 
Department L-S 

Amrad Corporation 

Medford Hillside. Mas . 

1111111111111111 MRÉID ............... 
5-Tube Neutrodyne 

Selective, powerful, simple in 

irlednY:lc, gee e lia001 

E 004(  Power Driven 
111111111111111111 

eutrodyne 1111111111111111 
In 



aheaD erfeutro  
Serve your Ccnimunity Completely with this Complete Line priced fur below competitive 

3 Dial, 5 Tube, Batteryless 
No Batteries Needed 

AC-5-C--This type of control is 
preferred by many experienced 
radio owners. All necessary 
power direct from light socket. 
No batteries, no trickle charger. 
Housed in a beautiful two-tone 
mahogany cabinet with genuine 
Crosley Musk-one skilfully built 
in. 
Receiver  $115 IC175 
Power Unit  $60 
AC-S--This is the table model 
of the console pictured to the 
left. The Amrad power unit 
has been tested under home con-
ditions for more than a year 
and a half. Operates from A.C. 
current delivering 100-120 volts, 

60 cycle. Power unit is 
shown behind table model 
set. 
Receiver  $65 
Power Unit  $60 $125 

3 Dial, 
5 Tube Models 
Battery Type 

8-522-C—Beautiful in appear. 
anee. a wonder in selectivity and 
performance. Console model— 
two-toned mahogany — with 
Crosley Musicone skilfully con-
cealed behind silk screen. Deli-
cate vernier controls make tun-
ing extremely easy and efficient. 

$110 
S-522—Anirad quality is again 
exemplified in this beautifully 
made and proportioned set. The 
simple, elegant lines of this set 
win the admiration of all. The 
first of a line that has kept pro-
duction at peak in the Amrael 
factory ever since. 

$60 

CONE TABLE 
A mahogany cabinet 
finished in two-tones 
with the genuine 
Crosley Musieone clev-
erly concealed — the 
Museone  that won uni-
versal praise. Cone 
table matches Aimed 
table model receivers 
in design and $32 

Amrad low prices reflect the influence of the Crosley purchasing power and the 
Crosley resources. This, coupled with Amrad engineering skill and the tech-
nical achievements of Amrad laboratories, is a wonderful combination. 

Write for sales franehise at once Many desirable territories still open. 

7 Tube S-733 Models 
Battery Type-2 Dial 

S-733-C—This exquisite model 
is a handsome piece of furni-
ture to grace any home. Delivers 
the utmost in radio enjoyment 
at a very reasonable price. 
Crosley purchasing power and 
Amrad engineering skill is re-
flected in this set. With the 
shnplified 2 dial control, it be-
comes a super value lelet7 
at   

8-733—Owners of this Anwar] 
Neutrodyne report complete sat-
isfaction. High ratio vernier 
controls make tuning easy. 
Sockets are mounted on rubber 
catehioned base. Volume is con-
trolled by a single adjustment. 
Two-toned mahogany rabirle. 
a wonderful value $77 
at 

"B" Eliminator 
The lamous •'llerslion" Condenser in the de-
sign of this "B" eliminator makes possible a 
source at "11" power supply will, finest TONE 
QUALITY. The unit is housed in a metal 
ealiinet and finished in black enamel. All 
Parts ale easily ac-
ceic.ible, in plain view 
and not covered with 
a compound. No var-
iable controls. Fur-
nished with the 
Famous Amrad 8-1 
Tube, Voltages-22% 
or 45: 07, 81:0, 135 
sr 180. Max. volts 
at 50 mils. 

$35 

Amrad consistently offers t lie greats-.l 
Neutrodyne values on the market. 
Ever since the S-622 models were offered 
at $60. Amrad production has been at 
peak. Every succeeding model has been as 
great a value. 
Altogether it makes a wonderful line—easy 
to sell and easy to service. 

Write Dept. 8C7 for descriptive literature. 

THE AMRAD CORPORATION 

Medford Hillside, Mass. 

7 Tube, 2 Dial Batteryless 
No Batteries Needed 

AC-9-C.---This radio is designed espe-
cially for A.C. power. It is designed 
for use with the Amrad power unit—a 
thoroughly tested batteryless power 
supply of great efficiency. The value 
of this set will be appreciated by many. 
Receiver   
Power Unit  $132 ei92 

$60 el. 

AC-0—This sot is similar in construe-
lion to the muscle. Two dials simplify 
tuning. The elegant lines of this model 
—two-toned mahogany—will harmonize 

with the surroundings in 
any home. Receiver 
$82. Po we 1' Thin    ei42 

$60 e 

Voltage Regulator 
win feed a dearly current no matter him 
badly the line voltage wavers. Many homes 
can now oyente Amrad Batteryless Lamp 

Socket Sets. Heretofore, 
many could not enjoy the 
convenience of lamp socket 
mower because of badly 
fluctuat I nit elects-is- cur-
rents, musing broadcasts 
to swing in and out, or 
lade. Requires 1 EX-
876 Ballast Tube For 
complete satisfaction a 
voltage regulator should 
be included when sets are 
sold. 

$15 
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AMRAD 
THE "INDUCTROLE"—A RADIO MARVEL 

IgHIS newest AMRAD has the great long 
distance and "selective" features of the 
famous AMRAD 35 Models. In addi-
tion, it marks a radical improvement in 

simplified operation, beauty of appearance and 
all round efficiency. 
No Radio at any price compares in all funda-

mentals with the remarkable AMRAD "Induc-
trole" which utilizes Inductance Tuning. 
As an example of careful engineering, this 

Model may be operated with either One Tuning 
Dial or Tiso Tuning Dials. One Dial Operation is 
sufficient for receiving broadcast programs under 
ordinary conditions. This means there is only 
one Dial to rotate to tune in various stations— 
a distinct AMRAD feature. But when special 
selectivity is desired, i.e., when one or more 
broadcasts "interfere" with one another and it is 
impossible to distinguish one from the other, 
then change to Two Dial Operation (two dials 
for tuning). By carefully following the direc-
tions, it is then .(Yossible to "tune-out" the broad-
cast not wanted. 

INDUCTANCE TUNING 

The secret why AMRAD is the "World's 
Finest Radio" lies in the scientific principle in-
corporated in each AMRAD—namely, Induc-
tance Tuning. Generally speaking, distance 
range and volume, prime necessities in the 
Radio Set, depend on the amount of voltage 
furnished the vacuum tubes. By Inductance 
greater voltage reaches the tubes than in any 
other way. 
To design a Set with Inductance Tuning re-

quires organized research. It is a far more 
difficult achievement than the capacity prin-
ciple included in the average set. In fact, it is 
practically impossible unless the tuning elements 
are very low in distributive capacity. The mar-
velous Basketball Varionieters, developed ex-
clusively for AMRAD—provide this low dis-
tributive capacity. Thus AMRAD — and 
AMRAD alone—is able to utilize the highly 
desirable engineering principle of Inductance 
Tuning. 

The CVOiCe of ¿he rñir, 

SPECIFICATIONS 

The ” Inductrole” is encased in • haridnims. bane-rubbed 
gtfihog my ear ine,17" x 14" g 12". with speci31 onimart. 
men. for bat enes. Use cf notage hat'err is reioremended 
to iighi the tube filaments. 4 " IS" Hatter., ham. ese) for 

PITareTerni:;k Range 220 060 meters which scver. all 
broadcattine. May be used on eitYer ihdcmr or outdimr 
an.enna. Reguire• 4 vacuum tubes — euninnyharn or 
Rantiot-on. ( See page 4.) 
The head t lephone set it plunged into the f-ont panel. 

Removing this plug. autommteally transfer. t3 Loud 
Speaks- whish is connected m "Horn" terminalgol the Set. 

3500-3 1 'alum role Mar. 1924 

8100, $ I 80, $285, $425, $8(X), $ 1200 
Tee hnical art lc le Ill New York Evening World, Aug. 16, 

1924 p.3 
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The Windsor, $195 
AC operated, $295 

7-tube Compact, pure one-dial con-
trol, extremely selective, operated on 
loop or antenna, all parts completely 
copper shielded. 

DC6 Warwick July 1928 $138 
AC6 Warwick July 1928 $238 
DC7 Windsor July 1928 $195 

AC7 Windsor July 1928 $295 

Short AC7 technical article in Radio 
Broadcast, June 1928, p. 91 

November 12,1927 

Sis-nabe Comps& Completely 
le le metal abielded. eingk id con. 

act In walnut cabinet. 
agejb $138 

A. C. operated (no bittfe-dSH-
$238 

THE HASTINGS 
Beveretube Gunge't, operated by Imp or 
moms; one of the riche* cabinets ever 

' Used for a radio mt./kilt-to cone speaker. 
• =anted an special Mika boor . 

$295 

• C. operated, re. 
• gating no batterte. e 

THE SATURDAY 
EVENING POST 

7iltered 
Tone ?iirily 
To hear the wond rful 

tonal depth and sorIority 
of the new Royal Series AtRAD 
NelltrOdy/le is to enjoy ladio 
reproduction at its bear For 
AMRAD introduces an eclllsive 
tone-filter, that insures all the 
natural tone-sweetness and 
purity regardless of voluttle or 
range. 
Like the finest foreign.buili curt. Arnim, is 
built with pa in.stak ing thoroughness. D.. is 
are illuminated and calibrated ig 
lengths. Esery arras point is ildlii115,-11; 
positive one dial control. 

Royal Series 

AM RAD 
EUTRO DY 

THE BER WICK 
Sin-tube Cunaol,, in dark «leered walnut with 
ha, tin cone speaker. Pure and sweet tone . 
quality. Vet. mIcalye. Loop et ayons, op. 
crated. 

$195 

A. C. ,r,traterl requirme n, bn ter2a. 

$295 

Amrad electrical mode 
latest A. C. tubes; pl 
any convenient lamp s 
require no batteries o 
kind—no trouble—n 
justing. 
Completely shielded in metal: e 
selective• fittingly encabed in obi elaasic Jests,.—the new Rosa! 

Aantanmetitsthefirst conaideranon 
most discriminating radio andante' 

Pl'iukete 

E 
use 
g in 
ket; 
any 
ad-

es of 
ries 
(the 

Upon request sue will send you coif exqui. 
siulv illustrated book entitled " The 
Royal Road To Pleasure" wall recluses 
and details of Amead models. hlsos if :sou 
wish, the name of a nearby .learer mho 
will be glad to cite YOU a demonairation. 
Address Desk " D." 

THE AMRAD CORPORATION 

Medford Hillside, Mas 
J. E. Hahn Powel Crooke, Jr. 

Predibut Car. Sta, Purr', 

latead ref, are manulacturgd and., license 
• ontract between Radio Corporation of America 
und Crosby Radio Corpora:mg/on. Lireased un. 
der Mourning and I, Tour patents. is., and 
Pending for radio amateurs. exprrinu.tal and 

broadcast reception. 
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NEW ZI41 
DYNAMIC   ef 
MODELS 
Purely Electrical 

Operation! 

Special Features 
The Chassis Includes a tone control in the 
rear of the Chassis, enabling the user to 
adjust the tone of the receiver to suit his 
taste, emphasizing either the high or the 
low notes. 
It also has an electrical phonograph pick-
up attachment which becomes effective by 
throwing a small switch, employing the 
audio amplifying system and electric dy-
namic speaker for phonographs ef any type 
—giving the full richness and volume of 
tone, even in the case of smog' portable 
phonographs. 
One of the outstanding features Is that 
which permits the use of the electrical 
connection for the receiver ( through the 
lamp socket) as an antenna and ground. 
in which ease neither outdoor nor Indoor 
antenna is necessary. Best reldrIts, how-
ever, can be obtained by use of an outdoor 
antenna and ground wire. The principal 
use of the antenna plug-in is in demon-
strating the receiver either in the home 
or in the display MM. 

The CONCERTO 
This beautifully proportioned cabinet reflects mod-
ernistic tendencies in furniture. Finest veneers are 
used with top and sides of Amerimn walnut and 
front of diamond matched oriental walnut. Exqui-
site satinwood border. Doors swing fully bark. 
The decorations are of genuine solid brass in 
antique finish. Dimensions 49 % x:1) Ih x17 'It' in. 

The CONCERTO contains the purely electrical Ain-
red Chassis using power tube UX-250 or [(X-2 ¡ 0. 
The unique tone quality is achieved l'y an electric 
Dynamic Power Speaker built into fine cabinet, with 
exclusive Amrad construction. It ls double shielded 
and has extreme selectivity and sensitivity. Illu-
minated single dial control and Vonze escutcheon 
plate enameled in color. Prim $320 (without 
lobes. ) 

Priced slightly higher West of the Raeltire 

Ceifej, 
The SONATA 

Louis XVI, finished in light walnut with 
Butt Walnut doors and inside panel. 
Decorative panels of satinwood and zebra 
wont% add character as well as beauty. 
A fine piece of furniture for any home, 
in harmony with modem design. 

The inside panel contains a handsome 
bronze enameled escutcheon plate with 
illuminated single dial control. The radio 
is the most modern purely electrical de-
sign, using power tube UX-250 or UX-
210. Double shielded, extremely sensitive 
and designed for utmost selectivity, with 
a full rich tone that has never before 
been achieved in a Console radio, and is 
due to the use of the very finest type of 
Dynamic Loud Speaker ( R.C.A. 105) giv-
ing the entire range of the musical scale 
witn exquisite beauty and power. Dimen-
sions 51 1/2 x54x17 in. Price $475 (with 
out tubes). 

Priced slightly higher West of the Rarities. 

The NOCTURNE 
A beautiful Console model of walnut veneer. 
with doors of choicest Butt Walnut stock. 
Finished in the most modern trend. A built-
In Dynamic Power Speaker gives a tone pro-
duction of marvelous fidelity and rich beauty. 
The radio is purely electrical house current 
type, uses power tube UX-250 or UR-210. 
Specially designed to give utmost selectivity, 
double shielded and extremely sensitive. Illu-
minated single dial control, and bronze 
escutcheon plate enameled in color. Dimen-
sions 50x30x I7 in. 

Price $295 ( without tubes). 

Priced slightly higher West 
of the Rockies. 
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¡'rires slightly higher 
West of the Rockies. 

The ARIA 
Doors of selected Butt Walnut Veneer, 
with African Walnut overlay top and 
bottom. The inside of this modified 
Art Moderne cabinet has a fine figured 
walnut face in an attractive Gothic 
design. New ultra-sensitive Amrad 
chassis using shielded grid tubes; 
equipped with nine- inch Peerless l)narnic 
Speaker. List $194 

The SERENATA 
The simplicity of this modern sliding 
door cabinet sets off the rich beauty of 
diamond matched Oriental Walnut, and 
other fine woods. Uses standard Amrad 
shielded grid chassis with R. C. A. 106 
Dynamic Speaker. Escutcheon plate and 
door pulls of old bronze finish, in har-
mony with console. List $245 

The SYMPHONY 
Beautiful cabinet of Art Moderne design. Front and sides 
veneered in highly figured East Indian Laurel Wood, with base 
rail of Macassa Ebony, decorated with inlays of ebony and holly 
Rounded and recessed top of Oriental Walnut. Inside panel ot 
matched Oriental Walnut Veneer. The Atnrad screen grid chassis 
is especially designed for utmost selectivity and sensitivity. The 
special audio system, in combination with the built-in R. C. A. 
lt ,6 Dynamic Speaker, gives an unequalled rich tone production. 

The chassis uses 8 tubes. List $295 

The DUET 
A combination electrical radio and 
phonograph, inspired by the finest Art 
Moderne furniture. The beautiful 
veneers in this cabinet are of Oriental 
Laurel, appropriately decorated by 
inlays of ebony and maple with 
Macassa Ebony base rail. 

The inside front panel is of finely 
matched Oriental Walnut with inlaid 
border. The grille is extremely 
beautiful and the escutcheon plate is 
of silver with a shigld enamelled in 
scarlet and blue. The door pulls are 
of ntique silver. 

Shielded grid tubes are used in the 
chassis, which is extremely powerful 
and unusually sensitive and includes 
the R. C. A. 106 Dynamic Speaker 
built in cabinet. List  $495 

Model 81 Technical article in CitizensCallbook vol. 11 no.2, Mar. 1930, p.81. 
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AMILAID S=IFt 

‘.A 'though the S-tube is not di-
rectly related to radio-receiver manufacture, it was one of 
Amrad's major products and has never been adequately 
covered elsewhere. 

In 1919 Vannevar Bush hired for the Amrad laboratory 
Charles Grover Smith. who had studied mathematics and 
physics at Harvard after graduating from the University of 
Texas. Smith worked quietly in the lab with his rare gas 
mixtures and spectroscope, accumulating data in reports 
known among Amrad people as the "S" or "Smith" papers. 
In 1921 he was able to make a workable rectifier using the 
principles he had discovered, presenting a paper to the 
IRE (Proc., Feb. 1922, pp. 41-51). This first rectifier re-
quired an external magnetic field, but in early 1922 he 
had further developed one that used no magnet, only elec-
trodes of a certain shape (QST, Aug. 1922 pp. 11-13; 
Trans. AIEE, June 1922 pp.402-11). This model, known 
as the S tube, went into production in May 1922 as the 
model 3000, for 88. Due to high voltages required, it was 
suitable only for transmitters, not receivers; it was far bet-
ter than mechanical rectifiers or chemical "slop jars" but 
rather expensive for the average ham. 
When Amrad folded, Laurence Marshall of the Ameri-

can Appliance Co. ( later Raytheon) purchased Smith's 
pending patent applications from J.P. Morgan Jr. and 
hired Smith to keep developing his inventions, resulting in 
the Raytheon B rectifier in November 1925. While the B 
worked on the much older principle of rectification by un-
equal electrode areas, it did use the "short-path" principle 
of the S-tube for insulation around the electrodes, thus 
giving Raytheon full patent coverage over all practical 
gaseous rectifiers. The story of Raytheon has been written 
in detail in The Creaiive Ordeal (New York: Atheneum, 
1974) but many of its statements about Amrad are wildly 
inaccurate. 

In April 1927 Amrad advertised a B-eliminator using 
its own "S-1" gaseous rectifier but this lasted only about a 
month—no doubt it was squelched by Raytheon. 

Amrad S-tube 

Floa Mail, I 
Aria 
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AlIDIE>X„ IINIIIDIIÁNA "CASIO 
Apex Electric Manufacturing Co. Indiana Electric & Manufacturing Co. (ease) 

1 he Apex Electric Manufac-

turing Co., incorporated in 1911, made automobile wind-
shield cleaners and pumps. It entered the radio field in 
1925, a year too late, and got off on the wrong foot by 
overproducing. It made so many Super-Fives for the 
1925-1926 season that they were still being offered in 
1926-1927, finally being dumped to a New York surplus 
dealer by April 1927. 

Too small to qualify for an RCA patent license 

(8100,000 yearly minimum royalty), Apex combined on 
August 20, 1927 with Case, Sentinel, Slagle, and Work-
rite to form the United States Electric Corporation. Case 
had begun in 1923 as the Indiana Electric & Mfg. Co. in 

Marion. However, this merger lasted only until January 

1928 when one of the companies failed. Apex • 
(and two sales companies) subsequently re-merge 
vember 30, 1928 as the United States Radio & T 
Corporation, dropping the Case tradename in 
Apex. 

U.S. Radio & TV continued to make money in 
1930s, merging with General Household Utilities 
refrigerators, formed by William C. Grunow in 1 
being kicked out of Majestic) on July 12, 1933. 
however, filed for bankruptcy in November 1935 
ganized in 1936, discontinuing radio production 
ber 1937 and finally selling its Marion plant (wh 
dios were made) to Farnsworth in March 1939. 

Consolidated Income Account: Apex, Case, and sales companies: 

year ending 
net sales 
profit(deficit) 

year ending 
net sales 
profit 

Dec. 31, 1925 
$1,293,321 

$82,505 

Nov. 30, 1929 
$10,032,396 

$5,597 

Dec. 31, 1926 
$2,365,216 
$167,058 

July 31, 1930 
not avail. 
$365,467 

Dec. 31, 1927 
$ I , 897,465 
($60,764) 

(6 mos.) 
Jan. 31, 1931 

not avail. 
$715,931 

(l0 mos.) 
Oct. 31, 1928 
$2,572,840 
$154,861 
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500 

700 console 

702 console 

July 1925 $62.50 503 Nov. 1925 $100 
Oct. 1925 $ 175 701 console Nov. 1925 $200 

Nov. 1925 $175 

INDIANA HYPERDYNE RADIO 

1926 
nwnincement 

WILL HEREAFTER BE MARKETED UNDER THIS 
NEW NAME "CASE RADIO APPARATUS" / 

nothing Changed hid the Name 

MODEL 503 
A 6-tube receiver using same parts and circuit us No. 500 
It is the final refinement in radio and uses 3 vernier-con-
trolled, silver-plated pointers. Works on inside or outside 
aerial. Retails $100.00. West of Rocky Mountains, 5105.00. 
Model 506— Same as above only 5 tubes. Lists at 

$75.00. West of Rockies, $90.00. 

tiofflie 
CONSOLE 

MODEL 701 

\r Same as Model 503, placed in this 1::nui-
". ful walnut console with built-in Utah 

speaker. Retails $200.00. West of Rocky 
Mountains, $210.00. 

If you haven't heard this set—do so. It will surprise you as it has 
others. Selectivity, distance, volume and tone—quality un-
equaled in any radio near the price. Every part and set complete, 
built in our own modern plant, keeping down price. 
Buy radio merchandise that is built right—that stays sold, 

when sold. Jobbers all over the country are doing exceptionally 
well with our line. Do not delay, the time is opportune. We have 
a distributing proposition that will interest you. Write today for 
full descriptive literature and dealer's attractive helps. 

Description No. 500—Five tubes using Tuned Radio Frequency—no howls 
or squeals. Solid mahogany cabinet 24 x 8 x 12; 15 ° sloping panel of black 
crystal lacquer on aluminum. Best material throughout  
No exposed wires and many other good features  ls $65 L • t 

Offices 
NEW YORK CITY 

Geo. L. Holmes 
1819 Broadway 

SAN FRANCISCO,CAL 
T. A. Mitchell Co. 
Balboa Bldg. 
FT. WORTH, TEX. 

F. J. Keller Co. 
905 W. Magnolia Ave. 

MINNEAPOLIS,MINN. 
J. C. Roper 

310 Market Bank Bldg. 

ATLANTA, GA. 
Darling lls Nevins 

411 Ga. Say. Bk. Bldg. MODEL 500 

Factory and General Offices 

Indiana Manufacturing & Electric Co. 
530 CASE BLOCK MARION, IND. 

Radio Apparatus and Automotive Accessories 
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600 May 1926 s1/0 
606 May 1926 $ 100 
603 May 1926 Slit) 
703 Apr. 1926 $ I 70 

No. 600. $ 170 

RADEO 131à0 

6 githes Multi-Power 
Think of it! Six tube reception with four degrees of power ampli-

fication for $85.00. Case Radio model 503, gives four degrees of 
power, a degree of power for every condition. This is only one of 
our nine models. 

A full and complete line of radio apparatus to meet every demand. 
Built in five and six tube models, table type without speaker, table 
type with speaker and console models, listed as follows: 

Model Price 
500....$65.00 
506.... 75.00 
503.... 85.00 

Model Mice 
600....890.00 
606....100.00 
603....110.00 

Mold Price 
702....$160.0O 
703.... 170.00 
701.... 180.00 

The CASE line of Radio Receivers has been highly complimented front 
very section of the country. Strict economy in production. fabricating front 
raw materials and building the set complete an one plant keeps down the cost 
PP m of CASE RADIO AARATUS. They give positive performance at all times. 

Jobbers and Dealers—A few splendid franchises remain. Our advertising 
$ ill help you. Get our plans and general bulloin. Write today. 

ite (to 

Indiana Manufacturing & Electric Co. 

or. Solid Mahogany Cabinet 75List 00 
Peel °A 2con u es, trots $ 

SURE: You are interested in Radio Re-
ceiving Sets as merchandise—merchandise 
that will move easily and cause no grief. 
The radio business is recognized as being 
seasonal, and with the trend for constant 
improvements in design and construction, 
your stock at the end of the season is a 
most important matter. Case Radio Re.. 
calving Sets are aura because they meant 
the biggest stock turnover possible with a 
minimum investment. 

SAFE: Case Radio Receiving Sets are 
manufactured to faithfully perform and 
serve the ultimate consumer. The CASE 
line is built around a standard six-tube de-
sign and circuit, the foundation for our en-
tire line of ten complete models. Reception 
from the most distant stations is repro-
duced in quality tones and volume, with 
selectivity in the separation of stations un-
excelled by any line on the market. 

SALES: Sales result readily because of the 
extremely satisfactory sets, beautiful ap-
pearance of all cabinets, ruggedness of 
construction (built for a lifetime of ser-
vice) all at low popular prices made pos-
sible by being built entirely in our own 
plant. Write for further facts today. 

Indiana Mfg. 61. Electric Co. 
520 Case Block 
Marion, Indiana 

/4;" ,P42). 
e 

/ e e 
1.7 C T S /`" 

SEE OUR EXHIBITS—Booth FF7. Third Annual Radio •r o, 
World's Fair, New Madison Square Garden. New York. kc'e 
Sept. 13 to 18. Booth DIM. Fifth Annual Chicago Radio . 
Show, Coliseum, Chieago, Oct. II to 17, inclusive. Fie . 

e'ceyej 

Mail This NOW! 

Quality 
Radio Reception 
Al All Times 

600 Case Block, Marion, Indiana 

New table type CASE set; 

solid mahogany cab-

inet; dual vernier con- $85 

trol; list 

61A Feb. 1927 $85 
61C Feb. 1927 $ 135 

60A Aug. 1926 $75 

608 Aug. 1926 $100 
60C Aug. 1926 $125 
60D Aug. 1926 $170 

Newtype"C"CASEconso ;beau 

tiful two-tone walnut cabiiet with 

built-in speaker: standari! CASE 

circuit of tuned radio frequency 

with six tubes and 

dual vernier con- $ 35 
trol; list . . . . 

A June ad claimed 14 
different models, includ-

ing eight-tube. 
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(Me NEW re 
CASE 

Loop operation « Single tuning 
controle(Selfinterstage shielded 
42C Self- shielded loop «Compact 

«Full. sustained 
quality of tone over 
complete scale «A. 
set for the man who 
wants a precision 

instrument «Li-
censed under 
Technidyne 
patents 

MODEL 90A 
Table model in beauti-
ful walnut cabinet. Can 
be furnished for AC 
tubes if desired. With-
out accessories, list ... 

$225°° 
The new CASE Line for 1927-28 

features higher standards of precision and performance 
c---- and beautiful cabinets 

MODEL 90C 
CONSOLE 

A masterpiece of furniture crafts-
manship plus real radio. Loop-
enclosed and panel-operated. Full 
throated concert speaker. Can be gb 
supplied for AC tubes if desired. qo 35000 
Without accessories. list  

THE 90 LINE 
Model 90C as illustrated. Retails 8,350.00. 
Model 92C same as 90C except wired for AC tubes and equipped with tubes ready for at. 

lathing to light socket. Retails $475.00. 
Model 90A as illustrated. Retails 8225.00. 
Model 92.4 same as 90A except wired for AC tubes and equipped complete with tubes ready 

for attaching to light socket. Retails 8350.00. 
CHASSIS SHIPPED SEPARATE FROM CABINETS, ELIMINATING BREAKAGE 

DUE TO ROUGH HANDLING IN TRANSIT. 

THE 60 LINE 

Model 61A retails $85.00, less accessories. SIX tubes. Table Cabinet. Two tuning controls 
and battery-operated. 

Model 60A retails $65.00, less accessories, six tubes. Dial control. 
Model 63B retails $185.00 complete. Six tubes. Table Cabinet. Equipped complete with 

6 AC tubes ready to plug in light socket. 
Model 61C retails $135.00, less accessories. Same as 61A except in High-Boy Console 

Cabinet. 
Model 62 C retails $235.00 complete. Same astil C, except wired for A C tubes and equipped 

with tubes complete ready to plug in light socket. 

Indiana Manufacturing & Electric Co., Marion, Ind. 

Radio Receiving Sets ,n Automatic Chargers 

90A 

90C 
92D radio-phonograph 

June 1927 $225 

June 1927 $350 

Oct. 1927 $775 37 



Model 62 C 
Case Console includes 6 AC Tubes, 
"B" eliminator, everything com-
plete ready to plug $ 23500 
in light socket  

Battery Set 

True single tuning control without sacrifice. One 
control operates sensitivity, dial light, and filament 
switch. Illuminated drum scale, calibrated in meters 
and kilo-cycles and with logging space. 
Becoming to the furnishings of any home. 

61 A ( )(• . 1927 $88 

MODEL 66A 
All-Electric Table Model 

tithe. N(•iiirodyne with A.( 
(Wes. I I ornioa led drum. sitigh• 

..ontrolI lining. Wooden cahit«.( 
iii h (I tiIi trout adaptable. 
silly eonsole. 
I :( x9- in. high. Priee—les, il 
oltes—$98.00. 

73B June 1928 $ 175 

June 1928 $98 

63(: console Jan. 1928 $250 

67A (similar, 7 tubes) about July 1928 $98 

Model 62 B open, showing compact arrange-
ment of AC Tubes, "B" eliminator, etc. 

62B Min 1927 $185 
ft(idio Retailing I May 1927). p. 122 

Electrical Set 

Same as model 61A except wired for AC tubes and 
equipped with tubes "B" and "C' eliminators, etc., 
complete ready for attaching to light socket. Same 
cabinet except 7" longer. 

62U on. 1927 $200 

MODEL 73C 

All.Etectric Console 

73(: June 1928 $250 
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O. G. NILSON 
President 

It Brings 'Em In! 
Get more stations—greater range—bigger vol-
ume— liner selectivity— less interference. Lasts 
forever. The one big advance yet made in tuning. 
Ratio 12 to 1. Quickly applied to any shaft. For 
sale by all good Radio Dealers. If unable Co ob-
tain from dealer. enclose $2.60 for nickel-silver 
finish, or $3.50 for De Luxe aatin druahed gold. 

7-Tub•Super-fleterodyne 
for $97.50 

Receive the parts complete to assemble por own set. 
Coast to coast on art IS-Inch Loop. Aesemble this 7.tube 
Microdyne nuper.beterodyne on a 7x18 in. panel in three 
bourn. Parts complete, including drilled and engntved 
panela, condensera, sockets, transformera, diale con-
necting plug., cablets, etc., with drawings. diagrams and 
instruct... Price of cabinet—to fit—on application. 
If your radio dealer cannot supply parO, for complete 
illicrodyne Radio Set, send check or money order for 
$97.50 and name of your dealer. 

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. Dept. XIS 
1410 W. 511th Street, CHICAGO 

Super-Fi%e first advertised in Jan. 1925, other models in 

Aug. Apex vernier dials were used by many other maim-
Facturers. Technical article in N. Y. Evening World, Jan. 

3. 1925, p.31. 

October 3,1925 THE SATURDAY 
EVENING POST 

THE OBEDIENT SLAVE TO YOUR , 1,,DESIRES 
S Li Clily,! TY  

Oval tyRaclioApparrdus 

Upon request 

we will gladly 

mail descrip-

tive folder. 

Apex 
Entertainer 
Price $22.50 

Apex DeLuxe 
Price $ 135 

Apex Console Entertainer 
Price $27.50 

Just as the skillful 
fingers of a trained mu-

sician select and control 
the sensitive, vibrant strings 
of a harp— so, too, do you, 
who operate anAPEX Rad jo 
Receiving Set, select and 
control the sound waves 
wafted through the. air. 

A degree of finer selectiv-
ity is not the only triumph 
achieved by APEX scientific 
engineering principles. Full 
volume, wider range, greater 
clarity have been acquired 
and are enthroned in a set-
ting of exquisite beauty of 
design and finish that place 
APEX Cabinets in the 
highest ranks of the finest 
furniture. 
Only a dependable merchant 

Is given the APEX dealer fran-
chise. Your APEX dealer will 
gladly make a personal demon-
stration of APEX Quality Radio 
Apparatus. 

Apex Electric Mfg. Co. 
1410 w. 59th Sc. Dept. 1014 

Chicago 

Apex Super Five 
Price $95 

without accenoriet 

Apex Baby 
Grand Console 

Price $225 

Apex Utility 
Radio Table 
Price $ 75 

Prices west of Rockies slightly higher. Canadian Prices approximately 
40':¡ higher. 
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THIRD RADIO SPACE BB - 11 --WORLDS PAIR  

That the new Apex Six will be one of the most 
popu%r sets on the market this season and for 
many seasons to come—is a foregone conclusion. 
Consider these important improvements, Patented 
Compensator (patented in 1924 and withheld from 
the market until its merit had been established 
beyond all question)—one dial control—impedance 
coupled—the entire sphere of radio at the com-
mand of the turn of a single dial—all distortion 
eliminated — illuminated dial—automatic filament 
control. 
This notable receiver is housed in furniture worthy 
of its quality and designed in combinations which 
provide a wide selection on small investment. Fcr 
example—receiver No. 6 combined with cabinet 
No. 100 makes set No. 106. 

Apex Model No. 106 
Without Accessories $ 175 

60 

Atenteci 
eonipen,rator 

Sixteen years of unimpeachable manufacturing 
activities vouch for the integrity and stability of 
the Apex organization and for the value of Apex 
products. 
With but few exceptions Apex dealers of yester-
day are Apex dealers of today. Conclusive evi-
dence that Apex products give satisfaction and the 
Apex pacy proves profitable to dealers. Apex 
sets have never been "junked" or price-slashed 
and never will be. Progressive dealers are in-
viV..c1 to write for particulars regarding liberal 
Apex dealer franchise. 

Apex Electric Mfg. Co., 
Dept. 916, 1410 W. 59th St., Chicago, Ill. 

Apex Model No. 5 
Without Accessories 

$85 

Apex Model No. 116 
Without Accessories $210 



Absolutely New 
No Other Radio Like It 
Apex Radio for 1927 is the result of a four-
year development. It is entirely different— 
the circuit has nothing in common with any 

other circuit in the present 
day field ofradio, while the 
cabinet design and work-
manship are unquestion-
ably the finest values ever 
offered the buying public. 
APEX means radio at its very best 
— easy to sell and stays sold. 

See Us at the R. M. A. Show 
The Complete line of Apex Radio Receivers, both 
in the table and console types,will be shown there. 
During the Show Apex plans for 1927-28, also 
price range and other interesting details will be 
announced. Regardless of present line-up see the 
Apex showing if you would keep abreast of Radio 
development. 

BOOTH 94 
Stevens Hotel 

Chicago —june 13-18 

[30Prcilc,erst apondwec romoplet ate it:la...taw% AbpeesavSaetrbretsfidortioyrj 

APEX ELECTRIC M FG. COMPANY 
1420 West 59th Street (Radio Division) Chicago, U. S. A. 

The APEX 
Consoles 

are masterpieces of cab-
inet craftsmanship.They 
are products of the 
Plymouth Radio &Pho-
n ograph Company, of 
Plymouth, Wisconsin. 
Specially designed f or1927-

r /928 Apex Radio Receivers. 

Table models: left., Lyric, $80. Right, Corsair, $ 170 (Terhnidyne). Consoles: Jell, Minstrel, $225. Right, Troubadour, 
$295 ( both Technidyne). 
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Presents Most Extra-
ordinary Quality at 

OledP ill.eel 

Apex, consistently first in radio 
progress, is again first with the two 
new neutrodyne models illustrated 
on this page. Both of these splendid 
receivers are outstanding values in 
the world of radio. There is no-
thing to equal either the Milan A. C 
or the Music Chest at their prices. 

The New 
6-Tube Shielded 
Neutrodyne 

"MUSIC 

CHEST" 
t eNSelriel, 

Licensed Under Patents 

of 

Radio Corporation of America and 
Associate Companies 
Hazeltine Corporation 
Latour Corporation 

The 
Milan Electric 

6-Tube Neutrodyne 

Complete $220 
(Without Tubes, $ 192.50) 

Apex Electric Mfg. Company 
1410 West 59th Street, Chicago 

Division of 

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

Everything In Radio — Everywhere In America 



Domi 

$99.95 
MODEL GO—The beautiful 
radio that is as good to look at 
as it is to listen to. Walnut 
cabinet. Set employs 7 tubes 
on a genuine Neutrodyne cir-
cuit. Full Electro Dynamic 
Si eaker. 

MODEL 89—A genuine 
Neutrodyne. nine - tube 
radio — single control, 
without compensators. A 
great value that will at-
tract customers—$ 09.95. 

$89.95 

t Peke 
$ 

ze. 

$149.95 
MODEL 70—A nine-tube 
adlo—Neutrodyne circuit— 
complete with Full Electro 
Dynamk Speaker, in a gor-
geous Amerirar Walnut 
Cabinet. 

GREAT organization — the ing skill is sufficient guarantee of 
United States Radio and excellence in its product. Five 

Television Corporation — makes great plants with manufacturing 
the APEX radio. Its command- facilities for 6500 sets per day as-
ing situation in the industry; its sures prompt shipments. It's wise 
ample financial resources; its to tie-up with such an organization. 
wealth of man power and engineer- Past incidents prove it. 

United States Radio and Television Corporation 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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Apex Receivers 
The 1930 line of Apex radio 

sets built by the U. S. Radio and 
Television Corporation, 1340 
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., is 
now ready. 
Model 11 with the super-

screen-grid chassis, which has 
three tuned circuits using two 
224's in r. f. amplification, two 
stages of audio with two 245's 
in push-pull in the last stage, 
two 227's and a 280 rectifier, 
comes in an American walnut 
veneer cabinet, 401 in. x 271 in. 
The speaker in this model, which 
is standard for all the new 
models, is a 12 in. electro-
dynamic reproducer. The in-
tended retail price is $ 115. 
Model 115 with the "high-gain 

Neutrodyne" circuit, utilizing 

Model 160 

five 227 tubes, two 245's and a 
280 rectifier in three tuned 
stages of r.f. and two audio 
stages, is incl9sed in the same 
style cabinet. Price, $ 115. 
Model 14 may be had with 

either chassis. It comes in a 
taller cabinet (471 in. high) 
with sliding doors. Price, $ 140. 

Model 24 with screen-grid 
chassis and remote control, in 
a cabinet similar to that used 
with Models 14 and 140, is $ 240. 
Model 160, the super-high-

gain Neutrodyne set in a high-
boy cabinet is $ 160. 
Model 60, a table set with 

the Neutrodyne circuit, in a 
metal cabinet, size 18à in. x 13à 
in., x 7à in., is $ 60. 
Model 45, a battery operated 

table set using five 201A's, one 
171A is $ 45.—Radio Retailing, 
October, 1929. 
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Announcing the advanced 

APEX 4 
.ALL ELECTRIC 

NEUTRODYNE 

1'1'85 
without 
tubes. 
Add 5'; 
West of 
Rocky 

Mountains 

See it at the Chicago Show JUNE 11-1 
Eighteen years of diligent manufacturing activities are back 
of the exceptional performance so apparent in the NEW 
APEX ALL-ELECTRIC NEUTRODYNE. This ad-
vanced set represents one of the greatest values in the 
RADIO field today------it means enormous sales and good 
profits for every dealer who is progressive enough to see the 
great possibilities of the APEX Receiver. 

This genuine NEUTRODYNE has self-contained and 
highly-perfected power-pack. Employs six tubes, plus one 
rectifier. Only one tuning-knob. Illuminated dial. Metal 
cabinet of attractive walnut finish. Greater distance and 
selectivity than many high-priced sets. Has a deep, mellow 
and natural tone. Easiest set to operate. 

See the APEX at the Radio Manufacturers' Association 
Trade Show—Booth B-87, Grand Ball Room, Stevens Hotel, 
Chicago, June 11th to 15th inclusive. 

Apex Elecirie 31fet. l'o. 
Dept. A.. 1110 W. 59t11 SI.. thiezte.-0 
Gentlemen: 
I am interested in an APEX franchise and would like to receive com-
plete details relative to same. 
NAME  
STREET  
CITY  
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LENT 
Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company 

I\ r. Kent, of the Kent Electric 1 
Co., sojourned with us for the space of one term, during 
which time he held the purse of the class. Either the duties 
and cares of this office were too burdensome, or his outside 
electrical work too engrossing, for he failed to appear at re-
citations after the mid-year exams. More self-confident than 
ever in his ability to bluff, he entered the Class of 1900 in 
the following year, and, of course, his relations with us be-
came more or less indirect. His bluffs worked well for a time 
(as might be expected in a class of bluffers) but they didn't 
'score points' on the exams, and now Arthur devotes the 
most of his time to the affairs of his company. A good na-
tured fellow with a pleasant smile. May be seen at his best 
Sunday evenings at Piedmont Church receiving the offer-
ing and (he fondly imagines) the admiration of the young 
ladies." 

from the 1899 Aftermath, 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 

Arthur Atwater Kent's fellow students apparently under-
stood him better than the professor wh& warned him that 
without a diploma from "Tech" he would never amount to 
anything. Because he did amount to something, after all. 
Not only did he invent the ignition system used in almost 
every automobile from the 1920s to the 1970s, but he did 
more: he also became the world's largest radio manu-
facturer. 

Attending Worcester Tech was natural since he lived in 
that city, and had a strong mechanical inclination. How-
ever, as noted, he didn't continue his studies very long; 
about 1895 he founded the Kent Electric Manufacturing 
Co. in the back room of his father's machine shop, where 
he made small motors and fans. And not only made them, 
but advertised and sold them. He was not afraid to take 
out ads in the largest electrical trade papers, whatever 
their cost. 

In 1900 he sold his design for a small but efficient mo-
tor to Kendrick & Davis of Lebanon, New Hampshire, 
makers of watch tools, electrical specialties, and toys, and 
he lived there for a time before leaving to sell electrical 
equipment. While on a business trip to Philadelphia in 
1902, Kent decided it was the ideal place to start another 
company, founding the Atwater Kent Manufacturing 
Works in the loft of a rented building at 6th and Arch Sts. 
Here he made meters, intercommunicating telephones, 
and other small electrical items. Legend has it that he 
never had to sweep the floor at this location because of the 
wide cracks between the boards. 

In 1905 Mr. Kent felt prosperous enough to purchase 
his first one-cylinder automobile, as he put it, "not being 
married and not having to conserve cash." The troubles he 
encountered with this automobile were the beginnings of 
his rise to fame and fortune. By the end of 1905 he was 
manufacturing automobile timers, trigger ignition systems, 
and switches. This necessitated a move to larger quarters 
on Arch St. 

Within a few months, Kent hit upon his first real inven-
tion, the Unisparker, an improved ignition system which 
integrated the usual series of weak sparks into a single hot 
spark for ignition. The Unisparker combined contact 
points, condenser, centrifugal advance mechanism, and 
distributor into one compact unit to be used with an igni-
tion coil. This was the same ignition system used in most 
cars until the recent adoption of electronic ignition. For 
this achievement, Kent was awarded the John Scott Leg-
acy Medal and Premium by the Franklin Institute in 1914. 

By 1912, the success of the Unisparker forced him to 
move again, this time to a much larger facility on Stenton 
Avenue. Soon, self-starters and lighting systems were 
added to the Atwater Kent line of automotive products. By 
World War I, the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Works was 
large enough to land government contracts for fuse setters, 
clinometers, and optical gun sights. 

Employing about 125 workers, the Atwater Kent Manu-
facturing Co. was incorporated in 1919, but due to the 
economic slump, its post-war business outlook was not 
good. More and more autos were being sold with factory-
installed ignition, so the market for Kent's equipment was 
shrinking. Always a versatile inventor (he had 25 U.S. 
patents by this time, and would eventually take out 93) he 
got hooked on radio in 1921 along with thousands of other 
fans. It didn't take him long to realize that radio was the 
perfect field for his company to enter. He had all the 
equipment and know-how for Bakelite molding, a rela-
tively new process at the time, as well as metal-forming 
and electrical coil-winding. And he had a national reputa-
tion and a network of dealers well-suited to handling 
radio. 
He tooled up ( Bakelite molding requires expensive steel 

dies) and in June 1922 began advertising variometers and 
audio transformers. Other components were soon added to 
the line: variocouplers and tuners, detector and amplifier 
units, RF transformers. By December and January, At-
water Kent's ads showed five models of factory-wired 
receivers, using his coupled-circuit tuner and vari-
ous detector or amplifier units, mounted on wooden 
"breadboards." All these models were regenerative when a 
variometer was added by the purchaser, but Kent was 
scrupulous in not mentioning this in his ads or literature, 
nor showing the variometer in position. He was not li-
censed by Armstrong (not having been in radio in 1920 
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when licenses were available) and while he could have 
done as several other companies did, and bought out a 
moribund licensee, patent-owner Westinghouse was al-
ready making trouble for them, and Kent had too much to 
lose, to take a chance. Fle preferred to improve his radios' 
performance by adding RF amplification ahead of the de-
tector and avoiding the regenerative circuit. This was 
more expensive, but his receivers were not cheap in any 
event, and up to then the public had seemed willing to pay 
more for a quality product. 
Two models embodying RF amplification, again assem-

bled from standard parts, were described in Kent's litera-
ture in January and advertised in March 1923: the 4052 
and 4066. These two sets, along with the five previously 
announced, made up Atwater Kent's 1922-23 line. A lit-
tle late for the Christmas selling season, but a creditable 
showing nonetheless, for a first try. 

Aside from a few bastions of low-priced radios such as 
Crosley, where the regenerative circuit was necessary to 
get maximum performance from few tubes, the industry 
trend was toward RF amplification. Beginning in May 
1923 broadcast stations were shifted away from the two 
frequencies where they had been before (360 and 400 me-
ters, 833 and 750 kc). Now radios needed more selectiv-
ity, particularly in urban areas where more and more sta-
tions crowded in, and tuned RF amplification was the 
most practical way to get it. Furthermore, the prices of 
tubes were coming down, and they used less current ( the 
1/4-ampere 201A was announced in December 1922), 
making it practical to put more of them in a radio. The 
Neutrodyne makers started the trend, making the five-
tube, three-dial radio commonplace; even at an average 
price of $ 150, roughly 100,000 such sets were sold in the 
1923-1924 period. But Atwater Kent was quick to spot 
the trend, and react. On September 7, 1923 specifications 
were drawn for a five-tube, three-dial set, the model 10 or 
Radiodyne. Unfortunately, Western Coil in Racine, Wis-
consin had registered this trade mark one day earlier, and 
had claimed prior use in August, so Kent soon had to dis-
continue its use, but whatever its name, the 10 became a 
runaway best seller, no surprise since it sold for one-third 
less than a Neutrodyne and worked just as well (as far as 
the public was concerned). 
$100 was still a lot of money, though, and not everyone 

needed the Radiodyne's performance, so Kent also 
specified two other models at the same time. The model 5 
was a repackaged version of last season's 4066; electri-
cally identical, but with a minimum of separate compo-
nents and wiring. It was intended for locations with only 
one or two broadcast stations, and cost just $55. An inter-
mediate model, the 8, was a 5 with one tuned circuit 
added for improved selectivity, at $70. It was dropped 

quickly in favor of the 9, a four-tube tuned-RF set with 
variometer tuning that performed better but cost only $68. 
The 9 was electrically identical to the old 4052, except 
that a tuneable RF transformer (a coupled-circuit tuner) 
replaced the untuned one. 

For the few buyers who wanted more power to drive a 
loudspeaker, Kent added an extra audio stage to he 10, 
following a circuit he had published the year bef e, cre-
ating the six-tube model 12. These four models, 5 9, 10, 
and 12 were Atwater Kent's lineup for the 192 — 1924 
season. 

Atwater Kent radios, more than most other eands, 
show a logical evolution from one model to anotFer, and 
from one year to the next. The 10 illustrates this rocess, 
as it was continually modified to improve its performance 

THE KENT ALTERNATING SEWING MACHINE HOTOR. 

MBE extended use of the alternating system of electric light 
ing has created a large demand for small power special 

ties for such circuits. The Kent Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Worcester, Mass., have lately been bending their en 
ergies in this direction, and one of their results is a sewing 
machine motor illustrated in the accompanying engraving. 
The great difficulties encountered in this work are the small 

starting torque, and the non-variable speed of these motors 
Both of these obstacles are overcome in the device shown 
The motor, which is of the induction type, is mounted on a 
base, to move with a lever, connected to the treadle of the ma-
chine. and the speed regulation is obtained by tightening and 
slackening the belt. By this method, any desired speed may 

THE KENT ALTERNATING Sc" IN MACHINE MOTOR. 

be maintained. In this way even more perfect regulation c 
be obtained than by direct current, as the speed can 
changed in an instant, and the brake which touches on the cl 
cumference of the balance wheel stops the machine instant' 
A switch located on the base is turned on when the operat 

sits down to the machine. The motor is thus started without 
load, and is running constantly while the machine is in us 
It is compact, and neat in appearance. 
The company also manufacture a variety of other apparat 

such as battery fan outfits, alternating current fans, and sm I 
machines which can be run either as a dynamo or a mot 
capable of lighting from one to four 8 candle-power lamps, 4r 
of running a 8-inch fan. The voltage varies with the spe 
from 1 to 18 volts. 

è...•+++++++++++ ++++++++++++ 
+ • KENT DRUM ARMATURE. BATTERY FAN MOTOR • 
• 

• Gives strong, I 
steady 
Breeze, ' 

10 in. Fan, 

Price, $6.00 

No Rattling 
: of 
• Armature. 
; 

•*. Nickel 
• Trimmings. 

: KENT ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 1:.=.5."4.:li . 
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or to reduce its manufacturing cost. The 5 had been 
dropped for inadequate performance; the inductively-
tuned 9 gave way to the condenser-tuned type ( really a 10 
with one less RF' stage); and the 12 had limited sales since 

its extra audio power was unnecessary; but the 10 was so 
good that it remained in production for two more years. 

Yet there was a strong demand for an enclosed or "cabi-
net" set that Atwater Kent couldn't ignore, even though 
his factory was not geared to cabinetmaking. Most radio 
fans wanted a piece of furniture, not laboratory apparatus. 

For the 1924-1925 season, then, Kent took the circuitry 
of the 10, indeed many of the same parts, and enclosed 
them in a simple mahogany cabinet, reminiscent of his 

earlier ignition devices. Instead of copying the engraved 
Bakelite panel of most other makers, a production bottle-
neck, he chose crinkle-finished metal (a harbinger of 
things to come). The model 20 was even more successful 
than the 10; along with the Freshman Masterpiece intro-
duced in the same month, it knocked the stuffing out of 
the Neutrodynes, for besides costing one-third less, it 
looked more attractive and up-to-date. 

As the 10 had its counterpart 9 with four tubes, so the 
20 had its 19. At only $ 10 less, its sales were low, but ap-
parently enough to justify its production. The six-tube set, 
however, was made only as an open model, the 12, an up-
dated version of the previous 12. Buyers who wanted a bit 
more than the 20 were offered the 20 Deluxe, or 24, in a 
fancier cabinet. 

In 1924 Kent spent half a million dollars on advertis-
ing, $ 190,000 of it in national magazines, but large as this 
amount was in comparison to most Other companies' bud-
gets, it was nothing like his future expenditures. In Octo-
ber 1925 he began sponsoring the Atwater Kent Hour, 
Featuring the top musical names of the day; this quickly 
became the most acclaimed, and most popular, regular ra-
dio program. When it resumed for the 1926-1927 season 
it was costing Kent $7000 per week, and a typical year's 
outlay for printed advertising was three to four million dol-

lars. It was worth every (lollar. 

Kendrick 82- Davis motor, originally designed by Atwater 
Kent in 1896. 

No. 671,891. 

04 Node) 

A. A. KENT. 

ELECTRIC TOY. 
(ADPWalla= 1.<1 1i01.) 

Patented Apr. 9, 1901. 

Monoplex Telephones 
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As Atwater Kent's production expanded, the company 

occupied a series of adjacent buildings on Stenton Avenue 
(which by the way are still standing, very much as they 

were then) but by 1924 there was no more room. Kent 
bought a large tract of land on Wissahickon Avenue and 

erected a two-million-dollar factory in mid- 1924, covering 
five acres ( with ad(iitions, it would eventually cover 32! It 

too still exists). His future was limitless. 

1925-1926 was another season of evolution for Atwater 
Kent. On the theory that the less obtrusive a radio looked, 
the more people would buy it, he squeezed his model 20 

into a cabinet of half the volume. The contrast with the old 
20 and the IOC ( which remained in his lineup, with the 24 
and the 12) was striking, and Kent's judgment of the pub-
lic's taste was, as usual, accurate. 

Since one new model was hardly enough for a season, 

Kent also made a dry-cell version of the 20 Compact. 
the 21, using UV199 tubes, figuring to do away with the 
messy storage battery that was such a sore point with radio 
owners ( RCA owed a good deal of its success to exclusive 
production of dry-cell models). He barely got the 21 into 
production when RCA obsoleted the UV199 in favor of the 
standard-base UXI99, which would not fit the old sockets: 
factory records show that of 17,584 model 21s made in 
1925, 7,208 of them were returned in 1926. 

Atwater Kent's remaining dream for 1925-1926 was a 
one-dial radio. Several other companies had produced 
them, and there was no question that they were the wave of 
the future. But the obvious expedient of coupling all three 

dials together wouldn't work, not if the new model were to 
use many parts in common with the 20 Compact. While 
the second and third tuning dials tracked together, the an-
tenna coupled to the first stage affected its tuning dras-
tically. 
Then Atwater Kent's chief theoretician John M. Miller 

(discoverer of the Miller Elko during his previous tenure 
at the Bureau of Standards) came to the rescue. He added 
a sixth tube between the antenna and the first tuned cir-
cuit, isolating the circuit and making it tune in unison 

with the others. Now the three dials could be belted to-
gether ami controlled by one knob, and with ()ilk minor 

mechanical changes to the 20 chassis. Miller applied for a 

patent on December 4, 1925, and specifications for the 
new model :30 were drawn on November 22; all indications 

are that Atwater Kent decided on a crash program to pro-
duce his one-dial sets before the winter selling season 
melted away. It was too late to make the necessary parts 
(this usually took the first nine months of each year) but, 
fortunately, there was already a stockpile available: 
100,000 20 Compacts, of the older 7570 pattern made 
for UV201A tubes. The 7960 Compact, for the new UX 
tubes, was already in production, and since Atwater Kent 
had overproduced by up to :300,000 sets, he had nothing 
to lose by scrapping 100.000 7570s to turn out new 
models. 

Actually he scrapped very little, as nearly all the 01(1 
parts were re-used in making the 30s. Making the extra 
tube socket was easy. Ever; the old cabinets were modified 

by plugging holes and drilling new ones, and hol 
out the wooden backs to make room for the new c 

The one-dial model :30 was announced in Februar 
was in active distribution by late March, at a he 
crease in price too, to compensate Kent for his lab 
was a virtuoso performance. 

Naturally the later production model :30 was mad 
conventionally, in a cabinet designed to fit; it was a 
stay of the 1926-1927 season. 

AT." ATER KENT >i, N I ' FA« Ti ' WAR %T•JUI, 
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The Literary Digest for November 22, 1919 
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ATWATER 
KENT 

AUTOMOTTVE EQUIPMENT 
7gnition,Starting and gking, 

5 Hundreds of thousands of discriminating users of motor cars today enjoy the satisfaction that goes 
with dependable, unfailing spark performance— 
the result of Atwater Kent equipment. 

5- Accuracy, precision and quality of workmanship— ceaseless vigilance in designing, engineering and 
inspection of the finished product—sixteen years 
of specialization and concentrated experience. 
These are reasons for the reputation of your 
Atwater Kent ignition system. 

ATWATER KENT MFG. COMPANY 

?hilahlphia 
SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE TO 4939 STEM ON AVENUE 
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What DotheOther 
Sparks Do? 

The Atwater Kent Spark Generatoro.k. rE spar k 
t. each ignition. The conventional spark rnmak, 
from three to six or eight sparks. according to the speed 
of the engine and of the trembler. The timebetween spark-
is roughly from 1-200 to I-860 of a second. representing a-
WO 1. p. m. conk angles of 27 and IS degrees respectivel . 

The first spark fires the duo,. 
Before the second spark can occur. still less the sixth 

or eighth. the dame has spread through the mixture. and 
the spark plug is surrounded by hot 
but perfectly dead gas. 

Who. indeed, DO the oth,, 
sparks do? 

The Atwater Kent Spark Generator doesn't make any 
sparks. And ihe one spark—hot and vigorous—which à DOES m“.• 
is produced by a snap contact w quick that the eye cannot follow It 
the equivalent of a single contact of a coil trembler in action. 
SAVES the current wasted by the vibrator coil. 

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Works 
00 NORTH SIXTH STREET. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 

As 1926 progressed, other manufacturers brought out 

one-dial models that both looked and worked better than 
Atwater Kent's :30, and Kent realized that he would either 
have to lower the price or improve the performance, to stay 
competitive. He reduced his manufacturing costs some-
what by changing to metal-f.rame variable condensers, but 
the big stumbling block was the wooden cabinet. He knew 
he could stamp out cabinets of sheet steel much more 
cheaply, and disguise the material with a two-color crinkle 
finish and gold trimmings. but would the public buy a 
metal radio? Kent decided that the public's taste could be 
changed, if not by advertising alone, then certainly by the 
$15 difference in price. And so he turned out 200.000 
model 35s in 1926. His dealers would rather have sold the 
model 20, 810 cheaper since it was obsolete. but Kent 
would only give them twenty of those for the show windows 
to every thousand of the "tin cans." According to engineer 

John Dreyer Jr.. the 35 cost Kent $ 12 to produce. 
The "petiUrmance" model in 1926-1927 was the 32, a 

seven-tube set with one more R stage than the 30 or 35. 
Never a big seller, it ( lid give him a comprehensive line to 
match his competitors. 

Atwater Kent's sales did not always follow the industry's 
overall trends he had increased his sales in 1926, even 
though industry-wide numbers were down) but 1927 was a 
slow year for everyone. He had run out of tricks. He tried 

to push the 35 ( Ind ha (I to take back many unsold ones 
from the dealers) and he held over the 30, ai $ 15 more 
than the 35, to cater to the die-liards who wanted a woo leu  
cabinet. His major advance, early in the season, was the 
model 3:3, nearly equal in performance to the expensive 
32 because he added an extra control to tune the an 
circuit, allowing the sixth tube to amplify as well as iso-
late. Significantly, he didn't try to force a "tin can" on his 
customers with this model:, for the relatively smaller num-
ber built, a metal cabinet wouldn't have shown the cost 
savings that the 35's cabinet did. 
When RCA began licensing other manuillurers in 

early 1927 to use its patents, at a royalty of 71/2% of net 
sales price and $ 100,000 minimum. Kent was in no hurry 
to sign up. Aside from giving his competitor an effective 

15% price advantage, he was theoretically liable for sub-
stantial back royalties. Furthermore, his legal talent had 
an excellent defense to counter Alexanderson's 1st.' pat-
ent, the basis of RCA's lawsuits against Kent and others: 
knowledge of prior work by B. F. Miessner, the same 
defense being employed by Splitdorf ( recounted by Mies-
sner in On the Early History of Radio Guidance, San Fran-
cis(o Press, 1964, quoted in the Splitdorf chapter). 



If Kent had pressed his case and (as seems likely) won, 
RCA's licensing structure would have disintegrated. RCA 

had to act quickly, to enroll industry-leader Kent, while it 
had momentum and a particularly favorable court decision 
on the Alexanderson patent that might be lost if it were 
appealed. While the exact license terms may never be 
known— Kent purposely destroyed his business records 

after 1936— it is unlikely that the Atwater Kent Company 
ever paid any back royalties, and quite possible that it 
paid less than 71/2% later. 

Kent was waiting to introduce an AC set. As with the 
one-dial sets, there was no question that AC radios were 

the wave of the future, but until 1927 there was no practi-
cal way to make one. "Practical," at any rate, by Kent's 
definition: a cheap, reliable set that would use most of the 
same internal parts as his older models. For that, he had 
to wait until RCA had developed and released the 26 and 
27 tubes; none of the old cranky '99s or off-brand disasters 

from Kellogg or Arcturus for him. He couldn't tool up for 

half a million AC radios and hope they worked properly, or 
keep tinkering with small production runs until they did. 
Besides, his RCA license, once he had acquired it ( Au-

gust 11 or 18, 1927), forced him to equip his sets initially 
with RCA tubes.* 

But the right tubes did finally arrive, and when they 
did, Atwater Kent was not all that far behind even RCA's 
own Radiola 17 in using them—only one month. It was 
not for nothing that most of his sets were alike, under the 

skin. His first AC set, the 36, was simply an electrified 
33, with a separate power pack adapted directly from his 
01(1 B-eliminator. No great engineering advance, to be 
sure, but it did keep his dealers up-to-date with something 
to match the competition. while Kent's engineers worked 
feverishly to produce tut ideal set. 

And, just in time for the Christmas season ( the 24th, to 
be precise), they did. The model :37 was a bombshell in 
ihe industry. For $88 it offered most of the performance 
(and half the size) of RCA's $ 130 model 17. A big chunk 
of that difference was in the metal cabinet. This time, the 
cost and space savings were too compelling to ignore, 
whatever the public's taste, but customers did accept 

metal now; in fact, metal cabinets became somewhat of a 
fad by mid-year. 

With the AC radio's arrival, battery models were all but 
forgotten; Kent could only update the :30 and the 33, paint 

their panels a diffèrent color, and call them the 48 and 49. 
His engineering efforts were all with the AC sets. For the 
1928-1929 season, his peak of perfection was the model 

40. Basically like the 37, but given another six months to 
get out all the bugs and to tool up properly, it sold nearly a 
in units and kept Atwater Kent at the top of the in-
dustry. It took RCA nearly a year to match it with the 
Radiola 

*This was the famous "clause nine" in the RCA patent license. 
Unable to maintain its monopoly in vacuum tubes after the de Forest 
grid-audion patent expired in 1925, RCA aimed to put independent 
tulw makers out of business by requiring all licensed radios to be 
equipped initially with RCA tubes. Clause nine, never enforced be-
cause of a storm of protest and lawsuits, was struck down in 193 I. 

Gunsight 

Atwater Kent, Jr. on loan to Ralph & E 

Ignition 

Itou- Williams 

omponents 

Ralph & El or Williams 

In an almost-unbroken trend since 1922, t average 

price of a radio had been going up each year, ) $ 122 in 
1928 and $ 135 in 1929. This meant that a lot consoles 

were being sold, but Atwater Kent was in a pm r position 
to take advantage since he emphasized table m«lels. The 
dealer created an Atwater Kent console by plac 1g a table 
set in a cabinet made by someone else. For t e 1929-
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1930 season, the plan was to downplay table models and 
go for the higher-priced console market. To this end, Kent 
arranged with several furniture makers to produce console 
cabinets, while he would supply the chassis. This had 
been done before, but not on such a scale. 

The new screen-grid models 55 and 60 came off the 
lines as scheduled in mid- 1929 and into console cabinets, 
and indeed a large number were sold, but perhaps for the 
first time, Kent had seriously misjudged the future. Dan-
ger signals were up by mid- 1929; with or without the 

stock-market crash, the Depression was inevitable. By 
1930, the average price of a radio had plummeted to $78. 
Of course, Kent was not the only one to misjudge; Majestic 

did too, and paid the price of bankruptcy. But some could 
react and change strategy in time: Philco switched to 
midget sets and soared to dominance in the radio industry. 

Atwater Kent, who ironically had made his fortune selling 
compact radios, was left in the dust. He lost interest in pi-
loting his company and let it slide downhill until 1936 

when he closed the doors forever. With his personal for-
tune largely intact, he retired to Hollywood to live among 
high society and movie stars, an association he had always 

enjoyed. From all indications, he was fully as happy in re-
tirement as he had been while inventing ignition systems 

or running the world's largest radio company. He died in 
1949. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

3925 Jan. 1923 $32 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

3945 Jan. 1923 $35.50 

Ralph & Elinor \%, illiams 3955 Jan. 1923 $37.50 

3960 J. 1923 $23.50 (without 2-stage amp.) 

3975 I:c1). 1923 Ralph & Elinor Williams 

l'AIWATE 
KENT 

RADIO RECEIVING SETS 

The two instruments shown above comprise an excellent 
and complete receiving set. The Coupled Circuit Tuner and 
Detector I-Stage Ainplifier on the mahogany mounting 
board, present a beautiful appearance. 

Complete Outfit, as above, wired . . . $32.00 

The above set, consisting of Coupled Circuit Tuner and 
Detector 2-Stage Amplifier, is an ideal set for either phone 
or loud speaker use. Note that this set includes two 
-.rages of audio frequency amplification. 

Complete Omit, as above, wired . • . $35.50 

The Coupled Circuit Tuner and Detector Unit only, min. 
prtse a complete receiving set. Later, if desired, the 2-Stage 
Amplifier can be added for two stages of audio frequency 
amplification as shown above. 

Complete Outfr, as above, wired . • . $37•50 
Complete Outfit, asabove (without Amplifier),wired, 23.50 

The Mounted Variometer carries 
through the standard quality of 
ArwATEre KE>rr products. For an 
open set it supplies a finished in-
strument unsurpassed in appear-
ance and performance. 

Mounted Varionteter . $ 10.00 

An Excellent Merchandising Proposit;en 

....,›,...NATIVATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMFANT7..:;-• 
l's% .1,43 Sranrron AVENUE Radio Dept PHILADELPHIA, PA. 4,/,‘e.".' 
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PRODUCTION DATES 
COPIED FROM AN OLD FACTORY LISTING, WITH CORRECTIONS. 

Date Part No. Model and description 

5-26-22 3590 
11-23-22 3925 
11-27-22 3945 
12- 2-22 3955 

12- 4-22 3960 
12-23-22 3975 

1-14-23 4052 
1-24-23 4066 
3-15-23 4120 

4-30-23 4205 Same as 4066 (4135 tube unit for use 

5- 8-23 4207 Same as 4066 (Cabinet board) 
5-15-23 4220 Model 15 cabinet receiver (4066) 

6- 5-23 4275 Single cir. tuner, 2 RF trans., 2 tube units, det. unit 
9- 7-23 4325 Model 8 Duplex 

9- 7-23 4333 Single circuit tuner, det. and 2 stage amp. 
9- 7-23 4340 Model 10 set (plain gray) 

10- 9-23 4445 Model 9 (cable type) 2 tuners 

11- 1-23 4480 Model 9 in 4217 console with cable 
11- 9-23 4490 Model 10 in 4427 cabinet with cable 

12-14-23 4535 Model 9 in cabinet with cable 
12-14-23 4540 Model 10 in console with cable 
12-14-23 4550 Model 10 in brown finish, cable 
1-31-24 4560 Model 10 in black finish, cable 

2-16-24 4590 Model 10 on Pooley board 
2-22-24 4600 Model 10 brown finish 
2-28-24 4610 Model 10-B in 4217 console 
3- 3-24 4620 Model 12 six tube set 
4-18-24 4660 Model 9 "C" set, 2 var. condensers and 2 RF trans. 
4-30-24 4640 Model 20 set in cabinet (large) 
5- 6-24 4650 Model 10-B brown set in 4427 cabinet 
5-29-24 4700 Model 10-C set 
7- 7-24 4880 Model 19 set 

7-23-24 4910 Model 12 set (early type) 
7-23-24 4920 Model 20 Deluxe 
7-29-24 4930 Model 22 six tube cabinet set 

8-25-24 4950 Model 10 Pooley set 
3- 2-25 7570 Model 20 compact 

6-17-25 7780 Model 21 dry cell type 
7-30-25 7800 7780 set with 7790 dry cell container 

11-18-25 7950 Model 30 set (one rheostat) 
11-22-25 8000 Model 30 set (two rheostats) 

1-15-26 8100 Model 35 set (metal cabinet) 
5-15-26 8270 Model 32 set (seven tubes) 
11-12-26 8000A Model 30-A 
11-12-26 8100A Model 35-A 
11-22-26 8450 Model 25 set 

1-10-27 8500 Model 50 set 

3-16-27 8820 Model 50 console set 
5-11-27 8930 Model 33 set 

5-24-27 9040 Model 30 console set 
5-24-27 9050 Model 33 console set 
6-29-27 9090 Model 51 set 

Det. plus 2 stage amp. in wooden cabinet* 
Tuner, detector and amplifier 
Tuner, detector and 2 stage amplifier 

Tuner, detector unit and 2 stage amplifier 
Tuner, detector unit and 2 stage amplifier 
Vario-coupler, variometer, detector and 2 stage ampli 
Tuner, pot., RF trans., tube unit, det. & 2-stage amp 

Single cir. tuner, 2 RF trans., 2 tube units, det. & 2 stage 
Single circuit tuner, RF' trans., tube unit, det. unit 

with 1/4 amp. tu 

r 

fier 
mplifier 

es) 

*Probably a TA unit in a wooden case, like an early ignition coil, not a complete radio set. "TA" stands for "Table 
Audio." 

-mounting) 
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1,719,014. RADIO APPARATUS. Arrays ATWATER 
KENT, Ardmore, Pa. Filed July 21, 1922. Serial No. 
576,423. 16 Claims. (Cl. 250-14.) 

4 •,9 39  

14. An audion coupling unit comprising an enclosing 
casing, insulating material in said casing, a plurality of 
audion coupling means embedded in said material and 
held thereby in predetermined position with respect to each 
other and to said casing, whereby substantial coupling be-
tween said means is prevented. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

4052 Mar. 1923 $60 

4120 same, with 1-tube detector in place of 3-tube unit. 

$45 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

4066 Mar. 1923 $72 

4205 same, for 1/4 -amp tubes. 

4275 I-tube detector in place of 3-tube unit. 

1,679 310. DETECTOR APPARATUS. ARTHUR AzwATER 
KENT, Ardmore, Pa. Filed May 28, 1923. Serial No. 
641,835. 16 Claims. ( Cl. 250-31.) 

1. In a detector, a member rotatable in but one plane 
and having a groove in a face thereof, a rod disposed 
in said groove for longitudinal and rotative movement 
therein, and a detector element carried by said rod. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

9 (4445) Nov. 1923 $68 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

While Atwater Kent never sold a complete crystal set, lo-
cal entrepreneurs did, using his parts. The few that were 
made in the factory, were donated to hospital patients. 
Kent did make electrical and mechanical prototypes for 
two crystal sets, the size of a type I I tuner base, one of 
them using a compression tuning condenser, but the proj-
ect was abandoned. 

Ralph & Elinor ‘1, illiams 

5 ( 4333) Oct. 1923 $55 
The 8 was similar, with a condenser between the two 

units, on a longer board. 
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of the three Atwater Kent Radio Receiring 
below fulfils a particular demand. 

Each 

Atwater Kent 
Model to 

(Radiodyne) 

and Enjoyment Are Combined 0 
in This Christmas Gift e! 

1.1 

r. 
eï. 

ey.iz 

Pit 

Sets sho\\ 

CAT. 4340 Cary 
PRICE %Inc.no 
CAT. 4600 Br 'Is n 

PRICE $104.00 

The Atwater Kent "Model 10" set is the Tis Luxe outfit with the maximum seleotivity, tone quality at,: 
volume. It Includes 2 stages of tuned radio frequency amplification, detector and 2 stares of autlls 
frequency amplification. The instruments insluded are 3 Variable Condensers, 3 radiodyne Transforntets 
2 Tube Units, Potentiometer auki Lis:ester, 2 Stage Amplifier. The " fladiodyne" cuts out local iiit»r 
faience and is easily operated. 

Atwater Kent 
Model g 

CAT. 4445 
PRICE 558.00 

'•llodel 9" Aisater Kent Recriver is a four tube set which wives exernttonsi results, clear qss;i 
without that annoying Iresrl.srertett. It incorporates the nitra-selectivs tuned radio freqt   
.10(.1 in the lie Luxo set. This set is particularly let:Ion:mended fu use lobi 
j7 a world of value lit this 069.00 set. 

Atwater Kent 
Model 5 

CAT. 4333 

PRICE $55.00 

site Atwater Kent "Model receiver is THE set for rural districts. The same eXCelielli 
secured with the No. 4066 outfit of last season are had with this 855.00 set. The tuning arrangement 
affords great ease of operation and the two stages of radio frequency. detector and two stages of audio 
frequency amplification give ample volume for Loud Speaker operation on both local atad distant 
broadcaat programs. No. 4323 complete set as above, wired, $55.00. 

NEW YORK 
Klein Radio & Electric Ce., 34 Park place, 48 Fulton 

Street and Barclay Street and West nroadway. 
i. Sliearn, 1122 Madison Avenue. 
Radiophone Equipment Co., 436 Seventh Asentir. 
.1. liaslinger, 77 West 23rd Street. 
Marks Radio & Electric Co., 68 West 23rd Street. 
R. H. Macy & t'o.. 34th street and Broadway. 
J. L. Lewis, 132 West 32nd Street, 
Vim Electric Co., 66 Cortlaadt Street. 
Rush Radio & Appliance Co., 8 East Fordbant Read, 

lirons. N. Y. C. 
Cortlandt Electric Co., 175 Greenwich Street. 
Itavego, Inc., 125 West 125th Street. 
Davega, Inc., MI East 42nd Street. 
Sol. Langer, 1783 Southern Blvd., Bronx, New York. 
Stephens Shop, 15 East 3rd Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
Terminal Cycle & Sporting Goods Co., 42 Cortlandt St. 
Eleetric Service Engineering Co., 105 West 47th St. 
John Wanamaker, Astor Place. 
Monis Radio Co., Inc., 160 West 23rd Street. 
R. W. Zundel, 47 Whitehall Street. 
W. H. Strout, Ilaverstraw, N. Y. 
Model's. 6 Church Street; 191 Fulton Street. 
Gimbel Bros., 33rd Street & Sixth Avenue. 
Mielke-Eberhart Radio Stores, Inc., 1263 Lexington Ave. 

LONG ISLAND 
M. M. Griffin, Rockville Center, L. I. 

Mielke-Eberhart Radio Stores, Inc., 543 Steinway Ave.. 
Astoria. L. L 

Banged Electric Co., 297 Fulton St., Jamaica, I.. I. 
Morch Radio & Fieetrie 11201 Jamaica .Ase.. Rich-

mond Hill, Long 
H. J. Wieks, Bayshore, L. I. 

BROOKLYN 
Tellner Electric Co., 523 Nostrand Ave.. Bklyn. 
Brooklyn Electric Lamp & Novelty Co., 278 Fulton Si 

Mayo. 
Brooklyn Radio Center, 311 Broadway, Bklyn; 651 :Man-

hattan Ave., liklyn. 
>Torch Radio & Electric Co., 31.15 Fulton St., Bldyn. 
Geo. Moskowitz, 416 Central Ave., Bklyn. 
Electrical Necessities Shop, 778 Rogers Ave., Bklyta 
J. C. House, 80 Livingston St., Bklyn. 

NEW JERSEY 
Amboy Lighting t'o., Perth Amboy, N. J. 
Herne() Exchange, 615 Bergenline Ase., West New York. 

N. J. 
West New York Hentee, 533 Bergeallue Ave., Wts.1 

New York, N. J. 
National Electric Co.. Passaic. N. J. 
Independent Electric Construction Co., Passaic, N. 4, 
Joseph Czukor. New Brunswick, N. J. 
R. B. Jolley, Morristown, N. J. 
Eagan Radio Shop, 66 Hudson St., Hoboken. 

Literature describing the entire line of Atwater Kent Radio Sets and Parts sent on Request 

E. B. Latham & Co. Wizolcssle Distributer Wholesale Only 

550 Pearl Street New York City 
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10A (4550) brown Feb. 1924 $ 104 

10A (4560) black Feb. 1924 $ 100 Battery cable instead of binding posts. 

10B (4550) brown $ 104 
10B (4560) black $ 100 

Orthogonal RF coils. 

10C (4700) $85 
Potentiometer removed, shorter board. 

10C (4700) compact $85 Still shorter board with splined ends. 
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ATWATER KENT 
RADIO 

" 

M ODEL zo, $80 I  

, 

19111111011E 
'k i1 Ii11 1I 

In CHARLE: DANA GIBSON'S home there is an Atwater Kent Model 20 Compact. 
The price of this Receiving Set is eighty dollars. 

. . . only by hearing it 
ONLY by hearing an Atwater 
Kent Radio can you under-
stand exactly what we mean 
when we say "all-round" 
performance. Only by con-
trasting it with other sets you 
have heard can you appre-
ciate an ideal combination of 
performance features: tone 
and volume, distance and 
selectivity. 

If you are not en-
tirely satisfied with 

RADIO SPEAKERS 

your present set, or if you 
have not as yet had a radio— 
and want one that will please 
your friends as much as it 
pleases you—put your faith 
in Atwater Kent Receiving 
Sets and Radio Speakers. 

Send for illustrated booklet telling 
the complete sissy of Atwater 

Kent Radio. 

ATWATER KENT MFG. CO. 
A. Atwater Kent, President 
4745 W ISSAHICKON AVENUE 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

priced from $12 to $28 

M ODEL 10, jtEto 
(without tubes) 

4 I 



THE SATURDAY EVENING POST 

XV7I-IAT a wonderful, delightful difference it makes 
VV —just think what it means— in one evening the 

thrillsof a lifetime are crowded into a few short hours. 
Set its dials and the melodies of a famous 

orchestra flood your home; another touch 
and you hear a lecture from miles away— 
turn again and you have the news of the 
day or the sweet voice of a renowned singer 

generously broadcasting for your entertainment. 
Choose whatever program you will, with an 

ATWATER KENT you are master of the air. 
There is an ATWATER KENT well within your 

means: it combines every feature that assures radio 
satisfaction for years to come — Any ATWATER 
KENT dealer will help you in your selection. Inter-
esting literature on request. 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 4703 Wissahickon Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 



New Model No. 12 (Six Tubes) 

12 (4375,4620) Apr. 1924 $ 105 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

9C (4660) May 1924 $70 ( later $65) 

1,655,372. RADIO APPARATUS. AirrHuR ATWATER 
Kim, Ardmore, Pa. Filed June 19, 1924. Sei ial No. 
720,890. 15 Claims. (Cl. 250-16.) 

' `•-, \.. 

• " Je 
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e 61 

-6" 

1. The combination with a housing, of a panel struc-
ture forming a detachable Wall of said housing and 
comprising a sheet metal panel and a member secured 
thereto and having substantial extent normal thereto for 
stiffening said panel substantially throughout its entire 
extent, and radio receiving apparatus carried by said 
panel structure within said housing and removable as .a 
unit with said panel structure. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

20 (4640) Oct. 1924 $ 100 
24 (4920) or 20 Deluxe, same chassis 
Feb. 1925 $ 120 

Technical article in Popular Radio, June 1925, pp. 3, 1926. 
532-542. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

19 (4880) Oct. 1924 $90 ( later $85) 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

20C (7570) Sept. 1925 $80 
20C (7960) $60 by July 1926 

21 ( 7780) 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 32 (8270) July 1926 $ 140 

35 (8100) July 11926 $70 Ralph & Elinor Williams 
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Saturday Evening Past 11, 1926) 

What More Could Anyone Ask? 

POOLEY 
RADIO CABINETS 

(unlit 
ATWATER KENT 

RADIO 

HERE you see a Pooley Radio Cabinet — exquisite in 
design, sturdy in build, lustrous in finish. In it are 

radio's finest— an Atwater Kent Receiver, resourceful, de-
pendable, simple—and the built-in Pooley (patented) floating 
horn, clear-spoken, rich and true. 
And here is an opinion on radio cabinets worth knowing. 

"The Pooley Radio Cabinet is approved for Atwater Kent Radio 
because of the design and quality of Pooley cabinet work and 
because of the tone qualities of the Ponley bugt-in floating horn. 
Both meet the standards we set and maintain for Atwater Kent 
Receivers and Speakers." (Sed) A. ATWATER KENT 

A gift that will make Christmas memorable— a lovely addition 
to any home. What more could anyone ask? Pooley Radio 
Cabinets bring you complete and lasting radio satisfaction. 
See them — hear them — there's a Pooley dealer near you. 

Beware of imitations—look for the name "Pooley" before you buy 

THE POOLEY COMPANY 
• 1672 Indiana Avenue Philadelphia, U. S. A. 

Model 1300.4(.2D (shown above) 
Equipped with built-in Pooley (patented) Floacing Horn and Atwater 
Kent Receiving Set. Prices complete, without tubes and batteries, $225 
to $305. Other Pooley Radio Cabinets, equipped with Atwater Kent 
Radio, from $135 to $390. Write for cemplete illuerated booklet—today. 

Pri“.1 slightly higher west of che Rockies and in Canada. 
Canadian Poole, Radio Cabinet, are manufactured by 
Malcolm and Hill, Lid.. Kitchener, Canada. 

Model 2200 (shown at left) 
Pooley Cabinst Speaker, with built-in Pooley (pat-
ented) Floating Hom and Atwater Kent Reproduc-
ing Unit. Ample battery apace. Price, without set, 
tubes and bargees., $50. 

POOLEY 
CABINET SPEAKERS 

now 

ATWATER KENT 
UNIT ' 

1 

RED LION CABINET—ATWATER KENT 

e usefulness and heaut 
ea personal writing' desk a 
luwry o f a 74 onderfid radio • 

For the woman who is interested more in the sound of radi 
the ..ight «I it. we have designed this smart, usable deck t. 
most hides its world-famed Atwater Kent receiving set and s 

As an article of furniture, the Red Lion copyrighted Desk, 
soft toned. hand-rubbed finish of highly figured veneers, is 
of beauty among even the most luxurious surroundings. An 
its musi-eaê qualities—it is equipped wills Atwater Kent cadi 

we say more? 

Expensive? Quite the opposite. Visit an 
Kent dealer today and ask to new the downrigh 
Red Lion Desk Cabinets offer you in these e 
models at $40.00 to $50.00. 

W ith Atwater Kent Rereiring Sets $94.00 to 

...el little higher west of the Rocky Mountain+ and in Ca 

AN 
ATWATER KENT 

IN A 

RAD! 

RADIO 

the 

than 
eh al-
aker. 

th its 
thing 
as for 
Need 

water 
value 
lusive 

133.00 

Red Lion Cab! e 
RED LION CABINET COMPANY, RED LI I N, PA. 

Makers of eke famous Red Lion Furniture 

Saturday Evening Post (Nov. 19, 1927) 
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Radio Broadcast (Feb. 1926), p. 489 

The Atwater Kent plant in early 1926. A 31/2-acre addition was due to be completed in May, bringing the total floor area up 
to nearly IS acres. 

30 (8000) Apr. 1926 $105 ($85 after June 1) 
48 July 1928 $49 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

• 

• • 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

THE FACTORY BEHIND THE PRODUCT 

33 (8930) July 1927 $90 
49 July 1928 $68 

Service Manual Cover 
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ATWATEll KEN 
RADIO 

EIEC7PIC I 

Six-tube, Friseviatoit 
mined A.G. -et. F'or u 
volt. 60 cycle, Alter, 

Cam air A. C. amplif 
one rectifying tube. 

Dial, sel6con-
with 110.115 
Rug Current. 
g tubes. and 

without tIthes 
Same aet, for 25 eye 

200,000 in imir months.. 

0
 \LY four months ago the compact, self-contained 
Atwater Kent A. C. set was introduced. Only four 
months ago! And already more than 200,000 families 

are enjoying this simpler and better radio—making a total 
of more than 1,600,000 Atwater Kent receivers in American 

homes. 

A record! But more than a sales record. A record of sat-
isfaction—of jubilant owners who write us: 

"You didn't tell us half the story. This set is much better 
than we expected. We didn't know radio could be so good." 

Radio can be so good. Let the Atwater Kent A. C. set tell 

you with its own clear voice. Radio's most thrilling summer 
is just ahead. The Atwater Kent A. C. set will give you the 

last tingling pulsation of every one of those thrills. 

Get yours now and be ready for the political conventions 

Model 38, without tubes, $ 125 
Au extra powerful A. C. set of particular value where 

dietance gettinger maximum daylight reception I. 

«settee or an inside antenna is necessary. Beautiful 
tonequality. U I 
tivity. U•es seven A. C. 

tubes and one rectifying 
lobe. 

with the set that's always ready. This is going to be a 
campaign. Travel to Kansas City and Houston at the 
of light and at a cost of only a fraction of a cent an hou 
up on the platform with the orators. Get down amon 
delegates and hear the voting. Listen to the bands, the si 
Have at your side a man who knows what's going on 
minute and will tell you what it means. 

Hear the candidates nominated—and hear them la 
they knock at your door to make their plea—by radio. 
in the Tunney-Heeney fight, too. Sit at the ringside 
Graham McNamee. 

Let the experience of more than 200,000 owners guid 
to this simple, modern, beautiful, reliable, wholly sati 
set. Why not see, right away—in time for tonight's fin 

gram—just how good and inexpensive an electric receiveir can 
be? The nearest Atwater Kent dealer will be glad to help you. 

adio 
eed 
Sit 
the 
ng. 

very 

r as 
ake 
with 

ONE Dial Receivers licensed under U. S. Patent 1,014,002 

Prices slightly higher West of the Rockies 

Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING CO. 
A. Atwater Kent, President 

4703 Wissahickon Ave. Philadelphia, Pa. 

Atwater Kent Radio Hour every Sunday night on 19 associated stations 

Model E 
Radio Speaker, $24 

Radio's truest 
voice. All part. 
protected against 

moisture. Comes 
in • variety of 
beautiful color 

combination.. 

you 

ying 

pro-

A Mar. ad stated that by the middle of Feb., Atwater Kent had made more than 100,000 model 37s, and was t rning out 

3000 per day. 12,240 were made (luring 1927. 
82 



The model 50 used untuned RF amplifiers, avoiding 
patent claims of Hazeltine and Alexanderson (relative im-
pedances in RF interstage coupling, and cascaded TRF 
stages). It was designed by Dr. John M. Miller ( perhaps 
why Miller was hired from NRL in 1925) and the proto-
type built by his assistant Sarkes Tarzian. John Dreyer 
related that one of his first jobs after arriving full-time 
in May 1926 was to improve the 50 with individually-
shielded RF coils, although the set as finally sold in 1927 

was the earlier version. 
The 50 replaced the top-of-the-line model 32 for a few 
months, perhaps only to use up stocks of parts, as Kent 
by that time had signed with RCA and had no need of 

this unusual circuit. 
Miller left Atwater Kent in 1936 and was hired by RCA 
al Dreyer's suggestion (as was Tarzian, Dreyer having 

joined RCA in 1932). He returned to the Naval Research 
Laboratory in 1940. 

36 Nov. 1927 $ 125 ( in a table cabinet with separate 
power pack) 

Ralph & Elinor Will it,'-
50 July 1927 $150 

Ralph & El" • Wink... 
37 Dec. 1927 $88 
According to John Dreyer, the ship is the Mayflower. 

'Ralph & Elinor Williams 
46 (green & black 

38 Apr. 1928 $ 125 Technical article in Citizens 
Callbook vol. 11 no. 1, Jan. 1930, p.72. 
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42 Ralph iSz Elinor Williams 

78,030. CABINET FOR RADIO RECEIVING APPARA-
TUS. ARTHUR ATWATER KENT, Ardmore, Pa. Filed 
Aug. 23, 1928. Serial No. 27,942. Term of patent 14 
years. 

The ornamental design for a cabinet for radio receiving 
apparatus, as shown. 

52 Aug. 1928 $ 117 Ralph Elinor Williams 

13913 --

13624 --

13628 — 

13623 --

4851 

13913 

13624 

13628 

13623 

4851 

3597 

13913 

13624 

13623 

13628 

3597 

8729 8956 8215 

8215 

13780 

13664 

— 14521 

14389 

15152 

53 Jan. l')29 $ 117 

13780 

13664 

14639 

8729 

13915 

- 9829 
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Ant/ATER KEN 
RADIO 

The 

Christmas Gift 
that keeps on 

giving 
All that a big set could offer 

you, now yours in a little one 

The slimmest, tidiest, daintiest, friendliest 
little radio companion you could ever wish 
for—Model 52, the new all-together set for 
1929. Yet it has the tone, power, range, all-
round efficiency of a big set. 

It presents the famous Atwater Kent com-
pactness in a new all-electric form—your 
receiver and speaker combined in a shielding 
cabinet only 30 inches tall, 11 inches deep, 
18 inches wide. Nowhere near as high as 
your waist! 
No brow need be wrinkled over the plac-

ing of this convenient radio. Any little corner 
—any little niche—is just right. Let it place 
itself and efface itself. That's the companion-
able little thing it is. Lay your book or mag-
azine on the golden top panel, and it's a read-
ing table. Fine place for a bowl of flowers, too. 

Cued,Irus:re Model 32 is lke home of Ellis Parker Buller 

MODEL 52 A. C. Combining electric receiver and speaker in satin-
finished compact cabinet. FULL-VISION Dial. Uses 6 A. C. tubes and 1 recti-
fying tube, with automatic line voltage control. Without tubes, 8117. 

On the air—every Sunday night—Atwater 

1 
All four sides have a rippling satin 

finish. There are two speaker grilles— 
front and back. Cords for antenna and 
ground connections are twenty feet long. 
Place your radio anywhere—out in the 
room, if you like, and hear the music clear-
ly and in full volume from any position. 
The tone is even lovelier because of the 

blending of all that is best in Atwater 
Kent Radio in this complete modern in-
strument. Everything you could hope for 
in a big set at a big price is now offered 
in a little one at a little price. . . . And 
have you tingled to the thrill of easy, in-
stantaneous program-selection with the 
Atwater Kent FULL-VISION Dial? 

Kent Radio Hour—listen in! Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY A. Atwater Kent, President 4703 Wissahickon Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 

MODEL 40 A. C. A powerful, compact, oil-
electric receiver ma satin-flnisheil shield ,nir 
cabinet Fem.-coons Dial. Uses SA. C. tubes 
and I rertifying tube. Without tubes. 877. 

MODEL 41 D.C. Without tubes. !K. 

MODEL 42 A. C. Crowned lid, panelled cor-
ners, ball feet. FULL-VISION Dial. Uses 6 A. C. 
tubes and t rectifying tube, with autumatic 
line voltage control. For 110-120 von, 50-60 
cycle alternating current Without tubes. 
SM. 

Prices *lightly higher 

treat of the Rockies 

ADIO'S 

TRUEST VOICE" 

Atwater Kent Radio 
Speakers: Models E. 
E.2. E.3. same quality, 
different in sine. Each 
get 

MODEL 44 A. C. Es tra-howerful, entra-muai. 
tive. entra-selective. Local-dietance switch. 
FULL-VISION Dial. Uses 7 4. C. tubes and t rec-
tifying tube, with automatic line voltage con-
trol. For 110.120 volt, 50-60 cycle alternating 
current. Without tubes, $106. 

40 July 1928. $77 

41 Aug. 1928 $87 

42 July 1928 $86 

43 about Dec. 1928 $83 

46 Jan. 1929 $83 

44 July 1928 $106 

45 Jan. 1929 $94 

47 about Jan. 1929 $ 100 
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ATWATER 
KENT 
RADIO 

Allan 

r it's beauty you seek, have that, 
I too. More than a score of famous 
furniture designers make cabinets 
for Atwater Kent Screen-Grid Sets. 
Some are simple, some elaborate. 
Choose according to your own in-
dividual good taste to suit the room 
in which you want your radio. 

Write for Uheorated booklet 

• Ammer X.* Radio. 

SCREEN- GRID 

55 June 1929 $88 

Technical articles: Citizen Callbook, vol. ii no.2, Mar. 

1930, p.85: vol. I Ino.3, Sept. 1930, p.82. 
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ATWATER 
KENT 
RADIO 

r-ruie compact Screen-Grid table 
1 model shown here is $88, with-
out tubes. The Electro-Dynamic 
speaker is $34. There are cabinet 
models only slightly higher. Public 
preference, creatingthe largest radio 
factory in the world, makes Atwater 
Kent prices reasonable. 

ATWATER KENT MANEFACTIKING COMPANY 

A. Atwater Ken:, Premlent 

4752 Wimbiekon Avenue Philadelphia, Po. 

SCREEN - GRID 



A. ATWATER KENT 
Pft«SIOENT • INO rounoew 'Dr •rHe 

ATWATER KENT MFG COMPANY 

Vhddielphia 

Norman qbckwell, the artist, has placed his Atwater Kent 
One Dial Receiver in his studio 

ATWITEJR KENT 
}RADIO 
SCREEN-GRID 

TRUE voices—the trmh of music 
and of human speech Power that 

hurdles horizons— fetches entertain-
ment from the blue distance! 'Iwo— 
three — four — five years from now, 
you'll still he saying proudly, " Listen 
to Mai! It:s the Atwater Kent that 
came to us at Christmas in 
What could possibly mean more 

to the whole family? Imagine the en-
during pleasure of the gift that goes 

on and on, pouring forth itz mush., giv-
ing companionship through the yeard 

JUST a radio will never do. Only an 
Atwater Kent can give you 

Atwater Kent reality of tone—with 
the vastly more powerful' Screen-Grid 
tubes used as Atwater Kent uses them. 
You are not restricted to one or t,. is 

cabinets. Choose your radio furniture 
just as you choose other beautiful 
things for your home. In any cabinet. 
you get Atwater Kent Screen-Grid 
performance—and that never varies! 

On the AO—Áno.O. Kent Radio Swedar 

...W I C'S (Eagror. T....), le EA,' e 

N.E.C. Am., Ireler Thum,. 

•te., gx,ro 00(  Tio.),IVIZoroguerIef N. el_ 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURINU CalIPANY 4. Atwater Knee, Pres. 48KIWissahiekon Ave.. 1.!liladelphia. Pa. 

Rich Elskatim 

60 Aug. 1929 $ 100 
61 Aug. 1929 $88 1110VDC) 
67 Aug. 1929 $77 (battery) 
Available in metal cabinvis. or chassis for installation in 
consoles such as this Kiel table ( introduced in August 
1929) 

Technical article in Citizens Callbook, vol. 12 no.2. Mat. 
1931, p.69. Short technical article on 67, in Radio, May 
1930, pp. 46-47. 
Not shown: 66 ( chassis only) 

Nov. 1929 $ 135. 
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EDITORIAL 

C UMMERTI ME is the radio manu-
facturer's opportunity to take stock 

of himself and his organization. This, 
of all summers, is not a mere dull period 
to be passed away by trips abroad—it's 
an opportunity to groom for next winter's 
battle. And battle it will be, too, for we 
shall see whether or not some of the 
companies so heavily financed last fall, 
now closed down tight, will be able to 
come back and hold on this fall. 

The greatest weakness today is in the 
mechanical design of the sets and the 
manufacturing methods used to produce 
them. Last season the general idea 
seemed to be: slap'em together and 
throw'em out. The result is proof con-
clusive that that method doesn't work. 

Circuits? There are plenty of good 
ones. The manufacturer's problem is to 
use them. Radio engineers? There are 
too many. The manufacturer needs 
mechanical designers and competent pro-
duction and factory superintendents. 

Last year's cheap sets were costly to 
the producer and consumer because they 
were failures. If they were good, they 
were not good enough. If you don't 
believe this, give yourself a little educa-
tion. Buy a Weston phone plug and break 
it apart. You will find out more from 
that plug at less expense than in any-
thing else you can do. 

RADIO PLUG 

AN automatic radio plug that fits any standard jack 
IL —no tools required to instantly attach or detach 
telephone terminals. 

Price (Licensed under U. S. Patent-1,498.196)..$ .60 S 

Count the number of parts, look at 
their design, examine the quality of the 
workmanship. Compare it with any other 
plug at any price. Any B. C. L. can tell 
you that it wasn't made by a radio manu-
facturer. Yet the Weston Company 
makes a profit on it at a list price of 
seventy-five cents. 

What's the answer? Factory brains 
and factory equipment. If you want a 
post-graduate course, buy a Weston 301 
voltmeter and take it apart. What would 
a radio manufacturer charge fer such an 
instrument? Of course no radio com-
pany could produce it. Who controls 
limits to one-millionth of an inch, puts 
on knurling so fine it can't be seen, cuts 
threads two hundred to the inch, or makes 
parts today, accurate to half a thousandth, 

which are interchangeable in instruments 
ten years old? Weston doe. Weston 
does all this and dozens of other things 
as remarkable in the 301 , instrument 
which you buy for seven do lars and a 
half—and makes money at it. 

Sixty or seventy-five dol 
cheap, thrown-together radio 
absurd. The cost isn't in ma 
in unnecessary labor, the exp 
fective sets, service and sale 
quired for inferior merchand 
losses on over-production. 

ars for a 
set ? It's 
rials. It's 
nse of de-
effort re-
e, and the 

The Atwater-Kent Comp4ny is the 
most successful radio manu acturer in 
this country because there is anufactur-
ing intelligence and built-in lonesty and 
stability in Atwater-Kent apparatus. 
Others are trying, some don't know how 
to try, and some don't try a all. The 
president of a company whiFh put out 
a large stock issue last winter told me 
rather proudly that their re urned, de-
fective sets were only six pr cent. I 
know they were more than hat, and I 
know that they have on hand rts which 
will never be used for one-fifth as many 
sets as they sold. 

With such competition it is easy to 
understand the success of th Atwater-
Kent Company. If the pub c's money 
had gone into factory equip nt rather 
than into the pockets of the executives, 
radio would have been saved t o or three 
years of growing pains. 

M. B. SLE PER, 
Editor. 

Radio Engineering ( Ma> 1923 
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PRODUCTION FIGURES 

PART # Model 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 Total 

4325 8 17 (2) 15 
4340 10 12270 2689 14959 
4445 9 2449 3920 6369 
4480 9 8 7 15 
4490 10 8 3 11 

4550 10 122 11831 
4560 10 80 18517 
4590 10 2363 
4.600 10 1235 1614 
4610 10 B 49 

1 

11953 
(1) 18596 

2363 
2850 

49 

4620 12 1520 (2) 1518 
4640 20 78321 109027 2422 189770 
4660 9 C 4180 1796 (23) (6) 5947 
4670 20 Panel 7218 1 7219 

4700 10 C 23324 18151 (412) 2 41065 

4880 19 2298 3418 (18) 5698 
4910 12 5377 3193 (148) 8422 
4920 24 4257 2943 1786 8986 
4950 10 Pooley 7043 5790 29 12862 
7570 20 Compact 163376 (119) 163257 

7885 20 Panel 18648 1516 20164 
7780 21 Dry Cell 17584 (7208) (10) 10366 
7817 21 Dry Cell Panel 15 6 21 

7960 20 Compact 76150 6446 82596 
8000 30 99297 21525 120822 

8041 30 Panel 642 642 

8100 35 199944 122075 322019 
8186 30 Panel 28406 214 28620 
8260 20 Panel 9693 (716) 8977 

8270 32 35958 788 36746 

8280 32 Panel 1817 13 1830 

8432 20 Panel 44 44 
8500 50 1540 1540 

8930 33 70370 70370 
8970 33 Panel 28 28 

9043 30 Panel 
9050 33 Panel 
9390 36 
9500 37 

9520 36 Console 
Special Sets 9 

19841 19841 
38725 38725 
36209 36209 
12240 12240 
4033 4033 

9 

TOTALS 16189 167320 351159 449740 333358 1317766 

Figures reconstructed from factory records, copyright 1987 by Ralph Williams. Used by permission. 
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Bremer-Tully Manufacturing Company 

arry A. Bremer's interest in I 
radio dated from 1905 when he took "High Frequency 
Currents" as his sophomore thesis at Armour Institute in 
Chicago, and built a coherer and spark coil. He graduated 
with an EE degree but went into the manufacture of auto 
radiators and the machinery to make them. 

John C. Tully was also a graduate electrical engineer, 
though he held at one time or another such positions as 
newspaper reporter, advertising manager, professor of col-
lege mathematics, real estate sales manager, and assistant 
bank cashier. He was developing a domestic oil burner 

when he met Bremer; their first joint venture was a semi-
automatic machine for tinning radiator tubes. 

Their backgrounds anti interests meshed perfectly, 
Bremer doing the engineering work ( he had 7 U.S. patents) 

while Tully attended to the business end. Tully was active 
in other businesses and trade organizations simultane-
ously. The company was incorporated October 17, 1922. 

Bremer-Tully's first product is said to have been a one-
plate vernier condenser in 1921, followed by a three-
circuit tuner. From the making of parts they progressed to 
pictorial wiring diagrams and, by July 1924, their first kit, 

Here is a corner of the experimental laboratory where measurements on condensers 
and inductances are made. It is also here where preliminary tests are run on all 
apparatus before the company commits itself to the manufacture of a new article 

the "Nameless." This was supposed to be a temporal' title 
while they held a contest to choose a permanent one, but, 
dissatisfied with the entries, they awarded a prize and 
kept "Nameless" anyway. 

In October 1925 they began advertising complete re-
ceivers under the name "Counterphase" with five iind six 
tubes; the following July they switched to shielded six-
and eight-tube sets. 

By mid- 1928 Bremer-Tully had moved to a new factory 
and was a substantial company, licensed by RA and 

Hazeltine and employing about 200 well-paid men. Qual-
ity was stressed over quantity and about 50 sets per day 
were made. Bremer and Tully sold out to Brunswick at a 
high price around December 1928, the announcement 
coming in March 1929. Brunswick shortly closed the plant 

and moved the machinery to its own factory. John W. i Mil-
lion, formerly with King-Hinners, was chief e gineer. 
When Brunswick in turn sold its radio division t Warner 

Bros. in April 1930, and Million joined Utah, the 
Tully corporate name remained as a subsidiary 
wick Radio Corp., but Warners discontinued pr 
within a few years and sold off the machinery. 

Bremer-
Bruns-
duction 
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General offices of the firm are at 532 South Canal St., Chicago, Ill. In this picture is 
shown a portion of the office 

IL, lue• 19261, p. 5 
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John C. Tully, president of the Bremer-
Tully Manufacturing Co. 

Harry A. Bremer, vice-president and sec-
retary of the Bremer-Tully Manufactur-

ing Co. 

In the foreground is one of the machines used in winding primaries and interiors of 
torostyle coils. Finished primaries are seen under the spool of wire, while to the right 
are a few of the finished coils. Special machinery had to be developed for winding 

this type of coil, as explained in the article 

A section of the plant where condensers are assembled 

Radio Age ( June 19261. p. 

Nameless Feb. 1925 $26.50 kit 
Construction article (different mechanical layout) in Radio Engineering, Apr. 1925, pp. 203-210. Also in N.Y. Evening 
World, Mar. 21, 1925, p. 17. 
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Ralph t<i Elinor Williams 

Vernon OehIke 

6-40 R Mar. 1928 $ 130 

6-40 S Apr. 1928 $130 

6-41 console $190 

It-T Counterphnse, Complete Receiver 

Counterphase Six Oct. 1925 $ 165 
Technical articles in Radio Broadcast, Jan. 1 

pp.350-352,4,6,8, and in Radio News, Nov. 1923, 

pp.616-617. Counterphase Power Six construction 

in Radio, Dec. 1926, pp.35-36,94, and in II 

Listeners Guide and Call Book and Radio Review. ‘,) 1.1 

no. 12, Mar. 1927, pp. 88-92. 

26, 

92 

1 
Counterphase Eight Aug. 1926 $225 

Counterphase Six Sept. 1926 8151 

A technical article on a 7-tube version 

is in Radio News, Mar. 1927, pp. 1101-1102. 
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Model 81—DE LUXE STANDARD CO SOLE 
Chassis identical with Model 82. 

$164, less tubes; slightly higher west of Rock• s 

80 June 1929 $89.50 

81 $ 164 82 ( Illus. on ) 951 $ 95 
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Counterphase S-12 
Price $215.00 

Counterphase 6-37 
Price $165.00 

1 -"1. Speaker. 
Price. $35.00 

Counterphase S-16 
Price $295.00 

Greater Value 
The B-T record for having produced only 
outstanding radio successes carries more 
weight each year. 

The cumulative effect of added numbers of 
satisfied users—the increased extensiveness 
of the Line,—make the B-T Franchise a 
greater value than ever before. 

At $ 110.00 the new Six provides Counter-
phase quality at a price that will appeal to a 
widely extended market. 

Additional models in both sixes and eights 
furnish a complete line. 

il.C. operation is provided for in Counter-
phase 6-37 and 8-16 at somewhat higher 
prices than the regular light socket models 
illustrated. 

Measuring up to the high B-T standard the 
new Speaker marks a great stride forward. 
You cannot help being impressed with its ex-
cellent performance. 

Factory authorized and factory Protected 
B-T dealers are more than ever satisfied 
to continue their franchises. They ap-
predate its increasing value. 

You also can profit handsomely by secur-
ing the B-T franchise in your community. 

It may still be open. Write today. 

Bremer -Tully 
Mf g. Company 

520 S. Canal St. Chicago 

The Counterphase is covered by 
numerous exclusive Bremer-
Tully patents and is licensed by 
R.C.A. and affiliated companies. 

Counterphase 6-35 
Price $110.00 

B-Power Unit 
Price $37.50 

Counterphase 6-22 
Price $140.00 

S-12 Receiver and 
No. 14 Table 

Price of Table $50.00 

etel,e.%  

These models were introduced in July 1927. In Sept. 1927 came two AC models: 6-38 ( identical with the 6-37) and 8-17 
(identical with 8-16). In Nov. the 8-13 ( identical with 8-12) was added, along with a $ 175 model not pictured that may 
have been the 6-36. 93 
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Brunswick 
Highboy Console 
Model No. 21 

Price $ 174 Tubes Extra 

Brunswick 
Cornbination 

Panatrope with Radio 
Model No. 31 

Pece $272 
Tubes Extra 

Brunswick 
Lowboy Console 
Model No. 14 

Price $ 148 
Tubes Extra 

Radio — Panatrope with Radio — Records 

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER COMPANY 
New York, Chicago, Toronto—Branches in All Principal Cities 

ederReri."9.1% tenTer" ior!) " Ent:;oeld 1: .see?ndt.-1.31:"IinizerV -Hilt 
11:11'ndery'lgoAr•:. of Storni, . ISIS Pololod in U. S. 

Nov. 1929 models: 14 $148 21 $174 31 $272. 
Dec. 1929 models: 14S $129 21S $154 31S $249 (screen-grid) 

Same chassis as Bremer-Tully 80 and S80 series, which were still being ad-

vertised. Until 1928, Brunswick radios used RCA chassis. 
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relnerTUltlennOlinCeS 
cXew and ImprovedRado Models  

(wait 

if r 

A widely extended line of amazing values—sixes, sevens and 
eights— 

N-0 ,1. It SI It 02 

Your supreme opportunity for bigger profits 
and added prestige. 

It-T 7,1 
With Niagli.-th• 
Speak., $, 1.5.011 

With Dytianiii• 
Slititlecr £200.00 

No esrential to radio merchandising success has 
been ovellooked. 

Get the B-T line now! 

Every feature feature of thb bigger and better B-T line 
reflects the extensive radio experience of the 
manufacturer. 

Seven years of outstanding achievement and suc-
cess is behind it. 

Furniture of surpassing beauty. 

Performance beyond anything at equal prices. 

Selling policies that consistently protect the 
dealer. 

7ried 
and 
%»ze 
Proved 

The coupon will bring further details. 

 COUPON  

Name   

Address   

City  State  

Bremer-Tully Mfg. Company 
656-602 Washington Blvd.. Chicago 

Model 82—DELUXE FRENCH DOOR CONSOLE 
Genuine butt walnut veneer with Carpathian Maple overlay. 

$195, less tubes; slightly higher west of Rockies 

Short technical article on the 8-20 in 

Radio Broadcast, Jan. 1929, p.177. 

Radio Retailing ( July 19281, p. I 1 1 

Browning-Drake Corp. 

A Ithough Browning-Drake was £ 

in business for more than ten years, the name is remem-
bered for just one circuit. In August 1923 Frederick H. 
Drake, in his senior year at Harvard, made a mathematical 
study of tuned-RF amplification at the suestion of the 
radio editor of the Christian Science Monitor, Volney D. 
Hurd. Drake approached Glenn H. Browning, four years 
older, a Research Fellow at Harvard's Cruft Laboratory 
after a stellar undergraduate career at Cornell, with the 
idea of making experimental measurements to confirm the 

math. In the course of a year, they found that tile usual 
tuned-RF transformer had far too much capacitance be-
tween primary and secondary windings, nhich lowered the 

amplification, but that by making their primary of small 
wire wound in a thin slot, their transformer gave 90% of 
the theoretical voltage step-up. 

Almost immediately the Monitor and other Boston 
papers picked up the "Browning- Drake" circuit. Since 

Browning and Drake had used National C.o. condensers 
and vernier dials ( National being located in Cambridge, 
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with Harvard), president William A. Ready collaborated 
on the mechanical design, and by December 1924 was ad-
vertising "National Regenaformer" kits with the proper 
condensers and coils, attractively packaged with instruc-
tions for building the set. Arthur Lynch publicized the cir-
cuit in his magazine Radio Broadcast, QST printed an ar-
ticle, Browning and Drake read a paper before the IRE, 
and the race was on. 

The radio magazines and newspapers were full of trick 
circuits, every one backed by some manufacturer with 
parts to hawk, but the Browning-Drake really was as good 
as it claimed to be. It continued to sell, with mechanical 
but few electrical changes, for several years. 

By December 1925 Browning had formed the Browning-
Drake Corp. and was advertising complete receivers, 
while National continued to sell the kits. In late 1928 one 

NATIONAL 001111PANY. INC. 

Engineers and Manufaelurers 

110 BROOKLINE ST.. CA MBRID GE MA SS. 

BULLETIN NO. 105 

THE NATIONAL REGENAFORMER 

Fu.. I 

THE BROWNING•DRAKE RECEIVER USING THE NATIONAL REGENAFORMER 

WHAT IT IS 

To Glen H. Browning and Frederick H. Drake, of Harvard University, belongs the 
honor of designing the remarkable new type of Radio Frequency Transformer, known as 
the National Regenaformer, which has proved so efficient that over 905 of the value of 
amplification calculated by mathematics was actually produced when the transformer was 
subjected to laboratory tests. The National Regenaformer is incorporated in a hook up 
known as the Browning-Drake Circuit which has essentially two tubes—a radio frequency 
amplifier and detector ( Fig. 1) to which two stages of audio amplification may be added, 
making a four-tube set for loud-speaker reception. 

2 

"A'' shoes the arninilicalhin with 
National DX Condenner and il I enter 
type Radio Frequency Transformer. while 

is the amplification or a Neuttodyne 
lype ol Radio Frequency Transformer 

WHAT IT HAS DONE 
Mr. I.. I,. %• ont, of Brighton. Mass., received 35 'tad°. in one evening 

on this net, among which were: EGO Oakland. California; KSI, St. Lodi, 
Missouri, and PW X Cuba, Or. I,. It. Cheetham. located in Worceeter. 
Marx.. says: "This em is a wonder — had troll., Atlanta and Kansas City 
the first night, before 9 I. M. on the loud speaker. Marvelous clarity and 
wonderful volume. Can't nee push.pull on station. under 1500 miles, an trio 
much volume " The reaaon for these results is clearly shown by referring 
to Fig. I. Curve "A" shows the amplification with National ON Con. 
denser and Regettaformer type Radio Frequency Transformer. while " ti" is 
the amplificati llll of a Neutrodyne type of Radio Frequency Transformer. 

WHAT THE PRESS THINKS OF IT 
The set was non presented before the American Institute ot Electrical 

Engineers. It was then published by the Ch  •' Science Monitor, which 
gave complete data for constructing the set in a aeries of articles which 
started tune 7, 1924. So many favorable report. of the circuit came an that 
a second write-up appeared in the Radio Woad'. Fair Supplement, 5,111.22 

The Boston Post featured the set in its Sunday edi l i ll n of Oct. 6. reprinting 
it again on Oct. lit because of its great popularity. The Itoston Globe 
also published it Oct. Ill, apeaking of it as 'a new circuit of great possi. 
!unties . he Roston American published it on I tel. 16 to 20 in connection 
with the new American Super. Publiahed in Radio Itroadcarn, December 
issue. and in Radio Engineering. December mite. 

The Browning-Drake set was described in Radio 
Engineering, Nov. 1924, pp. 327-335 (4-tube panel ver-
sion), Radio Broadcast, Dec. 1924, pp. 282-287 (4-tube 
breadboard 81 panel versions), QST, Apr. 1925, pp. 
21-23 (3-tube breadboard). 

piece of advertising stated "over a million people 1 sten in 
on Browning-Drake receivers" and that may not ve ex-
aggerated by much. Browning kept up a constant )arrage 
of articles for any radio magazines which wou print 
them. However, once the kit craze died down, nd the 
company had to find something new to sell, it did 't do so 
well, being operated by a creditors' committee b March 
1930. 

Browning-Drake did continue until 1937 whe Brow-
ning formed Browning Laboratories, making a di rse ar-
ray of electronic devices over the years. Drake mean-
while, having remained at Harvard to get his A and 
PhD, joined Radio Frequency Laboratories at oonton, 
New Jersey, then formed Aircraft Radio Corp. in ioonton 
in 1929 where he did outstanding pioneer work in it-borne 
radio. 

THE NATIONAL REGENAFORMER 
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PROPERTIES OF THE REGENAFORMER RECE VER 

I—It is extremely sensitive, and therefore excellent for distant recepticei. 
2 It ie eelective enough to cut out local eadiocesting. 

3 —There is no radiation when properly <rind lllll d, and consequently ints disturbance 
occurs in neighboring sett. 

4—Stations may be tuned in with or without obtaining beat note.. On, DX reception 
the beat note is • ttttt help. 

5-Stations come in at definite points on the second Dial, and, ther fore, it nay be 
logged for future reference. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Fig. I shows a two-tube " Bread Board" model of the Bro 
while Fig. 3 shows the wiring diagram with two stages of aud 
(Right of dotted line). The principal parts of this set are embodied 
National Regenaformer Kit, consisting of : 

1 National Antenna Coil mounted on 
I .0005 National DX Conti  with 
1 4- Velvet Vernier Dial 
1 National Regenaformer, mounted on 

I .00035 National DX Condenser wit 
I 4' Velvet Vernier Dial 
I Blueprint of Wiring Diagram 
I Set of Hardware for Mounting. 

kning-Drake receiver, 
o amplification added 
in a kit known as the 

PRICE OF KIT: 

$22.00 
THE NATIONAL RECENAFORMER AND COIL, ONI.1 . • $7.50 

Dealers' Standard Package 2 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NATIONAL CO., Inc. 

110 Brookline Street, Cambridge Mass. 
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Introducing 

the 

BROWNING-DRAKE 

RECEIVER 

The B-D Standard 
Five tubes w:th 

standard sockets. Pro-
vides for power tube. 
Mahogany cabinet 
with battery compart-
ments at either end. 
List price, without 
tubes and batteries, 

$130. 

I
N the quest for a set that would give 
greater distance and selectivity and 
still be economical and simple in de-

sign, Frederick H. Drake and Glenn H. 
Browning, both doing research work at 
Harvard University, set to work mathe-
matically to see just how much could be 
developed by a tuned radio frequency 
transformer. 

It was found that with the aid of a 
special primary to minimize capacity 
coupling, radio frequency amplification 
amounting to over 90% of the maximum 
could be obtained. 

The resultant circuit, known as the 
Browning-Drake Regenaformer Circuit, 
has been so successful in getting extreme 

distance with exacting selectivity that it 
is now presented to the public in three 
styles of receivers. 

Three stages of resistance coupled 
amplification give the Browning-Drake 
Receiver on unsurpassed quality of tone. 

During the Trans-Atlantic tests 
made earlier in the year the Browning-
Drake Receiver received Madrid, Spain. 
Owners of Browning-Drake Receivers 
living in the East have verified reception 
from KGO, Oakland, California; KFI, 
Los Angeles, California; Mexico City 
and Calgary, Canada. 

Ask your radio dealer to show you 
the new Browning-Drake Receivers. 

Distributors and Dealers—Write us for details 

BROWNING-DRAKE CORPORATION 

353 Washington Street Brighton, Mass. 

The B-D Senior The B-D Junior 
Six tubes with new type 

sockets. Built-in-loud-speak-
er. Battery compartments. 
List price, without tubes or 
batteries, $185. 

Five tubes with new type 
sockets. Power tube may be 
used. Mahogany finish cabi-
net. List price, without 
tubes and batteries, $95. 

* Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST * 
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Presenting the 

BROWNING - DRAKE 
Line of Receivers 

Model 6-A 

SINGLE DIAL SIX TUBES 

ILLUMINATED DRUM CONTROL 

COMPLETELY SHIELDED 

SUPER-SELECTIVITY -  
A
3del— FTER many years of extensive reeearch 

work by Prof. Glenn H. Browning and 
Dr. Frederick H. Drake, the laboratories 

of the Browning-Drake Corporation have pre-
pared for public presentation, an entirely new 
conception of the world-famous Browning. 
Drake Receiver. 
Browning-Drake has long been known for its 
natural tone quality and only a few months 
ago made a record of transcontinental recep-
tion, Los Angeles from Boston, on seven con-
secutive nights. The ability of the 
new receivers to demonstrate even 

more remarkable distance perform-
ance, to give a finer tone, and to cut 

through the strongest local interfer-
ence, gives them an unmistakable 

appeal. 

The two new models are the first 

Browning-Drakes to use more than 

five tubes. An unusual single control drum 
dial is used which is exceptionally powerful in 
its action and operates without the slightest 
trace of backlash. 
These receivers are the result of nearly five 
years of exhaustive research and steady pro-
gress. Backed by the reputation of the Brown-
ing-Drake Corporation, we believe they will 
occupy a paramount position in radio this year. 
Investigate the Browning-Drake opportunity 
TODAY! 

Specifications: 
Browning-Drake, Model 6-A: (illus-
trated above), uses conventional 
Browning-Drake circuit with slight 
modifications. Four audio tubes give 
natural tone and great volume when 
desired. Small auxilliary condenser is 
provided to bring signal. of distant 
stations to maximum Intensity. Beau-
tiful two tone Duco walnut cabinet 
harmonizes with all home furnishings. 
Length 27 inches; depth, 15 inches, 
height 11 inches. List without tubes 
and batteries, $ 105. 

You are invited to see our display in BOOTH 1; SECTION—CC, 
at the Radio World's Fair to be held in Madison Square 
Garden, New York City from September 19th to 24th. 

BROWNING-DRAKE CORPORATION 
CAMBRIDGE : : MASS. 

MODEL 5-R 

Five tubes. Uses three stages 
of resistanre-roupleft amplifi-
cation. Provision for power 

tube in last audio stage. 

Cabinet Is two tone Duro 
mahogany finish. List with-
out tubes and batteries $55. 

MODEL 7.A 
Seim tubes, single dial, Il-
luminated drum control. 
Completely shielded. Cabinet 
can be had in either two tone 
Dura mahogany or walnut. 
Length 30 inches; depth, 15 
inches, height, 11 inches. 
List without tubes and bat-

teries, $ 145. 

BROWNING 
CABINETS 

PARTS 
L . DRAKE 

RECEIVERS 
KITS 



Herb Parsons 
The National Regenaformer 

30 July 1928 $215 

34 ( Eight hi Line/ Oct. 1928 $ 135 

36 with speaker, 38 highboy. Short technical article in Ra-
dio Broadcast, Feb. 1929, p.266. 

Model 83— 
Battery Operated. Table Model. ( less 

tubes) $75.00 

Model 53— 
AC Screen-Grid. Table Model, ( less 

tubes) $102.50 

Model 63— 
A-C Heater Type. Table Model, ( less 

tubes) 
$98.00 

5R changed from Jr. in June 1926 Warren Falls 

() \ Sept. 1927 $ IHT 

32 July 1928 $295 
99 



Glenn Browning 

Browning Labs. 

Models 

I/51\1%1111111,T r 'MP PrIT1 . 1" 

Model 84 
Smell console ( 38x26x14) ( less 

tubes) 

53, 54, 55 ($172.50) 
63, 64, 65 ($ 167.50) 
83, 84 
56, 66 

$119.50 

June 1929 

June 1929 
Nov. 1929 
Oct. 1929 

Radio Kit Reviews 
ADAPTING THE BROWNING-

DRAKE TWO-TUBE KIT TO THE 

SHIELDED GRID TUBE 
The new double ,,id tube an be used ir 

the rt. stage of the Browning.Drake two-tubt 
kit described in January RADIO by • few 
simple chews. These include ( 1) en...t 
nut the primary of the ri. transformer and 
sulotitutine a 54 mid. condenser and ri 
choke. ( 21 alfielding the rf. stage. (3) in-
ere. a 54 mid. condenser between the tube% 
plate and a conneetion to ground. and lei 
putting • le or 15 ohm resistance in ee 
ment devil to reduce (rorn t to 33 roils A 
neutral.., nondriver à used to 'stance the 
very small capacity heaven the tubek plate 
and coon) grid. thus giving great. effichrory 
for the reigunation on the ri. truelormer 
Thee ch... are drown in Fa 1. 

cecun N, 

A+ 6, Be e 
Pi L Circuit Diagram af Brescning-Dralse 

'Ow primary of the r.. transformer it 
shorted out because of the tube's very high im-
pedance. 'DI. direct con/pi,. . ulte 
transformer, requires a pa.. trd 
conesting of 1he 54 mid. co dour and choke 
coil. thus. keeping el. current out of the B 
supply The tubek plate is connected directly 
to the stator of the second uned circuit. 
As this puts the Plee-emen grid .P.ry 

across the esond tuning co denser it may be 
news., to put a le minis condenser across 

used as a detector, this resistance Is not nrces• 

arT. 
When the oveiver is completed and ron• 

netted up it may le neutralized by setting 
the dtal at about 30 on the scale and turning 
the tickler in ei.er direction until a dis. 
Out click is hard in the loud sieaker or 
telephones. Adjust the tickler coil until this 
circuit is not oscillating. A to to determine 
whether or not the set is oscillating le to place 
the finger on the terminal of the 54 mfd. 

Tua-Tut, lid at Mudded for Screened Grid Tillie 

RADIO FOFt MARCH, 10311 

the fint tuned cirouit, as shown by dotted 
lines in Fig. I. In many cases, however, es-
pecially if the .0001 mid series antenna con• 
denser adds enough capacity, the trimmer 
condenser will take rare of any difference be. 
tween the two singly-rontroad tuning con-
denser ettirors throughout the waveband. A 
few experiments will determine whither it à 
nettled In a given .stallation 
Suitable .01. and i.ructions for their 

use nay be secured from the Browning•Drake 
Coronation. The hi mfd rondenser between 
the shield grid and ground is essential when 
using this tube. 

The 10-15 ohrn sesistance . ta filament 
circuit not only cuts the 5 volts used with de 
300-A or 340 deal., to 33 volts for the 
semen..t ged tube, hut also suppliet biasing 
current. If • 3 volt supply and —90 tube t, 

blocking condenser. which. if connected to 
tbe grid of the second tuning devil (to get 
at this condenser the top of the shield on the 
ri compartment will lave to be =onus-Olt 
a distinct click will be heed if this cirroit 
is oscillating. Now turn the tickler hack to 
where oscilloing lust Ieases• 
trimmer condenser will then throw Ibis circuit 
into mediation if Use neutralising condenser is 
not properly ta ne neutralizing condenser 
.ouhl be then set until the above test is 
satisfactory and the trimmer condenser has 
no effect on oscillations produced in the sec-
ond circuit. It will be found that this trim-
mer condenser is almost at a min.um value 
Too much cannot he aid in favor of wire 

the screened grid tube as a radio frequenry 
amplifier. The amplification obtainable is Ire-
mendous. and the opera),, can euily get down 
to the noise level ve. little or no difficulty. 

CIRCIP7 h'.°. 5 BOOK REVIEWS 
.. .actical Radio Telegraphy," by Arthur R. 

Nilson and J. L. Hewn.. 330 west 3% ea 
in, published by kfcCraw-Hill Book Co, New 
York fay. Price 33.00. 

This Is an instructive tat written primarily 
for those preparing to pus the rumination 
(oven to •pplicants lor license As a =mum. 
°unto' ne authors have h•d long experi-
ence and great Recess in t.ching 'indents at 
the Radio Institute of the Wat Side V. M. 
C. A.. New York City. The hook Sam with 

e.nentary explanation of electroity and 
gradually builds . uncle...ding of the prin-
cipI., of radio tranamitting and receiving 
equipment. As this is done withont the use 
ol mathematics it is easily comprehended by 
one who lacks such training. 
Much of the material has not been pies. 

ously published in book form. FOf instance, 
new R. C. A. vacuum tithe transmitters are 
described and ill.rated, ineluding a complele 
ship's diagram for tadt., trouble from the 
d 3 mains to the antenna insulator. An nwel 
s1.1( epparatus, including that of independent 
manufacture. à compk-tely covered. The opera-
tion of radio direction finders, and of remedy-
ing their troubles. am described Ill detail 
On the whole, it is a reliable, adequate and 

well-balanced text which admirably fulfills it. 
pern•ry purpose and in addition vein be valu-
able to commereial operators who eriab to 
hot. up on the details of sets they may be 
cal. upon to handle. 
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Model 57 
Screen-grid. 
Less tubes 

Model 67 
Heater type. 
Less tubes 

Model 54 
Small console ( 38,126514) 

Screen-UM 
Less Tubes 

Model 64 
Small console ( 33N2 ,ix I 4 

Heater- type 
Less tubes 

$142.50 

-$137.50 

(illustrated above) Model 56 (42x25x15) 

$188.50 IcerseseleaL $154.50 
(illustrated above) Model 66 (42=25x1.5) 

$183.50 Heater-type. $149.50 
Lest tubes 

Froneg 

POPULAR RADIO WORK SHEET 
THE 192; filloWNING-DRAKB 

11059 THE INSTRUMENTS ARE MOUNTED 
The neuseing ej ihe 'names,. is meek simplified by- Ike fad 11•11 the 

suh-fianel WM.) reads drilled wee monnsing hardwure. 

LUT ols PARTS FOR B1.11.110NC T1113 Rfi0gOtia 
COST oF Pon-re—Nu ors, $55.00 

BrowningsDrake single-mount kit, ... 
.nine, 
A— Browning- Drake antenna coil: 
13—Brownins.Drake high-frequenry 

transformer, 
C—Ilammarlund midlite variable 

rondos., .00.5 mid.: 
13—Hammarlund inidline variable 

rondenser, .000" 
R—B rownin g•Drake 

drum dial( 
T—Aluminum bracket, mounting 

brackets and hardware 
E—BrowninoTtrakr special nrutralithig 

condenser, 

F—Browning Drake ,nriable midget PO and N2-11lenjarn Clesrastone 5-
condense, .06035 rold.,• prong sour.: 

C.—Aerovox Tel. .1 mfd. special 0—Clarostat ese.de 
blocking rond,x.r, Beaming-Drake fron 

11—Aerovox 3,4.1.4..,.,, UNI mid.; O.. of: 
I—Tinytobe fixed rondeery, .001 add.; 15— Built and eng ved Oro. Paul( 
J—Tinytobe met condenser, •00037 Q—Drilled ale. um sulopanel 

complete wit mounting hard• 
K—Tohe Veritas e mestohnh ware; 

equipprd. with a oandard Lynch S—Yaxley off.. Hl. 
monrorog th and U3—Mica 

I.— Browning Drake high-I requeneY 
choke milt 

M—Deneral Itadi• ccsterstaPPed 'T-
esta INE ohms; 

VI, vn,Jt. Vi and 5—Eby binding 
prots( 

Wire, solder, th. 

THE WIRING OF TIIE RECEIVER 

Pl.',, I: The Wanner. are in 111•C, Ti. wiring above Ike sit.h.PMei h iwesIcrord 
in mid ash b..,. coed she Maw IS, sub-pond in dolled lIgh lines. 



CIL Allolr-IE AST 1-1A 
Clapp-Eastham Co. 

1 he Clapp-Eastham story be-
gins with Melville Eastham in Oregon, where his father 
was instrumental in setting up the first electric generating 
system. In 1905, at the age of 20, he came East to work 

for the Ovington X-Ray Co., whose chief engineer was 
William O. Eddy, with J. Emory Clapp as sales engineer. 

In 1906 the three decided to go into business for them-
selves, manufacturing X-ray equipment. As Clapp 
financed the venture, they moved to his hometown of Bos-
ton where they started the Clapp, Eddy, and Eastham Co. 

at 100 Boylston St. Eddy's coils were particularly good for 
X-ray and wireless work, where substantial current capac-
ity was necessary. 
When in February 1908 Eddy left, the company became 

the Clapp-Eastham Co., with $ 10,000 capital. They 

added other wireless components to their line, concentrat-
ing more and more in this area, to the exclusion of their 
X-ray business. Clapp, whose primary interest was in 

X-rays, sold out in 1910 to O. Kern) Luscomb, lait the 
company remained Clapp-Eastham, moving to Kendall 

Square in Cambridge. 
By 1915 Eastham was restless too. Envisioning a large 

future market for radio measuring instruments, he and 
Luscomb formed the General Radio Co. v. ill] three other 
investors. Starting with $9,000 in capital and a payroll of 
two, General Radio a year later had 30 employees, and 
was as substantial a concern as Clapp-Eastham. In 1917 
Eastham and Luscomb each went his own way, exchang-
ing his interest in the other's company. Eastham now con-
trolled General Radio, and the Clapp-Eastham Co. em-

ployed neither Clapp nor Eastham! 

Clapp-Eastham issued a series of 32 to 48-page cata-
logs during the teens, largely devoted to components, both 
transmitting and receiving. While it made a few complete 

receivers, these were a small part of its business. On April 
18, 1920 the company obtained the first post-war Arm-

strong regenerative license; its subsequent quarterly roy-
alty payments of $ 12.60 and $5.06 would indicate sales of 
just $252 and $ 101.20. George Eltz, Jr. was chief engi-
neer after 1919. 

Clapp-Eastham hit the jackpot during the radio boom of 
late 1921—early 1922, introducing the FIR in December. 
But it was all down hill afterward, as the company couldn't 
match its competition. Clapp-Eastham models looked 
nearly as cheap as Crosleys, for example, but cost twice as 
much. A joint venture with United Cigar Stores, making 
its featured "Unico Special" model, might have given 

Clapp-Eastham the sales outlets it needed, as United 
planned to sell radio in all of its 1200 retail stores, after its 
first trials in August 1923. But when Westinghouse began 

The factory in 1922. It still looks much the same. 

harassing its Armstrong licensees, United by the end of 

the year had switched to other brands. 
Around April 1926 the company, or what was left of it, 

moved to Long Island City, New York and made some 
agreement with Westinghouse to produce regenerative re-
ceiver kits, to be marketed by Bruno Radio Corp. What-

ever the deal was, it didn't work out; Clapp-Eastham was 
last heard from in 1929, collecting a debt from Bru no's 

financial backer. 
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Wireless Apparatus 

Ceco Transformer—Closed Core Type 

A 250 watt closed core transformer as powerful as the 
ordinary 6 in spark induction coil for wireless work, ard 
costs but $30. It is especially adapted to tuned trans-
mitting circuits and can be run from any lamp socket 
giving alternating current. We also build larger sizes up 
to 10 kw. capacity at moderate prices. Complete parts for 
a 50 mile tuned transmitting set consisting of 250 watt 
transformer, large capacity glass plate condenser, oscillation 
transformer with adjustable primary and secondary in-
ductances, and adjustable spark-gap making an accurate 
model of a modern commercial station complete for 650. 
Send for our descriptive folder of experimental appara-

tus for receiving and transmitting, including 

Transformers Telephone Mead Receivers 
Tuners Condensers Oscillation Transformers 

Detectors 5park.Oaps Potentiometers 

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO. 
730 Boylston Street BOSTON, MASS. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrice." 

Blitzen receiver Apr. 1912 $33 with phones ( later 

$24 without phones). Last advertised in 1915. The right-

hand switch, for a loading coil, was a $4 option. 

1.
,7

ec
tr

ie
, 
(M
ar

. 
19
12
) 

Constructed entirely of hard rubber on a mahogany 

base. Thirty primary and twelve secondary contact 
points. The price is Fifteen Dollars. Our new 

literature is full of surprises; sent for 4e stamps. 

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY 
143 Main St., Cambridge, Mass. 

Aylsworth Agencies Co. J. J. Duck 
143 Second Street 430 St Clair Street 
San Francisco, Ca'. Toledo, Ohio 
Western Sales Agents Central Sales Agent 

List advertised 

Last advertised 

1919-1920. 

KAI," 
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Right: D tuner 1914 ( cat. SI $25 

in 1922. This marble base is a replica. 
Left: Blitzen tuner Mar. 1912 $ 15 

in 1915. A similar "short-wave'. type H co 

New England Wireless tir 

D receiver Dec. 1913 $90 

Last advertised in 1915 

$16 in 

1 Wolven 

'team Museum 
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11R Dec. 1921 $35 After Apr. 1922, the oak cabinet was $35, the mahogan :4 14). A matching HZ an difier ap-
peared in Feb. 1922 for $35. 

rot- /Wee,. IQ, 

CLAPP-EASTHAM QUALITY 

$35 
Buys 
this 
Set 

Perfect Rte. 

eaten • t • ! I 

wave- lengths. 

Wonder fur-

ly simple contre!. 

See this Set in 
CLEARWATER, FLA. 

at eir ho•dpiaartere or order dIrecif bp ma, .11..1 ef Wide 
set • se complete lin• ***** radio metreeent free es emu. 

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY 
CLEARWARER, FLORIDA 

A Set 
You 
Will 
be 

Proud 
of 

but will give re, 
suits that will 

astonish yalt 

friends who t,.,,, 
n expenswe 

' 

See this Set in 
DAYTON, OHIO 

Mit lend temple. line of oth•r radto • do.peimat free oe regret 

WILLIAM HALL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
DAYTON. OHIO 

Low 
Cost 
But 
Big 

Results 
oily LIS. Mt 

absolutely gu,. 

anteed to give 

remits equal or 

superior to .1 

on the market re-

gardless of price 
sree're.ere's 

See this Set in 
NEW KENSINGTON, PA. 
set end compiele II» of ether radio ieduipm•rit free ea rwwW. 

VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Copeland Building NEW KENSINGTON, PA. 

The 
Latest 
Thing 

in 
Receiv-
ing Sets 

Vola be de• 

lighted e the dis. 

tame. clesermsas 
and loudness of 
music, sakes and 

signals received 

"1, r .13r 

See this Set in 
WESTERLY, R. I. 

at per massuarmrs sr 0,der dire, bc in.. d•talle of Me 
aad complete IM• of elm radio equip.. Iwo w rota.. 

WHITALL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
WESTERLY. R. I. 

CLAPP-EASTHAM SE VICE 

The Set 
with 
the 
Easy 

Control 

II, wt 

guaranteed h, the 
makers to gwe 

walls equal nr 
morn, lo a, 
tu the mash, „. 

verdlers or 

See this Set in 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 

•1 our twadw.www or order am. bp malt Mill dote,. of tam 
eel and contplete hoe of other mdlo epolpinent free on rwmast. 

CENTRAL RADIO COMPANY 
SOS Gennd Avenue KANSAS CITY, MO. 

For 
Distance 
Clearness 
Loudness 
.rnk $r set 

well surprise your 
'mends ,ohe own 

morn cafmnsive 

tquipment Re-
. ember that this 

•el is fully guar-
s, rd by hi 

maker. 

See this Set in 
DETROIT 

DETROIT ELECTRIC COMPANY 
434 Shelby S  DETROIT, MICH 

Wired 
Ready 
for 
Use 
w set is 

rn¡mdme when 

sow gm it. In-
.,. tube sock-

et and rheostfl. 

esl re,ly for 

See this Set in 
NEW ORK 

at «a Iseadramtere or order dim by mail rel. iimalle of thm 
mt aal comp ate ef ether re a • pielprocol Irc• w mew. 

DREYFUS SALES CORPORATION 
179 Greenwich S NEW YORK CITY 

$35 
Buys 
this 
Set 
riect Reim. 

era... at all 

- length,. 
X • tenacity ef-
fe..t. tom hand 

See Chi. Set in 
UNIONT N, PA. 

at mr ImaPparters ***** by mall. hill de.talle ef t. 
set mod eased. of ***** io wwowowt Ro. nwlea. 

REED AUTOM IVE SERVICE 
97 Woat M. je S UNIONTOWN, PA. 
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Ralph Thorn 
111. Aug. 1922 $ 100 

‘ersion vtith knife su itches instead of jacks was adver-
tised in June. 

C3 AK. 1923 81(0 

C93 .1 ilk 1923 :S125 

Ralph l'horn 

I ull Enema rk C63 ea. Aug. 1923 $290 

C64 ( not shown) Nov. 1923 $220 
105 

RADIO RECEIVING SETS 
W/ITHOUT slightest radio experience, you will bring 
VY in music, market reports, time signals, etc.. from 
amazing distances with the new Model R Z Radak. 
Receives all standard wave lengths, amplifying the 
sound hundreds of times. See your dealer or write 
us for important Bulletin describing this sensational 
ser and other newest radio equipment. Enclose 6c. 

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY 
Oldest, Largest Mfrs. of Radio Material Exclusively 

136 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass. 

R3 June 1923 $45 

R3 Amplifier $40 

Radak 

(
;
e
n
l
i
e
n
u
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MODELS R23 AND A23 RADAK 
ONLY SET COMBINING REGENERATION WITH RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION 

Regenerative receiver with one stage each ot radio frequency and 
audio frequency amplification. Model R 23 contains tuning ele-
ments only. Model A 23 contain* dmecting and amplifying 
elements. Binding poet, inside cabinets, all connection. being 
made frorn behind. Controls simplified to final degree—three 
simple tuning dial, only, with two filament rheostats to control 
brilliancy. New Radek vernier dials. Receives 175.550-meter 
wave lengths. Handsomely made cabinets, '4 in. wide. 10?/a high, 
7 deep. ( Licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent I 113149). 

Radio Frequency Amplification 
Feature of this New Radak Set 

AFTER a long period of experi-
r% mental work we are now ready 
to offer the public a two-unit Radek 
set embodying the much-discussed 
feature of radio frequency amplifica-
tion. 

Model R 23 contains tuning ele-
ments only. Model A 23 embodies 
both detecting and amplifying ele-
ments. Model A 23, however, may 
be used in connection with any re-

generat.e recelytng eel eze why- h 
the detector is not already mounted 
and which ha. a tuned plate circuit 
(regeneration controlled by vario' 
meter). 

The two unite retail together for 
$100. Singly. Model R 23. $40; 
Model A 23 $60. If your electrical 
or radio dealer is not yet displaying 
these two new set, write too for 
further information. Send for new 
RADAK BOOK free 

CLAP P-EA ST HAM COMPAN Y 
America's oldest, largest makers of radio eqmponent exclusively 

101 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
New York Salsa ()Mee. 2U6 Broadway Pittsburgh, 332 ThIsd Aye. Chicago, 311 South Clinton 

R4 Oct. 1923 $25 

R43 Aug. 1923 $ 125 

RADAK R4 
Complete Regenerative Receiver 

RrecoJeteret° 

corfct 

35 OhcoRhetolat 
ccotrolsorry tele 
tobe-dty cea or 
storage battery 

cotee c g .r. 

Ob' 

eevp, 

Voiceilbateety 
to Light tteio, 
snap, male. 

connect 
tab:plums 

Ildalteentier 
Dtolstroattply your 

osensellin adjusting 

LI esed ..... AS4nsI U. IL Panel 1.113.14a 

PRICE $25.00 

A newly designed 
and t emoughly 
tested circuit of 
superior apability. 
sol id nahogany 
cabinet, genuine 
Formica panel, re-
markable Radak 
Vernier dials, all 
batteries inside the 
cabinet with over-
all size oe but 6 x 
x 10 incl. es. 

Where ese wiil you find these earmarks of quality in a set selling fi r $25.00? 
The new Radak "Governing Capacity" controls regeneration with sarprising 
ease. Radak R4 is a self-contained set designed for use on dry cells mid operat-
ing over a range of wave-lengths of 225 to 550 meters. Wherever mu are, or 
whereve you go, you can take this set with you. Merely slip in i flashlight 
battery, a small "B" battery and a 3-volt vacuum tube, connect to a wire hung 
out the window, thiown over the limb oi a tree or even laid on the roof if no 
antenna is available, and programs from considerable and often sur >rising di, 
tances may be received in a few minutes from the time you start. While easily 
carried no your summer home, camp, or on your vacation, the R4 is n no sense 
a portable or makeshift outfit, but its high quality of finish and WI rkmanship 
will graze the must refined surroundings. 

R4 Set complete, as illustrated and described, 
without accessories   ....$25.00 

A4 RADAK 2 STAGE AMPLIFIER 
EXACTLY MATCHES THE ABOVE SET $25.00 

From the R4 at $25.00 to the C64 five rube radio frequency set at $220.00 
THE BASIS OF RADAK SUPREMACY lies in the fact that Radak set,. 
are an engineered entity not a mere assembly of parts. Complete bulletin st 
all models sent on request. 

Manufart Lred by 

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY 
11)7 M AIN STREET, CAMBRIDGE, M ASS. 

New York, N. Y. Cleveland, Ohio San F‘sneisco, Cal 
395 Broadway Caxton Bldg. 709 Mission St. 
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TED CIGAR STORES 
RADI° 

DePA.m,n-Tior ler4 

1,Yre' 

ACKERMAN 

LOUD SPEAKER 
The -ne Horn with the BIG Voice" 

Standing 21" high, with 
11" bell and made of 
heavy metal, einainating 
vibration. together with 
Its special loud speaking 
unit. this weaker repro-
duces voice and mask 
far beyond expectations. 
Finished in plain black 
or brown: also special 
alligator grain in black 
and green or black crys-
taltine. 

$9.50 

THE UNICO -FORD 

AL WO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER 

Low organ notes and base notes a: 
well as the high tones of the violin 

N., ith perfect clarity 
and piano are brought „.4 .50 out  

The (jettuine 

U.S.TOOLCONDENSER 

ACHAIN is no stronger than 
its weakest link— and the 

most important link in a radio 
set is the condenser. 

U. S. Tool Vernier Condensers 
are the last word inefficiency,and 
stand on their own reputation. 

Make this a 
, Radio Christmas 

Santa Claus 
Starts From Here 

ak, 
LO, the vague and wonder-

ful mystery of yesterday, is 
Mankind's faithful servant and 

cheerful companion today. 

Make this a Radio Christmas! Make 
your gifts Radio gifts! The sets and 
supplies illustrated here are only a 
small part of a vast assortment to be 
seen in our stores—all products of man-
ufacturers of highest reputation. Select 
your Radio gifts at United — our sales-
men, will gladly give you expert advice, 
and your purchases will be covered by 
the unconditional 

liniteb Ouarantet: 
MERCHANDISE, QUALITY, SERVICE, 
SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 

"The Perpetual Present" 
THE UNICO REGENERATIVE 

"Unico Means Radio" 

The "joy of receiving" becomes a daily 
experience when the Christmas gift is 
the Unico Regenerative Receiver I 
Although moderately priced, the Unico 
is beautifully made and handsomely 
finished — simple, sturdy, and easy to 
operate. You can be justly proud of such 
a gift—a source of never-ending pleas-
ure to its recipients. 

COMPLETE 
READY TO OPERATE 

NO EXTRAS 

I 
$37.25 

SPECIAL! Until NewYears, above price includes 
• an Extra Set of Headphones. 

"EVERYTONE 
Canna teed 

Radio Headset 

$33—n OFINI 2 200 

5000 "Ihne 3:75 

10s V. re. 0/ 

A TIMELY GIFT 

-‘,701.'It radio friend can always uie  
mud he. :ser. A Patent •.E, ervzoac" .. 

teem! Choke. Ili v.:11 ieco1wiae it as a 1,0.1 
of high qualnx, and vet it can easily I,,• • 
chided ha our Chriiimas budget. 

Pacent 
RADIO ESSENTIALS 

HEAR tour fasorite Christmas canals 
with ad their cleat, melodious beauty 

—exactly a. the artists play and sing them! 

The Radiothe Loud Speaker is an Mum. 
meat made tor people who appreciate a 
perfect reproduction of music rnd voice. 

RADIOTIVE 
LOUD SPEAKER 

Type "E" $45"  

UNICO-TESTED SETS and 
MATERIALS of QUALITY 

Unico Two-Step Amplifiers 
sidetehoeg tAt 12.000 P03 rite., 0. to he used riehe, .,he, .a, 

De Forest Four Tube Reflex Sets 
Freediasernanti Neutrodyne Sets and Paws 
Cunningham N'acuum Tubes 
Phonograph Anachtnenta 
Frost Jacks, Plugs and Parts 
Burge. and all standard Batted., 
Ebstnann Reads-Cut Panels and Combin-
ation Units 

Dubiller Tested Mica Cendensers 
Evade Storage Batteries 
N'oltromers of wandard makes 
Dictogmph headsets mew inn/ 
Bakelite Panels— all sixes 
and all other tested standard Patti., pa.. 

At Prices to Demonstrate that th. 
Best Radio Values are at the 

UNITED 

RADIO 

)j115  UNITED CIGAR STORES 11111P1 
RA ], RADIO DEPARTMENTS OF 

The first 6 of our Radio Departments are now operating at the addre,es li>ted below: 
.!IrJ Street and 5th Ave.. Flatiron Bldg. 42nd Street and Park Avenue 

11rd Street and Broadway Broadway and Chambers Street 

Mail orders filled. Address liteited Cigar Stores Co., Flatiron Bldg., Nett. Yolk 

• LOE! East 125th Street near Park Ave. 

Brooklyn: 1369 Broadway at Gates Ave. 

' Nest. store 
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RHM Jan. 1924 $ 10() ( actually sold for $69.75 com-
plete). Made for RH Macy 

Gold Seal Dec. 1924 $75 

!(Jhn Drew 

Unico Special Nov. 1923 $37.25 

tW.Ziem tea 
34'h ST. BROADW yAY (inc. NEW YORK CITY 

Selectivity! 
e:e 

«lbw' 

A special purchase and gale of the new improved model 

THREE-TUBE 
Regenerative, Clapp-Eastham 

RECEIVING SETS 
'omplete with Tubes, Phones, Batteries 

and all Antenna Equipment 

$69.75 
Current Retail Catalog Prin., complete, $133.80 

N our last sale of Clapp-Eastham receiving sets vie 
I were utterly unable to satisfy the demand, 
although we sold several thousands of them. 

The New Improved Model will receive even greater 
distance than the original Clapp-Eastham. Broa-
cast reception reception will also be appreciably clearer. 

With this net you can tune out undesired stations 
no matter low powerful 

Points of Superiority: 
I. Catrente seleol.9>. 8. All einineetiope end 

mot& rabinet. 
Set it   
l icensed under ...• 7. Batt, ' '...os. 
•trong Porn.' f.,,t . inni.lerribinet, 

rnaligio wet .1gin-
,• 1'1.1,rantlunt pat. rlipied.ind ore-table. 

eniee  ' io. dui...,.. 8. 9...  

(re-
g. Fib, binding ',ed. ...Or" •in geitirai ion. 

9. Polinbed ••:rivtigbi• 
5. Formica paneL net. 

We have received many ku.rs telLaig 
us of clear reception, with the original 
model, of firm 500 to 2500 Wes. 
Lids often shoe 40 or more staleas. 
Perhaps you ran do a. mea -as midi 
one of these. 
men— ou. wffl Bee.. 

What You Get 
For $69.75 

6;11.4 

I Tbree•tube Ruda!, .1. $ 100.00. 
3 cv 199 er .e4 1100 
3 Adapter... 1.93 

72,t;e11 ,7.8. 1.11..rien. 7.04 

Oho1.1:Iog <=), 
lo0 ti. aedal mire, 

fl. 1.11.io 

.31 

Irr'ritn'Orn 'atrrl',""... 6.01 

$133.8( 
gerig pore menu • 

06/.. 
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DARIOLA ONE 
Original—Compact--Efficient 
A unique receive], embociying the 3 circuit 
regenerative principle. Very simple to 
tune. Built of the finest quality materials 
throughout. 

Distance Reception Guaranteed 
One thousand or more plainly heard 
under favorable cionditions. 

DARIOLA ONE is equipped with MYERS 
Famous Dry Battery Tube. Only extras 
needed are two Dry Cells, one 22V2 V or 
45 V "B" Battery, headset and wire for 
attaching. 
Fully covered by manufacturers' guar-
antee. There is no better e 
one tube outfit. 
At your dealer or sent post-
paid on receipt of price. Complete 

DARWAL CORP. 
Dept. A. 1261 Bnudway Neo, Yon, City 

Ralph Thorn 
1)1) Mar. 1925 838 

Richard Haider 

CLAPP-ff.A$114,A14 -CO. 
111. 00« Lyn, 

',CU." wont«, 

Baby Emerson 1927-1928 
Named after Col. Alfred E. Emerson, tube manufacturer, 
and used the Emerson Multivalve. 

Billow - Armstrong Regenerative Set 
A Compact Portable Set Complete 

with Genuine Myers Tube 

The "Billow" is a new-
ly designed receiving set. 
It has been built to meet 
the demand of the public 
for an inexpensive, yet ef-
ficient receiver, which is 
simple to operate, light in 

weight and compact. Consists of bakelite tube. 
wound with an aperodic primary and a periodic 
secondary, which is shunted with a .0005 MFD 
variable condenser, controlled by a dial at the 
top of the set. Knob on the side controls the 
regeneration. Comes equipped with a Myers 
tube. This tube is silent in operation, there be-
ing no tube hiss or mechanical noise. Signals, 

therefore, coming in loud and clear. Binding 
posts are in front, and are plainly marked. 
The operator will find the "Billow" to be very 
sensitive and sharp in tuning. By connecting 
any good amplifier unit of one or two stages 
from the telephone terminals to the input of the 
amplifier, greater volume can be obtained. 
The circuit used is of the regenerative type. 

and this receiver is licensed under the Arm' 
strong Regen-
erativepa-
tents. M f g. 
by Clapp East-
hm C o m - 
pany. 

Our Price $ 
Including 12" 
Myers Tube 

CHICAGO SALVAGE STOOK STORE 
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111LOSILLY 
The Crosley Radio Corp. 

lowel Crosley was born in 
Cincinnati, Ohio in 1886, son of a prominent attorney. 
Fascinated with automobiles at an early age, and equally 
fascinated by the dream of becoming a millionaire, Cros-
ley tried venture after venture. He studied engineering, 
then law, then left college to become a chauffeur. In 1907 
he designed an inexpensive six-cylinder car and borrowed 
$10,000 to finance a company to make it, but, under-
estimating the capital needed, failed to survive the Panic 
of 1907. He drifted to Indianapolis and took a job as a 
driver for the Carl Fisher Co., scheduled to run one of 
their entries at the newly-opened Motor Speedway, but 
broke an arm cranking a car a few days before the race. 
Back in Cincinnati, another auto-manufacturing venture 
ended the same way as his first, followed in 1913 by a 
fiasco with cycle cars. 

Crosley said " It was then that I woke up. I thought that 
I could finance million-dollar corporations on small 
amounts of capital that did not even belong to me. I prom-
ised myself then and there not to attempt more than I 
could safely manage, not to run my business on other peo-
ple's money, and above all, to be strictly independent in 
my financial dealings. I made up my mind that I would 
finance myself even though I had to run a popcorn stand." 
He sold advertising copy for a client who ran an auto-

mobile accessories business, and, with a $500 advance, 
formed the American Automobile Accessories Co. to sell 
these products by mail. His success allowed Crosley to 
buy out his client, and to add items to his line such as a 
radiator cap with flag holder, or the Litl Shofur which 
steered a model T back on the road after its wheels had hit 
a pothole. He bought out a printing company to produce 
his own advertising material, and, to take up seasonal 
slack in the auto business, a woodworking plant that made 
phonograph cabinets. 

During this time, another company was active in Cin-
cinnati, in the radio field. Thomas E. New founded the 
Precision Engineering Association in late 1918, incorpor-
ating on June 30, 1919 as the Precision Equipment Co. 
(trade name "Ace"). As a manufacturer and advertiser 
of regenerative receivers, Precision was signed up in 
mid-1920 by Armstrong's patent attorneys for a royalty 
license. 
On Washington's Birthday, 1921, Crosley set out to buy 

a promised radio outfit for his nine-year-old son Newel Ill, 
and it was to Precision that he went. He was shocked to 
find that the "toy" he had expected to buy, cost :t•;130; he 
and his son came home with a 250 book and a practice 
buzzer. Studying the book, Crosley learned how to make 
his own set, and shortly he and his son had built a crystal 

set and added an Audion detector, for a total 
$35, that to their amazement allowed them to he 
casts from Precision's 8XB, a whole seven miles 
unconsciously joined the class of radio bores. I to 
one I met about the distance our home-made 
covered." 

Crosley was quick to spot the potential of low-
dio apparatus. He designed a tube socket of p 
and a simple wooden variable condenser (paten 
for on May 23, 1921) which he advertised along 
cabinets turned out by his woodworking plant. 
year he sold cabinets to other manufacturers, 
Grebe. He also hired Dorman Israel, a pre-junior 
year co-operative program at the University of Ci 
who designed the "Harko" series of sets and wh 
for him part-time until 1923 ( Israel returned 
eventually went to Emerson). 

For the low-priced market Crosley was aimin 
regenerative circuit was absolutely necessary, t 
utmost from each tube, but he was not licensed 
Armstrong patent. He tried an arrangement with 
(Tresco) who made regenerative Harko Seniors an 
cember 1922, but it must have been unsatisfact try. The 
next month, he found the ideal solution: he bong it Preci-
sion Equipment ("I worked out the details of the transac-
tion at my sister's wedding, and bought the company the 
next morning"). 
The Armstrong license was not transferable. but all 

Crosley had to do was maintain the Precision ( At el name 
and advertise its models separately. For the ne‘t year, 
Crosley and Ace typically advertised on facing pages, 
sometimes with the same address, sometimes two ¡Efferent 
streets on which the factory fronted. By the end f 1923, 
Crosley's production reached 1000 sets per day. 

Still it was awkward having two different nam s, so in 
January 1924 Crosley went one better. He simply hanged 
the name of the Precision Equipment Co. ( who o ned the 
license) to the Crosley Radio Corp., which then • bsorbed 
the old Crosley Manufacturing Co. Doubtless t ere was 
some behind-the-scenes dealing here, as West ghouse 
(the patent owner) had made considerable trouble for most 
all of its other licensees, over a lot less. It's prol bly not 
coincidental that the two licensees who seeme to lead 
charmed lives, Crosley and Gene McDonald o Zenith, 
were old drinking and hunting buddies (Jim Mille tells of 
the time they stationed themselves on the top flor of the 
Illinois Athletic Club with a high-powered rifle nd pro-
ceeded to shoot out street lights up and down i(higan 
Avenue). Political pull seems likely. 
The merger of Precision and Crosley opened th 

two new models to replace the old line that, frank 
sold very well except for the V. And one-tube s 
out-of-date now, at least as family radios. So Cro 
the old V and added an audio stage: V + 1, or 5 + 
This was probably intended to compete with the 
III, which had just come out (advertised 1•'el) 
though Crosley must have known about it for we 
months) at $35 including two tubes listing at $5 e 
cording to a March 8 ad, Powel Crosley dreamed 
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Type ATC Detector Cabinet. 
Price $12.00 

AC 
ACE (•. \V. 111(111,- tance 

Prico $6.5c 

Type A-2 Two-Stage Amplifier 
Price &tom 

ACE Vacuum Tube Socket 
Price $1.5o 

DURING THE WORLD WAR 
The word "ACE" was used to designate Aviators who had distinguished themselves by their exceptionally efficient 
performance of duty. 

The word "ACE" engraved on Radio Equipment is your bona fide guarantee that the apparatus bearing this trade-
mark is unsurpassed as to quality, workmanship and efficiency. 

Equip Your Station With "ACE" Apparatus 

Type AVA Regenerative Tuner 
175-475 Meters. Price $45.00 

ACE 6-Volt, 8o Amp. Hr. Storage 
Battery. Price $18.00 

AMATEURS! 
If your dealer 
cannot supply you 
write us direct 

Radio 8XB 

Type AVC Short Wave Regenerative 
receiver, 175-475 Meters, Price, $56.00 

Type AVB Regenerative Tuner 
150-475 Meters. Price $32.00 

Type TTR Regenerative Receiver- 150-3o00 
Meters. Price $75.00 

We carry in stock at all times a complete line of relia-
ble Radio Supplies for the Amateur and Experimenter. 

SEND 5c IN STAMPS FOR CATALOG 

ACE Hard Rubber Dial 
Price $1.5o 

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO., INC. 
Manufacturers and D:stributors 

PEEBLES CORNER, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

DEALERS! 
Write us 
for trade 
Proposition 

CABLE ADDRESS, 
"ACE" Cincinnati 
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1,611,000. VACUUM-TUBE RECEPTACLE. Pown, Caos-
LEY, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Dec. 7, 1921. Se-
r;a1 No. 7,20,644. S 173-328.) 

8. A receptacle for audions comprising a tubular socket 
member having an integral rib projecting from its outer 
surface and extending longitudinally thereof, said rib 
having a support engaging surface extending substan-
tially parallel to the axis of the socket, and means pro-
viding additional support engaging surface disposed 
*o one side of said rib. 
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Dorman Israel, nrini7nnntjireleas amateur in 

fi ri Albion 
TR U March 1922 MO 

Matching two-step amplifier AV-2 advertised April 1923 

on a two-week hunting trip, told his engineers about it on 
Monday February 4, had a model made by Tuesday, 
notified his dealers that night and put it into p -oduction 
with the first shipments on the I3th. By the 28th, produc-
tion had reached 500 sets per day and was still , limbing. 
And why not—who wouldn't buy a two-tube, hot-per-
forming set for only $ 18.50? In fact it was so po mlar that 
several months later it had spawned the one tube 50, 
three-tube 52, and add-on amplifiers to make a 52 out of 
the 50 or 51. 

Once the 51 was under way. Crosley turned his atten-
tion to the top of the new line ( but note that the" op" of his 
line was less than the lowliest Atwater Kent. kIr several 
years. Crosley made the most sets, but Kent made the 
profits). A three-tube model using both regene alien and 
reflexing to equal the average five-tube set. the $65 
Trirdvn was not the wild success the 51 had been, but it 
was reasonably popular. 1924 was the best yen- Crosley 
had ever had, or would have for several years tt come. 

1924 also saw Crosley branch out again. Fie Icquired a 
large interest in the De Forest Radio Corp. Ltd. of Canada 
who began advertising the 50, 51, 52, amid fiers, and 
Trirdyn in August, as well as the De Forest D12, all as-
sembled in its Canadian plant. The following July De 
Forest-Crosley, as the new company was know 1, went its 
own way with a unique line of models. In December 1925 
Crosley bought the remnants of Amrad for $31),000. Be-
sides the Neutrodyne license, he also got a manufacturing 
plant, and a well-respected tradename that ht could use 
for a higher-priced line. 

RRS $80 
$55 RT Nov. 1919 

renamed ̀11— in iL ne 1920 
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The New CROSLEY Variable Condenser 
"Better Costs Less" 

MODEL "C" 

The principle of this instrument 
needs no introduction. Thousands 
of the Croaky Model "A" Con-
densers have been sold with uni-
form satisfaction. The Model 
"A" is conservatively rated at 
.0006 Mf. The new Model "C" 
is conservatively rated at .0012 
Mf. 

While the Model "A" was made 
with wood frame and laminated 
wood plates the new 
Model "C" has 
ground porcelain 
plates with die cast frame. It is 
as efficient a piece of apparatus as 
you could desire. For tuning 
C.W. and for power transmission 
it cannot be equalled. It is tested 
on one thousand volts before 
shipment. No body or hand ca-
pacity. Low resistance due to ab-
sence of spring contacts, copper 
plates, brass binding posts, etc. 
We call it the "sensation" of radio—"Better— 
Costs Less". 

Every CROSLEY VARIABLE CONDENSER 
is GUARANTEED to give absolute satisfac-
tion or money refunded. 

The CROSLEY VARIABLE CONDENSER is 
now made in three styles: 

Model "A" 
Model "B" 
Model "C" 

Model "A" with wood frame and laminated 
wood plates. 

Model "B" with wood plates and die cast 
frame. 
(Both models have the same capacity— 
.0005.) 

Model "C" as illustrated--capacity .001—por-
celain plates, die cast frame, etc. 

Prices as follows: 
Without knob 

and dial 
$1.25 
1.75 
2.25 

Crosley Cabinets 

111 
We build a 1 full line of cabinets i n 
gum, m a-
hogany o r 
quartered 
oak and fur-
nish them 
with genuine 
formica pan-
els. Prices 
on cabinets 
range from 

$2.50 to $10.50 

Crosley Two Step 
Amplifier 

Complete with amplifying transformers, sockets, 
rheostats, switch, binding posts, etc., mounted 
on formica panel in mahogany finished cabi-
net. Price complete as shown in illustra-
tion   $25.00 

Crosley Vario-
Couplers 

Consists of formica 
tube, rotor and brass 
hardware. Price, com-
plete as shown in illus-

. tration not wound or 
" Ill assembled, 21.60. Stator 

only  40e 

With knob 
and dial 
$1.75 
2.25 
2.75 

With knob and dial 
mounted in cabinet 

$2.50 
3.00 
3.50 

Crosley Variometer 
Parts 

Consists of of two stators, one rotor, the neces-
sary hardware as shown in illustration. Shaft 
for knob and dial is 3/16" diameter. The 
wood parts are furnshed either in poplar or 
mahogany. Price of Variometer parts, using 
poplar wood, $1.50. If wood parts are made 
of mahogany  $1.75 

Crosley Rheostats 

Complete with knob, point-
er s. etc., as shown in il-

lustration. 

Model "A"—overall 
diameter 1;¡". Re-
sistance 7 ohms, one 
ampere without Fps, 
ing. Price. 60o 

Model "B"—Resistance 4 
ohms, 3 amperes without 
heating. Price $1.05 

CROSLEY 
V-T Socket -- 60c. 
"Better -- Costs Less" 

The biggest 
selling socket -44 ter. 
on the market. 
Practically un-
breakable. For 
either base or 
panel mount-
ing. Made of 
one piece por-
celain; no met-
al shell, hence 
no ground 
hum. Better— 
and costs only 60e 

Harko Radio Receiver 
The most 
compact and 
complete ef-
ficent crystal 
r eceiving 
outfit on the 
market. Will 
tune from 
200 to 600 
meters bring-
ing in spark, 
voice and 
music with 

amateur antenna, A wonderful little instru-
ment. Price complete with battery, etc., $9.00. 
One thousand ohm single head set, 125 feet 
antenna wire regulators, etc., $6.00 extra. 
Complete outfit  $15.00 

Harko Senior Radio 
Receiver 

Complete tuner and audion detector assembled 
on a formica or other high grade dielectric 
panel, mounted complete in mahogany finish 
cabinet. Range, 150 to 600 meters, non-regen-
erative hook-up. Price without battery, tube 
or phones  $16.00 

Crosley Detector Units 

Furnished completely wired and mounted as 
shown in illustration or in knecked down 
form. Price completely assembled 47.00  Price 
of all parts including formica or other panel 
of high grade dielectric composition, not 
drilled   $6.00 

Every article guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money 
refunded. If your dealer can't supply you, send us his name 
and order direct. 

Dealers and Distributors: Every item shown above should be 
in your stock. Write for proposition. 

CROSLEY MFG. CO. Radio Dept. R-7 CINCINNATI, O. 
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In July 1926 he branched out still further, introducing 
his "Icyball" refrigerator, first in a long, successful line. 

January 1927 began an association with the De Forest 
Radio Co. in Jersey City, New Jersey which had been 
operating under receivership since the previous July. 
Crosley offered to take over the management, and to sup-
ply $300,000 of operating capital, in return for a large 
block of stock when the company was again making 
money. Although he was elected president, he stalled on 
the rest of the deal, was ordered by the court to fulfill his 
contract in May, and in September was sued by the De 
Forest receiver (a year later, the suit was settled amicably 
and Crosley rejoined the Board of Directors). The timing 
of all these maneuvers coincides rather well with his nego-
tiations with RCA for a patent license (signed May 22 after 
a month-long standoff) and it appears that he was using 
his association with De Forest as leverage for favorable li-
cense terms. The De Forest Co. controlled a substantial 
patent portfolio, and was also engaged in profitable tube 
manufacture. 

1928 was Crosley's best year of all, with record sales 
and profits. lie emulated Atwater Kent with a line of sin-
gle-dial metal-cabinet sets, matching features and prices 
(and a million-dollar advertising budget) and customers 
couldn't get enough of them. Also like Kent, he saw a big 
future ahead, built a larage factory addition in 1929 and 
geared up for console production where the profits were. 
But his crystal ball was no clearer than Atwater Kent's. 
While 1929 sales were down only slightly from 1928, 
profits dipped by two-thirds, and in 1930 Crosley regis-
tered his first loss. He let PhiIco beat him at his own game 
of low-priced radios. 
The Crosley Corp. survived the Depression with four 

years of deficits, and was sold to Avco in 1945. Crosley 
appliances, radio and TV were discontinued in 1956. 

net sales 
surplus 

1924 
5.2M 
I.7M 

1925 
4.4M 
.3M 

•- • 

1926 
5.5M 
.6M 

1927 
8.0M 
.5M 

1928 
17.5M 
3. 4M 

• • e 

•'2• , - _ 
ib.re 

1929 
I5.5M 
1.1M 

ANNOUNCING 

The Crosley Variable Condenser 
(Pat. Pend.) 

"BETTER—COSTS LESS" 

'ibis Cbndenser 
,vorks on an en-
tirely new prin-
ciple. The two 
plates are hinged 
and are opened 
and ciceed like 
a book by means 
of a specially de-
signed cam. The 
plates are sur-
faced with OOP-
per. One copper 
sheet is covered 
with mica no 

that when the two platee are clamped tightly to-
gether the maximum capacity is obtained. The 
maximum capacity of this Condeturer will aver-
age about . 0008. We rate it conservatively. how-
ever. at . 0005. 

This Condenser has several 
advantages over the ordinary 
type of air condenser. Will 
stand 1000 volts without 
breaking down. It can there-
fore be used for C.W. work. 
Has no body or hand capac-
ity effect. Hu much greater 
signal strength due to the 
fact that mica is a much 
more efficient dielectric than air. The calibration 
curve of this Condenser is almoet a straight line 
Has unusually low zero capacity—. 00006. 

Price without knob and dial $1,25 
With knob and dial   1.75 
Mounted in cabinet with knob and dial  2.50 

Sold on a GUÁRANTNN of absolute satisfaction 
ce money refunded. 

CROSLEY CRYSTAL RECEIVER 
No batteries. 
tubes, Me, 
required. 
Hook It te 
your aerial 
and phones. 
It will tuns 
from two 
hundred to 
six hundred 
meters. 
bringing in 
spark, voice. 
arid music. 
with ma 
average 

amateur aerial. 
Complete with battery end interrupter for crystal 
testing. crystal. etc. • rho $7.00. Phones extra. 

DEALERS: This will help you get 'em started. 

1930(15mos) 
9.0M 
(.9M)loss 

1930 930 
(Apr-Sep) 11)(1-Dee) 

1.4Mtloss /13M 

h , 
. . 

f *., 
" 

See p. 137 
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Crosley's most popular early model was the Hark() Senior, originally advertised in February 1922 for $ 16. By June it was 
known as the "Harko Senior no. V" (five) costing $20. In February 1923, just after the arrangement with Tri-City ended, 
and Crosley had bought Precision Equipment, he offered a whole range of model V variations: three cabinet and panel 
styles, each in two types, regenerative or non-regenerative, at two different prices. 

VA (overhanging lid) $ 16 or $ 14 
VB (unmarked panel) $ 17 or $ 15 
VC (engraved panel) $20 or $ 16 

In April 1923 the VD replaced the VA, at $ 19. In June the VC began to be advertised under the Ace name, for $20. Fi-

nally, by early 1924, the V was once again sold under the Crosley name. Matching two-step amplifiers were available for 
all of these models. 

Crosley Cabinets 

The tendency In the radio field today is to put 
apparatus In cabinets not only for appearance's 
sake, but as a protection from dust, dirt, atmos-
pheric conditions, etc. Realizing the demand for 
attractive stock cabinets of various sizes, we are 
building them in quantities in our large wood 
working plant. These cabinets are all uniform in 
style. The panels are rabbeted in to the front. 
As the outside dimensions and inside dimensions 
are either larger or smaller than the panel Melt, 
we show panel size and also inside dimensions. 
Prices quoted do not include the panels. 

All cabineta are waxed antique mahogany Sn-
lais. Wood used is either gum, genuine solid 
mahogany or quartered oak. Lids or tops are 
hinged. Size/ and prices are shown below: 

CABINETS 
For Mahogany or 
Panel Inside Dimensions Quartered 
Size High Wide Deep Gum Oak 
ex 7 51/2 " 61/2 " 7" 22.60 $3.88 
8x101/2  81/2 " 10" 7" 2.75 4.40 
Okla 51/2 " 13V0" 7" 3.30 3.55 
8x21 We" 201/2 " 7" 3.90 7.30 
9xI4 81/2 " 131/2 " 10" 3.76 6.80 
12xI4 1111/2" 131/2 " I 0" 4.40 6.80 
I 2x24 11 1/2 " 201/2 " 10" 6.23 10.80 

Cash must accompany order. No C.O.D's. We 
pay transportation charges. 

We can furnish genuine formica panels 3/16" 
thick, cut to the following dimensions: 61(7; 
13x1014; 71[9; 6x14; 7x12; 6x21; 7x18; 9x14: 
12114; 14:18; 18121. Price of panels-214c, per 
square inch. Per odd sizes order the next largest 
size; we will trim. We pay partage. 

Every article bearing the name "(MOSLEY" 
is GUARANTEED to give absolute satisfaction or 
money will be refunded. 

We shall be pleased to send literature describing 
the above mentioned and other radio apparatus 
to any one free of charge upon request. Get your 
name on our mailing list to receive latest Bulle-
tins of other new Croak», products. If your 
dealer does not handle our goods, order direct 
and send us his name, 

DEALERS—It will pay you to handle our 
line. Write for full particulars. 

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO. 
Radio Dept No. R-4B CINCINNATI. OHIO 

CROSLEY MODEL XXV 

This beautiful mahogany cabinet Is equipped with four 
tube panel incorporating the same units as the Model 
X. but the panel is of a different shape, as will be 
noticed from the illustration. This cabinet is arranged 
to take the Model R-3 Magnavox that can be quickly 
Is not furnished at the price. Cabinet also contains 
installed and hooked up to the set, but the Magnavox 
apace for "A" Battery, "B" Battery and battery 
charger if desired. A throw-over switch is provided 
to change from head phones to loud speaker. It is 
guaranteed to bring in broadcasting stations up to 
one thousand miles or more, loud enough to be heard 
all over the room. This beautiful instrument, without 
tubes, batteries or phones, sells for 9150.00. 

()
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John Wolkonowicz 

Harko Sr. July 1922 $20 

Dave Crocker 

VD Apr. 1923 S;19 

Dave Crocker 

Late 1923 

XXV Nov. 1922 $ 150 

in e e 

1 
D.tye Crocker 

Two-step amplifier 825 

Dave Crocker 

VC June 1923 $20 

Dave Crocker 

Early 1924 
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Crosley Crystal Receiver No. 1 
This is an extremely efficient crystal detector 
outfit combining tapped inductance and vari-
able condenser for tuning. Manufactured 
under the Pickard patents. Furnished com-
plete as shown, with pair of standard double 
head phones, antenna, insulators, molded 
rubber dial, formica panel, Adam brown ma-
hogany finish cabinet, complete instructions, 
etc. (Manufactured under Pickard patents). 

Price   $25.00 

Radio Apparat us 
ER COSTS LESS 

The unit outfits shown on this page 
are priced without tube or batteries 

Crosley Audion Detector Unit 
This unit is designed to work efficiently with prac-
tically any type of tuner, and consists of socket, 
rheostat, grid leak and condenser, completely wired 

and mounted on formica panel, assembled in Adam 
brown mahogany finish cabinet, of a size to match 
up with the Crosley Crystal Receiver No. I. 
l'rice, complete as shown, without tube, batteries or 

phones  $7.50 

The Crosley Crystal Receiving Outfit No. 1 includes phones 
and antenna which are not included with the other outfits 

Harko Senior No.5 
Consists of tuning element and 
audion detector unit mounted 
in neat cabinet, Adam brown 
mahogany finish, and many 
refinements over the original 
Harko Senior models, that have 
made history for themselves in 
the radio field. 

Through large production the price is only $20.00 

Crosley 
Receiver 
No. 6 

This unit in effect 
combines the 
Harko Senior and 
R.F.T.A. unit. 
Used alone can be 
recommended 
highly to get 

everything that is going up to several hundred miles in the way of 
broadcasting programmes, code, etc. It has a range from 200 to 609 
meters, and will give from six to ten times the volume of sound that 
the Harko Senior alone will give; it brings in stations loud and clear 
that would otherwise be inaudible, and at the same time is non-regenera-
tive. It requires one amplifier and one detector tube. Price $30.00 

Crosley Model No. X 

Is a combination tuning element, radio frequency tuned amplifier, 
audion detector and two-stage audio frequency amplifier, all mounted 
neatly in one cabinet, simple and easy to tune, has wonderful range 
and volume of sound. Price    .....$55.00 

Model No. XV 
This cabinet is equipped 
with the model X panel, 
the same four-tube outfit, 
mounted in a special cabinet 
with amplifying horn incor-
porated therein, and can be 
used with head phones or 
single loud speaking re-
ceiver, such as the Baldwin 
type " C." Price of this four 
tube outfit is. $70.00. 

Crosley R. F. T.A. 
Unit 

The CROSLEY RA DIO 
FREQUENCY TUN I:1) 
AMPLIFIER UN I 1, 
R.F.T.A. for short, is 
described in detail else-
where in this advertise-
ment. It can be com-
bined with the Harko 
Senior, adding one stage 
of tuned radio frequency. 
This greatly increases 
the range and efficiency 
of the Harko Senior. Price is 

Crosley Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amp ifier 
This unit has been sold in large 
quantities for use with any type 
of audion detector receiver, and 
can be used in many combina-
tions with Crosley or other 
apparatus. It amplifies signal, 
approximately o n e hundred 
times, loud enough to be heard all 
over the room, in connection 
with any good tuner and audion 
detector. 
Price.. $25.00 

Crosley Model 
No. XX 

This is the same four-tube 
panel as is used in model X 
and XV, and is complete in 
a floor cabinet, as shown in 
the illustration. In the 
cabinet is room for storage 
battery. It also is equipped 
with amplifying horn for 
use with loud speaking 
receiver. 
Price $100.00 

The CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO. 
CINCINNATI, O. 
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Radio Apparatus 
»ETTER—COSTS LESS 

This page illustrates the flexibility of the 
small unit idea, and the combinations that 
can be built up with Crosley apparatus. 

This illustration shows how it is possible to start with a Crosley Crystal Receiver 
No. 1, and add the Audion Detector Unit at a later time, making in effect the 
Harko Senior. 

This shows how the R. F. T. A. can be added. The combination shown 
in the second illustration is equivalent to the Crosley Receiver No. 6. 

This illustration shows combination of the Crosley Receiver No. 1, 
Audion Detector and Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier, if 
same is preferred to the Radio Frequency Tuned Amplifier. 

Later, when desired, all four units can be combined as 
shown in the illustration, of the Crystal Receiving set, 
Audion Detector, Radio Frequency Tuned Amplifier and 
Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier, making in effect, 
the Crosley Model No. X. illustrated on the opposite page. 

Now if the purchaser 
wishes to start with 
the Harko Senior, he 
can add the Radio 
Frequency Tuned 
Amplifier as illus-
trated, or if he pre-
fers, he can combine 
the Harko Senior 
with the Two-Stage 
Audio Frequency 
Amplifier. 

The next illustration shows the combination of all three units, 
which again are equivalent to the model X illustrated on the 
opposite page. 
If the purchaser wishes to start with the Model 6, illustrated 
on the opposite page, he can add the Two-Stage Audio Fre-
quency Amplifier at a later date, making a Model X. This 
combination is pictured below. 

We believe that the unit idea has been worked out in the 
Crosley apparatus in a very effective manner. Efforts along 
this line have been made before, but never so thoroughly or 
completely. The idea has met with instant enthusiasm 
wherever shown; its popularity is already assured. The price 
of all units of Crosley apparatus are way below all competi-
tion. Their efficiency is unquestioned, remarkable results 
having been reported continually on even the simpler units. 
The low prices are made possible by quantity production in 
Crosley factories, where practically every piece and part is 
made, not merely assembled. 

The CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. R. N. 1 CINCINNATI, O. 
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VI Special (larger cabinet) 
VI portable also advertised 

Dave Crocker 

Jan. 1923 $30 
Jan. 1923 $40 

Dave Crocker 
Late 1923— Early 1924 

Dave Crocker 

VIII Feb. 1923 $48 
VIII Special advertised in Jan. 1923, $50. VIII portable, 
Jan. 1923, $60. 

Dave Cracker 
X Early 1923 

Dave C ker 

Model IV amplifier to match the V 

3B Sept. 1923 $50 
3C tsimilar cabinet to XL) $ 125. On stand $ 150. 

Xi Sept. 1923 $65 

In Mar. 1924, the Xi and the VI were al 
Superdyne models, with reversed ticklers 
tween the tuning dials, under license from R.S 
merly of Tuska. 

) made as 
'tilted be-
Miner for-
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Crocker 

Sears, Roebuck Type 6 

Dave Crocker 

XL Jan. 1924 $ 140 

1,710,966. VARIABLE INDUCTANCE. PO WE L CROSLEY, 
Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Nov. 3, 1923, Serial No. 

672,491. Renewed Oct. 5, 1928. 4 Claims. (Cl. 171-
119.) 

1. In a device of the character described, the combination 
with relatively movable coils, of a shaft of angular cross-
section supporting one of the coils, means fixed to the other 
coil and having a bearing holding said shaft for non-ro-
tative longitudinal sliding in said bearing, and having edges 
substantially parallel with said shaft, and a spring formed 
of a flat sheet bent with members meeting in a ridge bear-
ing along said shaft and with flanges lying along said edges 
of said bearing means. 
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Dave Crocker 

SR2 Jan. 1924 $23.25 complete. 
Made for Sears, Roebuck. 

PIVEN 
Sell 30 packs VEGETABLE & Flower See&I. remit 0.• 
plan in FREE catalog. Geared., today. WE TR UST TOIL 

RA T 
C R DO ISIholacE1G0E0Yr 05 Am2lt B:51.1GASNU0ATOBIVO EENRS 

AMERICAN SEED CO. Dept R-7 2 LANCASTER. Nu 

Dave Crocker 

50 Portable Aug_ 1924 $ 18 
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Dave Crocker 

Left to right: Early 51, Feb. 1924. 51 DeLuxe, Sept. 
1925. Late 51 with wooden panel (after July 1924). Not 

shown: 51 portable, July 1924, $25. In the first year, 

Crosley claimed to have sold "over 170,000" or 
"197,000" ( both figures are given in the May 1, 1927 
Cro.sley Brood ( 1.1Prl. 

Dave Crocker 

late 51 and 51A July 1924 $ 18.50, $ 14. 

Dave Crocker 

DeForest-Croslev 51 and 50 

Dave Crocker 

50 and 50A July 1921 $ 14.50, $ 18. 

The Crosley 
52 in new 
cabinet to 
house bat-
teries. Has 
sloping 
panel. 

51 Special Jan. 1925 $23.. ) 
52 Special Jan. 1925 $35 

Po
pu
la
r 
Sc
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e 
M
o
n
I
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New England Wireless & Steam Museum 

Trirdyn 3R3 Apr. 1924 $65 

Popular Science (Mar. 1925), p. 1 

Trirdyn Jan. 1925 $50 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

Trirdyn Regular Apr. 1925 $50 
Technical article in Popular Radio, Apr. 1925, pp. 
340-351. 

roe% 0 
• 

Herb Parsons 

Super Trirdyn Regular Sept. 1925 $50 

121 

Radio News (Dee. 19241. p. 889 

Trirdyn 3R3 Special June 1924 $75 

Radio News (Dec. 1924), p. 888 

Trirdyn Newport Dec. 1924 $100 

New England Wireless & Steam Muse 

Trirdyn Special Jan. 1925 $60 

Radio News (Apr. 1925), p. 1835 

Trinlyn Special Apr. 1925 $60 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

Super Trirdyn Special Sept. 1925 $60 



The Crosley 51 Special DeLuxe Is a 
two tube Armstrong regenerative radio 
with one stage of audio frequency am-
plification. Similar to the Crosley 51 
Regular, which costs but $14.75. Sta-
tions from coast to coast being heard 
by owners. Operates loucl speaker on 
local and hear- by stations. Price, with-
out accessories 

$23.50 

31 Special Del Aim. 

32 Special Del Aim. 

Popular Radio (Oct. 1925) 

ceo.'.b -r. l. 0. 
51.11nany, 

eils'ors  

gib c....„ , P nite--7Clusky Super 7nirfrn Special 160w 
Cosh.), cAllisicone $11 

The Crosley 52 Special DeLuxe Is a 
three tube receiver consisting of a gen-
uine Armstrong regenerative detector 
and two stages of audio frequency am-
plification. Stations from coast to coast 
heard on loud speaker by many own-
ers. Tunes through powerful local sta-
tions. Cabinet has sloping panel and 
Is large enough to house dry cell bat-
teries. Similar to the Crosley 52 Reg-
ular, which sells for $25.00, except cab-
inet Is larger. Price of the 52 Special 
DeLuxe, without accessories 

$32.50 

Sept. 1925 $23.50 

Sept. 1925 $32.50 

5 "Better Results From 3 Tubes Than From 
Instead of passing the incoming 

signal once through each of 5 tubes, 
Croslev design, in the Super-
Trirdy.n. passes it through two of 
the three tubes several times, each 
time building up its strength ami 
adding to its volume. 
Even the technically uninitiated 

can see the advantages: simplicity 
instead of complexity; fewer dials 
to adjust; sharper accuracy in 
selecting stations; greater clarity; 
greater volume, greater ease in 
logging stations. 

This simplicity of design, com-
bined with the economies of gigan-
tic production, makes possible a 
price of $60.00 on the Super-Trir-• 
dyn Special, the most efficient and 

beautiful of all Croslev receiving 
sets. For Crosley is the world's 
largest builder of radio sets—own-
ing ami operating parts factories, 
cabinet woodworking and assembly 
plants. 

Listen to a Crosley Super-Trir-
dvn under the most exacting condi-
tions and you will understand whv 
it represents a genuine achievement 
in radio performance and value 
which all America was quick to 
recognize and reward with increas-
ing sales. 

Write for an illustrated catalogue 
of the complete Crosley line or see 
them at your Crosley dealer's. 
Authorized sales and service sta-
tions everywhere. 

Crosby manufactures receiving sets which are licensed under Armstrong 
U. S. patent No. 1,113,119 and priced from ,t9.75 Is »0.00 without 
accessories. 
Add 10% to all prices West of Rocky Mountains. Croslev owns and 

operases WLW first remote control super-power broadcasting station. 

GRO-S-LEY—RAD-10 
BE T TER. • COSTS LESS 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

ave Crocker 

P11 1) Atig- 1923 
A -rePile'kaged- Alodel 5() 

Xe Wonder o 

$9.75 

Radio / 
Croaky owns an 
Cincinnati, lhe 

super-power 

cRilSt-EY 
One tti 

2-Tube Crodey 51 
Same as wondesful Crook, 50 wide addi-
'mere> tube amphfier. [weal and nearby 
«axiom on t oud.speaker always and dis-
tance uu to 1500 miles under avemee con• 
Mtions. Much greater range wsds head 
phones. 

Special Sloping Front 
2-Tube Croaky 51 

Son,. motel 51. with cabinet holding all 
dry A and B batteries. 323.50. 

2-Tube Croaley 51 Portable 
The Croaky 51 in a black leatheretre case. 
eCth ickel trimminge. Smee for Imitenes. 
313.0. 

Croaley Muaicone 
A marveleu• new development of loud-
smeeksno principles. Diffusion w 'sound 
  perfect reproduction of ad tones. 
317.50  

3-Tube Croaky 52 
A forger mt for those who want ....... 
receptIon ..... on the loud-meeker. Oper-
mes on three tubes. using wet or dry bet-
teriee Comiment loudnepraker reuse 1500 
mike or more. 

Special Sloping Front 
3-Tube Croaky 52 

Cabinet contams d, A and B batteries. 
Same efficient detection and reception as 
regular 52. 535. 

3-Tube Croaky 52 Portable 
Same as other 52 models. but in • blew'. 
leatherette cam. Emily earned. All bat-
ten. inside. 335. 

Prices emorsdolsoue do nor in-
clude ..... aeries. Add 10 aor 
centweetolRocAyAf  

This is the latest refine-
ment of the marvelous 
set that enabled Leonard 
Weeks of Minot. N. D. to cate the messages of 
MacMillan's North Pole expediti n when sets cost-
ing ten times as much failed. 

In this set Crosley has developed the famous Arm-
strong regenerative circuit. Thi circuit does with 
one tube what it takes three tu s to do in others. 

This set will bring in stations om all over the 
country. It is simple and easy o operate. With 
accessories the total cost should be under $25.00. 
Croaky keeps the coat down wit his "radio-for-the 
millions" ideas in production. 

peralessialion WLW, 
rat remotely controlled 
roadca3ling slatkon. 

Recent Inter. from enthueed own re of the Croa-
ley one-tube 50 report good re ption at these 
distance. 

M. 1. E. Martin at East Paleatine. hears ECO at 
Oakland. Gad. 
O. W. Bryant at Sunset, Texas get W at Cincinnati, 
KDKA at Pittsburgh and Hollywood, C d. 
L R. Pratt. Hammond. Incl. hear• O. New Coale, 
Enslantl. 
Eugene Barnhoum at Brookfield, Mo. am Montreal and 

FY/aUrrrie•rdtsceola, Nob. hear. 2L0 at London, 
England. 

Cooky manufactures reerromg sets to ch ore literati 
under Arrnurona I r S. Palen> No. 51/ 13,149. and 
priced from 5/4 50 lo $65. ail I acres...one, 

The Crosley Radio Çorporation 
Poccel Crorley, Jr., Fio.qdeot 

816 Samfra• Street, Ci cinuati 

Popular Radio I lg. 1925) 
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SUMMER 
RADIO 

6vertitillere 
with a, 

€ROSLE-Y . 
Better-Cost Less 

4TUBE 
PORTABLE 

'TM. your entertainment 
with you" by means of • 
Cooler four-tube 4-2. 
Portable radio eid. A real, 
long dletance receiver In a 
leath eeeeee covered carry-
ing can Ample room for 
h eeeee lee and other acre.-
earl« Inside cabinet An 
Idea rollo to talm with you 
on your meallon. A genu-
ine Credits, four-tube port-
able radio at • ridlculottely 
low price-

$3392 
For Sale By 

E-667 

NOTE: Mat. or Electrotype* of 
tin, ad will be furnlehed Crossley 
dealers free of charge. 

€ROSifEY 

1-
00 

0"24 p s a 
Promise 

',nor to edam mun, tad a Imaiurmd 

For Sale by 

E-804 

NOTE: Mata or Ele, trotype. of 
thle ad will be furnleed crae.r 

dealers free of charge. 

-CROSLEY 
9.icite,be 5-50 

In a Solid Mahogany 
Cabinet 
cfr 

e50 139 

Titi. is • fi.. tuba radio. eida 

lenndm ..... nnw eisseld. 
ad emnuarrannet rnaud 

For sale by 

E-808 
NOTE: Mats or Electrotype. of 

this ad will be furnlehed Cruley 
dealer. free of charge. 

4-29 portable July 1926 $33 RFI.-75 Sept. 1926 $75 

Rich Elskamp 
5-38 Sept. 1926 $38 

6-60 

6-85 

Dave Crocker 

Apr. 1927 $60 

console (like 5-75) $85 

123 

aTlsAute 
balance 

in lije 
-61k0SLEy 
5 tube 

1, • 73 

Li5** 
Popularity of receiving sets us. 

ing the R. F. I- circuit has been 

established. This type, offered at 

the very low price of $67.00, in-

corporate. everything a radio list-

ener could desire. Recem change. 

in It. panel. hem. made it more 

attractive end MU have made it 

porible to offer the receiver for 

610.00 lew than its former price. 

The R. F. L. circuit provides true 

cauade amplification l•rg•IY 

through the uae, in each radio-

frequency stage, of • complete 

Wheatstone Bridge ...lose balance 

is practically uniform at all wave 

length. Nomouillating at mu 

frequency, non-radiating, and 

cannot be made to howl, even if 

mishandled. Stations cen be 
eccurately logged. Exquisite loo. 

bond mahogany cabinet, with 

tuna finish. 

FOR SALE BY 

E- 810 

NOTE: Mat. or Electrotype. of 
this ad will be furnIMed Croeley 

dealer. free of charge. 

0 1'W 
ACeitifel 
5 Tube 

Console 
dio 

but one 
Contni .‘4* 

Bpiltieujicone 

-ePzeSEEY 
5-75 

11.•-mhe eith 
•i,la drum ...Iron mlector. •11.mare 
•hi.Ided .6... snd nd•M-
•Fday. Con... of two man. of non-
omdlmtng radm 'remarry. mnallficanon. 

oma, 

For Sale by 

E-808 

NOTE: Mata or Electrotypes of 
MI, ad will be furnished Crosley 
dealer, free of charge. 

5-75 Sept. 1926 $75 

Technical 

--Circet 
in fix 
CROSLEY 

Six-Tube 
R • F•L• 90 

gc) 
DOCibk DPW 

St atiOn SCICCer 

The tromendouely Pone*, R. 

F. L. circuit utilized in the 

newt six-tube R. F. t...9e 
• very beautifully designed 

conmle tspe radio. with built.in 

Musirone and companments 

for Morrie.. Solid nuthogeny 

cabinet. Double drum station 

selector. Al,. merry other ex-

clusive futurm thet nuke it 

the ;deist long-distance receiving 

set. Sr, Me R. F. LAO on die. 

elm NOW at our store. 

For Sale by 

E-812 

NOTE: Mate Cr Electrotype. of 
One ad will be furnished Cruley 

dealer. free of charge. 

R11,90 Sept. 1926 $90 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 
5-50 Sept. 1926 $50 

article, Popular Radio Nov. 1926, 

pp.656,678-81. 

Without 
Tubes or 
Batteries 

Lowave adapts any Broadcast Receiver 
to bring in Short Wave Stations 

WLW and other stations are already broadcasting simul-
taneously, their regular program on low wave lengths below 
80 meters. As low wave reception is free from static, it 
affords great distance increases, improves daylight reception 
and «ens a NEW FIELD for RECEIVING SETS. This 
receiver is designed so that by changing coils wave lengths 
from 20 to 80 meters are covered. Using three 20i-A tubes 
or their equivalent it picks up short waves and translates 
their frequencies to one wihtin the band of your present 
broadcasting receiver. Utilizes same "A" battery as is used 
on regular set. 

Crosley Broadcaster (Apr. 15, 19271, p. 8 



THE SATURDAY EVENING POST February 6,1926 

74e Newest 
Achievements 

of P OWE 1, 
Industrialist—Pioneer Radio 

The Crowning Accomplishment In 
a Career of Radio Leadership 

If you have waited for a very low priced radio that gave 
you all the volume, all the purity of tone, all the selectivity 
and sensitivity of the costliest set you ever heard-

-visit the nearest Crosley dealer and see the four new in-
struments that constitute the latest and greatest radio 
achievement of Powel Crosley, Jr.! 

Here, at prices so low as to be literally revolutionary, are 
three 5-tube sets and one 4-tube set—entirely new in prin-
ciple, design, circuit, and appearance—entirely unique in 
the results they give on distant and local stations—entirely 
unprecedented in the value they now introduce. 

Emphasizing the amazing performance and value of two of 
these sets is the Crescendon, a new and exclusive Crosley 
feature— an extra volume control by which average in-
coming signals can be built up until the music booms through-
out the house, if desired. For the first time now, this basic 
principle of extra volume control is offered on low priced 4 
and 5-tube tuned radio frequency radio sets, its use having 
heretofore been restricted to one set costing several times as 
much as the new Crosley on which it is introduced. 

An examination of the new Crosley sets—and a comparison 
of results with any radio on the market—will clearly reveal 
why their announcement is destined to be regarded as the 
outstanding radio triumph of Powel Crosley, Jr. Radio, 
with all its romance, knows no more magic name than 
Crosley —simply and solely because Crosley engineering, 
manufacturing, and distribution genius has pioneered the 
advancement of radio to its present place in American life. 

Powel Crosley, Jr., was the first to offer radio parts at 
prices that enabled millions to build their own sets; first to 
market a complete crystal set below $25; first to offer sets 
using tuned radio frequency amplification and first to com-
bine it with regeneration and the reflex principle; first to 
erect and operate a remotely controlled super-power broad-
casting station. 

Then came the now famous Crosley Musicone ($ 14.75)—an 
instrument reproducing the entire range of the human voice 
and music— which, in its first year, became the largest selling 
loud speaker in the world and which today is replacing other 
types of speakers with a rapidity that is determined solely 
by the production capacity of one of the largest radio plants 
in the world. 

As a direct result of this unflagging leadership in radio, there 
are more Crosley sets in use today than any other make. 
This fact stands first as a tribute to Crosley quality and 
value. But it also lends emphasis to the unqualified state-
ment that the new Crosleys offer a measure of performance 
and appearance never before available at anywhere near 
the price! 

Crosley dealers everywhere are demonstrating the new 
Crosley sets. We invite you to visit the nearest one. We 
urge you to go anticipating more than the unusual that the 
public has come to expect when viewing Crosley achieve-
ments of this nature. We ask you emphatically and 
directly to look for the most startling revelation in radio 
ever announced in the entire history of the industry—and we 
predict that your expectations will be more than satisfied! 

Crosley manufactures radio receiving sets which are licensed under Armstrong U. S. 
Patent No. 1,113,149, or under patent applications of Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc. 

West of the Rocky Mountains all prices as published are to% higher. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Owning and operating WLW first remote control 
super-power broadcasting station in America. 
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Builder—Master of Mass 

OSLEY 
Production 

Four Entirely New Radio Sets 
Definite improvements on ideas heretofore found only in the high priced field! 

The Crosley 4-29 and 5-38 
New 4 and 5 Tube Radios 

With a New Amplifying Device 
Improving Volume and Selectivity 

Crosley 4-tube-4-29 

Using only four tubes, this attractive set 
delivers an extraordinary performance be-
cause the Crescendon control is equivalent to 
one or more additional tubes of tuned radio 
frequency amplification. Scarcely audible 
signals from distant low-powered stations can 
be built up to dancing volume, and local high-
powered stations cut down to a whisper with-
out impairing the tonal quality. Attractively 
cabineted in hardwood, finished in two-toned 
mahogany, the 4-29 is destined to win a popu-

larity that will be sensational 
even according to Crosley 
standards. Without accessories $29 

The Exclusive Crosley Reserve 
Volume Feature 

Crosley 5-tube-5-38 
On the basis of exhaustive laboratory tests 
during development, the 5-38 is offered as 
capable of exactly duplicating any standard 
5-tube set in volume, selectivity, sensitivity, 
and tonal qualities. In addition it incorpo-
rates the Crescendon for extra volume on 
those distant stations which do not ordinarily 
operate a loud speaker to satisfaction. 
Imagine any good 5-tube set lifted into the 
realm of the extraordinary simply by the 
turn of a dial—and you have the new Crosley 
5-38 Hardwood cabinet, hand-
some two-tone mahogany finish. 
Without accessories - 

!  $ 
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Flow often have you been receiving some very attractive distant program in volume insufficient to operate 
the loud speaker satisfactorily—and wished that there was some knob or dial you could turn to build that 
volume up and flood the house with music Heretofore, no set provided such a knob or dial which, almost by 
magic, would swell that signal into a full, impressive crescendo. Now it is offered as an exclusive Crosley fea-
ture—alone a sufficient reason for selecung a Crosley above all other sets. It is the Crescendon. Evcry 
owner and lover should not fail to have it demonstrated b.; the nearest Crosley dealer. 

/". 

Genuine R. F. L. Circuit 
Five Tube Sets 

Incorporating TRUE CASCADE Amplification 

Crosley 5-tube—RFL-60 
An entirely new and patented circuit that provides true cascade 
amplification largely through the use, in each radio frequency stage, 
of a complete Wheatstone Bridge whose balance is practically uni-
form at all wave lengths. Thus is achieved a cumulative amplifi-
cation heretofore deemed impossible and closely approaching the 
theoretical maximum of efficiency per tube. Non-oscillating at any 
frequency, non-radiating, and cannot be made to howl even if mis-
handled. A set so marvelous in its performance that its appearance 
on the market will automatically create a new stand-
ard of comparison. Solid mahogany cabinet, oil 60 
rubbed finish. Without accessories - 

Crosley 5-tube RFL-75 
This, the most luxurious Crosley ever offered, is unique in the 
remarkable degree of selectivity it provides. Absolutely non-
radiating and completely fool proof, Crosley RFL sets arc recom-
mended for satisfactory performance in the hands of inexperienced 
operators. Stations can be accurately logged and reappear at the 
same point on the dusk as long as the wave length is unchanged. 
For accuracy, simplicity, and speed in tuning, for clarity and 
fidelity in tone, for decorative beauty and value—the Crosley 
RFL-75 stands unchallenged. Hear it once and no other $ 7 5 
radio set will ever quite satisfy you The solid mahogany, 
duo-toned cabinet holds all batteries. Without accessories 

A- D I 0 
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Wist radio rim /tired from fochet without biterief for leg thnn 14,1 5 0, 
utrothing extra needed  
...except tuhef and aerial  

74e Creole)/ 
O tube A.C.7 

ABC Pow& Ilnifigefird 

1C-7 Mar. 1927 $ 120 

console $ 145 

601 Bandbox Aug. 1927 $55 
By October, 3500 per day were 

being made, by 3000 workers. An 
AC Bandbox sold for $65, plus 
$60 for the external power pack 

(price reduced to $ 110 on Nov. 1). 
602 AC Bandbox Nov. 1927 
$110 reduced to $90 in Feb. 
Technical article in Radio Broad-
cast March 1928 pp. 369-372. 

608 Gembox June 1928 $65 

HERE they are! A table model and console radio without a battery 
needed. A simplified, compact efficient little power unit sup-
plies necessary A, B and C battery current direct from house 

lighting outlets or a lamp socket. 

No batteries to renew! 
No batteries to recharge! 
No trickle charger to watch! 
No water to refill batteries! 
No acid to spill I 
No run down batteries just as good program begins! 
No mess or fuss in removing batteries I 
No chemical action in power supply units! 
Nothing going on when set is not in use! 

Snap your lamp switch. The set is full powered instantly and con-
stantly at highest peak. Snap it off. Everything is shut off at the 
electric light connection. No after charging. 

This unique power supply unit is designed solely by Crosley, solely 
for these two Crosley radios. It incorporates new and advanced ideas 
and principles exclusive to Crosley. 

Both the radio sets which it is designed to operate are six-tube 
tuned radio frequency circuits of amazing efficiency, incorporating 
three stages of radio amplification, detector tube and two stages of 
audio frequency amplification. 

Radios Designed for A.C. Current 
The simplicity and moderate price of these radios lies in the fact that they 

are primarily designed for A.C. current power. The power unit is not a make-
shift effort to change A.C. current into power necessary for radio sets designed 
for battery operation. 

704 Jewelbox Feb. 1928 $95 
704B (8-tube) June 1928 $95 

Technical article in Citizens Callbook 
vol.!! no.2, Mar. 1930, p.78. 

706 Showbox 
705 DC Showbox 

June 1928 $80 
$85 804 Jewelbox Mar. 1929 $ 

tikY Crosley 
éluberle7C 
Console 

• 

ABC Pole«, U#11 ISO extra 

401 Bandbox, Jr. Feb. 192 
401A (5-tube) June 192 

05 

$35 
$35 



NEW GEMBOX AC 
ELECTRIC 7 TUBE 

The DYNACONE is s dif-
ferent type of power speaker 
that takes it, field current 
from Inc pet which operate. 

n. Thin employment of the 
armature p,incqtle of anua-
tien he. improved reproduc-
tion to a marked degree. Each 
tone is true in its relation to 
every either tone of the sud. 
ibir scale. 

EW 
T LE 
V\1910-

DYNACONE 

EA 
AWES 

&RO-S-LEY -RAD-F0-

TO REMOVE ESCUTCHEON 
TAKE OUT THESE 3 SCREWS 

Gembox 
The GEMBOX hen three «ages of 
radio frequency amplification, detector, 
2 audio with 171-A power tube in last 
stage and • rectifying tube-7 tubes 
in all. Shielded—illuminated dial— 
power output tube — Mernhon con-
donner in power nupply—AC electric 
operation. All modern, up-to-the min-
ute quick-sale features. 

Installed with the Dynacone in the ... 

Gemchest 
You have the smartest radio set on the 
market, and at • price that makes quick 
sales. The GEMCHEST denign it 
adapted from the Chinene Chippen-
dale—three exquisite color combina. 
tions—Mandarin red with bronze gold 
hinge. and fittings—Nanking green 
with rom gold—Manchu black with 
white gold. Stylish—new—individual 
—perfectly fining into modern home 
interiors. 

The SHOWCHEST is the same but 
is equipped with the 8-tube SHOW-
BOX receiver selling at $109. 

Both the GEMCHEST and SHOW-
CHEST come equipped with the 1m. 
proved Dynacone. 

The Croaky JEWELBOX selling at 
MO, is another wonderful value. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO 
CORPORATION 

Dept. 19 Cincinnati, Ohio 

POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President 
Owner, of WLW—The Nation's Station 

Montann. Wyoming, Colorado, Nor Mexico 
and We.. prim. elightly high« 

Prieet quoted do not include trtbet 

THE 
SMART GEMCHEST 

Radio ( July 1929) 

To REMOVE KNOBA 
LOOM 1117 scams 

TO REMOVE GAS! AND BOTTOM, 
SEC SERVICE SHUT FOR MIODLI..- 608 

610 Gembox Jtme 1929 863 

609 Gemehest Mar. 1929 894 

Also made with Showbox chassis, as 708 Showchest, 

8109. 
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in Screen Grid 

Battery Radio 

25 per cent lower 
voltage drain than on 
ordinary battery sets 

NOW available for farm homes—all of 
Screen Grid's marvelous performance 

plus the latest refinements and improve-
ments in radio design. 

The clever table set shown at the right, 
will please you—not only by its smart at-
tractiveness in your home, but quite as much 
with its rich, pure beauty of tone. 

For unwired homes, this model—together 
with the exquisite console model at the right 
—incorporates the famous Crosley Screen 
Grid battery radio. 

Not only does this remarkable set give you 
power, sensitivity and beauty of tone never 
before attained in battery radio, but it sets 
new standards of economy in operation. Its 
drain on the batteries is 25 per cent lower than 
any other standard battery set. 

For homes with electric lights, there is a 
complete range of Crosley table and cabinet 
models to choose from. Two of them are 
shown below. You will see all of them at 
any Crosley dealer's—at the lowest prices in 
radio history! 

If there is no Crosley dealer near you 
write us for complete details. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
CINCINNATI. OHIO 

Home of WLW 

You're there with a 

PoteelCrosky.P..President 

CROSLEY A. C. SETS 

8Iodel 81 (above). Metal case ,, ills 
panels in beoutItal burled walnut 
vlfect. Also available with legs, at 
$$4. A six Mbe se, utilizing THREE 
Screen Grid Storage Battery tubes, without tubes 
201-A detector, 201-A first sodio, speaker or 
I71-A power meat tube. A. C. batteries 
sets incorporated in the same case, 
are available in the following models: Model 31. sea, et 
tubes, MS. Model 41, eight lobes. 170 Model Il -S. cam 
taining the sensational Nov Crosley Svreen Grid UM-
trod set. is 185 

'49 

Model 22 (al left). Console cabinet $8 i„ tone walnut veneer. Conte», 
same six tale Semen Grid unit as 
Model 21. Dynacone speaker.Model 

withnIt tabes 32. available itt some cabinet, full 
or bat te.ies A. C. operation.at $99.50 

150(vet, hold t uhes) 

Model 0,2 14111 l(mb! lab's 
Mt-Wive r,cti0er ami power 
output lubes. Model 82-5. 
containing Croaky 
Grid Unitrad. $ 1610 

(without tubes)$  125 

Mad,.! 2 (right). Eight 
including tu-a poet's tubes 
and rectifier. Model t2.5,ean. 
mining- Croaky Screen Grid 
1,nitrad. $140 

Nark: Weskrn prices 
slightly high" a., all models 

21 
31 
31-S 
41 
41-S 

July 1929 $49 

July 1929 $55 
Oct. 1929 $65 
July 1929 $70 

July 1929 $85 

20 (chassis only) 
30 (chassis only) 
30-S (chassis only) 
40 (chassis only) 
40-S (chassis only) 

22 $88.50 
32 $99.50 

33-S $115 34-S (Dec.) $116 
42 $125 

42-S $ 140 82H $150 

82-S $ 160. Technical article in Citizens Callbook, vol.11 no.3, Sept. 1930, p.79. 
Performance graphs in vol.11 no.2, Mar. 1930, p.85. 

61 July 1929 $85 60 (chassis only) 62 $135 
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In New York, Alma Gluck, renowned drsinatic opera and concert so prano,contributes to the MU, tone beauty in Crosley Radio. Mr. Iknu P. Joslyn, the composer (center), 
discusses the tone quality with Mine. Gluck. Powel Crosley, Jr., president of The Crasley Radio Corporation, receives the artist's comments, suggestions and advice 

ALMA GLUCK 
kelps to make possible this 

new tone beauty in CROSLEY RADIO 

F
ROM a distant broadcasting station music sweeps 
in ... a Crosley Radio receives the program.... 
A little group of radio experts "stand by" as 

Alma Gluck, the great dramatic soprano, "listens 

The music stops. Then—Mme. Gluck's counsel 
on the tone quality of the receiving set . . . the 
suggestions, comments, advice of a great artist, 
given directly to Crosley engineers. 
Thus, in all parts of the country, Crosley Radio 

is subjected to. the expert tone scrutiny of America's 
foremast composers, directors, musicians, opera 
and concert artists. 

For this purpose, Crosley receiving sets are placed 
in the homes of these artists. 
By a series of unique " tone tests: . the greatest 

authorities on music and voice regularly aid 
Crosley in dm.eloping and improving a new tone 
beauty never before achieved in radio! 
Alma Gluck, Edith Mason, Efrem Zinibalist, 

Jose Mojica, George Gershwin and others equally 

Crnley nid-tahlr models, similar to deer , with 7 or 8 tab 
A. C. Screen Grad sets, mud front $(,7 to $85 (nirl'on 
a,aessories). Wetter» prices slightly high r. No matter where 

joos iiLVCrosleybailds a radio set to suet your pocket book 

famous regularly contribute to Crosley tone quality 
. a new purity and richness that mechanical tests 

alone could never attain! 
This beautiful tone, developed to the highest 

technical degree, then "ear tested" by America's 
famous musicians, is exclusive with Crosley. 
Hear it yourself at any Crosley deafer's. You'll 

be amazed and delighted! 
You may choose from a wide variety of Crosley 

table and console models. They embody every 
modern feature: Screen Grid, Neurrodyne circuits, 
Power Detection, phonograph pick-up, Dynacoil 
and Dvnacone Speakers, etc.. . . at the lowest prices! 

Arrange with your nearest authorized dealer to 
place any Crosley model in your home for a free 
trial. If you keep it, payments may be arranged 
on easy tcrms. Ask the dealer for details. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Home of IITIAV, " the Nation's Station" 

Ono rem: of Crash, A.C. Screen Grid rahinet models, 
pridd.at $ 11S, without tube). Crocley builds sets for direct 
rorment, alternating current, and battery operation, at penes 
ranginç from e49 to $180. Western pricer sltghtly higher 

You're there with a 
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24
) From Binding Post to Varnish 

By HOWARD S. PYLE 

U
P IN the cold, lonely timberlands 
of the north—down in the warm, 
tropical countries—on hundreds of 
ships on the seven seas, myriad tiny 
voices of the night bring cheer and 

comfort and entertainment to eager listeners. 
And all through proper manipulation of a few 
simple controls on a small wooden cabinet. 
It is an accomplishment to inspire awe, and 
we have a respect for the little cabinet that 
forms a medium of contact with the world 
about us. So faithfully and efficiently does the 
little mystery box serve us, that many do not 
stop to wonder how and where and by whom 
the delicate apparatus was assembled and 
arranged within. 
The writer recently made an investigation of 

the manufacture of modern broadcast receiv-
ing equipment, concluding his search with a 
trip through one of the largest and most 
modern factories of the independent radio 
manufacturers. 
The entire plant had been laid out after the 

policy followed by the Ford Motor Company: 
the raw materials are routed through a definite 

manufacturing cycle. As each part is com-
pleted, it is delayed at an operating station 
until the arrival of the next part required in 
the receiver assembly. By this method as a 
panel progresses through the factory, various 
completed parts are added until the panel 
reaches the testing department with a com-
pleted set attached to it. 
The first photograph shows the in ividual 

units being made up. The girl at the xtreme 
right is operating an automatic screw sembl-
ing machine—a combination powe -driven 
screw driver and socket wrench. To he left, 
other operators are seen with automat c rheo-
stat winding machines. A large prop tion of 
the special machinery found to be imperative 
in accurate work, has been developed within 
the plant. 

Following the completion of the various parts, 
they are delivered to the assembly idepart-
ment, to be incorporated in the receivers at 
the proper stations during their progr s along 
the assembly tables. 

In the photograph on page 290 we see the first 
stages in the construction of a four- ube re-
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ENGRAVING AND FINISHING PANELS FOR FOUR-TUBE RECEIVERS 

ceiver—an extremely popular product of this 
particular manufacturer. In the operations pic-
tured, the panels appearing in the lower right-
hand corner are machined to the desired 
dimensions, sanded, and then subjected to a fin-
ishing operation which completely removes the 
gloss and gives the panels a pleasing, flat, 
grained finish. They are then passed through a 
gang of drills, each operator drilling but one size 
hole, thus eliminating change of drills and les-
sening the possibility of error. The next step is 
through the engraving machines. A battery of 
five are seen behind the blank panels in the fore-
ground. Here the work is also divided, so that 
one machine operator engraves only a small 
amount of " copy." Thus each man becomes 
expert in engraving some particular character 
such as a trade-mark or a group of letters or 
figures. 
The panel is then ready for the assembly de-

partment. One row of long tables permits the 
progressive passage of the panel through the 
various stages of assembly. A separate row 
permits an uninterrupted line of receivers of 
five different types to be constantly in produc-
tion. One worker, for instance, secures the 
filament rheostat and the two audio-frequency 
transformers in place, the next places on the 
binding posts, and so the work progresses down 

the line until all of the parts are assembled on 
the panel. 
Next in order is the wiring, or " hooking-up." 

It has been found desirable to limit the number 
of wires placed by any one operator. Hence 
we find one worker caring for but two or three 
wires, the instrument then passing to the next 
station where two or three more are placed. 
This procedure enables each operator to work 
rapidly without sacrificing accuracy. In a 
plant where the bonus system is in vogue, 
this division of labor works to the advantage 
of both employee and manufacturer. 
When a number of instruments are completely 

wired they are passed to the testing depart-
ment on " wagon-racks." Several of these 
wagon-racks are shown at the right in the 
upper picture on the opposite page. 

Passing along the right-hand row of tables, 
each instrument is subjected to an inspection 
for possible loose connections and given a 
thorough brushing and cleansing of all soldered 
joints with benzine and alcohol. This serves 
to eliminate leakage paths which might be 
caused by excessive soldering flux. 
The instrument is then delivered to the 

radio-frequency test tables. Two small, con-
tinuous-wave oscillators installed in this de-
partment furnish energy for testing receiving 



HERE THE RECEIVERS ARE INSPECTED AND TRIED OUT 

sets on actual radio-frequency signals. One 
oscillator is adjusted to a wavelength of 200 
meters and modulated at a frequency of woo 
cycles. The second oscillator is adjusted to 
600 and modulated at loci cycles. These test-
ing oscillators are arranged on a loop, and the 
energy is transmitted to the series of loops 

shown in the photograph. A receive 
function at both wavelengths before 
the testing department. 

It has been found practically impos 
locate faults in radio-frequency ap 
unless actual radio-frequency curre 
applied to the instruments under op 

I 32 CABINETS IN THE EARLY STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION 
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conditions. In other words, receivers which 
have satisfactorily passed a mechanical and 
electrical test, are often inoperative when con-
nected to an antenna system. The testing 
system just described enables a really satis-
factory test to be made, the loop antenna de-
sign being such as to represent the electrical 
characteristics of the average antenna erected 
to receive broadcasting. 
A receiver satisfactorily passing all tests is 

finally routed to the table at the rear of the 
testing department where the necessary in-
structions are placed in the cabinet and the 
serial number entered on the cards. The set 
is then packed for shipment. 

In order that all of the parts entering into 
the final assembly may be manufactured in the 
one plant described, a wood-working depart-
ment is maintained, which is among the largest 
and most modern in this country. Here the 
cabinets and other wood work used in the 
manufacture of radio equipment are turned 
out, with a considerable surplus for outside 
distribution. An example of the modern 
machinery in use throughout the entire or-
ganization is seen in the " sticking-machine"— 
the paddle-wheel-like machine shown in the 
lower picture on the previous page. This has 

replaced the old method of setting up long lines 
of cabinet work held together by means of 
" gluing-clamps." 
A cabinet, upon leaving the wood-working 

plant, goes to the spraying department where 
the finish is sprayed on the cabinet instead 
of being applied by hand with a brush. 

Completing the equipment of this manu-
facturing plant is an up-to-date printing 
establishment in which are published all cata-
logues, instruction sheets, and circular matter, 
as well as a weekly newspaper. 
From the foregoing, it can readily be seen 

that radio as an industry has assumed a definite 
place in the business world. Conditions, so 
chaotic two years ago, have so shaped and 
stabilized themselves that an establishment 
such as the one described, representing an 
investment of many thousands of dollars and 
employing hundreds of workers, is recognized 
as a sound and substantial industry. The 
fly-by-night manufacturers of a year or two 
ago are now practically extinct. Good work-
manship, correct policies, and a desire to give 
the public dollar for dollar value, have narrowed 
the great new field of radio manufacturing 
down to a comparatively few progressive manu-
facturers. 

HERE THE FINISH IS SPRAYED ON 



Popular Mechanics ( Jan. 1925) 

The Glue Wheel Clamps 
Cabinet Sections Until 
the Glue Sets, While the 
Panel Drill, Below, Drills 
Eleven Holes at Once 

Deft Fingered 
Girls Assemble 
the Book-Type 
Condensers 
(Above); the 
Inventor, at 
Right. Checks 
the Blueprints 
for a New Set. 
Soon to Be 
Placed in 
Quantity Pro-

duction 

The Basket-Woven Inductance Coil Follows the Antenna and Tickler Coils into Place as the Growing Set 
Flits down the Long Assembly Table 

Making Five Thousand Radio Sets a Day 

Automobile-Factory Methods Are Adopted by Wireless Receiver 

Producer to Turn Out Outfits in Wholesale Lots 

G IVEN a million and seven thousand 
radio parts, weighing nearly thirty-

four tons, how many workers will it take 
to assemble them into 5.000 radio sets in 
one working day of nine hours ? 

This question has been answered by 
one great radio producer through quan-
tity-production methods, whereby some 
550 girls can assemble the thousands of 
condensers, transformers, rheostats and 
multistats on their panels and subpanels, 
place several hundred thousand screws and 
binding posts, solder something over a half 
million joints, and pass the completed re-
ceivers on to a few men who screw them 
into their cabinets, add serial numbers and 
instruction booklets and box the outfits 
ready for shipment. Starting at one end of 
a long table with a subpanel and a handful 
of binding-post p_arts—three  parts for each 
post—the set moves down the bench wítW 
clocklike regularity until it comes out the the three-tube set—is cut to length and 
other end, ninety feet away, complete, bent in the wire shop, which uses 1,200 
tested, and boxed l and labeled. A one- pounds, or 60,700 feet, of tinned, hard-
tube set makes the journey from a hand- drawn copper wire daily. The twenty-six 

ful of binding posts to a sealed carton with 
shipping label attached in forty-five min-
utes, a two-tube outfit in an hour, and a 
three-tube receiver in an hour and fifteen 
minutes. Each worker at that table has 
just enough to do to occupy her for three 
minutes. Radio outfits are assembled at 
the Crosley plant in Cincinnati on the 
same principle by which low-priced auto-
mobiles are made at Detroit. A few hours' 
instruction in the factory school qualifies 
a new employe to do the one simple task 
allotted to her. She may never learn the 
principles of radio or how to build a com-
plete set, but doing the one easy stint 
over and over 200 times a day, the newest 
worker quickly acquires a skill that 
shames a veteran amateur builder. 
Everything comes to the assembly tables 

ready for installation. Each piece of bus  
wri-i—in-d—ibeie are twenty-six pieces in 



An Automatic Oscillator, 
with a Range Up to 600 
Meters, Sends Out Sig-
nals All Day Long by 
Which the Final Testers 
Check Eech Detail to In-
sure the Completed Set Is 

Perfect 

pieces in the big set, ranging in length 
from one to twenty-four and seven-eighths 
inches, require seventy-five bends. 
The company operates three plants and 

a printing shop. One factory turns out 
nothing but cabinets, using five carloads 
of mahogany and walnut and five car-
loads of poplar each week. Another plant 
makes electrical parts — transformers, 
multistats, condensers, coils, jacks, etc.— 
while the third factory is devoted entirely 
to assembling and shipping the completed 
receivers. Like the popular-priced auto-
mobile, these sets eliminate all the unnec-
essary frills, to stick to the original idea 
of marketing a medium-priced outfit. En-
graving of the panel, for example, is ex-
pensive because of the labor used, so it is 
reduced to the minimum. Even then it 
takes three minutes to engrave the panel 
for a three-tube set and longer for smaller 
outfits, where there is no subpanel and all 
binding posts must be designated on the 
front of the set. The binding-post mark-
ings on the subpanel of the larger outfits 
are stamped by a punch press. 
By dividing the work into three-minute 

units, hundreds of separate operations are 
performed on the three-tube receiver in 
the seventy-five minutes it takes to as-
semble it. There are sixty-nine connec-

tions to be soldered, and a total 
of 258 screws, binding posts and 
parts to be placed, including 
everything from the smallest 
washer to the cabinet, shipping 
carton, instruction sheets and 
shipping label. 
When one of the larger sets 

starts down the assembly table 
the first worker deftly places the 
row of binding posts on the long. 
narrow subpanel, and at the end 
of her three minutes passes it on 
to the second girl, who mounts 
the tube sockets in another three 
minutes. Then the third worker 
gets the strip and assembles the 
plugs on the rheostats, mounts 
the cam which operates the book-
type rheostat, inspects and 
whitens the engraving on a front 
panel and mounts the subpanel, 
with its posts and sockets. 
The fourth step adds the jack 

and filament switch and mounts 
the assembled rheostats, ready for 
the next girl to add the coil 
bracket, phone condenser and 
tickler coil. So on down the line, 
t h e rapidly growing receiver 
moves. Here a girl puts on the 
first transformer and passes the 

work along to the neighbor on her right, 
who adds the second one; another girl 
adds the plate condensers; and then a 
whole row of workers—eight of them— 
begin adding wires and soldering the con-
nections, each having just enough to do 
to occupy her for three minutes. Add an 
antenna coil, the tickler shaft, induction 
coil and black spaghetti insulation on 
some of the bus wires, the knobs for the 
rheostat and tickler shaft, and the grow-
ing set is ready for its first inspection. 
The inspector checks the details of the 

assembly to make sure that everything is 
in place and then adds the barrel of the 
rheostat and checks the position of the 
indicating arrow on the knob, while her 
neighbor installs the knobs and dials of 
the plate condensers. Another mechanical 
test, and then the twenty-fifth girl slips 
the row of binding posts under a cor-
responding row of brass fingers, which 
automatically establish all the connections, 
and begins the final electrical test. In an 
adjoining room an automatic oscillator 
sends out signals all day long, ranging 
from 200 to 600 meters, to be picked up 
on the inspector's loop aerial, while she 
manipulates the knobs and switches to 
make sure that every circuit is correct and 
every part functioning. 

An Automatic Machine 
Winds the Basket Coils 
(Above), and a Panto-
graph Engraver ( Below 
at Left) Marks Panels 

from a Master Plate 

 r/.  

The Shipping 
End of One of 
the Long As-
sembly Tables, 
Each Side of 
Which Turns 
Out a Set 
Every Three 
Minutes, a n d 
(Below) a Sol-
dering Job on 
One Subpanel 
Connection 



Past the test, and another nine minutes 
suffices to mount the set in its cabinet, add 
the serial numbers, instruction sheets and 
booklets, box the receiver in a corrugated-
cardboard carton, seal the joints with 
paper tape and paste on the label. Each 
of the tables averages around 200 sets a 
day. Most of the parts are made by the 
company, the principal exceptions being 
the molded sockets, dials and knobs. The 
parts factory and assembly unit use 15,-
000.000 screws and 25,000,000 nuts each 
week in building 5,000 sets a day, as well 
as 360,000 binding posts. The quantities 
of the small parts are so great that auto-
matic computing scales are used to weigh 
them out of the bins, requisitions for hun-
dreds of thousands being translated into 
pounds. Seven and one-half tons of 
formica panels—a total of 2,500,000 square 
inches—must be cut, drilled, engraved and 
polished each week for the 30,000 panels 
and 15,000 subpanels. The parts plant is 
expected to turn out weekly 60,000 book-
type condensers; 75,000 multistats; 75.000 
completed sockets; 75.000 basket-weave 
coils, and some 36,000 audio-frequency 
transformers. The latter use up 360,000 
silicon-steel laminations, each about three 
inches long, and keep five punch presses 
busy turning them out. 
A recently developed motor-driven auto-

matic machine is used to wind the lattice 
turns of the basket weave 
on the inductance and 
tickler - coil "spiders," 

The Wire Benders Turn Out 
Thousands of Pieces Each Day. 
AU Cut and Bent Ready to Be 
Soldered in Place: 600 Pounds of 
Wires a Day Is Net an Unusual 

Output 

stopping automatically after specified 
numbers of revolutions for the operator to 
draw out the various tap leads. Th è new 
machine replaces hand-turned coil winders 
with which the operator was required to 
keep a mental count of the turns made. 

Lewis M. Crosley, vice-prealdent 
or The en.ley Radio Carporation, 

eupervlaes the production of all ra. 
llo lipperatos made by the concern 
headed by his brother, Powel Cron. 
ley, Jr Thounantly tif pieces of 
apparatus are made every week in 
the Cincinnati plants and are Beni 
lc all parts of the world. 

/ 

A short "factory tour" is in Radio News, May 1926, 
pp.1536-1537. 

,1R\L R IN THE I f , Ii\(, I \ Bolt \ToRY 

--nw 'Lug roundnoltse fin ninutt-1 n -tentertrer-Freyertm— eerg- ltre— 
balanced and tested each day at the plant of the Crosley Radio Corporation, 
Cincinnati, O. 

Test equipment at the Crosley plant is described by K.W. 

Jarvis in Proc. 1.R.E., vol.17 no.4, Apr. 1929, pp. 
664-710. 
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Crosley Buys 

IN ORDER to meet the de-
mand for Crosley-made radio 
receiving sets, Powel Crosley, 

Jr., president of the Crosley Manu-
facturing Company, has has purchased 
the factory building now occupied 
by the Thomas J. Corcoran Lamp 
Company, on Colerain avenue at Sas-
safras street, in Camp Washington, 
Cincinnati. 

This real estate transaction, involv-
ing more than $ 150,000, meets the 
question of whether the radio industry 
is an established business or a passing 
fad, for preparations are being made to 
manufacture nearly 5,000 radio receiv-
ing sets every day in this new plant, 
which will be ready for occupancy by 
early spring. 

The large building will house, in ad-
dition to the general offices, manu-
facturing and assembling departments 
of the Crosley radio products, the radio 
broadcasting station WLW, which will 
have all of the latest improvements of 
this particular field in the radio world, 
making the station one of the finest in 
the world. 

There is a floor space of over 
100,000 square feet in this new four-
story building, as compared with 
30,000 in the present Crosley factory, 
at Alfred and Colerain, and this large 
space will be fully utilized with the 
manufacture of radio receiving appara-
tus. It is the intention of Mr. Crosley to 
manufacture radio parts in the present 
building and to use the new one for the 
making of the complete outfits. There 
is a B. & O. and Southwestern R.R. 
Company siding which goes to the 
plant, facilitating the shipping of the 
raw and finished products. 

Large New Factory 

The new factory is four stories high, 
with plenty of daylight on all floors, 

Large 

supplied by hundreds of windows, 
which will make the place ideal for 
ventilation and working conditions. 
New machinery will be installed which 
will aid the rapid but careful produc-
tion of radio sets. It is this study of pro-
duction methods and the great number 
of receiving sets manufactured that has 
gained for Mr. Crosley the title of "The 
Henry Ford of Radio." 
The history of Powel Crosley, Jr., is 

most romantic. About eight years ago 
he conceived the idea that a mail order 
business would be profitable and he or-
ganized the American Automobile Ac-
cessories Company, a corporation of 
which the Crosley Manufacturing Com-
pany is now a branch. Within a few 
years his automobile accessories 
business amounted to more than 
$1,000,000 annually. However, during 
the winter months the automobile mail 
order business was somewhat dull, and 
in order to stimulate his trade, Mr. 
Crosley entered the phonograph field, 
at first simply buying and selling his 
instruments. Later, he purchased a 
woodworking plant and made his own 
phonographs. Then as his mail order 
business grew he found it necessary to 
purchase a large printing plant to han-
dle the tremendous amount of printed 
matter he mailed to the trade. Thus, 
Mr. Crosley was operating an automo-
bile accessory, phonograph and print-
ing business to great financial advan-
tage. A short time later he started the 
manufacture of a toy, or rather a utility, 
for children from six months to two 
years old. This is known as the Go-
bi-bi, and hundreds of thousands are in 
use now throughout the United States. 

But three years ago, when the de-
mand for radio receiving sets became 
noticeable, Mr. Crosley decided to en-
ter this new field, carrying on at the 
same time the other huge tasks he had 
undertaken. 

Factory 

Crystal Set \\, as First 

The radio business was operated, as 
everyone knows, under the name of the 
Crosley Manufacturing Company. A 
crystal set was first made; then came 
vacuum tube outfits. Extensive adver-
tising soon resulted in the organization 
taking a leading place in the radio 
field, but until May, 1922, the busi-
ness was conducted in the plant of the 
American Automobile Accessories 
Company. 
One corner of the factory had been 

set aside for the manufacture of radio 
equipment. In May, 1922, however, 
the business had grown so extensively 
that larger quarters were required, and 
the plant at the comer of Colerain and 
Alfred streets was acquired. 
The radio broadcasting station the 

company had operated at the automo-
bile plant was replaced by a larger and 
more powerful station, WLW, when the 
company moved into the new quarters, 
and within a short time even this new 
broadcasting station was replaced by a 
still more powerful Western Electric 
plant. On January 6, 1923, Mr. 
Crosley bought the Precision Equip-
ment Company, Walnut Hills at 
Peebles Corner. 

Since the Crosley Manufacturing 
Company has been housed in its pres-
ent place and the demand for radio has 
increased so rapidly it became evident 
that the present quarters were not large 
enough to take care of the business 
which has grown from a hundred sets a 
week to nearly a thousand a day. In the 
new building the organization will be 
able to increase the output to nearly 
five thousand a day. 

Radio Topics ( Mar. 1924) 
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Combined Craftsmanship of 42 Men and Women Required 
In Assembling of One Crosley Five Tube Model 5-50; 
Perfect Work Certain After Set Passes Four Testers 

Individual Tasks 
Are Performed By 
Well Trained Girls 

Rigid Inspection Prevents De-
fective Set Leaving Factory, 
Despite Fact That Thou-
sands are Shipped Daily. 

Combined craftsmanship of thirty-
six girls and six men is required in 
the assembling of one of the five 
tube 5-50 radio receiving sets now 
being produced in such large num-
bers by The Crosley Radio Corpora-
tion. Each of these 42 girls and 
men has a special task to perform 
—and must do his or her work so 
perfectly as to pass the rigid in-
spection of four carefully trained 
testers. In a previous issue of the 
Radio Broadcaster we stated the 
work was done by 33 girls, and in 
order to correct the error we de-
cided to interview John R. Butcher, 
supervisor of the assembly depart-
ment, to obtain first-hand informa-
tion as to just how the work is 
accomplished. 
Mr. Butcher, an expert radio-

trician, has been in the radio busi-
ness for five years and has super-
vised the assembling of Crosley ra-
dios during the past three years. In 
addition to performing this task, 
he has had charge of inspection and 
testing, which experience has en-
abled him to master the task of 
building Crosley radios according 
to the standards of the organization. 

In order to make his explanation 

of the work more understandable, 
Mr. Butcher suggested that we start 
at the very beginning of un assem-
bly table, and watch carefully the 
intricate tasks being performed by 
each worker. He stated there are 
53 separate pieces of wire in each 
set, not counting, of course, the 
wires used in the various parts. 
Each piece of wire is numbered, and 
will be referred to by number as 
the work is explained. 
"Here at the beginning," said Mr. 

Butcher, "is girl No. 1. She rivets 
the sockets to the all-metal shielded 
chassis used in these sets, and then 
passes it on to Girl No. 2. The work 
of the other girls will be described 
in order in which it is done. 

"Girl No. 2—Checks serial num. 
ber. Mounts nine binding posts, 
jumper and "C" wires. 

"Girl No. 3—Mounts three bind-
ing posts (Vol. A to G inc.). Bends 
lugs. Mounts binding post strip 
with phone condenser. Mounts two 
balancing condenser studs. 
"Girl No. 4—Mounts two auxiliary 

condenser cams. Mounts two aux-
iliary condenser adjusting screws. 

"Girl No. 5—Puts spaghetti on 
wire No. 30 and 33. Puts spaghetti 
on wire No. 27 and 38. Solders wire 
No. 30 and 33 to last auxiliary con-
denser. Solders wire No. 27 and 38 
to second auxiliary condenser. Puts 
spaghetti on wire No. 44. Solders 
wire No. 44 to third socket second 
clip. Solders No. 10 to fourth socket 
third clip. Solders wire No. 17 to 
second socket third clip. 

"Girl No. 6—Mounts two coil sup-
porting studs. Mounts studs on two 
auxiliary condensers. Mounts two 
auxiliary condensers. 

"Girl No. 7—Mounts one by-pass 

condenser. Mounts detector socket. 
Mounts grid condenser. 

"Girl No. 8—Puts spaghetti on 
wire No. 6-12 and 45. Solders wire 
No. 6-12-22 and 45 to balancing con-
denser. Solders wire No. 39-43 and 
47 to second by-pass condenser. 
Puts spaghetti on wire No. 11. 
Solders wire No. 11 to fifth socket 
third clip. 

"Girl No. 9—Mounts varind bear-
ing and bracket. Mounts balancing 
condenser. Mounts rheostat. 

"Girl No. 10—Mounts two trans-
formers. 

"Girl No. 11—Prepares two trans-
formers for mounting. Puts spa-
ghetti on wire No. 42. Solders wire 
No. 42 to first socket second clip. 
Solders wire No. 17 to first trans-
former S-1. Solders wire No. 37 
to first by-pass condenser. Solders 
wire No. 3 and 37 to second socket 
fourth clip. 

"Girl No. 12—Solders wire No. 10 
to second transformer S-1. Solders 
wire No. 8 to fifth socket first clip. 
Solders wire No. 40 and second 
transformer lead S-2 to C-0 to 6 lug. 
Solders wire No. 31-40 and 50 to 
first by-pass condenser. Puts spa-
ghetti on wire No. 31. 

"Girl No. 13—Solders wire No. 21 
to C-0 to 40 lug. Solders wire No. 
21 to first transformer S-2. Solders 
wire No. 19 and 43 to B+90 lug. 
Solders wire No. 19 to first trans-
former P-2. Solders wire No. 14 to 
B-1-45 lug. Solders wire No. 14 
to second transformer P-2. Solders 
wire No. 23 to fifth socket fourth 
clip. 

"Girl No. 14—Solders wire No. 23 
and 24 to fourth socket fourth clip. 
Solders wire No. 20-24 and 25 to 

For additional information see: 
"Radio Sets Put On Production Basis," J.B. Nealey. Iron Age, vol.124, no.27, Dec. 26, 1929, pp.1717-1721 
"Description of method of assembling and testing radio units at plant of Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, whic 
suited in manufacturing economies; entire process of manufacture is as near straight-line mechanical progression 
ble; duplicated testing mechanism developed by company is located at end of line where set is tested for loose con 
converters added to receiving unit." 

••••:. 
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third socket fourth clip. Solders 
wire No. 25 and 26 to second socket 
first clip. Solders wire No. 26 to 
first socket fourth clip. Solders 
wire No. 15 to C-I-A—Lug. 

"Girl No. 15 —Solders wire No. 
16 to 4th socket 2nd clip. Solders 
wire No. 16 to 1st transformer P-1. 
Solders wire No. 18 to Musicone 
lug. Solders wire No. 18 to 2nd 
socket 2nd clip. Solders wire No. 5 
and 49 to 4th socket 1st clip. Solders 
wire No. 5 and 48 to 2nd by-pass 
condenser. 

"Girl No. 16—Solders wire No. 2-
3-4 to G lug. Solders wire No. 36 to 
Sel. A lug. Solders wire No. 35 to 
Vol. A lug. Solders wire No. 7 and 
9 to phone condenser. Solders wire 
No. 9 to 2nd transmormer P-1. 

"Girl No. 17—Solders wire No. 
51 to 1st socket 1st clip. Solders 
wire No. 52 to 3rd socket 1st ( lip. 

Assembled By 

et. Cuts and scrapes antenna coil 
lead No. 5. Puts spaghetti on an-
tenna coil lead No. 5. 

"Girl No. 22—Puts spaghetti on 
wire No. 28. Solders wire No. 28 
to antenna coil lead No. 4. Puts 
spaghetti on wire No. 34. Solders 
wire No. 34 and antenna coil lead 
No. 5 to 1st socket 3rd clip. Solders 
wire No. 4 to antenna coil lead No. 
3 Solders wire No. 36 to antenna 
coil lead No. 2. Solders wire No. 
35 to antenna coil lead No. 1. Sold-
ers wire No. 46 to tickler coil lead 
No. 2. 

"Girl No. 23—Solders wire No. 
15 to Rheostat. Solders wire No. 
wire No. 20 to Rheostat. Solders 
wire No. 47 to 1st coupler coil lead 
No. 3. Solders wire No. 42 to 1st 
coupler coil lead No. 1. Solders 
wire No. 44 to 2nd coupler coil 
lead No. 1. Solders wire No. 22 to 

Forty-two Trained Workers 

The set illustrated above is the Crosley five tube 5-50, which is 
assembled and tested by 42 carefully trained men and women. Every 
set is tested and inspected by four people before it is passed on to 
the packers. 

Solders wire No. 1-2, 51 and 52 to 
1st transformer lug. 

"Girl No. 18—Solders wire No. 53 
to Phone condenser. Solders wire 
No. 1-8-49 and 53 to 2nd transform-
er lug. Solders wire No. 46 to 5th 
socket 2nd clip. Solders wire No. 
29 to 1st coupler coil lead No. 3. 

"Girl No. 19—Ties cable. Mounts 
three condenser supporting blocks. 
Cuts and Scrapes 1st coupler coil 
lead No. 4. Cuts and scrapes 2nd 
coupler coil lead No. 4. Puts spa-
ghetti on 1st coupler coil lead No. 
4. Puts spaghetti on 2nd coil lead 
No. 4. 

"Girl No. 20—Same as No. 19. 
"Girl No. 21—Assembles tickler 

coil, worm nut and guides to sup-
porting arm. Mounts tickler assem-
bly and worm shaft to varind brack-
2nd coupler coil lead No. 3. Solders 
wire No. 39 to 2nd coupler coil lead 
No. 2. 

"Girl No. 24—Assembles stud on 
2nd coupler coil. Mounts antenna 

coil. Mounts 1st balancing coil. 
Mounts 1st coupler coil. Mounts 
2nd balancing coil. Mounts 2nd 
coupler coll. 

"Girl No. 25—Puts spaghetti on 
wire No. 41. Solders wire No. 41 
and 1st coupler coil lead No. 4 to 
3rd socket 3rd clip. Solders 2nd 
coupler coil lead No. 4 to balancing 
condenser. Puts spaghetti on wire 
No. 32. Solders wire No. 32 to 1st 
balancing coil lead No. 2. Solders 
wire No. 50 to 1st balancing lead 
No. 1. Solders wire No. 45 to 
2nd balancing coil lead No. 2. 
Solders wire No. 48 to 2nd bal-
ancing coil lead No. 1. Solders 
wire No. 7 to tickler coil lead No. 1. 

"Girl No. 26—Mounts set screw 
on dial. Mounts stop on dial. 
Mounts balance weight on dial. 
Assembles soldering lug on dial. 
Mounts 3rd condenser with dial. 

"Girl No. 27—Mounts resistance 
unit on 2nd condenser. Mounts short 
coupling. Mounts 2nd condenser. 

"Girl No. 28—Mounts resistance 
unit on 1st condenser. Mounts long 
coupling. Mounts 1st condenser. 

"Girl No. 29—Solders wire No. 12 
and 13 to grid condenser. Solders 
wire No. 13 to 3rd condenser stator. 
Solders wire No. 41 to 2nd condens-
er stator. Solders wire No. 32 to 
2nd resistance unit. Mounts four 
felt strips on chassis. Puts in thumb 
screws. 

"Girl No. 30—Solders wire No. 
11 to grid condenser. Solders wire 
No. 34 to 1st condenser stator. 
Solders wire No. 31 to 1st resistance 
unit. Solders wire No. 28 and 30 
to 1st resistance unit. Solders wire 
No. 33 to 1st condenser stator. Sold-
ers wire No. 29 and 38 to. 2nd re-
sistance unit. Solders wire No. 27 
to 2nd condenser stator. Solders 
wire No. 6 to 3rd condenser rotor. 

"Girl No. 31—Mounts two screws 
on dial. Sets condensers. Sets 

"The set is now ready to be test-
ed and inspected. The next three 
girls, referred to as No. 32, 33 and 
34 subject the set to. the most care-
ful examination and after it passes 
from their hands it is as perfect 
as human hands can make it. Girl 
No. 35 gets it next. She Is in an 
enclosed test booth and it is her 
task to see that the set operates 
properly under actual working con-
ditions. She tunes in as many 
broadcasting stations as she can, 
and when none is in operation she 
uses an especially arranged buzz 
system with which she can put the 
receiver through the most rigid test. 

"No. 36 is a man, whose task it 
is to place the set in its cabinet. 
He then passes it on to No. 37 who 
screws on the name plate and at-
taches the bolts that hold the chas-
sis in the cabinet. No. 38 puts on 
the auxiliary condenser windows 
and the dial windows and No. 39 
puts on the dial covers and knobs. 
No. 40 is a girl, who inspects the 
work done by these men and if it 
is satisfactory she passes it on to 
No. 41, who sees that the dial moves 
freely in the window and tacks on 
the serial card. It is then ready 
for the final operation—that being 
the work of No. 42, who puts the 
set in its carton, puts on the labels 
and places the completed set on a 
chute bound for the shipping depart-
ment." 

STOP—LISTEN 
Judge—"What's the matter with 

your headlights?" 
Driver—"I used wood alcohol in 

the radiator and the darn thing hall 
gone blind." 

To get the most from a single 
tube it must be connected in a re-
generative circuit. 
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High Efficiency Production Methods Place 

Where Crosley Parts Are Cadmium Plated 

A corner of the Plating Department showing how the 
metal parts are carried along through the plating baths on met-
al hangers. As the end of each vat is reached, the hangers 
automatically lift out, dipping into the succeeding vat and 
moving along continuously. Each part must travel twice 
the length of the room and pass through several baths before 
the process is complete. Cadmium plating is the most mod-
ern and efficient method known for protecting metal parts 
from corrosion. 

Assembling Tuning Condensers 

Here the die-cast condenser rotors are being mounted in 
their -bathtub- supports. As each man finishes assembling 
a condenser "gang- he puts it on the moving belt, which car-
ries it quickly to the testers, farther down the line. The con-
denser assembly is then subjected to a rigid inspection and 
carefully adjusted before being passed on to the Set Assem-
bly Department. 

1 10 

A Peak Behind The Scenes Reveals 
Systems, Finest aud Most 

Equipment and Skilled 
This issue of The Crosley Broadcaster is dedicated to those who 

would like to take a trip to Cincinnati and see the Crosley factory in 

operation, but who cannot. We are endeavoring in these pages to give 

you in the very best way we know how a slight conception of what is 

going on behind the scenes. 

Let us say right in the beginning that we can only hope to do this in 

a very small way, because the power of painting word pictures is limited 
and the space to reproduce pictures of everything that is happening out 

in the factory is also limited. 

We hope, however, that the few pictures which we are able to repro-

duce in this issue will give some conception of what is taking place in 
this huge modernly equipped and modernly operated factory to provide 
our dealer and distributor organization with the merchandise needed to 

take care of the tremendously increasing demand for Crosley mer 

dise. 

We trust that some day each one of you can take tile time to visit us 
and see with your own eyes what it is so impossible for us to describe 

Every Minute A Finished Chassis 

At the far end of this long table the individual waits of the embryo 
set starts on their journey. Each of the forty worlMrs along the line 
has a particular operation to perform. Gradually tie set takes form, 
until, as it reaches this end of the table, it is compl tely assembled on 
the chassis, ready to be tested. The inspectors and test operators in 
the foreground carefully give it the "once over", sending it back up the 
line unless it is, without question, up to standard. 

An O. K.'d Gembox 

Passes on 

The Gembox chasis being 
hooked onto the conveyor has 
just passed through a long line 
of test booths where it has been 
given almost every conceivable 
kind of reception and opera-
tion test. A special depart-
ment, housed In shielded metal 
booths and centrally located, 
handles the reception tests. 
These tests are In addition to 
those given to finished chassis 
at the end of the assembly ta-
bles. 



Crosley Merchandise First In Radio Market 
Tremendous Activity---Latest Conveyor 
Modern Machinery, Critical Test 
Labor All Play Their Part 

to you. It is a thrilling sight to see an organization of twenty-five hun-

dred persons all busily engaged in the manufacture of radio apparatus. 

It is a more worderful sight when it is realized that the introduction of a 

most modern conveyor system and most modern machinery makes it 

possible for everyone of this vast army to perform the work of 4 or 5 

persons under ordinary methods. 

We trust that these pictures in this issue of the Broadcaster will 

only be a starter and that from time to time we can take you behind 

the scenes and show you more and more of what is taking place. We 

feel sure that when you more fully realize the tremendous and prac-
tically unlimited resources of the organization wnich Is backing you up, 

that you will with even greater confidence go after the business which 

is rightfully yours in your community. 

Crosley is setting the pace in the merchandise being manufactured 

for the 1928-29 radio season. It is only the natural thing, therefore, 
that every Crosley dealer and distributor should set the pace in his 

territory. 

A Glance At The Conveyor System 

This modern conveyor system speeds up production in the Crosley 
factories. This continuous conveyor runs from department to depart-
ment, all over the Crosley plant. The unfinished parts start on the top 
floor of the plant, and are gradually assembled as they go down from 
floor to floor, until they finally reach the shipping department in the 
basement, complete, tested, and packed in their cartons, ready to send 
out. The chassis seen on the conveyor are Gemboxes, on the way to 
the Testing Department. 

An Imposing Array of 

Showboxes 

These Showboxes are being 
mounted In cases, prior to the 
final inspection and test. It is 
estimated that these sets and 
the parts that go into them 

each pass through more than 
a thousand inspections and 
tests before being finally ap-
proved. These multiple safe-
guards are a guarantee to 
every Crosiey dealer and dis-
tributor that his customers will 
be more than satisfied. Ill 

Into The Cartons They Go 

At each tick of the clock another Gembox is carefully 
wrapped and packed into its carton, ready for shipment. The 
belts carry an endless line of sets on their way to the Ship-
ping Department on the floor next below. One has but to 
watch for a few moments to count hundreds of them. This, 
of course, is but one of several such packing lines. 

Two More Carloads 

Two carloads of Crosley sets ready to start on their jour-
ney. They represent happiness for hundreds of homes, and 
worth-while profits for Crosley distributors and dealers. 
Every hour the endless chain continues, more parts starting 
in at the beginning and more carloads of sets leaving this plat-
form. Efficiency and reliability are the keynotes of the pro-
cess—two fundamentals which explain the quality and value 
represented in Crosley merchandise. 
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A RMATURE ASSEMBLY. The young women in the 
picture are assembling the most important part of 

the Dynacone, the armature. The armature oscillates 
between the poles of two powerful electro -magnets and 
the length of the oscillation determines the depth of 
tone. 

(NONE ASSEMBLY. The cone Is 
stamped out of spec,a1 paper 

impregnated with waterproofing 
material. It Is shaped and sewed 
in one operation. This moisture 
proof feature combined with the 
fact that all metal parts of the 
Dynacone are cadmium plated In-
sures ample protection against 
the moisture found In damp cli-
mates. These features make the 
Dynacone the ideal power speaker 
for use in damp or humid climates 
—in the tropics, near ocean, lake, 
or stream, and on the ocean itself. 

D OBBIN WINDING OPERATION. 0 each arm of 
A-. the armature is a small bobbin. J as the arma-
ture is the most important part of the Dynacone. the 
bobbin is the most Important unit of the armature. 
The bobbins carry the wiggles cf signs current which 
are converted into sound. 

TESTING OPERATION. The 

young lady with the keen ear 

has connected the assembled Dy-

naccne to the A- C supply. If she 

gets the proper hum out of the 

cone, all is well. If not, something 

is rotten somewhere. 



Architect's drawing of 8-story addition, completed Sept. 1929, 6-story addition of Sept. 1926, and original factory bought 

about feb. 1924. At far left: cabinet assembly and shipping plant, Sept. 1929. 
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CUE TII INC .\S,'4S11-111 INCTON 
Cutting & Washington Radio Corporation 

ulton Cutting, born in New I 
York City December 27, 1886, came from an old and 
socially-prominent family. He received his AB from 
Harvard in 1910, followed by an MA, MEE, and PhD in 

short order. In April 1916 he had already contributed a 
paper to the IRE Proceedings, a highly-technical and thor-

ough treatment of power-transformer design for spark 
transmitters. He served as IRE president in 1922. 

Bowden Washington was born on July 7, 1892 at Bar 
Harbor, Maine, and attended the Browning School, New 
York and spent two years studying electrical engineering 

at Columbia. He built his first transmitter and receiver in 
1903, was listed in the 1908 Modern Electrics Blue Book 
as "BW" and twice had photographs of his station pub-
lished in Modern Electrics in 1909. He helped set up two 
Mexican stations in 1913, was assistant engineer at Clapp-
Eastham in 1913-14, then went to Harvard in 1915 
where he assisted G. W. Pierce in equipping Cruft Labora-
tory, and met Fulton Cutting. 

During 1915 Washington and Cutting worked at Croft to 

develop a radio transmitter using the quenched spark gap 
invented in 1911 by E. Leon Chaffee, then an instructor in 

physics at Harvard. About this time Cutting and Washing-
ton formed a partnership, and, losing no opportunity for 

free publicity, Washington wrote a descriptive article for 
the IRE Proceedings in February ( published in August). 

In April 1917 the firm of Cutting & Washington, Inc. of 
Cambridge, Mass. was incorporated in New York with a 
capital of $200,000; the three incorporators all being Cut-

tings. C&W developed a production model (4A) of its."im-
pact excitation" transmitter and sold the government 1000 
of them at $750 apiece. The company also made 60 motor 
boat sets using (,'N114 receivers in 1917, and a number of 
lightweight aircraft transmitters, all using the Chaffee gap. 
Some of this gear was described by Washington in another 

IRE article in December 1918. 
In the Navy during the war, Washington claimed in a 

1924 autobiographical sketch to have had charge of the 
direction-finders on 350 destroyers and to have been on 

the staff of the Commander-in-Chief. His path crossed that 
of Expert Radio Aide A.F. Van Dyck in February 1919 on 

the Pennsylvania in Cuba, who made these entries in his 
diary: 

"Ensign Washington has done a good job on the compass, 

eliminated the collector rings as I Juive wanted to do many 
times. Not a standard installation at all, but it works. Ile is 
pretty wise but works hard to convince :you he is wiser than 
he is. Talked with him for hours the other night. I noticed 

that most of the Bostonese accent wore off during the 

evening— not all. . . . Ens. W. is a great BSer & tries to 
give the impression that he knows all abt any subject. When 

in swimming he keeps asking if you can make a 'so-
and-so' dive (which most of us haven't heard of) etc. to give 

the impression he's great. So far I have found that he has 
had a great deal of experience with guns, cameras, radio, 
swimming, navigation, boat handling, laboratory installa-
tion, factory management, women, in fact all we have 
talked about. Some of the officers are wise to him, as I 
overheard today." (It's worth noting that Van Dyck was a 
Yale man.) 

DR. FULTON CUTTING 
Chairman of the Board WuhinCion 

Eicf Engineer Cutting & 
Radio Corp 

In June of 1919 C&W moved to 6 & 8 W.48th St., New 

York City, re-incorporating as the Cutting & Washington 
Radio Corp., capital $36,750. They advertised commer-
cial radio gear regularly in the IRE Proceedings, and 

maintained their own coastal radio station WSA in 
Easthampton for ship traffic, having combined with Inde-

pendent Radio Telegraph Co. Apparently C&W was a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Independent for the next five 
years. 

There are several mysteries connected with C&W's 
Armstrong regenerative license, which was received on 

July 7, 1920. In addition to the usual provisions to sell to 
radio amateurs, experimenters, and scientific schools, 
this license had a third clause: "to purchasers in the U.S. 
for use in their own non-commercial land stations; i.e., 
stations used for the private purposes of their owners, and 
which do not receive or transmit for others commercial 
messages for money or other valuable consideration." This 
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was too early to refer to broadcast reception, so it must 
have meant point-to-point communication. But C&W's 
whole business had been, and continued to be, commer-
cial, specifically shipboard communication. So what were 
they doing with "non-commercial land stations"? And why 
did they not take out a license for their commercial busi-
ness (they were admittedly equipping some of their sta-
tions with Audion detectors by that time, though not 
necessarily regenerative ones)? Why then did they take 
out an Armstrong license at all? Typically, such licenses 
were saddled on companies already making and advertis-
ing regenerative sets, not by their request, but by demand 
of Armstrong's patent attorneys, who saw a chance of 
getting some revenue to pay their considerable fees with-
out jeopardizing a future sale ( the amateur market being 
thought negligible). Cutting 8z Washington, however, were 
not advertising amateur equipment, only commercial. Per-
haps they contemplated entering the amateur field, as 
most of their competitors were doing, the commercial mar-
ket experiencing a severe slump after the war. 

Whether by design or accident ( probably the latter) they 
did not enter the amateur market for nearly two years. 
Their first broadcast set, the type 11, appeared in May 
1922, just in time for the "radio bust," but was surely in-
tended to have been ready much sooner. Its production 
was subcontracted to a New York City manufacturer 
(C&W never had a factory of their own) who may have 
been De Forest. If so, it would explain the delay, as the 
De Forest people were unable to get even their own models 
into production, let alone subcontract for someone else. 
Cutting & Washington were so disgusted that they pulled 
up stakes and moved to Minneapolis to hook up with the 
Minneapolis Heat Regulator Co. ( later Honeywell) which 
was willing to subcontract production. MHR may have 
made the model 12 which appeared in June. C&W also 
ran broadcast station WLAG, beginning on September 4, 
1922. 

Unfortunately their proposed arrangement didn't work 
out, but they did find a second manufacturer willing and 
able to make radios, but with no self-interest in the mar-
ket: Automatic Electric Co. of Chicago, makers of tele-
phone equipment. All subsequent C&W radios were made 
by Automatic. 

Cutting 8z Washington's troubles were only beginning. 
As soon as the "negligible" amateur ( broadcast) business 
began to wag the dog, Westinghouse, now owner of the 
Armstrong patent, filed a series of lawsuits to pick off its 
licensees. C&W got theirs in the Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals on December 10, 1923, when two of the three 
judges ruled that while their subcontracting arrangement 
was legal, sales through distributors and jobbers were not; 
in other words, they would have to sell directly to the final 
customer. This, of course, was not the usual industry prac-
tice, and while they could get around it as De Forest did, 
by consigning their sets to dealers ( title remaining with the 
manufacturer until the final sale was made) it was an awk-
ward arrangement. Even the new model Teledyne couldn't 
pull them through ( particularly at the $ 190 list price) and 
C&W went into receivership by August 1924. 

8A Mar. 1918 

WLAG closed down, to be reopened with th backing of 
the Washburn-Crosby Co., makers of Gold edal flour, 
who asked only that it identify as the "Gold Me al Station" 
and change its call letters to WCCO. 

Independent Wireless Telegraph Co. sold &W to the 
"Radio Engineering Co." of Minneapolis, whi h probably 
was a legal entity only, an intermediary, for ssrs. Cut-
ting and Washington reappeared in Septem er in New 
York City with their Colonial Radio Corp., cat ital $4 mil-
lion. They opened a factory in Long Island Cit , New York 
employing 200 people and by November w re showing 
their models 16 and 17 at the Chicago Rad Show. In 
February 1925 after having completed 500 odd l 16s, 
Cutting built another 600 into six-tube sets us g Dubilier 
fixed-RF transformers; however the produc on models 
didn't work at all like the five prototypes an the factory 
shut down while the trouble was corrected. t this time, 
Colonial merged with the Multiple Electric oducts Co. 
of Newark, New Jersey makers of Atlas speak rs, who un-
loaded the troublesome radios on the public, n return for 
future distributorship of Colonial models. Bu by Decem-
ber the two companies had parted, on poor te s. 

Theoretically, Colonial continued to int oduce new 
models each year, but very few must have bee made until 
1929. In that year a minor flurry of articles an ads hit the 
radio magazines. Colonial absorbed Valley A pliances of 
Rochester, New York in February 1930, and ing of Buf-
falo in October, apparently closing all but the Buffalo 
plant in mid- 1931. When it bought the Kin plant from 
Sears, Roebuck & Co. it probably contracted ith Sears to 
become the major manufacturer of Silvertone radios, and 
continued to make radios for Sears even ter discon-
tinuing sales under the Colonial name arot nd 1934 or 
1935. Colonial was sold to Sylvania in 1944, and merged 
into that company in 1950 as its Radio an Television 
Division. 
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44 42 43 eul-iteVcrirr..lor\.. 

ReeeVer Neg.407 

9 \ Junt• 1919 

11 May 1922 $ 125 
Type 14, for use with a loop, was announced in Aug. 1922 

but probably not made. It was described as using four 
tubes ( F1F, Det., 2 AF) and haying three controls. A four-
foot rotating loop and a fixed coil eight feet square were 

suppl ie(l 

John 1)rake 

12 June 1922 $65 

John Caperton 

12A Oct. 1923 $97.50 

Mel Rosenthal 
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Today's Cinderella needs no fairy !Wino ier. 
She calls up Prince Charming and together hey 
waltz at her Radio Dance, while ont qj the tir, 
over her C & It" Receiver, comes the rhyil inc 
swing fSchubert melodies, Strauss teal es, 
fascinating modern two-steps, played by the 
nations best orchestras  

Get the Best Program 
with a CS IV Receiver 

Tested with other broadcast receivers— on the same antenna— 
listening to the same stations, Model 11-B, the Cutting & 
Washington Receiver illustrated above, proved to give reater 
volume from the desired station, with less interference f sm all 
other stations. 

Highly selective, a 3-tube, double-circuit regenerative r ceiver, 
with remarkably lone range and clear reception. Uses y cell 
A-batter); 3-UV 199 tubes; special sharp tuning C & W I itcuit, 
shock absorbing tube mounts, automatic rheostat switches, s ielded 
panel. Leader of the C & W Line, the set that will get your tation 
if the station is to be had Price complete, ready to operate $160. 

Compare — then choose. Ask for a dem-
onstration by the nearest CS' W Dealer 

Dealers—Distributors: Write at once for details of the Slitting 
& Washington Selling Plan — a real opportunity in adio. 

Cutting & Washington Radio Corpor tion 
Minneapols Mi nesota 

Cuffing a2rliWashinctt • n 
1 18 



A Genuine C &W Receiver 
Only $50 Complete 

I Including Tube and Batteries) 

Rtany IWO lets 011g — ruts ingenious new 
receiver designed by Dr. Fulton Cutting 
and Mr. Bowden Washington. 

In your home, on a permanent antennae. 
it's a sharp tuning double circuit set. In 
the home of a friend - in your car, its a 
single circuit receiver, ready to operate on 
any sort of temporary antennae. 

A special C gsWcircuit. the result cf the di-
igners' long experience, makes this receiver 
as [elective as the most expensive sets 

Let it introduce -jot, tr. 
hest. Now on display at C 

No Other Set at This Price 
offers you these special featutes. C k W Model 

15 (Armstrong Patent). singie an, double circuit 

1.W.199 tube; shock.abearbing mount. preven. 

ing vibration bowls; screened panel: automatic 

rheostat twitch; all wires back ...mine-to:1: dials 

safety mounted under silver finished rings; sued 

arc! C k W constructson throughout . 
complet,. with all batteries and tube Maul. 

cabinet. $50. 

Cutting ar-ji/ Washington 
CoanNre—thrn Choose. Ask for a Demonstration by nearest C i.. W Dc.lk r 

THE SAYRE-LEVEL RADIO COMPANY 
Philadelphia Distributors 

Dealers tarire for dis ccccc • and territorial righk. 

•HILADELPHIA 

•1123 Woodlned Ave. 

•IS Ches.. U. 

Callow, Elec..« Shen. 
SS'S Chebler Ave. 

AVONDALE. PA 

John E•dms. t. 

BELLEFONTE. PA. 

R. C WiNwr 

CONSHOHOCKEN. PA 

.... 

Losnnut.n. PA. 

PALMYRA. PA. 
P•longt• Mo.bic Stare 

POTTSTOWN. PA. 

WII.C.S4Art, PA 

rl 

trz.ru- c. 
CAMDM. N. J. 
NI  Lang 

PLEASANTVILLE. J 
Mad. Sandere 

TOMS RIcER, n. J 
T•••• Music Seery 

TYRONE. PA. 

WILOWODD. N. J. 
R. W. Ryan 

Philn. Inquirer (Nov. 4. 1923( 

John Terrey 

11A June 1923 $135 (uses OlAs, 
shown on opposite page) 

1113 Oct. 1923 $325 
model, uses 99s) 

11B Jan. 1924 $160 

(console 

complete 
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Radio in 1914 
1914 model, Cutting e Washington Receiver, one 
of the first commercial sets in America, and— 

A present Cutting & Washington model, the 
standard for simplicity and sound design. 

and 
today 

Dealers l I ROUGHOC .I. their long experience of Radio, 
Dr. Fulton Cutting and Mr. Bowden Wash-
ington have kept to one idea—make Radio 

simple—make it dependable—make it useful. 

How well they have succeeded is proved by their 
famous record as designers of U. S. Naval and Marine 
Equipment—Radio apparatus that must not fail— 
that must be serviceable and efficient. 

Inday you can have a genuine Cutting & Wash-
ington Set for your home. Dr. Cutting and Mr. 
Washington have at last given to Home Radio the 
benefit of their long experience and expert engineering. 

Ask your dealer to point out the superiorities of 
Cutting & Washington equipment—or write direct 
fur illustrated catalog. 

Cutting & Washington Radio Corp. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

C & W Sets are so simple and 
fficient that you can easily 

prove they are the sets for yotir 
customers to own. 1 hey are: 

1. 

3. 

Designed under Arm-
strong Patents. 

By America's Pioneer 
Radio Manufacturers. 

Built by norld's largest 
makers of automatic 
electric equipment. 

Write for " The Future of 
Radio Retailing", a hook that 
outlines the liberal franchise 
offered C & W Dealers, and 
the C e W plan for a profit-
able business in Radio. 

CuttingtL4Washington 
America's Oldest Manufacturers of Commercial Radio 

\ii‘ 1123 S50 

Popular Radio ( Aug. 19231 

Richard Hie-) lur 

Ifiakt• 



Teledyne Mar. 1924 $ 190 complete 
In a descriptive article in Radio Broadcast for May 1924, 
1)1).47-51, Washington shows how he added a fourth tube 
to his old circuit, ahead of the regenerative detector, pre-
venting radiation and interference to other sets. 

Other engineers that may have had a hand in the de-
sign: Henry C. Forbes, assistant chief engineer in 1923-
1924, who joined Zenith and designed the Super Deluxe 
models, and H.S. Williams, who wrote a construction arti-
cle in the New York Sun, Mar. 15, 1924, pp. 1, 4; Mar. 
22, p. 2. 

nisands in Chicago 
Heard Colonial Radio Last Week 
The Show has closed, hut One Hundred Chicago Dealers ale ready 

to supply Colonial Radio to all seeking the finest in local and 

long distance reception. 

Thousand, heard Colonial during 

Show Week. at the Congress Hotel 

end at Dealer, Demonstrations. Note 
that Colonial Dealers are continuing 

their Show Week Demonatrations in. 

definitely. Thousands more saw thc 
Colonial Selon at the Coliseum, saw 

the handsome cabinets containing Dr. 

Fulton Coping's and Mr. Bowden 
Waahington% combined ettecess—the 
Colonial adaptation of the Wragant 
Circuit. But these people did not 
firer Colonial Radio. 

1, you heard Colonial Radio 
week. you know more now than any 
edvertisement can tell yon—iriere 
ebuut wonderful reality in reception 
uf music and speech. more about dis. 
tance.getting and the logging of 
many mettrons scattered over the map. 

lint if you only saw the Salon and 
did not hear one of the Demonstra. 
«ions, be sure to do on by visiting 
vont nearcet Colonia/ Dealer during 

broltkas::oç bou,. As ¡vs ', ten. 
bear in mind the , ttes thrilling radio 
is not confined to people who cm' Pay 
• high price. The Colonial principle 
has been engi d to meet the 
needs of all. 

Colonia' Sets can be purchatted as 
low au $58.50. Other Colonial Sete 
range upward to 5175. Find hut the 
one that fits your ideas. Colonial 
Set, are op ttttt d on wet batted., 
or on dry batteries only, or tamely 
ettacked to the lie, rocket 
When you know Cie enjoyersent 

that come, from this ;treater radio, 
you will not think of being without 
it. The whoH world of music, ro-
manne and education ie on the air 
and Colonial will bring this world 
into your home hour after hour. It 
will bring in each syllable and each 
note with amazing fidelity. 

If you have not heard Colonial Racho. 
go to one of these demonstration,-
take the family. 

COLO> ,:At, R ALIT 0 CORPORATION • LONG ISLAND CITY. N.Y. 

Exclusive Distributor 

Music Tradc Radio Corporation 
328 No. Michigan Ave. Chicago 

MODEL 21-5 WITHOUT ACCESSORIES $837.51) 
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Through a typographical error the above picture was not identified in 
the group of illustrations of radio receivers publish' d in the Herald 

Tribune Radio Magazine for Sunday, December 13. t is the Colonial 

Cabinet Model 20-6 receiver. 11 employs six tubes in a three-stage 
tuned radio frequency rim:a rind sells for $175. The table unit on 

which it stands sells for $40 and the loud specuser for $30. 

Described in Radio News, Mar. 1926, pp 1273-1274. 

News and Notes of the Radio Tr 

This is pmbably the model 25, said to be read 
(ion in May 1926, and advertised in Oct. 
tnodel 25 was also offered in Aug. 1927 at $' 
26 DC model in Sept. at $250. 

21-5 Aug. 1925 $87.50 
Not shown: 23-5 phonograph panel, Aug. 192r 

24-5 portable, Aug. 1925, $85 

ade 

for prod tie-

r $225. A 
50, and Ilw 

, $85 
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THE RADIO DEALER December, 192.4 

Colonial 17 

COLONIAL 

Teak Mork Rag. 

Announcing the 

COLONIAL  
Colonial 16 

The Colonial 16 is a five-tube, dry battery 
operated receiver. It employs two stages of 
tuned compensated radio frequency amplifica-
tion, detector, and two stages of audio amplifi-
cation. All circuits are shielded and compen-
sated to give uniform response on all waves. 
No regeneration; no radiation; no howling. 
('abinet by Brewster, the finest builder of custom 

built automobile bodies in the world. Beautiful in 
design; executed in the best of taste. Panel in bronze, 
done by a new etching process. Maximum uf selectivity 
and sensitivity. Can be logged with greatest accuracy. 
Absolutely no body capacity. All batteries enclosed in 
cals net. 

The Colonial 17 is a four-tube, dry battery 

operated receiver. It employs one stage of 
tuned compensated radio frequency amplifica-
tion, detector, and two stages of audio amplifi-
cation. The cabinet and panel is a novel com-
bination of beautifully decorated metal and nat-
ural grained, lightly polished wood. It is highly 
sensitive and its selectivity is well above the 
average. Can be logged with ease and accuracy. 
All batteries are enclosed in cabinet. 

A Revelation in Radio 
Experts in radio have described Colonial 16 and 17 as "a revelation in radio." They are the 

latest contribution to radio science of Dr. Fulton Cutting and Mr. Bowden Washington, and represent the 
culmination of years of experimenting and testing. We waited until we were absolutely sure that the 
sets were mechanically and electrically perfect before we placed them before the trade. Now we know they 
are absolutely right and we guarantee every Colonial receiver that leaves our factory to give perfect 
satisfaction. 

Merchandising Policy 
Exclusive franchise and absolute 

territorial protection are two of the 
outstanding features of what Colo-
nial gives its jobbers or distribu-
tors. We believe the jobber is en-
titled to this protection from the 
manufacturer. 

Colonial has developed a dealer 

co-operative sales service that is 
unique and that is sure to be of sig-
nal importance to the retail mer-
chant. Colonial offers direct to the 
dealer, through the jobber, this 
sales plan personally inaugurated 
by Colonial "dealer salesmen." 
This has at once been recognized as 

the best, most direct and most ef-
ficient manner of securing dealer 
sales that has yet been devised for 
radio. 
We have a booklet completely de-

scribing the Colonial Merchandis-
ing Plan. Write for your copy 
today. 

COLONIAL RADIO CORPORATION 
East Avenue and Tenth Street 

Long Island City, N. Y. 

The model 16 was announced in Nov. 1924 ($200) but first advertised in May 192:) 

The model 17 was announced in Nov. 1924, $85. 

iii ( 8150) arid 16-6 ($ 175). 
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FIG. 6—CONTROL PANEL 

31 AC Nov. 1928 $268 i& $278 

31DC Nov. 1928 $288 i& $298 

A short technical article is in Citizens Cal/book, vol. 11 

no. 1, Jan. 19:30, p.73. 
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with the 

CUTTING DYNAMIC 
SPEAKER built-in 
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lions °I Cream New Yon. ran now es-

meteors the thrill cd Waring Dr. Cutting's All 
Electric Colonial olds the builuin Cutting 

Dynamic Speaker. In. specially made for di-

rect eurrrnt el .... opirapon. 

The newest ... most tallied about ... the 
ost desired .. ch. mos. baffling and fat-

eashing development in the radio world today 
acknowledged everywhere to br Dr. Fulton 

Culting's invention du. all,lertrit Colonial 

soh the both ‘n Cursing Dyncmi.r Speaiier. 

II it differrm from ail otl..r dynamist. In will 

aye you tonrentrarru ... more aldarnun 
stet, rnAorment ... more satilfaction. It is 
adio'l greatest value. 
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Table-rtyte Colonial paw.. receiver. 

All-Electric Radio—Models for 
Direct and .thernating f:urrent 

il is !hen ... . naturnily boned 

radio in tire world" 

Y... of Ow... ef 
Cola•I•1 • juatifyiag Lae ',lampoon/ad 'var. of labs 
Old• la fraught II laln 

$147.5° 
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COLONIAL RADIO SALES CO., INC. 
3 East 43rd Street 20 Nesey Street 

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9:00 

R020.142.1211,1 00111.1112ATION.Loas tem. to, Illenno..anon kddo, Crum. Malmo 

I 52 28 (Y) Sept. 1927 $ 147.50 
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Exclusive features that make this 

"Radio's Clearest Voice" 

= CUTTING DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

'N 

COLONIAL RADIO CORPORATION, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 

I:;3 

CUTTING SOUND RADIATION 

FOUR SCREEN-GRID TUBES 
(EIGHT TUBES IN ALL) 

The rare beauty, superb perform-

ance, outstanding value of the 

new Colonial are winning new 

preference from coast to coast. 

COLONIAL 

INTEGRAL 
PERFECTION 

—this great chassis 
provides a powerful 

selling appeal. 

Cavalier 

$235 

9ri 
,Moderne 

$270 

-ar 
To a few bb 
o ers 

COLONIAL offers a chance to 
surpass its great Eastern success! 

Jobber and dealer commitments 
have far exceeded our highest hopes, 
but our tremendous new manufac-
turing facilities make it possible for 
us to designate a few more capable 

distributors. If you have no com-
parable line.., if you want to rein-
force a low-priced line of sets with 
a higher-priced line which will 
SELL... get in touch with us at once. 

WRITE OR WHIZ 

ONIAL 
Radio 
"RADIO'S CLEAREST VOICE" 
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Day-Fan Electric Co. 

1 he Dayton Fan and Motor 
Co. was established in Dayton, Ohio in 1889. It made fly 
and ventilating fans, electrically or water-powered, for use 
in hotels, bars, restaurants, and stores. In 1921-1922, 
M. E). Larkin of the M. D. Larkin Co., electrical and mill-
supply distributor, was very successful in handling radio 
products and wanted to become a manufacturer. As he was 
also president of Dayton Fan and Motor, he hired Capt. 
Orin E. Marvel of the McCook Field Radio Laboratory. in 
charge of aircraft radio research there, to design a line of 
components. First advertised in December 1922, these 
were very much like their Atwater Kent counterparts, and 
could be mounted on breadboards or panels, per factory 
plans, though Day-Fan built no complete receivers. 

In September 1924 the reflexed OEM-7 and OEM- 11 
made their appearance, modestly priced and fairly suc-
cessful, and continued with some changes for the follow-
ing season too. 

Al this point a new president entered the scene: Charles 
F. Kettering, founder of Dayton Engineering Laboratories 
(Delco), inventor of automotive self-starting and lighting 
systems, and by now vice-president of General Motors and 

general manager of its research organization. He invested 
new capital in Day-Fan, moved it to a 400,000 sq. Ii. 
plant on Miami Chapel Road and Wisconsin Boulevard in 
June 1926, and changed its name to the Day- Fan Electric 
Co. At this time 6()0 were employed, producing 7(X) sets 

per day. Marvel remained chief engineer for at le ist an-
other year, but later left for Sonotonez he died in I ()41 at 
the age of 55. 
A group of former employees estimated in 1 9 that 

Day-Fan had produced 500,000 sets by 1929, tho gh that 
figure seems high. 

In October 1929 General Motors bought Day- an and 
created the General Motors Radio Corp., owned 1% by 
GM and 49% by RCA, GE, and Westinghouse. quote 
from the September issue of Radio Retailer am Jobber 
sums up the situation: 

"(Du-Fan) has been laboring along jiff several lars and 
losing something like $200,000 per year, of compe-

tence, graduallv-depleting, of a vice president of 
Motors, who has been the sole and long-suffering a 
the one substantial stockholder in the Day-Fan Co. 
but he has been trying for months manfully to pers uule the 
General Motors crowd to lighten his financial la rden by 
shouldering a pro-rata portion (fit. 8v all indications. the 
General Motors crew has relieved its financial! % - involved 
vice president entirely, by swallowing the Day-Fan concern. 
hook, line and sinker. -

To give the GM management their due. Da‘ past 
performance was of little concern to them: u lag they 
needed was an alread‘-existing company with an RCA li-
cense which they could take over, without arousi g suspi-
cion of collusion with RCA ( the joint stock ownci hi ui was 
a tight R - kept secret for some time), as RCA wa already 
under fire for its monopolistic practices. The De mriment 
of Justice did file an anti-trust suit in May 193( , and as 
part of the response. RCA and GM liquidated th General 
Motors Radio Corp. about Noveml)er 1931. 
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RADIO RETAILING, A McGraw-Hill Publication 

O. E. M. 12-
4-Tube, $75.00 

This is the famous O. E. M. 7 Duoplex 
stripped of all eost not absolutely es-
sential. Mahogany finished cabinet: 
four tube: triple dial control. A truly 
remarkable value. 

Day-Fan 5- 5-Tube, $115.00 
This is the newest Day-Fan addevement. Five 
tubes, a new principle a tone repraluctinn. 
extreme selectivity, and a real and practical 

dial control. 

1925 

O. E. M. 7-4-'1 u e 
Super-Selective, $98.00 
I/nook's circuit, two stages of radio. 
,letector, and tar stages of audio am-
plification, sr id, cc, tube doing dou-
ble lots, ' ,I at the factory. 

Day-Fan 
Speaker, $30.00 
Mahogany finish cabinet 
and gr1.1—adjustable die-
Phragm on unit— and a 
tone quality Olaf does 
Jostlee to the Day-Fan 
Heeds.. 

Daycraft-5-Tube, $145.00 
Thin net combines the Day- Fan Loud Speaker. DAY-
Fan 5 and the new Day- CRAFT—WITH LEGS — 5 
Fan Loud Speaker. built TUBE. $165.00. This is 
into the beautifully figured the Daycraft set with the 
mahogany cabinet. provid- addition of demountable 
ing room for "B" batteries. legs. These legs are aleo 
It has all the qualities of furnished separately to lit 
the new 5-Tube Day-Fan any Daycraft set at a list 
•:ircuit, with the exceptional price of $20.00. 
tone quality of the Day-

Dayphone-
5-Tube, $105.00 

This is a phonograph 
model with the same 
circuit as the Day-Fan 
5. IL is designed to 
ID into any cabinet. 
such as the combination 
Phonograph at:d radio 
cabinets furnished by 
some talking machine 
manufacturers. Panel 
sise, 12:15 1/2  inches. 

Dayola-4-Tube 
Super-Selective, 

5110.00 
This is the same as 
O. E. M. 7, but housed 
in a beautiful two-
toned waxed and 
polished drop front 
mahogany cabinet 
with inclined panel 
and room for "B" 
batteries. Duoplex 
circuit Prelogged. 

13 
1926 

Daygrand-5-Tube 
$195.00 

This is a simpler Console 
model than the Daytonia, 
with room for "B" bat-
teries, but without any 
equipment and with the 
new Day-Fan Speaker. It 
contains the same panel 
and set as the Day-Fan 5. Dayroyal-5-Tube $300.00 

This is the Day-Fan 5 panel and set, 
housed in an exceptionally beautiful 
mahogany vertical type desk cab-
inet. Built-in Loud Speaker. Room 
is provided for all equipment and 
cabinet is completely wired for bat-
teries and charger. 

Daytona-5-Tube, 
$300.00 

With All Equilmell 
Except Tubes. 

Tills is a Console majal 
with built-in Loud 
Speaker, batteries and a 
special silent recharging 
apparatus. It contains the 
same panel and circuit IS 
Ille Day- Fan 5 

THE DAYTON FAN AND MOTOR COMPANY 
DAYTON, OHIO 

For More Than 36 Years Manufacturers of High Grade Electrical Apparatus 
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1,807,995. ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. OniN E. Mau-
vim, Dayton, Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to 
General Motors Radio Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, a Cor-
poration of Ohio. Filed Mar. 30, 1925. Serial No. 
19,370. 17 Claims. (Cl. 250-40.) 

5. An apparatus of the character described comprising 
a pair of control devices each having a movable element, 
primary means for moving said elements in unison, a 

secondary means for moving one ot said elements inde-
pendently of the other, and stop means for a rotatable 
element adapted upon movement of the primary means 
to a predetermined position to coordinate said movable 
elements to a definite normal relationship with respect 
to one another. 

Mechanism used in the Day-Fan 5. 
This model is described in Radio News, May 1926, 
p.1544. 

5106 OEM-7 (4 tubes) Sept. 1924 $98 
5106 OEM- 11(3 tubes) Sept. 1924 $90 

4 consoles or models with speakers available by Nov.: 
Dayola $ 125, Dayeraft $ 160, Dayradia $225, Daytonia 
$285. 

Warren Falls 

5049 Day-Fan 5 
July 1926 models: 

5049 DayFan 5 $89 
5048 DayFan 6 $ 100 

5050 DayFan 7 $ 115 

THE SATURO/IT EVENING POST 

,.<1' nother Great Broadcasting Station 
which uses the 

D FAN 
RECEIVER 

ee e-be 
0 ,ebe 

cor 
gr;, tot eee:„s•nerl e  

‘tee' iser' ie ore t..t.e. ibo onc t tsrricr.... L. 

eet er";°‘" ste cs  s?_ 

w yoo 

ve o0' fJ,eS "--
cle' 

bt:ei,tioeb‘ 

Send 
us 
your 
name 
on the Coupon line belowfor information 

because its magnificent tone 
matches the broadcasted ogram! 

WCcn Minneapoliis and St Paul 
Gold Medal Iladio Station 

Washburn Crosby Co. 

Deeillati Electric Co.. Oluit. Toe rnay seed me Detifen hemmer apt' ,., neutte desks. 

Nam Adéon Coy 

Saturday Evening Post (Dec. 18, 1926) 

r"\ 

Assembling the wiring bridle in the plant of the Day- Fan Electric C 1,..sl.n. 
O. Every wire except grid leaks às placed within this tiste 

Radio Dealer (Sept. 1927), p. 98 
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Dy 
Eledric and Bâtery 

Radio Receiyrs 
are used by/Great 
BroadcagtiríeStations 
to Tes% the Tóne Quality 

of Weir Programs 

THAT tells the story of the famous 
Day-Fan tone—its fidelity to the broad-
casted music and speech—better than 

a thousand words of ours. 

The top picture on this page is the Day-
Fan Junior, a six tube receiver, which at 
$65.00 is one of the outstanding tone achieve-
ments in radio. The two other pictures 
show Day-Fan's electric receivers, the De 
Luxe Model that uses a motor and gener-
ator for radio current, the Day Cee 6 that 
uses AC tubes. With either of these you 
just plug into the light socket and listen— 
and what you get is like opening the door 
of the broadcasting station while the pro-
gram is on. Single Dial Control—of course. 

In all the maze of radio claims and coun-
terclaims, when you wonder what radio to 
buy, here are two things to do. First, notice 
which receiver the broadcasting stations 
themselves use for their listening. They 
ought to know all there is to know about 
receivers. Second, go to a Day-Fan dealer 
and hear a Day-Fan. 

The coupon will bring you fuller infor-
mation about all the Day-Fan Models. Send 
it now. You will never have to wonder 
again what radio will serve you best. 

DAY-FAN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
DEPT. LD 5 DAYTON, OHIO 

DAY-FAN ELECTRIC Co.. Dept. LD5, Dayton, Ohio. 
You may send me free circular on Day-Fan Radio Receivers. 

Name  

Address  

City  State 
Lzenwd 4nder R. C. A. Patent, 
One Dial Control Liceneed under 
U. S. Patent 1.011,002. 

Steve Conklin 

5057. Uses Kellogg tubes and separate power supply. 

t's 

June 1927 models: 
5051 DayFan 6 3 models $115 to $350 
5053 DayFan 6B 
5052 DayFan 6B 110 volts DC 
5060 DayFan 6B 32VDC 
5055 DayFan 6 Jr. $65 
5061 DayFan 6Jr. console chassis. 
5066 DayFan 6 Jr. AC. Dec. 1927, $95 
5057 DayFan 67 (Kellogg tubes) $ 170 (?) 
5065 DayFan 67 (RCA tubes) 
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American walnut table cabinet, console and 
consolette of rare beauty. 

Self-contained all electric A. C. tube set. 

8 tubes- 4 radio frequency, detector, 3 
audio amplifying. Push-pull amplifi-

cation. 

Complete shielding. 

Single illuminated dial control. 

Beauty of tone; increased selectivity; sensi-
tiveness; full volume without distor-

tion. 

Table model, less tubes and speaker • $150.00 

Console to:th built" speaker, less 
tubes • . $295.00 

Consolette (table and speaker) 
. , f55.00 
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Console: 74 $119.50 model 73 (not shown) 
model 67 ( not shown) 
A5005, model 93 

July 1929 $65 
Sept. 1929 $45 
Oct. 1929 $159.50 Console: 94 $210 

Radio Reiailing ( June 1929), p. 158 
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IDE IMILIEST 
De Forest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co. 

hile 1,ee de Forest's connec-
tion with radio began around 1900, his Radio Telephone 
Co. first sold equipment to amateurs and experimenters in 
1909, "Kr for "Radio Junior." Its predecessor De Forest 
Radio Telephone Co. had equipped the U.S. Navy fleet 

with 26 are radiotelephones in late 1907 for its round-the-
world cruise, but after its unsatisfactory experience with 

them, the Navy was not about to buy any more. With no 
further Navy orders, and a very small market for Ri equip-
ment, the company's main income was from stock sales 

(the promoters' intention all along). Once these tapered 
off, the company was bankrupt by March 1911, officially 

on August 23. De Forest himself left for California where 
he worked for Federal Telegraph until he was hauled into 
court for stock swindling, along with four of his col-

leagues. Just before being acquitted, in December 1913, 
he re% ived his old company and transferred its assets to a 

new organization, the Radio Telephone 8r Telegraph Co., 
started with the $50,000 received from AT&T in payment 
for repeater rights to his Audion. 
The Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s first product 

was an Audion control box similar to the one that Wallace 

isi Co. had been making for two years in de Forest's ab-
sence (covered very thoroughly in Gerald Tyne's "The 
Ri-4 Mystery" in the AWA ON Timers Bulletin 19-1, 

June 1978). This was rechristened the Ri-4, and shortly, 
in May 1914, the more elaborate Ri-5 was added to the 
line. 

On October 3, 1914 the Radio Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. became the De Forest Radio Tdephone 8z Telegraph 
Co., operating under that name until 1924. 

The Marconi Co. filed suit for infringement of the Flem-

ing-Valve patent, and got a favorable decision in Septem-
ber 1916. At the same time, it admitted infringing the 
de Forest triode patent. Marconi obtained an injunction 
against de Forest's manufacture of detectors, which was 
lifted on condition that de Forest post bond ant provide a 
continual accounting of Audions made and sold De Forest 

appealed the decision; by January 1917 he had apparently 
violated the court-imposed conditions, and Mi. rconi's in-

junction took effect. Since the De Forest Co. (4 dd now no 
longer make Audions, it ceased advertising in QST, and 
changed its Electrical Experimenter ads to amplifiers, 

transmitters, and auxiliary apparatus only. It ! artily mat-

tered, since the hams would shortly be shut down anyway, 
for the war's duration. 

To keep occupied, perhaps, de Forest stewed up his 
broadcasting activities, which had begun durit g the sum-
mer of 1916 and reached a high point with his .ending out 
election returns on November 7 to an estimatod audience 
of several thousand. In January he began Iroadcasting 
phonograph records regularly, and asking for reception re-
ports (QST. Jan. 1917 p.26; April, pp. 72 - 74). This 
activity kept pace with his development of higher and 
higher-power "oscillion" tubes which had be ram in July 

1914 (the first tube transmitter was pictured ii Electrical 
World of July 18, 1914). Eventually de Forst too was 

• RADIO" 

APPARATUS 

J., 

Meter 

-R. 

Wave 
What wave length are you using 
We make a genuine Wave Meter calibrated with 

standard in the United States for $25.00. 
THINK OF IT I 
IT CAN BE USED ALSO AS A RECEIVING TUI 
You can measure the wave length of every station yo 
Order at once—to be sure of quick delivery'. 

THE RADIO TELEPHON 
(DEFOREST SYSTEM) 

49 EXCHANGE PLACE, NEW YORK 

the finest 

IER. 
t can hear. 

CO. 

When wetting please mention • IModern 

Modern Electrics (Jan. 1909), p. 370 
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forced off the air by wartime restrictions. By this time. 
however, he had his hands full with lucrative Navy con-
tracts. 
The contracts went back to at least May 21, 1914, whet! 

the Navy ordered 27 Audion amplifiers, and 900 double-
plate Audions with Hudson filaments at $5 each. In the 
same year it bought 34 Ultraudions, and more later ( con-
tract data from the De Forest papers at Foothills Electron-
ics Museum, and from Howeth, History of Communica-
tions-Electronics in the U.S. Navy, 1963. P215) . AT&T 
paid $90,000 for a non-exclusive license to use the Au-
dion in radio, on August 7, 1914. But expenses were 

heavy, and by September 1916, if not before, the De For-
est Co. was back to its usual hand-to-mouth existence. 
According to private correspondence of Robert F. Gowen, 
then applying for a job, De Forest had outstanding Navy 

contracts of $65,000, but with a payroll of over $ 1000 a 
week, had to get some gear out the door fast, and get paid 
for it, to keep going on the rest. Gowen took the job, at 
$15 a week, on the promise of perhaps twice that amount 
"in a month or two" when finances permitted, and eventu-
ally became chief engineer. 

By early 1917, in spite of the injunction against making 
Audion detectors, things were much better. At least three 
Navy contracts came through: December 21, 1916, 19 
CF:349 airplane sets, $22,173; March 9, 1917, 16 CFI 18 
dirigible receiver/transmitters, $30,400; March 17, 1917, 
30 CF99 motor boat receiver/transmitters. $48,000 ( the 
last two used the CN115 and CN116 receivers, respec-
tively, made by National Electrical Supply Co.). From Oc-
tober 1916 to October 1917 De Forest also produced 2156 
CF185 Audions, and probably quite a few spherical Audi-
(ins (Saga if the Vacuum Tube, Tyne, 1977, p.131). Pre-
sumably the Navy accepted liability for this apparent 
violation of the court injunction; it did so officially on 
March 29, 1918. 

Furthermore, on March 16, 1917 de Forest sold all his 
remaining Audion rights, other than his personal license 
to make and sell, to AT&T for $250,000. This windfall, 
being far inure than the company needed to operate, was 
largely returned to the stockholders as a $ 1.45-per-share 
dividend. De Forest himself, as the owner of 120,000 
shares, received $ 174,000. Aside from his regular salary, 
this was probably the first money he had received, person-
ally, for one of the most valuable patents in the history 
of radio. He received a further $ 102,000 in 1919, an 
850-per-share dividend made possible by profits from war-
time contracts. All this money de Forest eventually spent 
in developing his sound-on-film apparatus in the 1920s. 
De Forest may have originated the Audion, and built 

them for years, but once the large companies like GE and 
AT&T entered the field with well-trained people and well-
equipped facilities, making standardized models, he was 

left in the dust. The Army Signal Corps offered him a con-
tract in 1917 l'or the VT2I, but it had to be uniform in 
characteristics, and interchangeable with the \' T1 already 
coming into use. Quoting from another letter of Robert 
Gowen, to a co-worker who had joined the Army: 

when writing pied. mammon " modern Rieetriaii.-

—THE— 

diR 

Tuner 
The best Tuner 
ever designed 
for the price. 

Follows Strictly Standard Practise. The result of expert 
engineering experience 

"VARIOMETERS 
ARE SPHERICALLY AND SPECIALLY 

" WOUND COILS POR VERY ACCURATE 
TUNING. NO CONTACTS.  

BE MODERN AND USE THEM 

The Radio Telephone Co. 49 EXNC:IwANYOE KPLACE 

Modern Eleetries ( Mar. 1909), p. 450 

THE 

VARIOMETER 
is the most ac-
curate tu n in g 
device you have 
ever tried jt.06 

No Contacts Low Prices 

The Radio 
Telephone Co. 
49 EXCHANGE PLACE 

NEW YORK CITY 

modern Kieeiries (April 1909), p. 38 

De Forest Apparatus 
DESIGNED BY EXPERTS 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE 
RECEIVING OR TRANSMITTING 

HIGH CLASS APPARATUS OF ALL SORTS AT REASONABLE PRICES 

Variometers, Loose Couplings, Variable Condensers of all sizes. 
Helices and Spark Gaps, large and small, Heavy Transmitting Keys, 
Audion and Radion Detectors, Wavemeters, Telephone Receivers of 
extreme sensitiveness, Complete Commercial Tuners, etc, etc. 

R. J. V AR1OME TER—A variable Tuning Coil without sliding contacts, or 
a loose Coupling using rotating coils $16.00 Net 

R. J. WAVEMErER— A calibrated Receiving Set that will measure the 
wave length you are using or of any station you can hear. Its variable 
condenser can be used separately   $20.00 

R. J. HELIX CeSPARKOAP—Equal to that used in most ship stations,$2105..0000 
R. J LOOSE COLPLING—Rotating coil type to eliminate most extreme 
interference  $17.50 

HEAD TELEPHONE RECEIVERS—De Forest type. Most sensitive 
known, light. fit the ears $16.00 

Technical advice and assistance gladly given to all purchasers. Call and see our 
apparatus at our new ol fices in the Metropolitan Tower. What we sell is GOOD. 

li you wish a REAL Wireless Station go to those who KNOW HOW! Address 

SALES DEPT. 
I MADISON AVE. RADIO TElLEPHONE CO. NEW YORK CITY 

Modern Electrics (Nov. 1909), p. 391 
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Nov. 18, 1917 

"Doc has finally given up his cut and try methods on the 
Army tube after wasting two weeks and told me yesterday he 
would present me with a check for a hundred dollars if I 
would get one that would pass by next Saturday. I am not 
much interested in the check as I would have to give a 
third to Brad and a third to Coyer as it is only fair that they 
should get theirs but I am afraid that the time is too short as 
1 have not been allowed to get a bit of data as yet to work on 
except that when Doc was not looking last week I finally 

managed to get through special tubes enough to get a curve 
of B battery against Plate spacing. It sure is discouraging 
to be expected to produce a miracle without any data and 
also not to be allowed to get any data. Here's hoping that it 
will be different this week for that grid-relation-to-tube-
operation-and-control curve is going to be a long hard job 
even if one is not interfered with." 

And from another letter of Sept. 8, 1918 ( to a different 

person): 

"/ am now Production Engineer and General Manager of 
the Vacuum Tube Division of the De Forest Radio Tele-
phone and Telegraph Co. here in New York and we are 

manufacturing a new type of radio receiving tube for the 
army. This tube I designed and patented and I therefore 
have a very personal, as well as financial interest, in its pro-
duction. The manufacturing difficulties, especially in the 
developmental work, have been particularly greatl und al-
though we have shipped more than half of the Government's 
preliminary order for 15,000 of these tubes, there are im-
portant questions as to details of manufacture arising daily, 
which require my continuous attention. 

"The problem has been so difficult that, after four numths 
of development work, the manufacturing department gave it 
up and insisted upon my leaving the Research and Inspec-

tion Laboratories to supervise the manufacture and devise 
ways and means for the production."* 

*Cowen's correspondence, in the collection of Will Jensby 

WOEOM 

These ffl variotneters are quite different internally from the 

Aver tised model, using wood rather than hard rubber. 

According to Tyne, 15,057 VT21s were shipped between 
March 8 and September 18, 1918. Apparently the "pre-
liminary" order that Gowen referred to, was the fina/ or-
der. One has only to compare any two VT21s in e\ istence 
today, and try to find two alike, to see why. The Na % y's ex-
perience wasn't much different; on a contract dated May 
8, 1918 for 2000 tubes, 1802 of them were rejected for 
lack of uniformity (Howeth, p.218). 

With the Armistice in November 1918, the profitable 
wartime contracts came to an abrupt end. And Let de For-
est was dissatisfied with his work. His Audion liad grown 
almost beyond recognition; books about it had been pub-

lished, which he could barely comprehend, and ‘‘ hile his 
company had trouble making any two tubes alike. ( ;E and 
Western Electric were satisfying the government's demand 
with tens of thousands of excellent specimens. His com-

petitors sold far more radio receivers than de Forest did. 
Even in his special field of Oscillion transmitters. his total 
production was swamped by better models from GE, WE, 
and even Marconi. 

Lee de Forest needed a new field to conquer, me which 
was suited to his cut-and-try methods, free fro competi-

tion by well-funded-and-staffed commercial int rests. Re-
cording sound on motion-picture film was the a a that in-
trigued him, conceived at first as a replacem nt for the 
phonograph, but soon narrowed to talking pie! ires. This 
work occupied him during most of the 1920s td has lit-

tle bearing on this story, except that it effect i‘ elv removed 
Lee de Forest from the De Forest Radio Telephone & 
Telegraph Co. Although his name continued to be used in 
advertising, he had essentially no contact %% it h the com-

pany after 1921, nor influence on its product designs. 
De Forest might have been content to remain with his 

company if he could have occupied himself with radio 
broadcasting. He enjoyed this, and of course was a recog-
nized pioneer in radio-telephony, having brozolcast contin-
ually since 1907. He set up his broadcast station 2XG 
again immediately after the war, but soon ran afoul of the 
New York Radio Inspector when he relocated ras transmit-
ter without a change in license. Ordered off the air, he 

moved to the west coast and set up another station, but the 
continuity was broken. His spot in the New 1 ork ether was 
filled by engineer Gowen, who broadcast from his Ossi-
ning home every night and soon eclipsed his boss, being 
heard as far as North Dakota by February l)). 

Gowen, an enthusiastic amateur, stated that he tried to 
get the De Forest Co. interested in the ham market after 

the war, with his newly-conceived "unit" s t and self-
supporting plug-in coils, but was rebuffed. Two months 
later, however, in January 1919, things were different. 

Government contracts were cancelled— particularly those 

for the BC14A artillery-spotting crystal receiver—and 
with the commercial market at a low ebb too, he amateurs 

were about all that were left. Gowen was autrized to de-

velop his designs, travelling to Providence, hode Island 
to work out manufacturing arrangements of the "Honey-
comb" coils with the Coto-Coil Co. and its Iad, Thomas 

Giblin (Coto later made coils under its ow11 name, and 
Giblin's also, and Giblin made a line of radiis). 
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THE NEW R. J. 5 DE FOREST ANION DETECTOR 
Licensed for private, amateur or experimental use only. The only amateur Audion Detec-

tor manufactured under the patents of Dr. Lee de Forest. 

glannfnetureil hy the 

The J. J. Duck Company. 
Geo, S. Saunders & Co., 
J. H. Bunnell & Co.. Inc 
John Y. Parke & Co., 
Clapp-Eastham Co., 
J. Elliott Shaw Co., 
bfanhattan Electrical Supply 
McCreary- Moore Co., 
Ralph Krows Electric Co., 
C. lit andes, Inc., 

Radio Telephone & Telegraph Company 
309 Broadway, NEW YORK 

No other Detector on the mat ket u . 11 compare 
at any price. 

Renewal Audion bulbs may be secured, in exchange for 
old or broken ones. for $3.50 and $5.00 each. All bulbs 
are tested before shipment, but the "X" grade, or $5.00 
bulbs, are tested for the maximum possible sensitiveness. 
With the Audion you can easily increase your range from 
60 to 103 per cent. 

Price $25.00 
The de Forest Audion Detectors and Bulbt may be ob-

tained from the following authorized distributors. 

Toledo. Ohio. 
Boston. Mass. 
New York City. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Cambridge. Mass, 
Philadelphia. Pa. 

Co., New York City. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Seattle. Wash. 
New York City. 

Superior Wireless Instrument Co.. 
Adams-Morgan Co., 
F. B. Chambers & Co., 
The Stanley Company, 
Woodill & Hulse Electric Co. 
H. A. Moore, 
Rogers Electric Co.. 
Harry W. Reinhart. 
Newark Elec, Supply Co., 
Aylsworth Agencies Co., 

Buffalo. N. Y. 
Upper Montclair, N. J. 
Philadelphia. Pa. 
Salem. Mass. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Nutley, N. J. 
Toronto. Ont., Canada. 
Scranton. Pa. 
Newark, N. J. 
San Francisco, Cal. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Elcctrics and Mechanics." 

DeFOREST AUDION DETECTORS 
Incomparably Superior to Any Other 

Known Type 

T>p< RJ.1 A.,i.op Type RJS Audios Delotor 

If vou desire long distance reception ofonessages. you mist liar. • an Audion 
Deteeti-m. Tests of )he Bureau of Standards show it to be the oient sensitive 
and reliable detector ever oersted. It stays in adjustment even where a 
transmitting set is used, and t'ai, be depended upon, absolutely, at all times. 

The above types are regularly furnished with regular. or "S" grille. tantalum 
blasted Audion Bulbs. Fitted with other grade bulbs at the difference of price 
of bulbs as listed below. A 4-eolt storage battery or three dry cells are needed 
to light the filaments of the tetectors. but arc not furnished at tnese prices. 

Bulbs are sold only ior purposes of renewal, and then only upon return. of 
the oit, bulb. 

Price List, F. O. B. New York 

rm. RJ.a Andion Detector. with regular"S" grade bulb 
Tyim kjy Audio,. Detector, with regular "S- grade bulb  

Renewal Bulbs 

Type "S- Regular Grade Audion Iffeb CI-mm.1nm Filament) 
'Fyne " X' Extra Sensitive ..\ tnlion Boll, Tantalum . Filament I 
Type "S" Regular Grade Ainlion loll, ( Hudson Filament)  
Type "X's Extra Sensitive Audion Bell, ( Hudson Filament) 

 $3.5t, net 
net 

 'on nut 

Hudson Filament Bulbs hare a very long life. between Fen and Lsoot operat-
ing hours, which is about three Ointes the life of tantalum filament bulbs. 

All reliable wireless dealers handle Audion Detectors and renewal Bulbs. 
If you it, not know run- kcal . baler. we will give you his name. 

101 PARK AVE. 

g.p «par MaiS,I gd,aatago mention Po,.tr Ilectrmity and Modern Mechanic. when writing to Adeortisoni. 

isiEW YORK 

Sig 

The RJ4 was first advertised (with an illustration of a 
Wallace detector) in Nov. 1913. The later version ap-
peared in Apr. 1914. 
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54 POPULAR ELECTRICITY and MODERN MECHANICS for  NOV. 

The New 

DeFOREST AUDION AMPLIFIER 

Licensed for private, amateur oi experimental use only. The 
only amateur amplifier manufactured under the patents of Dr. 

Lee deForest. 

Type Pi 1, One-Step Audion Amplifier, Price $65.00 

This instrument is partient.oF designed for telephone and telegraph amplification. 
-1.11,.....copic work Le and all puri. ,..es where an amplification of sound up 
t., t. e in is t,nfli,''tt.to ii n. purticularl) suited t.. needs of the average wireless amateur, 
enabling him to easily read signal," it huit 'ire quite inaudible to others not so equipped. 

ASK l'OUR DEALER OR ADDRESS 

DeFOREST RADIO TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO. 
101 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 

r our Motu. , Advantage Pent., Popular Electricity awl Modern Mechanic. when writing to Alvartiser.. 
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Combination Audion Detector and Single Step Audion Amplifier. 

Licimsed for Private and Amateur Use Only. 

-Incomparahl> Superior to Any Other known Form of Detector." 

Catalog BIS, early 1915, $ 110. A two-step EJ2 looked 
similar and sold for $ 150, in early 1916. 

F..11 early 1916 $60 

By May 1919 the new line of radio equipment was 
ready, and catalogs were distributed. Before this, the De 
Forest Co. advertised a large quantity of components and 
materials left over from ihe cancelled BC14A contract; in 
fact some of these parts were still listed in the catalogs 21/2 
years later, giving some idea of the number on hand. 
On November 19, 1920, the factory was partially de-

stroyed by fire, particularly the glass department where 

Oscillions were made. No new products were advertised 
until April 1921, when Catalog E announced the Inter-
panel line. Robert Gowen was made chief engineer and 
plant manager some time in 1921, replacing Lawrence 
C.F. Horle who had held the post in 1920 ( Horle joined 
Federal in 1924) but which of them designed the In-
terpanel is not clear. Gowen went to China in October, his 
experiences being recounted in Radio Broadcast magazine 
in March 1923. 

"Doc" departed for Berlin in October, having visited 
that summer and concluding that he could develop his 
Phonon1m system there with reduced living expenses and 
freedom from commercial pressures and interruptions. He 
left the company in the hands of his lieutenants Charles 
Gilbert and Randall Keator, Gilbert becoming president. 
Throughout 1921, all advertising featured Interpanels. 
The company lost $25,827 in 1921, on gross sales of 
$108,439. 

The new proprietors' necks were saved by an unfore-
seen development in late 1921: the broadcast boom. In 
January 1922 the Everyman crystal set was advertised, 
and in April the Radiohome. But to judge from the num-
bers surviving today, neither of these models sold very 
well. The reason may lie in the move to a new factory in 
Jersey City, New Jersey around April, which would have 
disrupted production at a critical moment ( the boom col-
lapsed in May). Yet 1922 was a banner year for De For-
est, which posted profits of $288,532 on gross sales of 
$538,771, and paid a stock dividend of $ 1 per share. The 
chances are that many of these sales were Interpanels al-
ready in stock at the beginning of 1922, when virtually 
anything would sell to the hordes of crazed fans. And, 
once tooled up, the factory could have made more In-
terpanels on short notice. So, if Gilbert and Keator sat 
around in their new plant for the rest of the year, twiddling 
their thumbs, at least they had plenty of money in the 
bank. 
The De Forest executives were painfully aware that 

their models, without regeneration, ran a poor second to 
those of the lucky manufacturers with Armstrong licenses. 
They tried to get around this deficiency by making their 
models easily convertible by the customer into regens by 
switching a pair of wires, placing the third honeycomb coil 
in the detector plate circuit. This earned De Forest a 
show-cause order by the New York District Court from 
Westinghouse, eventually resulting in a contempt judg-
ment and a fine. 

Meanwhile, De Forest bought an Armstrong license, or 
rather, it bought a defunct company that owned one, in 
early 1922, with the idea of transferring it. This was the 
Radio Craft Co., Inc. of Brooklyn, who had advertised in 
mid- 1920 a somewhat pretentious line of receivers for 
hams, and had thought its future rosy enough to purchase 
an Armstrong license for $ 10,000 (incredible, since most 
licensees paid only a 5% royalty on sales, but the entire 
contract is reprinted in the 1923 FTC Report, pp.209-
11). After offering a regen model in December, Radio 
Craft's ads disappeared after June 1921. 
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AUDION RECEIVING CABINET 
TYPE Ri 6 —PRICE $150.00 

Incorporating in one cabinet the famous de 
1••,,mst Audion-Ultraudion detector and special 
\'piton Tuner, l'or spark and are signals. 
4,4 efficient receiving net ever offered at less 

'ban $500.00, 

COMBINATION AUDION. 
ULTRAUDION DETECTOR 

TYPE UJ2 —PRICE $30.00. 

DE FOREST RADIO TELEGRAPH 
AND TELEPHONE APPARATUS 

THE value of radio equipment for motor cruisers and yachts 
is undeniable, both for t he convenience of communicating 
and receiving intelligence under ordinary circumstances, 

and for its use in emergencies. But in either case the value is 

entirely dependent upon the quality and reliability of the  in.and apparatus of which the equipment is composed. 

de Forest Radio Apparatus is everywhere conceded to be the 
finest available for private use. It has been developed and re-
fined through the persistent efforts of Dr. Lee de Forest and his 
staff until it has reached a degree of efficiency which cannot be 
expected in ordinary emateur apparatus. Used exten•ively by 
prominent yacht owners and by U. S. and foreign navies. 

WIRELESS TELEPHONES OPENS UP A NEW AND INTER-
ESTING FIELD FOR THE BOAT OWNER, requiring no spe-
cial operator. Their perfection and practicebility have been 
demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
Write for free bulletins or let us recommend radio apparatus 
suitable for your requirements. 

FAMOUS DE FOREST AUDION DE-
TECTOR TYPE RJ8 

Three to five times more similise than nny 
other known form of detector. ( U.S. Bureau 
of Stand:11-'14 Report I PRICE $25.00. 

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE 
& TELEGRAPH CO. 

1391 SEDGWICK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 
Sole Makers of the Genuine Audio's. Chicanes and the Highest 

Grade Receiving Equipment in the World 

TYPE 0J3 —$400.00 COMPLETE 
Oseilliiin Telegraph, capable of tram. 
mit Ling the voice 13 miles. or telegraphic 
messages 40 votes. Larger transmit tet 
for greater ranges. 

NEW AUDION AMPLIFIER FOR 
INCREASING STRENGTH OF RE-
CEIVED SIGNALS 25 TIMES. 

TYPE EJ2—PRICE $32.00. 

You benefit by mentioning " The Electrical Experimenter" 'When writing to advertisers. 

The li.16 appeared in late 1915 tricl sold for $95 will] oak panel. $ 11() with Iiim1 rubber. The liJ8 was first advert 
Feb. 1916. 

TYPE 033-4400.00 COMPLETE 

Oacillion Telegraph, capable of tease-
rutting the voice 15 mil,. or telegraphic 
rriesa‘ges 40 miles. Larger transmitters 
tor greater ranges. 

TYPE EJ2—PRICE $32.00. 

NEW AUDION AMPLIFIER FOR 
INCREASING STRENGTH OF RE-
CEIVED SIGNALS 25 TIMES. 

It is not a Detector in any form. 

At Last! 
Electromagnetic waves of any 

length from an incandescent lamp. 

TYPE "S"—$60.00 

DeForest "Oscillion" 
(Oiscillating-Audion) 

Generator of absolutely undamped oscillations of 
any frequency. Permits Radio Telephone speech 
surpassing in clearness that over any wire. For 
Laboratory and Research Work has a field utterly 
unfilled. Patents issued and pending. 

 MANUFACTURED BY 

DEFOREST RADIO TELEPHONE 
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

TYPE RJ11—r500-12000 METERS, $35.00 

THE DEFOREST LOADING INDUCTANCE 

TYPE VC4—PRICE $20.00 

NEW YORK CITY VARIABLE CONDENSER 
This Condenser is similar to our commercial type bur ie enclosed 

Office and Factory Cable Address: in an oak cabinet. It has 35 semi-e'rcalar aluminum plates. 
1391 SEDGWICK AVE. RADIOTEL, N. Y. The maximum capacity is approximately .0025 M. I,. 
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Ford Museum, Dearborn, Michigan 

French Type A 

CF753 1917 

New England Wireless 
& Steam Museum 

BC14 (part of SCR544 panel only. 
"BC" = Basic Component. 
"SCR" = Set, Complete, Radio. 

De Forest's Catalog H, first edition of February 1922, 
claimed that a regenerative tuner, matching the SP series, 
would shortly be added to its line. The second edition, two 
months later, read "non-regenerative tuner." Doubtless 
Westinghouse politely informed De Forest that its newly-
acquired license was not transferable from Radio Craft, 
and that it would not be adding any such tuner to its line. 
So Radio Craft was maintained, in a partitioned half of the 
factory, and reappeared in ads in December 1922, for the 
regen models that De Forest couldn't make under its own 
name. 
When De Forest bought Radio Craft, it also got the 

firm's founder, Frank M. Squire (2UY in 1916, a drafts-
man at A.H. Grebe before starting his own company). 
Squire immediately set about designing a receiver radi-
cally different from anything that De Forest, or anyone 
else, had ever made. It would be totally self-contained, 
aside from headphones. Once the Fleming-Valve patent 
expired in November 1922, De Forest would be free to 
make receiving tubes, and its engineers were apparently 
confident that they could make a small tube with an oxide 
cathode that would take so little power, that a single dry 
cell could run three of them. This was the DV! (a tung-
sten-filament DV6 was also planned, for 6 volts). 

BC14A made by Liberty, identical to the De Forest model. 
The General Radio version was quite different, with inter-
nal buzzer and engraved dial scales. 

The BC14 artillery-spotting receiver was patterned on the 
French type A. It received messages from an airplane cir-
cling overhead, equipped with a small spark transmitter, 
watching the fall of artillery shells, so the guns' aim could 
be corrected. 
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TYPE P500—$22.00 

Remarkably efficient and handsome audion control panels within the price limit of EVERY 
AMATEUR, BUILT AND DESIGNED FOR THE AUDION, AS ONLY THE MAKERS OF THE 
AUDION CAN BUILD IT. IN THE PAST, INSTRUMENTS OF THIS CALIBRE HAVE NEVER 

BEEN OFFERED AT TWICE THESE PRICES. 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS, ALL MODELS: Beautifully engraved and grained 
genuine bakelite panels; 4 prong heavy nickeled tube receptacles; smooth running, 
positive acting, adjustable rheostats; impregnated efficient mica stopping condensers; 

adjustable or fixed grid leaks with polished nickel covers; 
bakelite covered binding posts with new slotted positive 
connecting feature; positive segmentally connected nickel 
plated switches; 40 volt B battery of two 20 volt type 
units cast en block with operating life of 6 to 12 months— 
a remarkable advance in B batteries; handsome quartered 
oak cabinets, round corners, standard de Forest "Early 
English" finish; perfect workmanship and expensive design 
throughout. 

Type P-400 Audion Panel—Consists of tube receptacle, 
grid leak and condenser, rheostat and binding post for 
connection ta tuner, A and B batteries on bakelite panel 
71/2 " x 71/2 " without cabinet and B batteries $9.50 
Type P-401 Audion Panel—Same as above with cabinet. 

$11.73 
Type P-402 Audion Panel—Larger panel with 40 volt B 
battery in cabinet $18.83 
Type IP-500 Audion-Ultraudion Panel—Type P-402, Panel 
with two switches for audion-ultraudion connection and 
either 20 or 40 volt B battery in cabinet $22.00 TYPE P401— $11.75 

NOTE: All de Forest audion apparatus is sold without the tubes. Audion detector oscillator or amplifier tubes, $ 7.00 each additio I. 
Catalog sent on receipt of 10c in stamps to cover postage. 

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO., 1415 Sedgwick Avenue, New York City 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers. 

A Concert by Wireless 
Lee De Forest Gives Amateur Operators 

a Treat Over the 'Phone. 

Thousands of amatuer wireless opera-
tors within a radius of 100 miles of New 
York heard a wireless telephone concert 
gh en recently at the De Forest experimen-
tal laboratories at Ilighbridge. The en-
tertainment lasted for more than half an 
hour, and operatic selections and popular 
music were poured into the telephone to 
be sent out in wireless waves to every list-
ening ear in and about the city. Phono-
graphic records were used and a special 
record was put on to oblige an operator 
"somewhere in Flushing." 

Notice of the concert had been sent out 
several days ago, and so that amateurs 
were waiting with receivers clapped to 
their ears for the signal that would tell 
them that the performance was about to 
begin. All that the operators had to do 
to enjoy the music was to tune up to the 
wave length of the sending station. 

Walter Schare was in charge of the con-
cert, and after the first few selections had 

been played on the phonograph express-
ions of thanks from the unseen audience 
began to sputter into the receiving instru-
ment. From Yonkers came a hearty vote 
of thanks, and one enthusiastic Staten 
Islander insisted on sending messages of 
appreciation several times. 

The concert is one of a series planned 
at the laboratories. Indeed, it is the plan 
of Lee De Forest to establish a sort of 
wireless newspaper to which every ama-
teur with an instrument can subscribe. In 
this way news can be telephoned and the 
interesting happenings of the day can be 
sent to listening ears "hot off the wire." 

We are informed that the test will con-
tinue every evening from Monday to Fri-
day inclusive, at 8:00 o'clock on a wave 
length of approximately 800 meters The 
De Forest Company would deem it a great 
favor if those hearing the concert would 
report by mail. 

QS7' ( Jan. 1917), p. 26. See also Apr. 1917, pp. 72-74 

Squire arranged a license under the patent applications 
of William Priess, who had worked on amplifier circuits 
and reflexing during the war at the Washington Navy 
Yard. Priess later claimed to be the "father of reflex" and 
must have presented an impressive bargaining position to 
De Forest, though as it turned out, never had a single U.S. 
patent issued to him on reflexing. He eventually came to 
work for De Forest, but in 1922 and a part of 1923, Squire 
was chief engineer, and claimed responsibility for the new 
model D7 (Radio Broadcast, February 1923, 
pp.297-302). Designed by August 1922, it was on ex-
hibit at the Chicago Radio Show in October. Very shortly, 
with little apparent change in appearance or circuitry, the 
D7 became the D7A. Possibly the set was modified to take 
DV6As, when the DV I didn't work out as planned ( it was 
eventually made as a thoriated-tungsten 3-volt tube, pat-
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Rear view al 15 Panel -De Forest Lerth Receiver" shown on the other e of this page. 

Front new of IS Panel Typical De ', rest Lei, Receiving Set" cantiating of Toner with wave 
length range of 1,0 to eS.000 meter, s eryeal and atolinn detest°, aJ e step amplifier. 

The moat efficient conoRrec,eiceiviag apparatus t.v1,1 •111 Mae. 1110. 

temed after the UV199 which came out at ju 
Along with the D7, the D4, D5 and D6 m 

trances. These were regenerative models, m 
purposes by Radio Craft, but advertised side 
the De Forest models. This ruse lasted a few 
since Radio Craft models are rare now, proba 
were sold. De Forest also continued to adve 
Interpanel, non-regenerative. Radio Craft co 
legally advertise the regenerative MR6. It wa 
ery of panels engraved for the regenerative c 
De Forest side of the factory partition, that s 
to the contempt of court judgment noted earli 

t this time). 
de their en-
de for legal 
by-side with 
months, but 
ly not many 
Ise the MR6 
Id, and did, 
the discov-
cuit, on the 
posedly led 
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¡TYPE P-100 AUDION CONTROL PANEL. 

Dr. De Forest trying out one of his more recent inven-
tions, a portable wireless telephone operated entirely by 

current from a lamp socket. 

MIFIZEIMALLY IIIALASCED DOUBLE MUM« rinesemegemba 

T100 May 1920 $135 

T-200 Dec. 1919 $77.50 
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P200 May 1919 $69.50 
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TYPE P-200 TWO-STEP AMPLIFIER 

TYPE P-300 COMBINATION AUDION-UL-
TRAUDION AND 1-STEP AMPLIFIER 
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Most examples have two binding posts at top center for 
tickler connection. 
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Frank Squire continued to improve his reflex. By March 
1923 he had a larger model, DIO, capable of driving a 
loudspeaker, on exhibit at a New York amateur radio con-
vention, where it was wheeled around on a tea wagon 

"with the moosic pouring out in great shape." Priess 
claimed to have designed the D10, and probably joined 
De Forest at about this time as chief engineer, while 
Squire went to Brandes. 

In early April 1923 de Forest, Gilbert, and Keator sold 
86% of their stock for $670,000 to a group of Detroit in-
dustrialists connected with the Paige-Detroit Motor Car 
Co., headed by Edward H. Jewett of the Jewett Radio & 
Phonograph Co. Gilbert and Keator remained on the pay-
roll; Priess got a lucrative royalty contract ( reportedly 
$3.50 per set). Simultaneously, RCA argued its case 
before the New Jersey Chancery Court and obtained a tem-
porary injunction on April 13, preventing De Forest from 
selling to jobbers and retailers. RCA claimed that De For-
est's right to sell to amateurs, which had been personally 

reserved when Lee de Forest sold the rest to AT&T in 
1917, did not extend to broadcast listeners, and de-
manded that De Forest secure a written agreement from 

every purchaser that its tubes and apparatus would not be 
used for commercial communications. While this demand 

was refused, De Forest still had to devise some way of 
getting around the injunction, finally adopting the "con-
signment" method used by GE years before in similar cir-
cumstances. As announced by Jewett in August, when his 
stock purchase was completed, De Forest would retain ti-
tle to the merchandise until the final sale; the dealers' 
payments being held in a bank meanwhile. It worked: for 
the first nine months of 1924, De Forest netted $ 116,482 
on gross sales of $563,240. 

MR-6 Interpanel Feb. 1922 $ 112 

The MR-5, with one amplifier, was 

'i I; the MR-4, with no amplifiers, $72.50. 

DE FOREST "INTERPANEL" SETS 

Combination Set MR-3 
Price $106.50 Code Word Tulpen (Shown above) 

Shipping Weight-34 lbs. 
Consists of the following: 

MP-100 Audion Control $13.50 
MP-200 First-step Amplifier 17.75 
MP-2(K) Second-step Amplifier 17.75 
MT-100 Tuner 43.00 
AP-I00 Cord and Plug 1.50 
Cabinet 13.00 

$106.50 

Combination Set No. MC-1 
¡'rice $40.25 Code Word— Tulpenart (Not shown) 

Shipping Weight — 15 lbs. 
Consists of the following: 

MP-100 Audior: Control $13.50 
MP-200 One-step Amplifier 17.75 
Cabinet for both 9.00 

$40.25 

Combination Set No. MC-2 
Price $60.50 Code Word Tulpsteel (Not shown) 

Shipping Weight— 22 lbs. 
Consists of the following: 

MP- 100 Audion Control $13.50 
MP-2(X) First-step Amplifier 17.75 
MP-200 Second-step Amplifier 17.75 
AP.110 Cord and Plug 1.50 
Cabinet 10.00 

$60.50 

Combination Set No. MP-400 
Price $45.00 Code Word Tuluxi (Not shown) 

Shipping Weight— 15 lbs. 
Consists of the following: 

2 MP-200 Amplifier Panels giv-
ing two steps of amplification 
$17.75 per panel $35.50 

AP- 100 Cord and Plug 1.50 
Cabinet for both panels 8.00 

$45.00 

Photo by Lou Li douer 
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TYPE RS- 100 JEWELERS TIME RECEIVER 

New England Wireless & Steam Museum 

RS-500 May 1920 (advertised in 1921) $275 

A.. 

us et mu* ...next ere 

Radio (Feb. 1922) 

A New 
De Forest 
Line of 
Receiving 
Instruments 

THE SP SERIES 
SW Me 

. velum $.11 pd.* un t 

we. ..nea •, Insbu et uomels 

Imo, t- r• bord 1- &pp-eel.. et s . ... 

'moue r o a Wee TOOK 

De Forest Radio 
Telephone & Telegraph Co. 

1391 S...dgwoick Aver,. 

Neer V.. City 

Supplies CO. 

Catalog C. p. 43 

RS- 100 Dec. 1919 $25 
The slightly larger RS-200 was listed in Catalog C in May 
1920 for $45. 

Gilbert and Keator left by September 1924 to form their 
own radio distributing firm in New York City. Priess with-
drew also, incorporating in his own name in October; 
before he left, he revised the old 1)10 by making one of the 
111: stages tunable for greater selectivity. This was the 
D12, in production by August 1924 and advertised in Sep-
tember; probably several thousand were made. 

RCA's injunction was lifted on October 21, allowing De 
Forest to sell directly once again, though it continued ( to 
the puzzlement of one trade paper) to consign its products 
for six months more. 

Late in 1924 De Forest hired Roy Weagant away from 
RCA, where he had been since Marconi days. Weagant 
updated the D12 by re-styling its cabinet and panel, and 
replacing the crystal detector with a fifth tube. In one fell 
swoop, this obsoleted every D12 in dealers' stocks, but by 
the terms of the De Forest consignment contracts, it, not 
the dealers, owned these unsold models, and was obliged 
to take them back. To avoid a financial loss, Weagant 
modified these D12s with the D17 circuit: a tube detector, 
and one fewer reflexed stage (therefore two audio trans-
formers instead of three). These modified D12s were dis-
posed of by April 1925. 
Once Weagant had a free hand, he scrapped the reflex 

principle entirely, perhaps to avoid further royalties to the 
now-competing Priess. By September 1925 he had de-
signed two basic chassis, both straightforward TRFs: the 
simple F5 and the more elaborate W5 and W6. Some of 
the F5s went into leftover D17 cabinets, of which De For-
est apparently had carloads. 

Aside from the CS-5 short-wave receiver introduced in 
April 1930, De Forest made no more receivers. Nomi-
nally, it produced vacuum tubes for the next few years, 
but in fact existed mainly for the stock-promotion schemes 
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ADIOPHON 
REG U. S PAT. OF F. 

Interpanel Sets 
The Most Advanced Idea in Radio Telephone Transmitting and Receiving Apparatus 

rr HE DePorest RADIOPHONE INTERPANEL 
I Set establishes a new standard of design and 

efficiency for DeForest Apparatus, and provides the 
most convenient and all round satisfactory method 
of purchasing Radio Apparatus yet invented. 

The INTERPANEL Set consists of a series of 
panels, each constituting a complete piece of appa-
ratus in itself, and designed to be combined with 
other panels, thus forming a Set as complete as may 
be desired, the operating possibilities depending only 
upon the total number of panels used. The Set for 
both Telephone and Telegraph Transmission and 
reception consists of four panels, as follo‘\ s • 

Type MT-zoo—A complete short wave Tuner of 
highest possible efficiency; 
Type MP-zoo A new Audion Control panel de-
signed especially for tubes of the gaseous type, 
now considered as standard; 
Type MP-sao--A one-step Amplifier panel com-
plete in every respect; and 

Type 0T-3—.1 complete Radiophone Transmit-
ter, capable of transmitting speech at least 30 miles, and up to soo miles. 

(Additional stcPs of .4mplification may be added as desired) 

Panels are all 9 inches high; varying widths. Designed for placing side by 
side, with binding posts in line and convenient to wire. Adaptable to any 
operating requirement. Panels may be bought individually and mounted in 
operator's own cabinet; or bought completely mounted in cabinet. Or panels 
alone may be mounted on table in either horizontal or vertical style. 

a 

es. 

Vertical Panel- style 
mounting, without 
cabinet. Two legs 
hold each panel up-
right. Any number 
of panels may be 
,oined and mounted 
this WO, 

30 Mile Range for the 
Telephone Transmitter on 
Average Amateur Aerial. 

o it 
E1/4s„ 

- 
\r 

Ns. 

gm\ 
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Complete Set of Four Units, in Cabinet, each panel sold sepa-
rately for mounting in home constructed cabinet; or completely 
assembled in cabinet as shown above. Also for mounting in Hori-
zontal or Vertical Table-style. Complete Set as above, without 
batteries or tubes. type $189.25 

_ 4.*.•;•: 

- • - 

Horizontal Table- style mounting. 
Legs attached to corners of each 
panel. Any number of panels can 
be mounted in this style. Ample 
space under panels for batteries. A 
very convenient and inexpensive 
method of mounting. 

Tests show a 30 mile telephone transmitting range for the Set, which can be exceeded under 
favorable conditions. Telegraph range from 60 to too miles with unlimited reception possibili-
ties. One 6-volt storage battery required for all filaments and microphone; Motor-generator, 
"B" Battery or rectifier supply may be used. 

This INTERPANEL Set provides the ultimate in RADIOPHONE apparatus; ai,c 
and convenience in installation and operation: minimum space, handsome appearance, gscat 
efficiency and extrethe economy. 

Send Now for Catailog " E" and Prices 

Get the full details of this new INTERPANEL idea and 
get your order placed early. 

DEFOREST RADIO TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
Inventors and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus 

1415 Sedgwick Avenue New York City 
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John Terrey 
DT-600 Everyman Feb. 1922 $25 

DT-700 Radiohome Feb. 1922 $36 Rick Elskamp 

The matching DT-800 two step amplifier was $35 in April. 

of its backers, and its chief business was lawsuits. Jewett 
bailed out and began advertising his own radios by August 

1925. Lee de Forest petitioned the company into receiver-
ship on April 19, 1926, investment banker Arthur Lord 
being elected president on May 13 and appointed equity 
receiver July 19. On August 4 de Forest sued the company 
and its former officers, charging they had squandered 
$1 1/4 million between August 1923 and May 1926, by 
paying excessive salaries and conducting the business 
inefficiently. "Utterly shiftless absentee management" and 
an "asinine contract with . . . Priess" were de Forest's 
words in his 1950 autobiography. 

Powel Crosley contracted to manage De Forest on Janu-
ary 5, 1927, to supply $300,000 of operating funds in re-
turn for 39,000 shares of stock and a 3% commission on 
net sales. His interest in the company, however, was ap-
parently limited to obtaining bargaining leverage in his 
patent-license negotiations with RCA, and he had no in-
tention of fulfilling this contract, even after Lord sued him 
on September 21. Instead, a group of bankers headed by 
Wiley Reynolds who had been a director long before, reor-
ganized the company in mid- 1928. Quoting de Forest 
again in 1950, "During the stock boom of 1928-29, in-
cluding a wicked, utterly indefensible, purchase by De 
Forest Company of Jenkins Television,' Reynolds had 

imiummummimummunini 

DT-900 FIadiobest Apr. 1922 $85 

Earle Drake 
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De Forest 
13-7 
Reflex 
Radiophone 

Listen to Half the Continent 
This Christmas! 

HERE'S the latest De Forest triumph, the D-7 
Reflex Radiophone* Receiver. It's the newest 

and most sensitive set of them all, with a thousand 
mile range on a two- foot indoor aerial! That's 
what you've been waiting for. No outside aerial is 
needed. The whole set is as you see it here. 

Easy to control with its single knob — small, 
compact, super-efficient—and an ornament to any 
library table! 

Economical to operate, too, because you get five 
stages of amplification on three tubes, and cor-
respondingly longer life for your storage batteries. 

If you want to bring into your home the news, 
the music, the lectures of half the American Con-
tinent—with no trouble —clearly, without interfering 
noises— this is the set for you. Remember it's a 
Radio Christmas—and here's one set that is all you 
ever hoped a receiver could be. Ask your DeForest 
dealer about D-7 and the other De Forest sets—today. 

De Forest Radio Tel. &Tel. Co. 
Jersey City, N.J. 

What is 
the Finest Receiving Set 

Made? 
To be worthy of this distinction, the 
set must have three characteristics— 

World-wide receiving range — 
Reception in all wave lengths — 
Reception without distortion. 

RadioCraft D-6 Regenerative Radiophone* (by 
permission of De Forest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co.) 
will receive even European stations, and of course 
all those on this continent. 

It receives on all amateur, broadcasting, and 
transatlantic wave lengths. 

In clearness and avoidance of distortion, it must 
be heard to be adequately described. 

D-6 uses outside aerial only, and head sets or 
loud speaker. 

It claims to be the finest receiving set now 
manufactured and any authorized De Forest 
dealer (who also carries the RadioCraft line) will 
be glad to prove this to you by actual demon-
stration. 

RadioCraft Regenerative Radiophones* (by per-
mission of De Forest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co.) 

130 
RadioCraft 

Regenerative Receiver 
Type D-5 

range from the simplest to the most elaborate. 

It is unnecessary to add that this entire line of 
De Luxe radio equipment is most exquisitely 
finished in every detail. 

The RadioCraft Co., Inc. 
139 Franklin St., Jersey City, N. J. 
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D-7A 
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John Wolktmowicz 

D-7 Dec. 1922 $ 125 
It became the D-7A in Feb. 1923, with shielding, a ver-
nier condenser, and new transformer contacts. Later, the 

tap switches and coupler were removed. 

The Regenerative Principle 
is Only Half the Battle 

y' ES, it's regenerative. 
But there's one other 
point you want to 

know. What parts make it 
up? De Forest parts go into 
RadioCraft sets—and that 
tells the whole story. Here 
is reg tive equipment 
inexpensive in price and so 
efficient that it will bring in 
broadcast within a radius of 
150 miles and upward. It's 
the fastest selling line be-
cause it gives your custom-
ers the greatest satisfaction 
at low price. 

D-4 is designed for the user 
who wants a compact port-
able outfit for camping or 
touring. It is also ideal for 

RadioCtati 
Radiophone 
-rep. 0-4 

A compact 
a n d efticient 
Receiver that 
looks good and 
uurks better! 

the family which desires to 
purchase a t  and de-
tector unit, and after be-
coming accustomed to it. 
use adding the 2-Step Am-
plifier, D-5, shown below, 
for the purpose of actuating 
a loud speaker or greatly in-
creasing the reception aaaaa 
The two units are so de-
signed, being exactly of the 
•ame size, that they can be 
placed one beside the other 
and connections made by 
means of short wires. 

See Our;Exhibit at Perma-
nent Radio Fair, Hotel 
Imperial, New York City 

The RadioCraft Co., Inc., 139 Franklin St., Jersey City, N. J. 

D-4 Jan. 1923 $36 
D-5 Jan. 1923 $35 
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cleaned up ( if one may use that fine word for such foul 

business) some eight million dollars. And the stockhold-
ers, of course, were cleaned out." (Father of Radio, 

p.406). Jenkins, acquired on a stock swap, conducted re-
search and operated TV broadcast stations. but had no in-

come, nor hope of any. 
In the end, not even $ 1 million from RCA could keep 

De Forest afloat. (This was the settlement in the "Clause 
nine" suit. Clause nine in the RCA license agreement 
forced manufacturers to equip their sets initially with RCA 
tubes; never enforced because of a storm of protest from 
the industry, it was struck down in 1931). An equity re-

ceiver was appointed on June 21, 1932, RCA purchasing 
the company in July 1933 for about $400.000. Lee de For-

est personally formed several other companies on the west 
coast, the first of them in October 1930, making mostly di-

athermy machines. 
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I)-10 July 1923 $ 150 
176 Also available in mahogany cabinet. Technical article in New York Evening World, Jan.26, 1924, pp.3-4 



THE SATURDAY EVENING POST February 28,1925 

The newest radio triumph of the 

greatest name 

THIS new instrument is extremely simple to 
operate (simplicity is one of the chief ele-

ments of greatness). 

It uses a De Forest Tube as a detector —de-
tection is immediate and accurate. Four tubes 
besides the detector—three stages of radio fre-
quency amplification and two stages of audio. 
The very practical De Forest loop antenna is 
used of course. De Forest D-17 is complete and 
self-contained in one unit—readily movable from 
room to room—no wires to put on the walls— 
no connections inside or out. 

Easy to tune 

Extreme delicacy of adjustment gives the D-17 
the two qualities of selectivity and distance-
getting to a degree that is a surprise even to radio 
experts. You can tune in accurately, and tune 
out to change your station easily and completely. 
The De Forest pure tone quality—already famous 
—finds its best demonstration in this new set. 

Strong claims? Yes, but a demonstration 
in your own home will bear them out. The 
simple technique of operation is easy to 
learn. You can get the essentials in a 
few minutes and have great fun in 
improving your skill as you go on. 

Weigh the volume and clearness 
of De Forest tone in compari-
son with any other music-
producing instrument — 
yes, even with the living 
artist standing before 
you on a distant stage. 
Once you have heard the 
De Forest D-17 Radio-
phone, you will understand 
why De Forest is the great-
est name in radio. 

Get the nearest authorized De 
Forest agent to bring one of these 
new D-17 Radiophones to your home 
for a demonstration. If no agent 
is available, write to us for infor-
mation. 

Prices, $125 to $200 f. o. b. factory. 
(Without batteries) 

DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY 
JERSEY CITY, N.J. 

Sitatease in your ownhome. 
Cast out into a world-wide 
stream of ether waves, and 
catch—radio. You should 
know how simple the tech-
nique of radio has been 
made by the De Forest D-57 
Radiophone. 

in radio De Forest 

Which will you choose? 
A set that requires antenna 
wires, inside wiring fastened 
to the walk, ground wires, 
outside batteries, various insu-
lating, switching and connect-
ing devices, labor to hook up, 
and separate loud speaker. 

De Forest D-17, a complete 
and self-contained instrument 
with tubes and places for bat-

or teries inside, built-in De Forest 
Loud Speaker, Loop Antenna— 
everything in one unit, com-
pact, movable, efficient. 

DE FOREST 
D17 RADIOPHONE S. PAT,  

D.- 17A Jan. 1925 8125 
D- 17L in leatherette ( Fabrikoid) cabinet with speaker, 

8190 (later 8170). 
D- 17M in mahogany cabinet with speaker, $200 ( later 

$180). 

Technical articles in Popular Radio, May 1925, pp.439-

451, QST, Aug. 1925, pp.16-19, and NY Herald-Tribune, 
Jan. 25, 1925, pp.I1,15. 
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F'-5-M Oct. 1925 $ 110 
zilso leatherette. 

Dave Crocker 
1)-12 July 1924 $ 161.20 

with tubes and dry batteries, $ 180 with tubes ami storage 
batteries, in Fabrikoid cabinet. Mahogany cabinet $ 15 
more. 
Ter helical article in Rodio Engineering Oct. 1924. pp. 
290-291. 

year ending 
gross sales 

net profit 

year ending 

gross sales 
net profit 

(loss) 

Dec. 1921 
$108,439 
($25,827) 

March 31, 1930 

$2,767,505 

($208,919) 

Dec. 1922 
$538,771 

$288,532 

March 31, 1931 

81,584,303 
($351,142) 

1,720,453. MEANS FOR REDUCING INTERFERING 
VOLTAGES IN RADIO APPARATUS. e'RANK M. 

SQUIRE, Hollis, N. Y., assignor to De Forest Radio Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co., Jersey City, N. J., in Corpora-
tion of Delaware. Filed Feb. 26, 1924. Serial No. 
695,286. 2 Claims. (Cl. 250-16.) 

1. In combination with a radio transformer, a shield 
comprising two parts for supporting, prelocati g and pro-
tecting said transformer, a condenser, and Imeans for 
mounting the shield on the condenser. 

D-14 Oct. 1924 $371..7)0 

(9 mos.) 
Sept. 30, 1924 

$563,240 

$116,482 

March 31, 1932 
8744,589 
($805,061) 

(6 mos. 
June 30, 1925 March 31, 1929 
$1,007,255 $976,486 

8282,320 $176,829 
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F-5- Al. or F-5-AW. July 1925 $90 

leatherette or walnut. F-5-8 also available, in a smaller 

cabinet, $85. 

Five-Tube Portable Receiver 
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1:-5 portable July 1925 $ 130 

W-6-F' Oct. 1925 $450 
W-6-T table model ( without base) $385 

Roy A. Weagant 

Walt Curry 
W-5-F Oct. 1925 
$235 ( with base) 
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Back of every DeForest & Crosley Radio1 lie the 
combined efforts of three of the most highly 
developed organizations in the Radio Industry. 
The inventive genius of Dr. Lee DeForst and 
his associate engineers has been combined with 
the fine production standards of Powell Crosley, 
Jr., in a product expressly designed and built to 
meet the exacting requirements of Canadian 
conditions. 

DE FOREST RADIO CORPORATION 

DE FORE  

rr.itcr 
rerrit•rieloos f,Acc,s, 

of unc quarIty. 

\ circuit receiver 
lstll,Mu;,, enrollo,. Jet,' tiée an d one 
%I., Arnplihr,ttm,r1. "Slow motion" 

ttched metal 
('ewe includes 

Pad,,tron tube.s.,..,.'eausienne•I",tjeadset and 
(irr! I k 

. . 

A 3- tube .ecéetis..',/e 
regeneratil+ „ dtedtdI 
Amplificatide, 

in Adam 13tié.iFri:,::eieei.e»i*,'W... 
Ample accontraode4'.k.:',..télike...4e,r 
"13" and ••C" dry bøeçte 

rockets. "slow mO340.1-4.ei,e..::::0e4e0 
Price include.s.4,,e4.4tieW.'..ti4Wi::: 
Headset.,,..PhérieLe .1r . 

4..44'44 "eel v.r uiig the thii+e: .5mper-
.:"M¡i.ajnri circUit, Very selective—eiPiéTely. 
'suited : foe work close to broadcasting sta-
tions. Cushioned sockets. Rich two-tone 
Adam Broon Mahogany Cabinet. Price in-
cludes 4 Radiotron tubes. "Musicone" Head-
set, Phone Plug and Grid Leak. 

$135 
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After months of intensive study, searching tests and ex-
periments, and weeks upon weeks of collaboration with 
the best cabinet designers, artists and fine metal crafts-
men in the Dominion, we take pleasure im presenting the 
NEW "R" SERIES of DeForest & Crosley Radios. 

In circuit they embody the latest thought of Radio engin-
eering. In exterior design they represent, we believe, 
the ultimate in Radio ensemble. In dollar- for-dollar 
value they offer a standard never before available to the 
Canadian public. 

LIMITED TORONTO 

The "Mustcone" bun 
into a fine Mahogany 
Cabinet that harmonizes 
„tssith any setting. Acts 
like a sounding board— 
; iv i n g still mellower 
non. 

A 5-tube rece• vet Isttaivirsit, tots sstss.s, et. of Tuned R,F. Amplification, 
non-Regenes at", Detesetoi s e,. I to rs ists-se.sit•es. M /4.F. Amplification. 
Unique tone-retscustiel tineds in, ni 11,wling or squealing. 
Readily logged. 13.m...tifni M. ha Cabinet vr,tt, motifs in burl 
walnut. Ample battary 
tion. Price in, lodes. P Weetinele.m. 
Radiotrons.'Mgaicoi,, l4 ,. sss 
Phone Ph... 

The same special type of 
5-tube Tuned R.F. circuit 
as in the R.5 is here em-
bodied in an elegant cab-
inet, fashioned in selected 
walnut with super( crafts-
manship. A special type of 
loud-speaker unit is built 
in. Price includes 5 Wes-
tinghouse Radiotrons, 
,Mensicone" Headset, Phone 

Grid Leak. 

Same circuit as the R.5. 
In this elegant period de-
sign console, radio finds its 
ultimate expression — a 
circuit of unexcelled pre-
cision, beauti.ul tone pro-
perties and splendid sim-
plicity, encased with loud 
speaker, in a cabinet piece 
of consummate artistry. 
Fashioned in selected wal-
nut. Price includes 5 
Westinghouse Radiotrons, 
- Musicone" Headset, 
Phone Plug and Grid Leak. 



1 
An Evidence of the Progress of the Radio Industry in Canada 

.7!-• Scenes Taken in the Factory of De Forest Radio Corporation, Ltd., Tcronto, 
Where De Forest-Crosley Radiophones are Made 

Section of one of 
the large assem-
bly rooms show-
ing line of work-
men and girls 
engaged in as-
sembling, wiring 
and soldering. 

Section of the D-12 Radiophone 
Room. Note the order in which 
the different. parts entering into 
the construction n these Radio-
phones are kept. 

\\\\„ 

1—..—..—..—..............111,41.•••••••••••...»...•••••••«..............m.....•.....0....................“....nor.••••«.....•e....••••••••......••••••........•• 

Section of the business ntlice, 
showing Order and Accounting 
Departments. 



DeForest-Crosley Dealer Aid 
It's MOST 

Important! 
Quality, adaptability to merchan-
dising conditions, style and price 
range—all are essentials of an 
effective Radio Franchise. 

But, in considering the qualifica-
tions of • Radio Franchise, careful 
thought must be given to the 
d  of dealer support the 
manufacturer is prepared to extend 
—IT IS MOST IMPORTANT. 

The records of DeForest-Crosley 
and DeForest-Crosby Dealers, 
made during the Fall and Holiday 
Seasons, firmly establishes the mer-
chandising superiority ot the 
DeForest-Crosley Franchise. 

This, in turn, evidences the embodi-
ment, in the De-Forest.Crosley 
Franchise, of the features essential 
to the establishment of pre-
eminence — quality, adaptability 
and well-balanced style and price 
range—and that all-important re-
quirement—co-ordinated co-opera-
tion, the brand of co-operation 
the gets results. 

The Radio business at present is a 
veritable gold mine. Stake your 
claim and work it to the limit. 
The DeForest-Crosby Franchise 
offers you the most complete and 
modern equipment for this 
purpose. 

Secure this Franchise. It's the 
most profitable thing you can do 
right now. 

Fit?: 

DE FOREST RADIO CORPORATION, LIMITED, TORONTO 
EXCLUSIVE DE FOREST DISTRIBUTORS 

Canada West Electric. Ltd.. Motor Car Supply Co., of Canada. Ltd., Radio Distributors. Linn, • 
Regina. Seek. Calgary. Alf, M I. Que. 

Marshall Wells Alberta Co., Ltd-. Jas. S. Neill & Sons. Ltd.. 
Edmonton. Alta. Fredericton. N.B. C. Robitaille, Enr • 

Marshall Wells B. C. Company. Ltd., Plunney's Ltd.. Quebec. Que. 
Van cccccc . B.C. Halifax. NS. 

Marshall Wells Co., Limited, Q.R.S. Music Co., of Cenada. Ltd.. 
Winnipeg. Man. Toronto. Oct. Chad ttttt own. P.E.I. 

Island Radio Co.. 

lEACILIE 
Eagle Radio Co. 

Iagie is one of the shorter 
chapters in the history of Neutrodynes. It started in late 

1922, advertising in November a portable loop on its own 

base "designed for . . . the Armstrong super-regenerative 
circuit and radio frequency" and called, reasonably 

enough, the Portabloop. By January 1923 Eagle also 
offered a Portabloop receiver, one of which seems to have 
found its way across the Atlantic to the Duke of York, as a 
wedding present. 

In June 1922 the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. 

threatened legal action against crystal-set makers and 
dealers, for infringement of its Pickard patents, prompting 
them to form the Independent Radio Manufacturers, Inc. 
to fight WSA (see the Freed-Eisemann chapter). Eagle, so 
far as is known, did not make crystal sets, but it did join 

the IRM. WSA also owned two Pickard loop patents, and 

t 
e retle eieSt.. 

•-

r. 
s. 

sieeiletenle. 

2..º2Cpeiroirs. 
CrosleY 

Quality 
Of reprodoction 

In 
Full Swing 

The DeForent-Crosley 
winter *dye tt i t ing canspeig.‘ 
is now in full wain. stir-
ring up ttttttt enthusimn, 
In Radio, and ttttt inr 
rverywhere prospective P. ,-

chasers of DeForest-Crosley 
'et.. 

DeFormt-Crosley message.. 
consisting of some of the 
',neat, most powerful and 
,onvinein g • dvertibing copy 
-ver created. are being car-
ried to every nook and 
corner of Canada by • 
select list of forty-two 
new oo•pers, magazines. 
farm Journals and amateur 
media. with a gross reader 
interest exceeding six 

And this Is onlY one 
which the 

nE;ey-FoIr:st Credey 
org•nix•tion I. 
mapporting De-
Forest - Croaky 

dealers. 

may have intimidated Eagle with these, accounting for Ea-
gle's IRM membership.* 

The IRM, by amazing good luck, arranged to build TRI" 

radios under Prof. L.A. Hazeltine's newly-patented Neu-
trodyne circuit, and Eagle was fourth to get into produc-
tion, after Fada, Freed-Eisemann, and Garod. In 1924 

Eagle took in $226,327.16, not as much as the three early 
birds, but more than most of the late-corners. Assuming a 
wholesale price of $ 105 ( list $ 175, less 40%, though it 
might have been 35% or 33 1/s%), that would translate into 
just over 2000 sets, not a bad performance for a brand-
new company. 

And a hard act to follow, when the Neutrodyne's popu-
larity waned. In spite of a procession of newer models, 
beautifully-made like the first ones, Eagle never got off 

the ground again. In February 1926 it had to tie up with 
Bamberger's department store to dispose of its sets; in 
mid-November it was thrown into receivership. Wurlitzer 

purchased the company (and its Neutrodyne license) in 
May 1927. 

*On July 31, 1920 WSA's parent company, United Fruit, re-
ceived a detailed report from its counsel Fish, Richardson & Neave 
on the validity of its Pickard detector and loop patents. From p.5, 

"We have no hesitation in saying that this Pickard loop patent No. 
876,996 is an important element in the radio situation . . . it might 
he well worth while to try it out with the hope that it would he sus-
tained as of controlling importance against competitors using the 
loop antenna . . ." (Clark Collection, Smithsonian Institution). 
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OSCAR O. KRAUSE 

Viceeresidens, Secretary and Manager, Eagle Radio 

1 'he cusoptiel teirels eb. rcee is rtg eel owned by 
The Duke of l'ork. It ie inetalle.d at Whit, 

Lodge, Richmond Park. 

Portabloop loop and receiver Jan. 1923 

W Hsu; 
A Nov. 1923 $175 

Technical article in Popular Radio, Dec. 1924, pi 

576. 

Norwood 

. 568— 

ite • 
.14 

K-2 Aug. 1926 $185 

lnot pictured) M Sept. 1926 $95 

B Nov. 1924 $175 
Console $275 
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Royai-EaSieni 
Electrical Supply Co. 
114 West 27th St. N.Y. 

EAGLE Model H RECEIVING SET. 
Manufactured by the Eagle Radio Co., 18 
Boyden Place, Newark N. J. Five tube 
tuned radio frequency receiving set in-
stalled in quartered walnut finish cabinet 
measuring 11 1/2" wide, 10" high and 
291/2" long. Designed for use with power 
tube if desired. Three tuning dials, two 
filament controls, battery switch and loud 
speaker jack on front panel. List price 
$75.00. 

Radio Dealer (Apr. 1926), p. 86 

1-1 Apr. 1926 $75 

Not a Neutrodyne 

s. 

to'dynélleceiver 
ihince ofthe}lir _ 

3 TUBE 
DRY CELL 
OPERATED 

Th. IT arid'. r.rrnirti Rrerirrr a a Popular Prier 

Manufactured and guaranteed by 
the creators of the world famous 

EAGLE BALANCED NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER 

Pelc-ased "King of the Air" 

To Peeler; Jet /0 DifInezery At' a era' Brooket 

John\V.WeberJr., 
1271 Bedford Ave. 

Brooklyn,NewYork 

EAGLE MODEL K RECEIVER with 
K-1 CABINET. Manufactured by the 
Eagle Radio Co., 18 Boyden Place, New-
ark, N. J. Five tube Neutrodyne !receiv-
ing set enclosed in brown mahogany Duco 
finished console cabinet with following 
overall dimensions: 444 inches high, 40 
inches long and 191/4 inches wide. Art 
escutcheons on sloping panel. Compart-
ments provided for speaker, batteries, 
charger, etc. bisappearing doors with 
drawers in center of table. List price 
$250.00. 

Radio Dealer (Apr. 1926), P. 84 

Apr. 1926 $ 175 

K (later K-3) 

Console Cabinet $75 extra 
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THE 

:Just a S0118 a wilié3'fit 
THAT old song holds a wealth of sentiment not only for those in the 

twilight of life, but even the young folk, at the close of a busy day, 
will listen to it with keen appreciation. 

You can truly enjoy this loved heart song! You can bring grand mas-
terpieces played by world-famous orchestras, sermons, lectures, songs, dan es, 
fun—right to your home with lifelike realism through an Eagle Ra io. 

Set shown is the table type. 
Write for illustrated booklet of console models. 

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY 
16 BOYDEN PLACE, NEWARK, N. J. 

Z.1=1:::::-!:3=4,:c•=1,3cletgemelavan,1=11.c>re =Mae 

:11 urApuTritî 
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NEW 

EAGLE MODELS 

A 

EQUALLED BY FEW 

CONSOLE MODEL C-1 
WITH MODEL F 

RECEIVER $235.00 

E 
S 

MODEL C-2 
WITH MODEL F 

RECE1VER—$250.00 

The Trade Mark that stands 

for Dealer Co-operation and Profits 

EXCELLED BY NONE 

MODEL C-3 
WITH MODEL F 

REGEIVER—$275.00 

Eagle Radio Col-Ivan-1j 
16 BOYDEN PLACE 

Ask Any 

Eagle Dealer 

NEWARK, N . .1. 
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Electrical Research Laboratories 

eorge A. Pearson was a suc-
cessful Chicago automobile distributor when he was bitten 
by the radio bug. Experimenting in his home workshop 

with all the new circuits and components as they came 
out, he decided to go into the manufacturing business 
himself, beginning in the fall of 1921 in part of a 5000 sq. 

ft. plant with a force of 20. Apparently his timing was 
good, and his products better, since in July 1923 he gave 

up his auto business, and a year later Erla filled a 50,000 
sq. ft. building. Pearson presumably did not design the 

actual components and circuits himself, but hired engi-
neers like William J. Schnell whose name appeared in 

magazine and newspaper articles, was later with Reich-
mann, then returned by 1930 as chief engineer. 

Erla championed the reflex circuit beginning in April 
1923, advertised parts for the Duo-Reflex in July, and by 
November was offering kits for one-, two-, and three-tube 
reflex sets. By April 1924 it had moved to a new plant at 

2500 Cottage Grove Ave. and things looked so good that in 
November Pearson incorporated in Delaware with the in-
tention of selling stock. 

In June 1925 Erla made an operating merger with 
furniture maker Caswell- Runyan of Huntington, Indiana, 
claiming a combined capacity of 500,000 radio sets per 
year. Financial statements published for the "lambs" who 

bought stock showed sales of $22.2 and 824.2 million for 
1923 and 1924, with profits of $2.9 and $4.1 million, but 
they didn't mention that these were only for Caswell-Run-

yan; Erla itself, from November 1924 to June 1925, sold 

only $608,091 and netted $43,321. Since nothing further 
was published concerning this merger, presumably Cas-
well-Runyan had the good sense to pull out. 

From July 1925 to March 1926, Erla sold $ 1,835,966 
worth of sets and parts, making $37,593 profit ( less than 
the previous period, for three times the sales). Next sea-

son, it took out a license from RH, ( Radio Frequency Lab-
oratories, a Hazeltine competitor) and promoted several 
fancy console models. Quoting one of its New York job-

bers, "the $285 ( models were) supposed to have been 

ready fie market early in September, but . . . were only 
delivered to us two days before Christmas." For the year 
ending in March 1927, Erla sold $ 1,208,287 and lost 
$79,695, at which point, with the better part of valor, it 
stopped publishing profit-and-loss statements, apparently 

doing even worse the next year. 
Drastic action was in order; in September 1928 Pearson 

sold out to Greene-Brown, a large Chicago maker of 
Radio Dealer (Oct. 1928), . 29 

Mid-West Radio (D( ( 1925), p. 25 

J.W. Caswell (left) and George A. Pearson (rigilu in 1925. 

B-eliminators who intended to combine the op 
building power packs for Erla's AC radios. Louis 
formerly with Mohawk but now with a pocket full 
joined Burton Greene, who had a good idea biit 
treme difficulty in encompassing the 24 miles th. I inter-
vened between the establishments, in his attempts o be in 
both places at once." Greene- Brown chief engimee Edwin 
Mraz joined Erla in the same capacity. 

Erla succumbed to the inevitable in 1930, b ing re-
organized as a private company in March 1931 by rankel 
and another former official, Ernest Alschuler. though 
the corporate name remained Electrical Research .abora-
tories until January 1945, it operated as Sentine Radio 

Corp. from 1934, probably buying out the former c )mpany 
of that name. Sentinel also produced radios for t enty to 
thirty private labels, some for export. Between 1 38 and 
1940 it moved to Evanston, Illinois, beginning TV woduc-

tion there in 1948. Sentinel's assets were sold to agna-
vox in March 1956. 

ations, 
rankel, 
f cash, 
ad ex-
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At the left is a view of the machine parts room of the Erla Factory in Chicago, where modern equipment and excellent work-
ing conditions speed along production, and keep the workers happy. At the right we see a light corner of the factory 

where some of the preliminary work is done on Erla radio parts. 

Radio Dealer (Oct. 1928). p. 34 

Burton Greene (left) and George A. Pearson (right) signing 
merger agreement in Sept. 1928. 

Radio Dealer (Oct. 1925), p. 125 

Radio Engineering (Feb. 1926), p. 79 
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RADIO IN THE HOME 

It the top« this page is the usual syntbol dittoed,,, lot. II,. Nos ,-

tube Erb hookup dealt with in this article 

To the left ,, s pie-Mewl diagram showing the hookup of the 

einple-tube Erla rode, pirruit 

To the Kohl s a pietortal ¿momo., shouidO the hook., of fhe 

two-tab, Erb reeler eireutt, while at the bottom of lit., pap, is a 

pteture droeing ehoehto hose à hookup the need three-tube Erin 

,irettit whisk à dealt .04th OC this artiele 

Radio Dealer (Oct. 1925), p. 191 

II" II Ill, no el ollog 0110 0040 110 11 gull 000 tin o oil MI I o o n 

Nov. 1923 

"Erla Standard Cabinet" 

Cireloid Five (Standard Five) Sept. 1925 $69.50 

DeLuxe $77.50. Console: $ 113.50. DeLuxe Console 
$142.50. Kit: $49.50. 

Radio Dealer (Nov. 1925) 

TRADE NAME: "Erla Portable Receiver." 
MODEL: Portable built-in loud speaker. 
TYPE: Five-tube SuperFlex. 
T U B ES: Five. 
BATTERIES: Dry-cell "A' and " B." Not 

furnished. 
CONTROLS: One. 
AERIAL: Loop. Furnished with set. 
PRICE: $145.00 without tubes or batteries. 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Electrical Re-

search Labs. 

R A DE NAME: " Erla Floor Console." 
MODEL: Cabinet built-in loud speaker. 
TYPE: Five-tube SuperFlex. 
TUBES: Five. 
BATTERIES: Storage "A" and 60 to 90 volts 
' B." None furnished. 

CONTROLS: Two. 
AERIAL: Outdoor or loop. 
PRICE: $270.00 without tubes or batteries. 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Electrical Re-

search Labs. 

TRADE NAME: "Erla Table Cabinet." 
MODEL: Cabinet. 
TYPE: SuperFlex. 
TUBES: Three, four or five. 
BATTERIES: Storage batteries for three and-

four- tube sets, dry cells for five-tube set. 
CONTROLS: Two. 
AERIAL: Outside with three and four-tube 

sets, loop with five-tube set. 
PRICE: Three-tube, $85.00; four-tube, $95.00; 

five-tube, $105.00 without accessories. 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Electrical Re-

search Labs. 

Radio News Mar. 1925), p. 1653 

Supereflex Feb. 1925 Advertised as kits since Nov. 
1924. Construction of 3-tube model, Radio agineering, 
Mar. 1925, pp. 153-160. 

World's Best Radio 

PEARSON 
PEARSON De Luxe Floor Console 

Model PS-5 
Cabinet 3114, in, high, in. wide, 16r I tu. deep, two-tom quartered and metaled 
Frennh Walnut Scrollwork over a gold cloth panel concealt a hiller, high 
qualm', loud speaker. Compartment for both charger and bal.-tea Contams the 
Pearson Navy license tuned radio frequency. Puy t' it lubes—usea either indoor 
or outdoor acne]. 

LIT $ 146.50 

Theme three sett rank with any on the market—AND THEY ARE PRICED 
ONE-HALF TO ONE THIRD. 

The PEARSON Five 

$50 

Every potted dealer and fan or 
members the furore created b, 
this 150.00 innovation. Like Me 
watch that made the dollar fa , 
ntom the Pearson Five arm first 

to SnT". " 01 e  
soot Titi. a.,wno mahogany 
navy ctrcuit set possessfl ekPfl 
feature of Me rlarity. selectivity. 
volume--ou any distance. and 
positive eaey can,o, which 
have made Pearson une ol the 
biggest names in radio 

,oto Pearson Itne give. 
foe the money Again Me 

'n .1" :alurcer « e« d una :, 
ages any dealer anywhere 
v.1 the fulletv.ng descrip-

tion and no he convmeed that 
t. ew Pearson 1926 Ltne al-
ler I iii, Imak chance tor turn-

Pl t. 014 rs-s 
De Luse 

Ne style cibmet. French Wal. 
rot tton.te engraved panel, Ada-
na and duds, genum.e Bake-
lite twit Iteensed under Navy 
ptt t. Erla precut,, theottats 
n 01 the radio frequency tubes 

asd d recur. Attlee:um 61a. 

Zit ''Emerlt‘' :a«nds cadi, eh". ""'7 

$78.50 

All Pearson Circuits are Licen,ed 

ender Navy Patents 

Wire :Today for the Slashed Prices which will enable you to run the most sense', al sale in your history. 

PEARSON Division, Electrical Research Laboratories, 1421 So. Michig Ave., Chicago 
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Years ahead!, 
o 

o 

o 

Fire-tube 
De Luxe 
Console—, 
$110.50; 
Standarce 
Console 
$129.50. 
All prices 
slightly 
higher 
west of 
Reekies. 

The , 

Fine- tube De Luxe 
Table Cabinet $95. 50; 
Standard :99.50. 

You've wanted something new 
—something different to offer 
your customers. Something '• 
that will appeal to the novice as well as the ex-
pert and make propects of all. Here it is. 

A new discovery is responsible for this improved 
radio—this new Mo-nod-ic Receiver that takes 
all the hocus-pocus out of radio—all the squeals 
and howls—and makes it simple enough for even 
the youngest member of the family to operate. 

WA,  

Erla six- tube 
D. Luxe Table 
Cabinet, with 

ogle Dial Con-
trol, $210. 

Super-Six (S-51?) Nov. 1926 

Monodic S-5 (S-50) first advertised Aug. 1926 

The beautiful nia' Erla 
"Saber - Six" De Luxe 
Console, with Single Dial 
Control. $285. 

Erin Om ni-

l',' eZtogrfif.r0e. 

Hum- Free .' II" 
Eliminator 

$45.00. 

'GRANADA" CONSOLE 
By Electrical Research Laboratories C' Edo"). 
of Chicago. The finish is of dark ontique wal-
nut combined with birdseye maple. The 
drawer front is of satinwood with maple 
averlay. The chassis comprise. Um equip-
ment for four of. elem. (three of which me 
tuned). detect»,, mid two transformer-
ooupled audio stages. Tuning is accomplishml 
by means of a single dial, and there is a built-
in loud speaker. Price 1295.00. Furnished with 
an a.c. converter system, all tubes, and an 

output filter, price $395.00 

Single-Six S-52 Sept. 1927 $90 Console $170 

Super-Seven S-61 Sept. 1927 $175 Consoles $255, $295 

75 Aug. 1928 $95 Consoles $ 150, $175, $265 

85 Aug. 1928 $265 Consoles $325, $350 

Erie 
“Triple-
Life" 
Tubes. 
Detector. 
4 maii.firr. 
500x1-1. 
52.00. 
Posner 
rube, 300 

$4.50. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

Radio Broadcast I Jan. 1928), p. 226 
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ETU Supe..F 
De Luse Console. faa, 

&la , rube De Luxe 
Supra-et/ex Console. $217.50 

Err.. SrainaeaFive 
De Lure Consoler., $ 12, 

ErLa sduhe De Lure 
Saairevefiex Comore', $1 /7.1t) 

THE S.RTURDAY EVENING POST 

Shiny natives chasing 
glittering coins through 
clearest blue water — 
one of the delights of 
the West Indies 

Ella Super . Fote 
Nutrulunl Mudel.$67.10 
EaLa 3.1,b. Standanl 
• Supereflex. $65 yo 

J), I! IIlII 1tiIJItuIIJ,j,u hh1tl).huhul,P h' 114 

Erla De Luxe Super•Five Receive'', $ 
Erla 3-tube De Luxe Supereflex, $69 hj 

More than Wonders-
Just the wonder of hearing by air is no substitute for good 
taste and pleasing entertainment. A broadcasting station 
distributes the wonders of radio all around. But pleasure 
and pride in radio can come to you only from the rigl• t 
receiving set. 

You want the clear, pure, true musical tone inherent n 
Erla principles. Erla clearness makes distance recepti n 
more than a stunt. At any distance, only real MUSIC r 
understandable natural speech is pleasing. And Erla, 
ways rated more powerful, tube for tube, will give y u 
any distance—clearly. 

You want volume, certainly. But not mere loudne 
Erla volume, super-abundant, intensifies clearness by 
abling you to tune down for sharpest reception alwa 

And you like to be - boss, - hand-picking your statio s, 
instead of listening to something you cannot get rid 4f. 
Extreme selectivity not only is basic in Erla design, bit 
simple control assures anyone of finest results. 

These are the Erla betterments which now extend 4ie 
whole field of radio. With distance AND clearness; v 1-
ume AND clearness; selectivity AND clearness, Erla is 
captivating even those who have held aloof. Such 
vanced radio, sponsored by Erla, is so eagerly and %yid ly 
received that it can be sold for less than the types it shad s. 

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, Chic 10 
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NINXATICNIAL 
ANINCUNCENIENIT 

Mammoth new ERLA factory brings 
tremendous savings now passed on to you in a sensational 

NEW SCALE OF PRICES 

With 288,000 feet of floor space 
in Erla's new mammoth factory, 
all parts entering into the manu-
facture of Erla products will he 
produced under one roof . . . from 
parts to complete cabinets. 

The resulting economies in manu-
facture are passed on to you. This 
sensational new scale of prices is 
effective at once. Your require-
ments can now be met immediately. 

The 8-Tube Duo-Concerto 
Console, $119.50. This two-
purpose instrument is Erla's latest 
triumph, engineered to give life-
like reproduction of phonograph 
music by the simple attachment of 
the Erla electro-magnetic pickup. 
A snap of the switch instantly 
transports you from superb radio 
reception to your favorite 
phonograph record. The 
tones are all transmitted 
through the chassis of the 

' • ' 

,y4•  ph.% -- ... 

tt: t -1-01 .11 " I -1 mi.' 
1'% ethe 64' 11. .111 q11,. 

1,1q ¡ter 11'11-1111--,1¡ 

1111,1111;1111-1 

Erla Duo-Concerto and through 
the Erla duo-dynamic speaker. 

The 8 - tube Duo - Concerto 
Radio and Phonographic Com-
bination, $189.50. In this instru-
ment, the phonographic reproduc-
ing mechanism is contained in the 
same cabinet with the radio receiv-
ing set. 

Both models are GUARAN-
TEED to provide selectivity, sen-
sitiveness and range in excess of 
any other 8-tube receiver made. 
It is these two new Erla products 
which have been winning new 
friends for Erla dealers every-
where. 

Write today for details of the 
Erla franchise. 

Electrical Research 
Laboratories 

2500 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago 

"Me 

RNDIO . 

;.; t 

‘% e> et>let' 111 11— 1;1 "Ftt, 

ERLA 

Electro-Magnetic Pick-up 
Another Erla triumph, the one electro-
magnetic pick-up that assures perfect 
sound reproduction, uniform purity of 
tone without extraneous noises. Model 
P-16 with built-in volume control, re-
places tone arm of any $13**3 
phonograph. 

vigil -in -iv« 11' 
oqtl..eret'r i 

-‘I 
It - 
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$ 189 .59 

j1 9.50 

8-tuhr 
Duo-Concerto 

Radio-Phonograph 
(' bination 

RADIO I j 

; ; ; ; ; ; 

Il 

it 

ERLA 
Duo-Dynamic Cone Speaker 

A major scientific advancement in 
sound reproduction. Actual comparative 
demonstration invariably proves its 
superiority and makes a profitable 
sale. Write for further informal ion 
regarding 110-volt A-C cone $42.5() 
in cabinet. 
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IFAIDA 
F.A.D. Andrea, Inc. 

rank Angelo D'Andrea's 1 
driving ambition was to get rich. From the time at age 11 
when he stopped helping his father, a junk dealer, make 
his rounds collecting scrap, he tried a series of jobs: news-
boy, prizefighter ( using skills acquired as a newsboy), 

helper in an electroplating plant, and finally a tool-and-
die maker. This last position, at the Frederick Pierce Co. 
who did experimental work for inventors, led him to radio 
when they were asked by Emil Simon to adapt a German-

designed radio receiver for wartime production. After 
making a prototype for Simon, Pierce was unable to han-

dle the resulting contract for the CE957 and so turned it 
over to De Forest for production, D'Andrea going along to 
supervise it. 

In June 1920 D'Andrea went into business for himself, 
with his 16-year-old half-brother and a hired tool-and-die 
maker, in a little store at 1882 Jerome Ave. in the Bronx. 

Shortening his surname, he adopted his initials F. A.D.A. 
for his new company. When the radio boom hit in late 
1921, Fada couldn't turn out crystal detectors fast enough, 
and soon was renting space in three more Jerome Ave. 
stores. Forty girls produced 1800 crystal detectors per 
day, detectors which cost 96ct to make, and sold for 
$2.25. Facia's monthly receipts, at first $77.50, rose to as 
much as $50,000 in early 1922. 

Although Fada made a line of vacuum-tube tuners, de-
tectors, and amplifiers, its major business was its crystal 
detectors. Major enough to prompt the company to join the 
Independent Radio Manufacturers, Inc. to fight the Wire-
less Specialty Apparatus Co., which in June 1922 threat-

ened legal action against all other crystal makers and 
dealers ( see the Freed-Eisemann chapter). The IRM did 
succeed in enjoining WSA from publishing its misleading 

advertisements, but more importantly, it was the vehicle 

for introducing Prof. Alan Hazeltine and his newly-in-
vented Neutrodyne circuit to a group of eager manufac-

turers. Fada was the first to get into production, with its 
model 160A, a four-tube reflexed design. This was soon 
joined by three kits: the $25 165A consisting of three 
tuned 1-1F coupling transformer assemblies and two neu-
tralizing condensers, the $64 166A four-tube reflex, and 
the $65.60 I67A five-tube non-reflexed Neutrodyne. 
RCA sued Fada around October 1923 for infringement 

of the Rice neutralization patent, but the suit was continu-

ally postponed, pending the outcome of an identical action 
against Garod ( won by RCA in 1927). 

1923 was an excellent year for Fada; sales figure 
not reported, but ten years later Andrea claimed 
sales of $500,000 per month then. And Fada ope 
additional plant at this time, near the original co 
garage. But by March 1924 the old plant was closed 
and the new one running only until 2 PM. Business 
up again by November 1924, when Fada was behind 
ders, taking in $ 1,103,003.91 for the year. Lik 
other radio companies, Fada's factory activity alt 

between full employment and nothing: full during 
half of the year, in anticipation of winter sales, 
during the remainder. Production for most compan 
a matter of guesswork, since it was planned six 
or more in advance. Particularly in the slow y 
1926-1927, overproduction was common, but 
seems to have done it year after year. 

.- 

F. A. D. Andrea 
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ars of 
Fada 

Radio Service 
Station 

Complete facilities for panel engraving 
and model work for the experimenter. 

Expert workmanship at prices ama-
teurs will be glad to secure. 

Watch for our next months 
announcement of "FADA" 

Radio Specialties 

FRANK A. D. ANDREA 
1882 Jerome Ave. 
Bronx, New York 

Andrea's first ad, Dec. 1920 Radio \ 11 
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Fada had $400,000 worth of inventory in April 1925, 
and reportedly enough parts on hand to keep the factories 
busy for "the next two years." But the company was in 

good financial shape, and able to sit out the slow periods, 

without dumping merchandise. Neither was a $ 102,000 
flood loss in April, caused by a water main break, the end 
of the world, especially as only overproduced inventory 
was damaged. Fada's reaction to the lack of business was 

to hire in April one of the best engineers in the business 
away from Western Electric, at $ 15,000 per year: Lewis 
M. Clement. He was given a blank check and the job of 
designing a top-notch TM.' receiver. Meanwhile, the inex-
pensive 192A was brought out, the only new model for 

1925. 
Fada finally solved the problem of what to do with the 

mountains of excess sets by forcing its dealers to take a 
certain number of them along with the new models. And 
then proceeded to overproduce the 192A, finishing with 
8500 of them in stock by January 1926, even after a strike 

by 500 of its 600-odd employees in November. 
Fada formed a Canadian company in May 1925, first 

advertising to prospective dealers in July. For a time in 
January 1926, Fada planned a new factory, actually buy-
ing an acre of land in the Bronx, but thought better of it in 
June, leasing an additional plant of 10,0(X) sq. ft. instead 

in August. By October 1927 Fada had moved to Jackson 
Ave., Orchard •St Queens St., Long Island City, New 
York, a plant vacated by the Rosenwasser Bros. shoe 
manufacturers. 

In July 1926 Clement's new models were designed, and 
Fada began taking orders, claiming to be oversold by 2000 

sets on October 15. By January 1500 were employed, and 
the company is said to have paid a larger royalty to Hazel-
tine for the last period of 1926 than any licensee had ever 
paid, and to have made nearly a million dollars in profits. 

Sales remained heavy even during the first half of 1927. 
Fada would have kept going on these same models, but in 
November 1927 was forced to discharge many employees 

and shut down while design of an AC set was rushed, to 
compete with the rest of the industry. 

Clement left for a better offer at Kolster in November, 
F. X. Rettenmeyer taking over as chief engineer. By the 
following March, R.M. "Dick" Klein had quarreled with 
D'Andrea and had left also; he had been second in com-

mand and was as good a merchandiser as Clement was an 

engineer. Fada more or less fell apart. shutting down its 
plant by September for engineering redesign when its ad-

vertised models wouldn't work. 
The company retrenched and managed to keep going 

until 1932, when it was sold to a group of Boston business-
men, the name changing to Fada Radio tk Electric Corp. 

But after a 1932 loss of $266,216, and across-the-board 
salary cuts of 10% to 60% in mid- 1933, Fada assigned for 
creditors in September 1934. It was revived by New York 

interests in November 1934, continuing in business into 
the 1940s. Meanwhile, Frank D'Andrea had lOrmed An-
drea Radio Corp. in 1934, taking 40 or 50 people from the 

defunct Fada company. He continued to run Andrea Radio 
until his death in 1965 at age 77, the company subse-
quently being headed by his son, F.A.D. Andrea, Jr. and 

daughter Camille. 

The factory at 1581 Jerome Ave. was formerly a garage. 

Fada Crystal Detector (Vertical Type). 

$2.25 crystal detector 

Outside view of Fada Tuner. 

136-A tuner Oct. 1922 $21 
137-A one-tube receiver $27 

(not shown) 
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Interior view of Fada Receiver-Amplifier, showing in detail the construct' 
of every part. 



NEUTRODYNE 
The name of a marvelous new radio receiver circuit invented by Professor 

L. A. Hazeltine and used in the new FADA "One-Sixty" receiver amplifier. 

Professor Hazeltine of Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J., after 
several years' work evolved the "neutrodyne" circuit which neutralizes the ca-
pacity coupling between the various parts of the circuit. 

A broad license has been granted to FADA to manufacture radio equipment 
using this new "neutrodyne" circuit, and the "One-Sixty" receivers have been in 
production for several weeks. 

The FADA "One-Sixty" is a four tube set incorporating tuner, two stages 
of tuned radio frequency amplification, vacuum tube detector and two stages of 
audio frequency amplification, one tube being reflexed. 

From New York City, using only a 50 ft. aerial around the picture molding 
in a fourth floor apartment, the following broadcasting stations have been listened 
to, using in all cases, a loud speaker: 

WS B Atlanta, Ga. WBAP Fort Worth 
KDKA Pittsburgh KSD St. Louis 
WFAA Dallas WGM Atlanta 
KYW Chicago KFI Los Angeles 
WDAF Kansas City WDAP Chicago 
WOAI San Antonio WHAS Louisville 
WOC Davenport PWX Havana, Cuba 

With the FADA "One-Sixty" receiver you will have the most modern re-
ceiver possible to design, and one that allows ultra-efficient reception of broad-
casted concerts as well as long distance amateur 200 meter signals. 

The mechanical design and con-

struction of the receiver has been 
given a great deal of attention and 

the workmanship is of the high 

grade class for which FADA in-

struments and parts are noted. 

160-A Niar. 1923 8120 Andrea stated in 1929 that he had shipped nis nrst radio in red. 1923. 
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A four page bulletin has 
been published describing in 
detail the FADA "One-Sixty." 
We will be glad to send you a 
copy on request. 

F. A. D. ANDREA 
1581-C Jerome Avenue 

New York City 



FADA display at an amateur radio convention in 
New York, March 1-3, 1923 
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epuencu amp'i. 

Pconon. 

u dumuwatulormers on rhos set 

a a 

167-A kit $65.50 
The 169A (Aug. 1924, $72) is similar, with binding posts 
moved to the rear. 

192-A Aug. 1925 $85 
various consoles to $300. 
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F. A. D. Andrea Had This One 

Probably the best decorated booth of t lot 
was that of P. A. D. Andrea. An orange ck-
ground was erected in the center of whi h a 
large map of the U. S. was framed showing the 
wonderful results obtained with the new c cuit 
that F. A. D. A. is putting out. . This st is 
built under license secured from ProfessorHazel-
tine and is known as the Neutrodyne Ci 
It is brand new and if Stark is to be bell yed, 
it must be " the berries." 

Mar. 1-3, 1923 

r-EASTER  
reAne) 

SPECMIS 

A beautifully engravtd RernIer att.-lio de-
tector control pared. A carnpact, gcutl-
looking, ideal pieze of apparatus. List 
$8.50. Complete ai:d ready to go to work 

NATHANIEL BP,LDWIN 

PHON ES 

29 

This price good for Satur-
day only. One to a cus-
tomer. No mail orders. 

ATWATER KENT 
8.00 Variocouplers ..8 5.75 
8.00 Variouseters   5.75 
10.00 Mounted Variometer  7.75 
13.00 Mounted Coupler  11.25 
12.00 Couple C,, oat 

Tuner   10.25 
6.00 Detector Unie  
13.00 Detector & 1-step  
14.00 2.step 

Mounting Boards  

3.65 
9.55 
9.85 

$3f 

HAZELTINE'S 

NELITHC/;YINE 

REGE1VER 

l'he hostile, onder of ;:dio! 
The Fada "One-Sixty," esp ially 
coortructed for local and loss! dis-
OCC radio concert reception, is •si 

demonstration here. 

FADA No. 1601 

$120 

MISCELLANEODS 
LOUD SPEAKERS 

$22.50 Bristol, Jr $15.95 
$40.00 Bristol, Sr 32.50 
$1.85 Bradleystats   1.45 
$7.50 Sleeper moulded rariom-

eters   5.65 
97.00 R.C.A.-U.9. 712 tuns-
f ormer 

I
9100 Baldwin radio freq. 

transformer   
$9.00 Original All Wave 

Coupler   

5.00 

2.28 

5.85 

$5.00 Sleeper Radio Freq. Trans $1.69 

Radiotrores U. V. 200, 201 and Cunningham 301 in stoc.1 

132 WEST 32nd STREET 
OPP. CifelBELS 

lCOUVENIENT TO 

OPEN SAT. TILL 9 P. M. 

I 33rd ST. " L”, EL R. T. HUCSON TUBES 
AND PENN. STA. 



The But in Radio Equip«. 

Here is one of the few photos of Frank 
A. D. Andrea that is in existence 
today. Mr. Andrea is reported to be 
extremely camera-shy, and enjoys 
having his picture taken as much as 
having a tooth pulled, wh!ch is nothing 
at all. However, on his return from 
a recent European trip. Mr Andrea 
felt it necessary to doff the chapeau at 
Miss Liberty in New York Harbor and 
the cameraman sneaked up unawares. 
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 Neutro-Junior 
—a wonderful performer 

M ANY people prefer a Neutrodyne radio re-
ceiver but have deferred buying because 

they do not want a set that requires more than 
three tubes. 

The FADA Neutro-Junior is a three-tube Neu-
trodyne. It is far superior to ordinary three-tube 
sets, for it possesses many of the desirable qualities 
of the larger Neutrodyne receivers. In volume, in 
mlectivity, in ability to get distant stations and in 
tone quality the Neutro-Junior is an amazing per-
former. Enclosed in a solid mahogany cabinet it 
is a remarkable value at $75, enabling almost any-
one to oven a handsome, efficient radio receiver at 
a price they can afford to pay. 

The Neutro-Junior has only two control dials, both 
of which read practically the same at all times. 
This ease of control simplifies your tuning. 

The FADA full line of Neutrodyne receivers in-
cludes six models - three, four and five-tube sets in 
plain as well as in art-craft cabinets at a price 
range of $75 for the three-tube set to $295 for the 
five-tube Neutrola Grand. 

Your dealer will be glad to demonstrate the Neutro-
Junior or any of the other FADA models. Ask him. 

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC., 1581 JEROME AVE, NEW YORK 

ILactio 

FADA Neu 
Grand 

No. 1911.A. Price 
11eme tube. bettenee. 

FADA tasstmeem,. 
or Ne. 175-A 

Del.* Pe. 
nosey ebelf. 

nalae. Prke den 
nag. btfarle.. 
$180. 

iN 
ill apparat. ...mitred or h., rognaine has bees tested and approred by 14k R oc, T.A1.01IATOI.V 

175-A Aug. 1924 $160 185-A Wth speaker $270 
170-A chassis only 

NEW FADA PANELS 
For Victor Models—List $ 110 

The 197A Fits the No. 215 Victor 

The 196A Fits the Nos. 400-405-410 Victor 

Standard radio products, prompt deliveries and courte-
ous dealings const i t me the Triangle Pyramid of Service. 
Phone or wire pow requirements to- jay. 

TRIANGLE RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc. 
120 WEST 23rd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Telephones: CHELSEA 4240-4241-4242 

196-A, 197-A, Sept. 1924, $ 100. 

195-A Sept. 1924 $75 

original FADA 
Neutrodyne Parts 

ucir 
and Wading candidate. sill broadeast 
their ..perclie.. %l'ith a ADA , tobe 

\rutrod)ne Recriter ) ort can bear 
them as sell a. li.den to the music of 
famous band-, and orche.tra.. the hig 
..tations are outdoing them.rlsr, t.. girt. 

too summer enjon men,. Rudd e 
FADA 5-tube Neutrod,nr Re:ri.rr 

Use F.ADA Neutroil)nr p.m, You 
:an bur the original realer/ pads), 

rh mrrything eornplerr toan 

thlr dealer. But tesare ot sit 
',aim, end inferior Nrutradynr 

—the) never arr sati.fartor) a, -eal 
FADA part.. 

FADA reetitrod)on recei‘er. are 
the aristuerats of radio. The) min. 

tniw.e interference and help reduce 
statk. Esen daring mid.motmer, r,r 
nings a FADA 5dole Nestrodpre 
:else, sill bring /11 many distant.ta 
'Mrs on the loud seater while flea. 
Is heals are broadcasting. A4 lour 
dealer, he FADA outfit No 
M5,41 

TO DEALERS 

Etrelargire P.404 0 heirs.. Distribértero tor the rtrtromdilreor Di  
44 S 44 ••••• 

•••• 414 
• •en.1 4.111. • 

muào.1.•• • rdobarle 

oee ••e Se.L 

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC., 1581 Jerome Avenue, New York 
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f it's in the air 
Radio 

Fada gets it 
E 9ADA has set a standard of reception by which, more 

and more, all radio performance is being judged. 

Learn what this standard offers you—by a complete 
demonstration in your own home, without obligation 
to buy. 

The joy of pure, bell-like tone and full volume—the 
thrill of real distance—the ability to tune in with pre-
cision the stations you want as easily as you tune out 
those you don't want. And Fada Service that guarantees 

permanent performance! 

Call up your dealer now and arrange for a demon-
stration tonight. You'll discover an entire new level of 
radio enjoyment. 

Most Fada dealers will be glad to arrange convenient terms of 
payment. Send for book E, "Fada Radio— Standard of Reception". 

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC. 
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 

FADA RADIO, LTD.—TORONTO FADA RADIO, LTD.—LONDON 

Manufacturers cf TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY receivers using 
the highly efficient NEUTRODYNE principle 

There is a Fada Radio model for every 
purse—all 5- tube Neutrodyne sets for dry 
cell or storage battery tubes, from $85 to 
Art Cabinet models up to $400. Illustrated 
is the Neutrola-Grand at $225. 



Fig. 4 An eight-tuOe tuned-,ad,c-frequency receiver which is completely shielded, and is ex-
tremely easy to tune and control. 

480A July 1926 $300 
SF' 50/80 console $400 

Lewis M. Clement 

Technical article in Popular 
Radio, Sept. 1926, pp.429, 
462-465. 

Fig. 3. The voila and ‘ondenaers of the R.F. stage, are ber, shown exposed by the retneyal of 
the , on seine, ri the shields. 

460A (R60 chassis) July 1926 $150 

In same consoles as 170A in 1925: 
SF 10/60 Davenport table $225 
SF 20/60 Beethoven Grand $250 
SF 30/60 Queen Anne Desk $300 

SF 40/60 Console $275 
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265A Special June 1927 $95 Technical article in Radio Broad-
AC Special Feb. 1928 8160 cast, Dec. 1927, pp.128-130. 
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indow Display of John M. Non, Jr., Elizabeth, N.J. 1927 (Fada-Sales 5-1) 

The Fada 480-B 

A VIEW OF THE CABINET 

THE SHIELDING ARRANGEMENT 

480B Sept. 1927 $300 
Short technical article in Radio Broadcast, Aug. 1928, 

p.221. 
202 

THE FADA 7 
Another receiver employing four stag., of r.f., 
but two tuning controls are used with this 
model. A loop is supplied with the Fada 7 al-
(hough an outside antenna may be used suc-
revishilly. The loop fits into a special clamp on 
the side of the cabinet. The two audio stages 
are transformer-coupled. A special arrange-
ment in the detector circuit reduces the possi-

bilities of overloading. Price, $ 1135.00 

475A Seven Sept. 1927 $ 85 
SF 45/75 console 85 

AC Seven Feb. 1928 50 
AC console 50 



10 June 1928 $110 
12 (DC) Aug. 1928 $120 

Short technical article in Radio Broadcast, Dec. 1928, 

p.122. 

Fada-Sales 5-6 

Fada-Sales 5-6 

30 June 1928 $ 187.50 

Fada- 11 

Fada-Sales 5-6 

70 July 1928 $340 
Two types, with 71s or lOs in 

audio output. 

Fada-Sales 5-6 

11 June 1928 $135 

17 Jan. 1929 $135 

Fada-Sales 5-6 

31 June 1928 $235. 
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Frank A.D. Andrea and chief engineer F. X. Rettenmeyer ( kiter with RCA) in the Fada laboratory about July 19 

Radio Retailing (June 1929), p. 50 

72 radio-phone Nov. 1928 

77 June 1929 $675 

35 

35B 

35C 

June 1929 $245 
Nov. 1929 $255 

Nov. 1929 $220 

Technical article in Radio 

Broadcast, July 1929, 
pp.171-173. 

Fada-Sales 6-1, p. 514 

16 Jan. 1929 $110 
20 June 1929 $99.50 
18 Jan. 1929 $120 DC 
22 Oct. 1929 battery 

fada-32 

Fada-Sales 6-1, p. 515 

32 Jan. 1929 $225 

201 
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Radio Retailing (June 929), p. 50 

75 June 1929 • 360 

Radio (Aug. 1929), p. 43 

25 June 1929 $15 
Technical article it Radio, 
Aug. 1929, pp. 43-.44. 
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Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co. 

1 lie Federal Telephone & 
Telegraph Co. was incoq () rated on December 28, 1908 to 

consolidate a number of independent telephone companies 
in western New York State. On March 1, 1918 it disposed 
of its operating interests to the New York Telephone Co. 
(wholly owned by AT&T) and was left with the manufac-
turing portion: the plant formerly run by the Century Tele-
phone Construction Co. in Buffalo, a branch in Bridge-
burg, Ontario, and the plant of the General Drop Forge 
Co. Federal made telephones, switchboards, and accesso-
ries, and soon, radio parts; many of its personnel were am-
ateur radio operators. 
When the pablic discovered radio in late 1921, Federal 

had the obvious idea of making complete radio sets to cash 
in on the boom. It started with a detector-amplifier, then a 
two-stage amplifier, in November and December of 1921. 
Since Federal did not make rheostats and tube sockets at 
this time, it arranged to swap headsets and transformers to 
Adams-Morgan in return for Paragon rheostats and sock-
ets. Paragon was too busy with its own orders to fill Feder-
al's on time, so Federal eventually cancelled and switched 
to another maker ( possibly De Forest); meanwhile it had 
already delivered the headsets and finally had to go to 
court to get paid for them. 
The upshot of all this was that Federal was late in get-

ting the units to market. When it displayed its line at the 
New York Amateur Show on March 7 to II, 1922, in set-
ting up a dummy station for a series of publicity shots, it 
used two detector-amplifier units rather than one, and the 

two had different knobs, suggesting that Federal had scav-
enged all its prototypes to outfit the booth. And these units 

were not nationally advertised until April, when business 
was essentially nil. 

Federal did better with its crystal set, which used only 
its own parts. Appearing on a blueprint dated January 24, 
1922, it was being advertised by March, and no doubt had 
substantial sales. so the season was not a total loss. Later 
that year Federal added a matching two-stage amplifier 
but relatively few were sold and it lasted less than a year 

in the line, whereas the Jr. went on into 1925. 
While business was in the doldrums in inid-1922, Fed-

eral's engineers used the time to design a new line of RF' 
amplifier units and two complete receivers. The ampli-

fiers, nos. 55 and 56, are so rare that it is questionable 
how many were actually marketed, lait no doubt exists 

about the 57 or 58. The 57 was the simpler, single-circuit 

set, not as selective but well-suited to broadcast con-

ditions at the time when all stations were on two fre-
quencies. The 58 with its double-circuit tuner was in-
tended for distance reception. Later in the season Federal 
offered the type 60 double-circuit tuner for use with the 
earlier detector and amplifier units. 

Thus far, Federal had done rather well with its high-
priced (double the industry average) quality line, so for 
1923-1924, it was more of the same. As stations were 
now spread over the broadcast frequency band, the new 
sets had to have double-circuit tuners. For the simpler set, 
type 59, Federal added a few frills to the old 58, increased 
the panel height, and built it into an imposing mahogany 
cabinet. For the 61, so that it would work with a loop an-
tenna, two more RF stages were added ( plus several more 
front-panel controls to run them), and not only was the ra-
dio imposing, so was the price, $223. 

Federal was lucky. In those days when all radios were 
technical-looking black boxes with frightening arrays of 
knobs and dials, the 61 didn't scare the fans away. In fact 
the number of dials was a status symbol for the owner who 
knew how to manipulate them, and the Federals could 
perform superbly. Furthermore, there was little competi-
tion for this high-performance part of the market. RCA, 
still trying to get its new superheterodyne into production, 
could only offer the $ 162.50 Radiola VI, an antiquated 
beast. Grebe's top-of-the-line CR12 had most of the bells 
and whistles, and was a far better value at $ 175, but few 

customers ever got a chance to compare them head-to-
head. Even the popular Neutrodynes weren't cheap, at 
$150 or more. So Federal made hay. 

In July 1924 Federal's plants were transferred to the 
Federal Telephone Manufacturing Co., which had been 
organized in November 1923 for the purpose. 

The sun couldn't shine forever. RCA finally brought 
forth its superheterodyne which sold in record numbers, 
taking much of Federal's market. As public tastes moved 
away from complicated sets crowded with controls, Feder-
al's business went rapidly to pieces. When millionaire 

owner Burt G. Hubbell died on January 24, 1925, possi-
bly as a result of business pressures, his successor lost no 
time in salvaging what he could. Overproduced 61s were 
dumped to Bloomingdales where they appeared at 2/3 off 
list. 

Stocks of parts were used up in making variations of the 
older models, such as the 161, a gold-trimmed 61. Finally 
ill May the company was put up for sale, at $2 million. 

Lawrence C. F. Horle had been hired as chief engineer 
in 1924, and when the company now failed to sell, put his 
new Ortho-Sonic models into production. About this time, 
September 1926, the Federal Radio Corp. was formed, 
probably as a sales organization since the two older names 
continued to exist. No sales figures are available for the 

Ortho-Sonics, but they were successful in keeping the wolf 
from the door for several years. On July 3, 1929 however, 

Federal went into receivership; broadcast station WGR 
was sold to a Buffalo group, while Federal was bought by 
the Acoustic Products Co., owner of Sonora. 
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A New Two-Stage 
Amplifier 

This welcome new addition 
to the Federal line is meeting 
with the same popular approval 
that has so consistently dis-
tinguished all 

\`` 'eA 
RADIO APPARATUS 

Metal shielding; metal diaphragm between each stage, 
tube sockets and transformers of latest design and mount-
ed on metal brackets; metal brackets grounded to cabinet 
and one side of filament battery; eliminates howling; 
highest degree of amplification; rheostat of ample capacity 
to prevent heating; sturdy construction; beautifully engrav-
ed panel with bindifig posts marked for ease in connection. 

3Frberal Dlephotte Sc Zelegrapli alp.. Unfelt N. 

willionimiumuninniiiimuniminumnimuimmilimmumiummummiiim0 
Note the Paragon knobs. 

DEMAND 

FEDERAL JUNIOR 
RADIO RECEIVING SET. 

Price, complete, $25.00. 

For more than ten years 
FEDERAL Radio Apparatnyt 

been Standard through-
out the World. 

FEDERAL TELEPHONE 
& TELEGRAPH CO. 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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No. 8 Detector and One Sta :e Amplifier 

8 April 1922 52 

No. 9 Two Stage Am lifier 

9 Jan. 1922 85 

Jr. Feb. 1922 $25 

(later $20). 

Jr. Amp. Aug. 1922 

en) Parsons 

2116 



No. 55 Two Stage R. F. Amplifier 

Catalog, p. 14 

55 Oct. 1922 $58 

No. 56 One Stage R. F. Detector 

Catalog, p. 14 

56 Oct. 1922 $52 

E /O. 

grùrral (IrtrItilijuitr & rttqraiI frt.!. 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK É 
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57 Oct. 1922 $98 

Lou Lindauer 

58 Oct. 1922 $ 116 

II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111.111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111. 
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Fedor, 
trYxtul Rouelver 

céeral RADIO 
PRODUCTS 

ARE UNIVERSALLY KNOWN AND ACCEPTED 

THE STANDARD 
FOR EFFICIENCY, DURABILITY AND DESIGN 

WE MANUFACTURE A 

COMPLETE 

LINE 

INCLUDING 

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS, 

FEDERAL JUNIOR and SENIOR AMPLIFYING UNITS, 

BATTERY UNITS, TERMINAL BLOCKS, 

HEAD TELEPHONES 
Microphones, Transformers, Jacka, 
Plugs, Condensers, V. T. Sockets, 
Rheostats, Anti-Capacity Switches, Etc. 

Demand Genuine FEDERAL Radio Prodects 
FROM YOUR DEALER 

and secure the beat results Fedettil Ileae Trit,Itune, 

E 

11
11

11
11

11
11

11
11

11
11

11
1 

Lou Lindauer 
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Lou Lindateer 

110 Sept. 1923 $87 

The 110 used a less-selective single-circuit tuner, 
same as the older 57. 

VEDERAL insures to its users only the 
highest refinement of the art. Each and 

every manufacturing necessity to produce a 
harmonious radio set is known to Federal 
Engineers, and no Federal set is produced 
without them. 

Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia, Chi-
cago, Pittaburgh, 
San Francisco, 
Bridgeburg, Can-
ada. 

FEDERAL 

Federal radio sets are built with t 
in mind—first: simplicity of ope 
three controls being necessary 
cial controls for refinement for “lor 
music" interested in reproduci 
beauty of tones that fill the air. 

TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

Standard RADIO Products 

thoughts 
tion, but 
nd: spe-
rs of good 

all the 

O. 

Look far thi• sL, 

JÍeOer( 
RADIO 

61 Oct. 1923 $223 

the 

Popular Radio (Aug.' 

59 Oct. 1923 $ 177 

60 Oct. 1923 $42 

1924), p. 12 
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141 Der. 1924 $ 150 Lou Lindauer 

TRADE NAME: Federal. 
MODEL: 142. 
TYPE: Built-in loud speaker. 
TUBES: Five. 
BArrERIES: None furnished. 
CONTROLS: Two. 
AERIAL: Outdoor or indoor 
PRICE: $230.00 without accessories. 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Federal Tele-
phone & Telegraph Corp. 

TRADE NAME: Federal. 
MODEL: 143. 
TYPE: Built-in loud speaker. 
TUBES: Five. 
BATTERIES: None furnished. 
CONTROLS: Two. 
AERIAL: Outdoor or indoor. 
PRICE: $330.00 without accessories. 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Federal Tele-
phone & Telegraph Corp. 

TRADE NAME: Federal. 
MODEL: 144. 
TYPE: Built-in loud speaker. 
TUBES: Five. 
BATTERIES: None furnished. 
CONTROLS: Two. 
AERIAL: Outdoor or indoor. 
PRICE: $330.110 without accessories. 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Federal Tele-
phone & Telegraph Corp. 

142 Mar. 19`2, $230 Radio News (Mar. 1925), p. 1655 
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145 July 1925 $150 (table model). 

Advertised in July through Sept. 1925 in this console by 
The Harponola Co. of Celina. Ohio. 

102 May 1924 $140 

GIMBELS Presents for the First Time in New York: the 

Ph on oradi0 
The President Speaks— Then 

You Touch a Lever--
And Play Your Favorite Song! 

noiple the Moans.* week, Tee werfeet onion 
a Radio end Phonograph. A !issue idler., foe Gimbel. 

And both id thin" ential•itory reperate unita 

pin  ionile the bound chenrher timid • sliiiht pooh 

into inn. All batteries •nd other •  reee boomed in 

the left hen., . ide of the ...insole. tinder the redo pined No 

Famous Federal Radio COMplete 
Euipped With 
Stqorage Dal tides Wilt All 
thir of the ..... u opera.. 

.1:1:4**a47:14 .1.1.r!..1é 

: 

Accessories 

Wherein Thie Neared Deielopment of 
the Phonoradiu Unit Differs 

from Alt Other. 
The fihnnorentio la not hat • 'line "seethe, 

mend The urlso A» been careful,. deiiicried to har. 

""Zieee «;:::•::trion perfe.ted hr one a a 

Panions Emerson Period 

Phonograph: With 

Music &fabler Horn 

In. an ertletir feloriet of 
the ..(dteeesit Anne.. Pm, in. 
P•cieviedi. puns.. • not,. 
•nhitertural <harm It be brown 
inah :  loath. with old., 
plated triennia.... iniOured dot' 

:Ze V.I.e7:7.' doi.ard'e. 

the wend vi lehnh the ten time 
enrollee". ...de. semimms • 

ConvenientTermsof Payment May Be Arranged 
Included at 
the Price 
I. Beautiful Emerson Period Console 

Phonograph. 

2. Federal Four Tuba Radio Receiv-
ing Set. 

3. Famous •Mmic Mad.' Horn 
'Built in.. 

4. Four UV20IA Tubes, 

5. Orioeiziim Philco volt Storage 

T. Aerial Equipment. 

Come In and See IS, 

Plenoradto Ihmonot era, 

OPEN 
TONIGHT 

5.30 to 9 daiRA 

Alm 530 we the 13r4:env, 
Fettrarsee. near Bondi,. 

eINISELS PlIONORA1310 
5110P Eighth Hver. 

You Cannot Call 
thia Coupon 

for Complete Details 
weianwrwrierweweitille. 

:10 011, Itool and tare:, 
diALOAl 

10:Itni FLOOR 

GENTI.1\11:0 — 
Kindly tend ate mobile informatior 

nine the wonderful 

MBE   

ADI ......... 

EIGHTY-ONE YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE 

GIMBEL BROTHERS 
32 ND STREET - BROADWAY- 33 no STREET NEW YORK CITY 
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THE SATURDAY EVENING POST 

t-

cii WHISK of the dial and the Federal 
whispers its secrets of the night. 

Another turn and wondrous music 
fills the room with tones of bell-like 
clearness. No reading from the master's 
pen could rest you—thrill you—as 
can this gripping romance from your 
Federal. 

Look for this sign 

There is the joy of mastery in its 

t)Ifidsummer Night's 

positive performance, the zest of ac-
complishment in its exceptional selec-
tivity and a constant inspiration in 
the beauty of its tone. 

And best of all is the satisfaction 
of knowing that your Federal will 
give you this same joy—these same 
gripping thrills— today, tomorrow 
and for time to come. 

Besides the complete Federal Sets — for those who wish the 
fun of making their own — there are over 13o standard 
radio parts backed by Federal's quarter-century experience 
and bearing the Federal iron-clad performance guarantee. 

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO. 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 

1 tetrat 
Standard RADIO Products 

PILE [ VIII\ I IICAGO PITTSBURGII SAN FRANCISCO 

The three most pupal 
Federal Sets tee: 

Set No. 59 . . . S177. 0 
Set No. 61 . . . 223.0 
Set No. 102. . 140.0 

Prices include Head Sets 

ream 

BR1DGEBURG. LANADA 1 ONDON. FNGLAND 

2 10 



No. 417—Gold finish for V:ctor Art Model Consoles. 

No. 200—Nickel finish for Victor No. 215 Special. 

No. 135 

For all 

Upright Phonographs 

and 

Victor No. 210 Console 

• 

New Federal Radio Panels 
for Music Merchants 

SNI I.; time ago Federal turned its vast engineering 
;ibilities to the construction of radio panels that 
would be in keeping with the latest Victor phono-

graph creations. 

Out of all this effort has been developed the Federal 
panels No. 200 and No. 417 designed for Victor Console 
Art Models and the Victrola No. 215 as well as the 
Federal No. 135 panel for all upright phonographs. 

These new Federal panels are built upon the same basic 
principles and traditions which have maintained Federal 
leadership in the electrical world for over a quarter 
century. 

They incorporate advantages of tone beauty. selectivity 
and distance range that will astonish even the experienced 
radio enthusiast. They will hold the good will of all who 
buy them. 

Music merchants are invited to write Federal for literature 
and for the name of the nearest distributor of these 
new panels. 

Century Telephone Construction Company, Inc. 
Bridgeburg, Ontario 

Canadian Distributors for Federal Radio Equipment 

3ftetrale 
Standard RADIO Products 

135 Mar. 1924 200 1)t. 192 1. 417 Dec. 192 1, 

TM• 135 iind 140 differ onh, in panel layout: instruction manuals for both are dattq I I hr. 1923. 
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The 
greatest gift 

in the 
world 
e 

Once again you are faced by the ChriStmas 
gift problem. May we offer this suggestion? 
There is a dear friend. There is a little 

child, bedridden. There is a wife tied closely 
to home by her duties. There is a pair of 
silver haired lovers out on the farm. There 
is a home where youth is just coming into 
its own. There are others whom thoughts 
of ChriStmas bring to mind. 
Give RADIO—the greatdt gift in the 

world—to at leaSt one of these. 
Give the Magic Box that brings the na-

tion's findt singers, musicians, bands, or-
chdtras, fun makers, speakers, preachers— 
market reports, weather reports—anything 
and everything into the home on demand. 
Give Federal Ortho-sonic! 
This, we claim, is the great& gift in the 

world—cofting the giver less and giving 
the recipient more that is worth while than 
even the jewels of a queen. 

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, Befale,N. Y. 
(Division 4 Federal 7;le phone 011d Telegraph Company) 

Operating Broadcast Station WGR a Buffalo 

eral 
ORTHO -SONIC 

RADIO 

A , Five tubes — 199s or 201-Ks. 
.  Balanced tuned radio frequency. 

Cabinet has rich brown mahogany finish. 
Federal standard parts used t 
throughout. Without accessories 75 

Five tubes — 199s or 201-A's. 
B-35 Balanced tuned radio frequency. 
Beautiful cabinet of selected mahogany, 
finished in rich two-tone effect. Enclosed 
speaker. Ample space for bat- t•-) 50 
teries Without accessories $2 50 

This Federal Designator is dis-

played by the Retailer who 

handles genuine Federal Ortho-

sonic Radio Sets. Look for it 

C _ 2 c Seven tubes — 199's o 
Balanced tuned radio 

In handsome highboy cabinet., 
quality bui It-i n Federal Speaker. 
Without accessories . . . 

C-20 Seven cenibniesn—ed19.9:isi ofr et 2q0u1e-nNcys 

Genuine mahogany cabinet, finishedir: 
rich brown. Operates on self-contained 
loop. Without accessories . 

$ 165 

201-A's. 
equency. 
Superior 

300 

ORTHO-SON:C 
Of, pertaining to, or producing tone vetlues in sound 
reprodua ion corresponding exaaly to tAr• natural tones 

A,B,C models first advertised Sept. 1925 
212 



Five tubes — 199's or 201-A's. 
B-20 Balanced tuned radio frequency. 
Genuine mahogany cabinet with rich fin-
ish. Micrometer tuning controls. Space 

for batteries. Without acces- $100 
sories   

Not illuftrated. Seven tubes— 
C-40 199$ or 201-Ks. Balanced tuned 
radio frequency. In specially designed 
cuitorn-built hand-carved cabinet. Every 
detail and feature is provided in this model 
to make it the laft word, not only as a 
radio receiving set, but also as a beautiful 
furniture piece for the selett ,t , 5 o 
home. Without accessories 4P) 

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST 

Seventubes-199s or 201-A's. 
C -3°  SBalanced tuned radio frequency. 
Genuine mahogany cabinet, with rich 
brown finish. Two micrometer tuning 
controls. Space for batteries. Operates 
on self-contained loop. Federal enclosed 
adj uftable speaker. Without $ 0 
accessories   

B-2e- five tubes — 199's or 201-A's. Js-, Balanced tuned radio frequency. 
Flonr cabinet of choice mahogany woods 
with rich, two-to ne brown finish. Enclosed 
Federal Speaker. Space for batteries. 
Without accessories . . . $1 5 0 

B
.2, Five tubes — 199's or 201-A's. 
JIP Batanced tuned radio frequency. 

Extremely sensitive and selettive. Ma-
hogany cabinet finished in rich, lutitrous 
brown. Micrometer tuning controls. 
Ample space for batteries. Federal en-
closed adjuStable speaker. Exceptional 
volume and tone. Without $ 3 0 
accessories   

187 

You read many claims about " tone." Why 
not make this teSt? Why not let your own 
ears judge the difference between mere radio 
tone and Ortho-sonic lifelike presentation? 
Go to any Federal Retailer. He will tune 

in a Federal Ortho-sonic receiver on any 
Station. Then "Linen with Closed Eyes. -
This is the supreme teçt of tone. 
Note the Startling reality of the presen-

tation. There is no sense of diStance. The 
inStrument or the voice is in the room. Tone, 
volume, personality are real. This is Ortho-
sonic radio—" Rivaled only by Reality. -

Yet Federal Ortho-sonic Radio Sets, in 
cabinets of modern design and exquisite 
finish, cost no more than others. There is 
a type and a price for every home. 

See the Federal Retailer in your vicinity. 
If you do not quickly find him write for 
his name and a free copy of our booklet, 
" Radio Reality." 

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, Buffalo. N.Y. 
(Division of Federal Telephne and Televaph Company) 

Operating Broadcast Searion WGR at Buffalo 

PY Federal 
ORTHO - SONIC 

RADIO 
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Demand for Radio Increases Da 

AMONUMENT to the public 
demand for radio apparatus 
and American industry has 

sprung up in Buffalo. 

The immense plant of the Fed-
eral Telephone and Telegraph 
Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has be-
come a vast community of work-
ers, striving to feed the appetite 
of the radio-hungry American 
people. 
At the outbreak of the World 

War this manufacturing plant 
was engaged mainly in the manu-
facture of high grade telephone 
equipment. 

Like many other industries, 
radio was spurred on by the needs 
of our country during the war, 
until now it stands alone as the 
one which commands the greatest 
attention of the nation's masses. 
Today the Federal Telephone 

and Telegraph Company makes 
radio equipment almost exclu-
sively. 

An Immense Plant 
An idea of the magnitude of 

its organization may be obtained 
from the following facts: 
The factory at present employs 

over 800 operatives. A 50 per 
cent increase is contemplated 
during the coming month. It is 
expected that 30,000 complete sets 
of every kind will be turned out 
in the next few months. Com-
pleted sets have yet to become as 
popular as the home built set. 
Many more parts are sold as units 

Drilling and 
engraving pan-
els for Federal 
61 sets. 

than are used in the assembly of 
complete sets. The demand for 
radio is so great that Federal 
alone expects to produce over 
175,000 headsets this year. 
Any one who is capable of 

work is hired and given a chance, 
but the rigid inspection of each 
one's work is such that a great 
many employes become discour-
aged over their failure to produce 
parts which do not come up to 
the specifications. 

Modern Machinery Used 
Upon entering the factory, visi-

tors are noticeably impressed 
with the immensity of the plant 
and the vast number of persons 

Young ladies 
employed t o 
test sets. Each 
part pasees 
rigid inspec-
tion. 

engaged in making and ass !mbly-
ing the various parts. 
The most complete and modern 

machinery has been insta led to 
insure accuracy and precis on. 
A person who purchases Fed-

eral radio, little realizes th ! large 
number of machines and opera-
tions needed to produce es-en the 
most insignificant looking nart. 
There are at present eles en en-

graving machines, used soMy for 
the cutting of the letterir,g into 
the panel fronts of the sets 
One of the most imp -essive 

sights is the new multiple drill 
machines. These marvelous ma-
chines drill 20 holes at tte will 
of the operator in just one pull 
of the lever. 

Shop Never Closes 
There are so many different 

kinds of nuts and scress s and 
other miscellaneous parts nsed in 
the manufacture of radio that it 
is necessary to run the machine 
department night and day to keep 
up with the requirements of as-
sembly. All of the output of the 
various departments is used sole-
ly in Federal equipment. No 
work is done for outside concerns. 
Millions of screws and purchings 
must be purchased each month 
to supplement the output ci what 
is probably the largest machine 
shop which, practically speaking, 
is engaged exclusively in radio 
production. 

All of the bakelite moulding is 
done outside of the factory.. The 
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entire capacity of a large punch-
ing plant is contracted for as a 
supplement to the twenty punch-
ing presses in the plant proper. 

Despite the fact that there are 
over 40 hand and automatic screw 
machines in the plant, it is neces-
sary to have done in outside 
places more work of this kind 
than is actually done in the fac-
tory. 

The tool making department 
alone employs thirty men who do 
nothing but make special fixtures, 
dies and punches for machities. 

The storage warehouse, pack-
ing and shipping departments and 
other buildings, all in process of 
expansion, require much greater 
floor space than the factory build-
ing proper. 

Countless Operations 
There are countless operations 

which never occur to the prospec-
tive owner of a Federal set, such 
as the nickel, and copper plating 
of metal parts, the enameling of 
metal cases, the assembly of the 
transformers, the testing of every 
part and set. 
A large office force is required 

to handle the mass of correspond-
ence and orders. 
A whole section is devoted to 

answering persons who write in 
and say they heard WGR, the big 
Federal station. An excellent 
method of logging such testi-
monials discloses the fact that the 
average reliable distance which 
WGR covers is 550 miles. 
The personnel comprising the 

radio sales force in the United 
States only, numbers over 100. 

215 

All this in answer to the de-
mand of the public for more and 
better radio. 

Two New Stations on 
the Air 

THE largest and most power-
ful radio broadcasting sta-
tion in Canada, operated by 

Canadian National Railways, was 
thrown open February 27. The 
call of the new station is CKCH, 
and is the first of a chain of sta-
tions to extend across Canada. A 
musical program and talk by Sir 
Henry W. Thornton, chairman 
and president of the board of di-
rectors of the Canadian Railway, 
opened the station. 
The new station expects to 

have a range beyond that of any 
station in the dominion, due not 
only to its up-to-date equipment, 
but also to the height of its aerial, 
which stands on the roof of the 
Jackson building and reaches 200 
feet above the ground. 

It will broadcast on a wave-
length of 435 meters. The initial 
program was relayed by station 
CHYC, Northern Electric Com-
pany, Montreal, on a wavelength 
of 341 meters, so that radio listen-
ers everywhere in Canada and the 
United States should have no dif-
ficulty in receiving the program. 

Boston Has Fine Station 
Another new station is WBZ, 

located on the Brunswick Hotel, 
Boston, Mass. 
Programs of classical and popu-

lar music, jazz music, lectures and 

A corner of 
the assembling 

room where 

Federal 61's 

are made. 

theatrical features will be broad-
cast. On the top of the Bruns-
wick Hotel has been built a stu-
dio that equals anything that has 
been done in the past for conven-
ience and beauty. In the build-
ing that has been constructed on 
the roof of the hotel is the studio, 
30 by 40 feet in size, and a recep-
tion room with a ladies' parlor. 

In order to make the project 
successful, it was necessary to 
have constructed an entirely new 
line from Boston to Springfield, 
by the Western Union Company. 
This line is slightly over one hun-
dred miles in length and connects 
the studio at the Brunswick with 
the radio station at East Spring-
field, Mass. 

At Springfield this telephone 
line goes to Station WBZ of the 
Westinghouse Company, located 
at this company's plant. For the 
past two months the radio station 
has been undergoing a complete 
renovated so that when the stu-
dio opens, everything will be in 
first class condition. The signals 
will radiate from the long an-
tenna 210 feet above ground and 
supported from massive steel 
towers. 

The three interests, the Boston 
Herald-Traveler, the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing 
Company and the Brunswick 
Hotel of Boston, have been work-
ing day and night for the past 
two months to get everything 
ready for the opening date. A 
new era in remote studio broad-
casting will be started and the ra-
dio fans will have a new station 
that will equal and perhaps sur-
pass anything that has been done 
in broadcasting. 

Calls Troops by Radio 
Radio was employed for the first 

time in mobilizing the national guard 
when the 132nd Infantry of Chicago, 
commanded by Col. William E. Swan-
son, was notified via the ether to re-
port at the armory at 2640 West Mad-
ison street. As soon as the order was 
received from Springfield directing 
the mobilization of the regiment to 
be held in readiness to move to Her-
rin, the adjutant relayed the informa-
tion to station KYVV and it was 
broadcast. 

It is estimated that more than 50 
per cent of the soldiers either re-
ceived the message themselves or 
were notified of it by neighboring ra-
dio fans. 
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ENGLISH ART MODEL 
A custom•built Ortho-sonic set 
Without accessories, $600.00 

ORTHO -SONIC 
Ál\fA'r0 LJJVC1MtIVT 
New beauty in the Federal line 

XX THEN the Federal Radio Corporation 
V V introduced Federal Ortho-sonic Radio, 
a real sensation was created. 

Ortho-sonic tone, brought in by the exclusive 
patented Federal Ortho-sonic circuit, was un-
like anything hitherto produced in radio. For 
it was unusually true to life. Music critics 
and radio experts alike marveled at it and 
quickly accepted it. It at once set a new stand-
ard of radio-tone perfection. 

Now comes another Federal achievement. 
Sets enhanced by designs whose graceful con 
tours, handsome inlays and hand carvings, and 
duo-tone wood effects have united in a new 
standard of beauty and artistry. 

Here, we believe, is the ultimate in radio. 
Here, with beauty and individuality, you get 
the super-selectivity of sets shielded by the im-
proved Federal method and giving remarkable 
freedom from interference. 

Federal 

You get super power and super range—the 
surety of bringing in far distant stations clearly. 

You get the ideal one-dial control perfected 
by Federal engineers and enabling you to bring 
in clearly any station you want, by the mere 
twist of the wrist—a control remarkable for its 
simplicity and effectiveness. 

And you get also extreme durability, with 
dependability. In reality every Federal Ortho-
sonic Set is a precision, instrument built by 
craftsmen whose reputation for wireless, tele 

Ca-1E Çreater Federal Line includes many 
models, ranging in price from $ 75 to $400, and 
four de luxe custom-built models retailing at 
$600 to $ 1000. B andC models have space for all 
batteries, also for current supply devices which 
operate from electric light sockets. C models 
are completely self-contained and portable. 

phone, and navy radio reaches back over a 
quarter of a century. Radio built 4 makers 
who are responsible and here to sta. 

No furniture you can put in your hme will 
ever be more decorative, more endur g, more 
fruitful of pride and joy. 1, No radio you can buy will ever set.1' e longer 
or more satisfactorily. Yet Federal rices are 
conspicuously moderate. And there' a model 
for your own particular pocketbook. 

Note on opposite page Federal's 14 Points. 
Then go to your Federal retailer or ph one him 
for a free, non-obligatory, home demonstration 
—listen in with closed eyes. You will then be 
thrilled into a complete understandi*g of the 
enthusiasm of every Federal owncr. And 
Federal owners are legion. 

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, Bu a/o,N.Y. 
(Division of Federal Telephone and Telegraph C pally) 

Operating Broadcasting Station WQR at Bu lo 

RTH 
* The fundamental an exclusive ci, 

cuit making possible rtho-sonic re-
production Is patente under U. S. 
Letters Patent Na. Id 2.470. 
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F•10—Seven tubes. Wct 
or dry battery type. Bal. 
anced, tuned radio fr.. 
querns,. For use with loaf 
only. Singlecontrol. Mari• 
iff1107/1 selectivity— long 
range reception. 
construction. Illuminated 
scale. Pmfect control of 
volante. Beautil al mahog-
any cabinet. Vermillion 
inlay. Finish rich brown 
—satin texture. Without 
accessories. . $250.00 

F.S —Console. As illus. 
grated. Specially designed 
and finished to match 
F-10 Ortho-sonic. Ample 
battery space. Equipped 
with special rubber.tired 
casters . . . $50.00 

E-10—Sixtsibes•Wetor dry 
battery type. Balanced, 
tunedradiofrequea,Y.Sta-
gle control. Extremely se. 
Waive. Maximum receiv-
ing range. All.metal con. 
struction. Illuminated 
scale. Perfect control of 
volume. Beautiful brown 
mahogany cabinet— rote. 
wood inlay. Well finished. 
Satin texture. Without oc. 
cessorim . . . $ 150.00 

E-5—Console as I:bistro. 
'ed. Specially dmigned 
iind finished tomatcnE.10 
Ortho-sonic. Ample bat-
‘em space. Equipped with 
gliders . . . $40.00 

IMO—Fax tubes. Wet 
or dry battery type. Bal. 
anced, tuned radio fre-
quency. Centralized con. 
trot. Very selective and 
sensitive. Mahogany cab-
inet, mahogany lined. 
Finish, rich brown. With-
out accessories . $ 100.00 

D-5—Console. At War 
traud. Specially designed 
and finished to match 

0 Orthowonic. Ample 
battery space. Equipped 
with gliders. . . $30.00 

A-10 

A•10—Five tubes. Wet or dry battery 
type. Balanced, tuned radio frequen-
cy. Rich brown mahogany finish. 
Without accessories . . . byS.go 

Federal's 
14 Points 

I. Orth.sonic receiving sets made 
complete in Federal factories as-
sures perfect matching of parts. 

2. Built around Federal's own pat-
ented circuits. 

3. Ortho.sonic tone quality—the re. 
su'tofyearsof acoustical research. 

4. Rugged, all-metal construction 
—will last a lifetime. 

5. Cabinets of carefully selected 
mahogany and walnut. 

6. Multi-shielding. Provides iso-
lation of all circuits from one 
another and from extraneous 
influences. 

7. Sim plifie d control with the 
maximum efficiency. 

8. Razor-edge selectivity; allowing 
reception of distant stations 
through locals. 

9. Illuminated, self-indicating 
scale, acting as pilot light. 

10.Uses dry battery tubes, also 
standard tubes, without ad-
justment. 

11. Re-radiation proof — does not 
interfere with your neighbor's 
receiving set. 

12.1ncludes a model forevery purse 
and a design for every setting. 

13. A precision instrument built by 
Federal telephone and radio 
experts. 

14. Backed by a solid, substan. 
tial company—can never 
become an "orphan." 

The Wh sign 1::1.grfCtD.dx2 listen in. 

SON' 

E-40 — Six tubes. Wet or 
dry batter, type. Bal. 
anced, tuned radio /re-
giency. Single control. 
Extremely selective. 
Maximum receiving 
range. All-metal con-
struction. Illuminated 
scale. Built-in streaker. 
Receiver compartment 
slides out. Walnut cabi-
netantiqued and inlaid 
with rosewood. Ample 
battery space. Without 
a. cewories . $300.00 

F-40—Seven tubes. Wet 
or dry battery type. Bab 
anced, tuned radio Ire 
quency. For use with 
looponly. Singlecontrol. 
Maximum selectivity— 
long range reception. 
All.metal construed... 
illuminated scale.Extra 
large u sl 

Walnut cabinet, artita• 
catty antigurd. Inlaid 
with Vermillion. Amide 
battery space. Without 
accessories . $400.00 

adio 

D.40—Fivetubes.Wet or 
dry battery type. Bal. 
anced, tuned radio tie-
quency. Ceti trali:cd 
control.Built•inspeaber. 
Deep, rich tone quality. 
Receiver compartment 
slides out. Walnut 
cabinet. Ample battery 
space. Within« arms. 
sories . . • $200.00 

F.40 

Rec. U. S. Pat. OH. 

D,E,F models Aug. 1926 
1927 models, firsi advertised in June, same as D,E,F 1926 models, with these AC models added: D-10-60, 
$185 E-10-60, $275. F-10-60, $360. D-40-60, $285. E-45-60, $460. F-45-60, $6(X). Mus 8 custom-built 
models, to $ 1225. 
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July 1928 G-10-60 

Aug. 1928 models: 
(F-11 series, wire antenna): 
(F-10 series, loop antenna): 

F-50 $650 

F-40-60 $460 F-50-60 $775 
F-41-60 $595 F-51-60 $810 

Henry Harder 

$130 G-40-60 $220 

Electrical Record 

FEDERAL 0 rtho-so 
Custorn-Built Models 

For those seeking the ultimate in radio cabinet work and design, we 
offer these four splendid examples of furni-

ture craftsmanship. 

Mandarin 
Coma Laal.eal 

ea a ha 1 

eran aahh, haa kappa C. 

rene:reenrirt 6.21.1:7C = Iten= nnn'n.Chn: 

  woo«, 
Mandarin 60 '1-^ 

Louvain 

la ha. 

 1775. 

Louvain 60 

Man s s. ...I..* ma 
ga. fuea.thaili Ma. of saa 

 2110000 

rAttonlteChtral="2:eannnredn. 

Ithr'n.rtn!.t.rnrhtn..:.717 

Milan (po zfrir.= 
I22522 

Vol. XLII. N. 2 

The mi.-in 

the Louvain The Milan 

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, Buffalo, N. Y. 
iDiviaion of The Federal Telephone Manufacturing Cor,) 

Operiiiing BrawinG1S101i011 WGR as Buffalo 

F-11 $250 F-11-60 e360 

F-60 
F-60-60 
F-61-60 

$775 F-70 
$900 F-70-60 
$935 F-71-60 

$1000 
$1125 
$1160 

not illustrated: 
Short technical article in Radio Broadcast, Aug. 1928, p.222. Dec. 1928: F-43 $295 F-43-60 $370 
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H 

F-80 $1100 (battery) 
F-80-60 $ 1225 (AC) 
F-81-60 $ 1260 (AC with 

dynamic speaker) 



Coin plete 
$155.50 

I,ess Tubes 

Federal- Findlay 
Combination 

FINDLAY Metal Console Tables are now available for Federal H10-60 Models. 
This specially designed unit makes an ideal 
inexpensive installation worthy of any home. 

fed.erai wewo-seic Radio 
WM. T. BAXTER CORPORATION 

4234 Broadway, near 180th St. 
Td. WAShingion Heights 3139 

N. Y. Sun (Dec. 15, 1928) 
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Federal Announces 
The New H-Series 

America's Finest 
Small Radio 

FEDERAL presents a new achievement 
—the new H models- table and console 
receivers of remarkable beauty and com-
pactness. 

The table model easily tucks away in any of 
dozens of places in the home wherever 
there's a few square inches of unused room. 
The console model fits into the decorative 
scheme in the smallest nook or corner with-
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out rearranging the room or disturbing the 
furniture. This beautiful compactness ap-
peals particularly to women. It alone will 
mean thousands of sales for designated Fed-
eral retailers this year. 

The console model is provided with built-in 
speaker specially designed to respond to low 
frequencies. It is also available with built-
in dynamic speaker. 

All Metal Chassis Wood Cabinets Two Way Selectivity Push-pull Amplification 
Ortho-sonic Tone Single Dial, electrically illuminated Unusually Compact 

7 A. C. tubes (including rectifier) 

Prices (without tubes or accessories) 

Oct. 1928: H-10-60 $110 H-40-60 $185 H-41-60 $210 

Technical article in Citizens Callbook, von() no.4, Nov. 1929, p.89. 

The Federal new L chassis is similar in gen-
eral to the M chassis, excepting that screen-
grid tubes are used in the three r.f. stages. 
It is made in two models, L36 and L46, with 
built-in dynamic speaker and timbre control. 
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"IC" TABLE MODELS 
K 10-60 60 cycle $ 127.50 
K 10-25 25 cycle $ 137.50 

"K" CONSOLE 
MODELS 

K 40-60 60 cycle $197.50 
K 40-25 25 cycle $207.50 
with DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

K 41-60 60 cycle $227.50 
K 41-25 25 cycle $237.50 

Prices do not include tubes 
and are slightly higher 

in west. 

Jan. 1929 

Technical article on M and I. in Radio, July 1929, p.92. 

July 1929: L-36 $149.50 L-46 $179.50 
Aug. 1929: M-10 $175 M-36 $245 M-41, M-42, M-46 $295 
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mircusos 
J.B. Ferguson, Inc. 

oseph B. Ferguson worked J 
for Ship Owners Radio Service, Inc. liir se% eral years, as 
chief engineer and after May 1923 as general manager. In 

December he struck out for himself, firming J. B. Fergu-
son, Inc. along with J. B. Jr., with $ 10,000 capital. He be-
gan in a small way, building relatively expensive four-tube 
sets and getting writeups in the New York City newspa-

pers. In April 1925 Raymond J. Ketcham, with Ferguson 
four years at Sorsinc, joined him again as chief engineer, 

and probably contributed a good ( leal to their most innova-
tive model, the Eight, which appeared several months 
later. 

In November 1925 Ferguson found his financial angel, 
Thomas B. Wickwire, Jr., firrnerly of the Wickwire-Spen-

cer Steel Corp. ( which he had just left, probably with a 
push, as the company shortly went into receivership and 
closed a few of its many plants). Ferguson moved to a new 
factory in Long Island City, New York that was undoubt-
edly financed by Wickwire. Wickwire considered taking 
over the ailing De Forest company around February 1926, 
but decided against it and left De Forest after a month or 

two. In August Ferguson opened a second plant near the 
first, and by the end of the year was said to be well behind 
in orders. 

J. B. Ferguson left his company in June 1927 for an-

other venture: building AC sets in Kingston, Pennsylvania 
("I do not make receivers until 1 get non-cancellable or-
(1ers for them; no overproduction in our plant"). Mean-
while, Wickwire took over the old company entirely,. mak-
ing, besides the Ferguson models, two "Homer" model, 
under the Technidyne patents ( tuner followed by a multi-

stage untuned RF amplifier, avoiding the need of an RCA 
license). But he lost money the whole time: $ 128,652 
on the factory and $ 145,442 on his jobber, whom la 
financed, and assigned for creditors in February 1928. 

J. B. Ferguson, after returning from Kingston, joined a 

syndicate promoting Bairds television system, ran a Nem 
York factory assembling Rola speakers, then at the end of 

1929 built sets under the Balder name. In 1932 his Fer-
guson Radio Corp., incorporated in March or April, was 
offering six-tube midgets for the export trade. He started 
making short-wave sets in England by 1937, his company 
within four years becoming a part of Thorn. 

T. H. Wickwire, Jr., Vice- President 

J. B. Ferguson. resnlent 

Interior of the four tube receiver. 

This chassis, probably an early form of the TR 
scribed in the NY Sun, Feb. 16, 1924 and the 
World, Apr. 12, 1924. A "4-tube Ferguson' 
$125 in May 1924. 

1, was de-
Y Evening 
listed at 
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A Home Receiver All Can Operate 
T HE Ferguson Type TRF 3 is just as sensitive—just as selective 

as most receivers costing two or three times the price. And of 

course there's plenty of volume for loud speaker operation. 

Anyone can get peak results from a Ferguson TM' 3 

—ask any of the following dealers to prove it. 

Atlanta rhieiaan Compeer A. A it. Walla 
i.e. •nd lid Ate. tot We..t Intl, so 
New Yeti, City Nrw. Yule I It> 

Ludwig Baumann roe Brandt., Radio tent 
New York and Newark Souk, 1.111 rear, Street 
Deeetoh Sr... Nrw York City 
Wet Ml and 3rd Ave N T r • 
II Avenue A. rot. 'ro.W . " S' 
ith Are • nd ttetie At N. . N Y. . kler " YorkCily 

ard Ave. and 123rd Al..N T./. Eredl J. prrher eiroatlwey nod Saralee.. Wreet. rite Antetterdatti 5,• 
Brooklyn N Y 

New toile City 

A. tiolteclrera, Roma 
11.1th kt. neal 00.1 Are 
New 1,, 1•11y 

Kum Br.. ( NIken, 
(Bern air h end itry Sta. 
New York City 

M....eh/mt. %Ma glare. 
srl Broadway 
New York lily 

Tremont Mule Mu. 
ene. 1.1n.1 Tremont A... 
New took CI, 

Three. Seek Mee. It Sac.dy I'.. Melthew Calmly 
311.1 cot Tremont Ase. le•st lath Ml. 
Sieve Yolk City N.."' York City 

Boodle rem 
ti01 Broader., 
New Yoili City 

O. W. GeBoweira 
21121 Third Are. 
New York City 
Bel Lure. 
It. rant if th 
New York City 

W. P. rhumer 
Ce Broadway 
New Took t'lly 

Manufactured by 

J. B. FERGUSON, INC. 

Distributed by 

Nronael /ladle 

Earle Radio 
Mehl St 
kenrorit. N 

illitelpin releleon L Co. 
17 Baal Alit St 
rolo•re. I, Y 

Blrelee. I.:gulp/went In. 
Salon Saw r 

stash:ion. S. I 

Kelly.. ROM. Nlro.,  
'lee iwroy•tte Art' 
Ilrook»n. N 

R. & S. /leek.» 
105 itaikh Ate 
lerooktytt 

Reeltarlin Nhaw 

lirooklyn. N. Y. 

Joloa Bereff 
7, Flatten'', A‘e 

80 Beaver St. 

THE RANCE CORPORATION 86 Church St. 

Fig 1 A real radio machine,t des::gnterflo to be put together quickly and to 

Radio Engineering (Apr. 1926). p. 160 

Eight Chassis 

Ferguson Six—Console Model 
Complete with special built in loud speaker, with 
Ampllon unit, compartments for "A" and "B" 
batteries ami battery charger. Cabinet work the 
finest, genuine walnut, finished in latest high light 
styles. Plenty of room for books and radio litera-
ture. Top panel drops down when receiver is in 
operation, providing a handy desk arrangement. 

Price, $ 290 
Batteries, tubes, and charger extra 

Ferguson Six— Cabinct Model 
Employs two stages of balanced tuned radio frequency oscillat-
ing detector ( equal to regeneration for added volume, but with-
out radiation or effect on tuning) ; three stages of perfectly 
watched audio frequency. De Luxe high light walnut or 
mahogany cabinet with separate compartments for "B" batteries. 

Price, $ 180 
Tubes and batteries extra 

Six Feb., 1925 $ 180 

Dirk Doremus 

TRF3 Dec. 1924 $ 130 

3 models by Mar. 1925: 3-A ( same, 30 to 120 meters) 

$130. "Traveling" model $ 120. 3-V Victor phono panel 
$110. 
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at six- tube tuned 

din frequency : 

Receiver, 
net Model. (111u. 

. $7z6 ' 
uxeConseleModel 
bout-tu ernnlion = 
oettker $348 2 

THIS, the fondly sought, generally abandoned 
dream of every radio engineer has, at last, 

found fulfillment in the Ferguson " Eight," and 

without a sacrifice of any of the sensitivity, 

selectivity, tone quality or volume that have, 

since the pioneer days, been outstanding char-

acteristics of every Ferguson Receiver. 

Milady will acclaim the Ferguson "Eight" for 

its graceful beauty, its unequalled simplicity, 

its full, crystal-clear reproduction. The man 

who knows radio will choose it because he 

appreciates excellence, permanence and 

dependability in design and craftsmanship. 

Every Ferguson sold wins another lifelong friend. 
The Ferguson Franchise means some-
thing and is well worth investigating. 

J. B. FERGUSON, inc. 
41 East 42nd Street, New York 

To operate, simply light the 

tubes; select your program, 

noting its wavelength; set in-

dicator andadjust vernierand 

volume. Simplicity itself! 

Eight Sept. 1925 :17;226 

After Feb. 1926, in a shorter 28 1/2 " cabinet. Teohnical articles in Popular liadio„lune 1926, pp. 131-136, and fl(olio 

222 gineering, Apr. 1926, p.160. 



Four Sept. 1925 895 

FERGUSON MODEL FOUR. Man-
ufactured by J. B. Ferguson, Inc., 41 
East 42nd street, New York City. Four 
tube receiving set employing one stage 
of balanced tuned radio frequency, 
non-radiating detector, and two staffes 
of audio frequency. Sloping Bakelite 
panel. Mahogany finished cabinet with 
space provided for "B" batteries. List 
price $95.00. 

Radio Dealer ( Mar. 1926), p. 92 

Radio Dealer ( O(t. 1926), ). 

TweRe 00. 1926 $75 

THE FERGUSON MODEL 14 RECEIVER 

Fourteen Apr. 1927 8235 

(not shown) Eighteen Sept. 1927 $ 195 

Ten Apr. 1926 $ 110 

By Sept. 1926, used a dial 

like the Fourteen. Described 

in Radio News, Sept. 1926, 

pp. 220-221, and Popular 

Radio, Dec. 1926, 1)1).787, 

790 — 792. 

Zee' liS0q 

IT IS DIFFERENT 
The outstanding model now showing à the 

HOMER 
(A sevuee•rung REC.:EVE. 

IT A new, entirely different. proven circuit. 
f: Seven Pilaw—four stages of Radio. 

Lnique Volume Control—No rheoetat. 
Compact: 'We" high It I V' long n 8" deep. 
Quickly Metalled in furniture. 
The HOMER hoe an efficiency differing Rom 
ocher receiver* in that it is extremely mlet• 
tine and sensitive to reception on the ver> 
high and the eery low wave lengths. 

THE HOMER CHASSIS 
LIST PRICE— $50 

in> 

THE HOMER 
LIST PRICE —$95 

VIOIT DOOTTI NO. 1 3[C. D AT THE NOW 1/011K o o.olo 
VISIT BOOTH Nit TT DEPT A .1. T.14F 00,TON 

5-er usoq 
bf‘d. by HOMER PRODUCTS, Inc., 

3542-41st St. LONG ISLAND CITY. N. Y. 

I loiner Sept. 1927 $95. 

Also Homer Sr., 8150 
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Alan Douglas has been interested in old radios at least since the 
age of ten. His first "collectible" set, which he still owns, was his 
grandparents' Atwater Kent 20 and horn, given to him two or three 
years later ("they gave it to me instead of my cousin because they 
thought I wouldn't just take it apart"). It took him five years of puzzling 
out the wiring and battery connections to get it running, but long before 
then, he was looking for more. After graduating from Swarthmore College 
in 1965 with a BS in electrical engineering, he began meeting other 
collectors, joining clubs, and writing for the club bulletins. 

Along with the radios themselves, Alan developed a taste for books 
and especially magazines. Eventually, after learning enough of the radio 
industry's workings from these sources, he searched out some of the 
men who had created it and put their stories down on paper. To date, 
Alan has written more than one hundred articles and papers for collec-
tors' and club bulletins, amateur radio magazines, and engineering 
publications. His library of five thousand volumes occupies a special 
addition to his home where he has lived since 1955 ("too much junk 
to move now"). 

Alan designs and builds oceanographic research equipment at 
Benthos, Inc. (Greek for "Davy Jones' locker") where he has worked 
for 21 years. In addition to his radio and electrical interests, another 
that perhaps pre-dates radio is reed and pipe organs, and classical 
organ music. He has a modest collection of reed organs, extending to 
automatic musical instruments such as an 1894 Aeolian player reed 
organ, 1908 Seeburg nickelodeon, and 1929 Ampico reproducing grand 
piano, but his favorite is the 1936 Aeolian-Skinner Duo-Art pipe organ, 
which he moved and installed in 1972. Many of its paper rolls were 
hand-played by famous artists of the late twenties. Alan only plays the 
organ himself "when no one is listening." 

Alan Douglas in his research library 
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